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RECORDS 

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. 

Part I.] 1897- February. 

Annual Report of the GEOLbcicAt Survey of India and of the 

Geological Museum, Calcutta, for the year 1896. 

1. At the commencement of the year the disposition of the officers of the Survey 
was that stated in the. last annual report. During the 5-ear Dr. Warth and 
Mr. Anderson resigned their appointments, the first on the 15th March, the second 
on 1st September 1896. 

Two officers have been granted furlough. Mr. Griesbach on i6th May, 
Mr. Datta on lyih Seplember 1896. 

Both sub-assistants are absent on leave, Lala Kishen Singh on medical certi¬ 
ficate from ist October 1896, and Lala Hira Lai on privilege leave. 

Dr. Ncetling and Mr. Bose have been absent on furlough throughout the year. 
Mr. LaTouche returned from furlough on 13th October 1896. 
2. Owing to retirements and departure of officers on furlough, the Survey is 

working very short-handed during the present year; the disposition is as 
follows: 

Mr. Middlbmiss 

Holland 

LaTouchb 

Smith 

Vrbdknburg 

Grimbs . 

^ Madras. 

• Western Rajputana. 
. Assam. 
, South Rewah. 
. Burma, 

Sub-Assistant Hira Lai will be posted to Madras on return from privilege leave, 
if his services are required by Mr. Middlemiss; if not required, he will be kept at 
head-quarters to assist in the transfer of the office of the Survey into the new 
building. 

3, A/adlrar.—The survey of the Salem and Coimbatore Districts has been 
energetically pushed forward, and it is expected that it will 

completed in 1897, when a full report of the results will 
be submitted. The most important of these at present is 

the conclusion Mr. Middlemiss has come to, that the massive granitoid gneiss of 
Hosur, which had been regarded as probably older than the other types {Manual^ 

2nd edition, p. 35), cannot be said to be older or younger than the charnockite 
gneiss, or to underlie or overlie it. At the limits of the two types of gneiss, they 
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are seen to end in long tongues which interlock with each other, while a perfect 
mineralogical passage from one type to the Other has been observed. 

4. In the neighbourhood of Satyamangalam, some patches of quartz schist, con¬ 
taining numerous crystals of kyanite—which was at one place reported as corundum- 
are regarded by Mr. Middlemiss as probably highly metamorphosed Dharwars. 
The southern extensions of the main outcrops of this series, in its typical form, have 
been mapped. In many cases, the nature of the boundary suggests that the gneiss 
is in reality an intrusive granite, as there is a band of it crowded with fragments 
of Dharwar rock, resembling inclusions. This is not the true explanation 
according to Mr. Middlemiss, however, as there are many sections where the 
Dharwars are clearly unconformable on the gneiss; and he considers that the 
apparent inclusions have been produced by a ppst-Dharwar softening of the 

gneiss and movements of the rock while in this condition. 
5. An interesting fact in connection with the Dharwars, which may be noticed 

here though we owe it to Dr. J, W. Evans, Senior Geologist to the Mysore State, is 

the discovery that the so-called reefs of the Kolar goldfield are not reefs in the 
ordinary sense of the word, but true interbedded quartzites of the same character 
as the famous gold-bearing deposits of the Transvaal. 

In the neighbourhood of Kollegal, some gold-bearing reefs were examined by 
^ Mr. Middlemiss. Oneof these neat Kavudahalli (Cawdalli) 

is now being exploited by a mining company and good 
lodes carrying i to ai ounces of gold to the ton are said to have been found. It 
is noteworthy that Mr. Middlemiss considers that the rocks of the Kavudahalli 
field do not belong to the Dharwar series, as was suggested by Mr. Foote (7?^- 
coris XXI, p. 55). Mr. Foote, it must be remembered, had not visited this locality, 
and his suggestion that the Dharwar series might be represented there was purely 
an inference from the known existence of old workings, and the fact that in the 
country he had surveyed all the gold-bearing rocks were confined to the Dharwar 
series. It was known that the gold of the Wynaad occurred in rocks very 
different to those of the Dharwar series in its typical exposures, but in the absence 
of a special examination, the possibility remained that the difference might only be 
due to a greater degree of metamorphism. Mr. Middlemiss' work makes it more 
probable that the difference is a real one, and that the gold of Southern India is 
bound in two different rock systems and is not confined to one. The discovery, 
noticed above, that the gold-bearing rock of the Kolar goldfield is a true metamor- 
phic quartzite, suggests that the gold is of derivative origin, and is consequently 
an independent indication of an older series of gold-bearing rocks, from which 
the gold was derived. 

6. Concurrent with the purely geological survey, the special investigation of the 

Corund id corundum-bcaring rocks has been actively carried on, and 
has resulted not only in the discovery of many new localities, 

but, what is more important, of the fact that tfie corundum occurs indefinite 
bands of rock which can be followed with almost the same certainty as a seam of 
coal. One such band—known as the Paparapatti band—has actually been traced 
continuously for a distance of 36 miles. 

7, The preliminary survey being sufficiently advanced (o render the commence¬ 
ment of exploratory workings desirable, with a view to testing the extent and 
richness of the corundum-bearing rock, arrangements were made with the Govern* 
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fcn’ent of Madras for the carrying out of (his work. Owing to the resignation of 
Mr. Anderson—who had been intended to take charge of this work—a modifica¬ 
tion of the original plans had to be made> and it was arranged that a series of excava¬ 

tions should be made by the Public Works Department, at places to be pointed out 
by Mr. Middlemiss. These excavations or quarries as they will be, are intended 
to show the thickness, of the corundum-bearing bands, and whether they are 

continuous or occur as lenticular, patches, A fair average sample of the rock 

extracted, of sufficient size to give a trustworthy estimate of the richness of the rock, 
is to be carefully cleaned by hand and the proportion of corundum to matrix 
determined by weighing. Samples of the cleaned corundum and of the rock will 

then be sent to the Secretary of State for submission to experts with reference to 
(i) the value of the cleaned product and (2) the best means and probable cost of 
separation. Owing to the fact that each crystal of corundum is surrounded by a 
shell of felspar, from which it separates as readily as the kernel of a nut from its 

shell, there will be no difficulty about tins mechanical separation of the corundum 
from its matrix, and the whole question of the possibility of working these deposits 

on an industrial basis will resolve itself into the three questions, of quantity of ore, 
value of the finished product, and cost of production. The first of these will be 

determined by the operations carried out locally ; for the'latter two, the reports of 
the experts will give the answers. In this manner, a result will be attained both 
more satisfactory in itself and more economically than by the employment, on 
purely exact executive work of a nature that does not require any very high stand¬ 
ard of attainments, of a highly paid specialist, who would not have been able to 

answer the questions which must be submitted to European or American experts. 
Operations are now in active progress, and the results of the first weighings give 

l5olbs, of clean corundum from i ton of rock. 
8. Several new discoveries of iron ores have been made during the progress of 

the survey and previously known sites re-visited. An ap- 
plication has also been made by the Government of 

Madras for the examination of the iron ores of Kurnool, but in view of the report 

of Mr. Jeremiah Head, addressed to Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India, 
dated 2nd May 1896, which shows that there is no possibility of locally manu¬ 
factured charcoal iron competing with the imported product, all special investiga¬ 
tions of iron ores in Madras would appear to be a waste of time. In the case of 

the iron ores of Kanjaraalai, near Salem, it has been decided to send 100 tons 
home for an exhaustive trial on a large scale, and until the results of this are known, 
any special examination of iron ores, apart from what can be done in the course 

of regular survey, is to be deprecated. 
9. In February an application was made by Messrs. Sugg and Company for a 

consignment of so tons of steatite from the Kurnool Dis- 
Steatite. department instructed to inspect the consign¬ 

ment before despatch. The necessary instructions were accordingly issued to 

Mr, Middlemiss, who reports that of the 28 tons, which were extracted by the District 

authorities, a large part was in too small fragments to be of any use, and only a 
very small proportion reached the dimensions which appear to be required. He 
has condemned 13 of the a8 tons and lecommended that the other 15 be for* 

warded to Messrs. Sugg and Company for trial. 
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Choia Nagpur, 

Mr. W« Anderson. 
Dr. H. Warth. 
Lala Hira Lai 

Rewnk. 

Mr. R. D. Oldham. 
„ P. N. Datta. 
,, E, Vredenburg, 

G. E. Grimes. 

10. Bengal.—At the commencement of the year, the party was still engaged on 
exploration, but in February a site was selected by Mr, 
Anderson where mining operations were commenced and 
stamps set up, but there was great delay in starling them, a 
delay ostensibly due to the non-supply of certain requisite 
stores, the exact description of which 1 had great difficulty 

in obtaining from Mr. Anderson. The final results of the cnishings were dis¬ 
appointing and inconclusive beyond showing that the quartz at Dhobni near 
Borobhum, worked by Mr. Anderson, contained practically no gold. 

11. Central During the working season of 1895-96 the survey of Rewah 

had been practically completed and would doubtless have 
been finished, but for the phenomenal unhealthiness of the 
season, Messrs. Datta and Grimes were both completely 
prostrated before the end of the season, while among the 
establishment and servants fever was rampant. 

12. The work in the rocks which have been grouped for convenience as transi¬ 
tion has resulted in the establishment of at least one well-marked unconformity. 
The existence of this had been suspected from the previous season’s work, but, 

though now well established, it will not be possible at present to devote the time 
necessary for detailed mapping to the determination of the exact distribution of 
the two series. It is also extremely doubtful if this could be done without a more 
perfect topographical map, on a larger scale than is at present available. 

13. In the Vindhyan system, Mr, Datta's survey seems to show that there is a 
complete conformity between the lower and upper Vindhyans along the boundary 
at the foot of the Kaimur scarp. Certainly if there is any unconformity it is of the 
slightest, extremely difficult of detection, and in most striking contrast to the well- 

marked unconformity observable a few miles to the southwards, as described in 
Records XXVIII, p. 139. This contrast in the relations of the series at places^ 

so close together, is a strong support of the suggestion regarding the nature and 
mode of origin of the Vindhyan sandstones, first propounded in the Manual of the 

Geology of India^ 2nd edition, p. 104. 
14. In the Gondwana area, the survey of. the we.stern extension of the SingrauH 

coalfield was carried out and some discoveries of interest made in the course of it. 
In the Talchirs of SingrauH, a large number of the included boulders were found 

to show slriation and polishing, resembling that to be seen on the boulders in 
glacier moraines, and more especially in what is known in Switzerland as "Grund 
Moran.” This is not only a new locality for these scratched boulders, but one in 
which they are more abundant and perfect than has yet been recorded from the 

Talchir boulder bed of the Peninsula, 
15. In the area occupied by the Damuda rocks, a number of coal seams were 

observed ; the assays of the specimens brought to Calcutta 
have given poor results; but it must be remembered that 

they were only weathered specimens from the outcrop. There is here a large 
coalfield with an abundant supply of coal, but too remote from the existing lines 

of communication to hold out any prospect of successful working in the imnaediate 

future. 
i6« An interesting collection of fossils was made ; amongst them, a cluster of 

Coal. 
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fronds of Glossopteris attached to their rootstock, which shows the characters of 
Vertebraria, A somewhat similar discovery of Glossopteris fronds attached to 
Veriehraria has been recorded from South Africa,* and the trae nature of that 

mysterious fossil known as Vertebraria may now be taken as settled. 
17. It is noteworthy that the numerous intrusions mapped are all basaltic and 

that none of the peridotites which have been described by Mr. Holland from the 
eastern coalfields of Bengal were observed. 

18. Baluchistan.—During the working season of 1895-96, Sub-Assistant Kishen 
Singh was engaged on the survey of the Chehiltan range 

Lala Ktshen Singh. and part of the Khwdja Amrdn, and in the collection of 

fossils from the hills near Khelat. According to his report, the Khojak shales 
underly the * massive limestone* (jurassic) with a marked unconformity. This 
observation, if confirmed, is inconsistent with the eocene age ascribed to the former 
rocks by Mr. Griesbach in his original report {Memoirs, XVIII), and subsequently 
confirmed by the discovery of nummulites. as announced in the Annual Report 
for 1894 ; on the other hand, it is in Accordance with the conclusion, adopted 
in the second edition of the Manual, that these shales are older than tertiary, and 
not impossibly iriassic in age. The grounds for this correlation are, as was. slated, 
very inadequate; no fossils had then been found in any part of them, and it was 
only the exigencies of classification that led to any definite age being ascribed, even 
conjecturally. The most probable explanation is that the Khojak shales belong 
to more than one stratigraphical series, and that the apparent discrepancy will 

vanish when this region is fully surveyed. 
19. The collection of fossils from the neighbourhood of Khelat has not yet been 

examined, but Dr. Carter's discovery of Orthoeeras has not been repeated. 
20. Rajputana.—li'^^ survey of Rajputana has been resumed during the present 

working season, and Mr.LaTouche is engaged in Southern 
Mr. T. D. LaTouche. Marwar. The commencement of field work was delayed 

by causes beyond control and no results of importance can yet be reported. 
21. During part of the recess season, Mr, Hayden was deputed to 

complete the geological survey of Simla and Mahdsu, of 
Simla. which a preliminary account was published in Records^ 

Mr. H. M. Hayden. Vol. XX, p, 143. Besides some minor modifications in 

detail of the mapping of Simla proper and the extension of the survey over the 
Mahdsu ridge, Mr. Hayden was able to complete the examination of Jutogh, to 
which 1 was unable to devote more than a slight attention in ^887, and to deter¬ 
mine in detail the sequence of the rocks grouped as the upper or Jutogh carbona¬ 

ceous slates and limestones. 
22. In the course of this survey, some light has been thrown on a vexed question 

inthegcology of Simla and Jutogh. It has long been known (see H. B. MedlU 

cott, Memoirs HI, pt. a, p. 34) that the rocks at the summit of Jako show much 
higher degree of melamorphism than in the bottoms of the surrounding valleys; 
where we find slates and phylUtes, from which there is a passage, as the bills are 
ascended, though more and more schistose rocks, to a highly crystalline gameti- 
ferous mica schist. In 1887, I discussed the three alternative explanations which 
were possible, but the facts then collected were insufficient to decide between 
them. Mr. Hayden's observations indicate the probability that, in the case Of 

• R, ComptM Reodus. CXXU. p. 744. and Bull. Soc. GooU, France, 3rd S«f., XXIV, p. 349, 
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Mr. F. H. Smith. 

ir 

Jutogh at least, there is a central core of igneous rock to whose intrusion the 
metamorphism of the beds is due. He finds that the whole series of beds on the 
Jutogh hill show unmiatakeabie signs of contact metamorphism and in two places 
intrusive diorite was found in the form of numerous dykes and veins catting the 
sedimentary rocks, which had been altered almost beyond recognition. 

23. Nor(h~Wti(ern Provinces.—^The investigation of the stability of the hill 

Naini TaU sides in Naini Tal has been completed and a full report 
Mr. T. H. Holland, published. As Originally proposed, this investigation was 

to have been carried out by an officer of the Geological 
Survey in conjunction with an Engineer and was to have included specific recom- 
mendaiions as to protective measures to be undertaken. Owing to various causes 
this programme was not carried out, and the investigation and report were made 
by Mr. Holland alone. It is a very complete and, it is anticipated, final statement 
of the conditions,of the problem, the nature of the dangers to be apprehended, and 
the character of the remedied measures required. The execution of these, when 
decided on, must be left to the Public Works Department, which will find in Mr. 
Holland's report the fullest information regarding those aspects of the problem 
which would not come within the cognizance of its officers, but which must be 
attended to if more harm than good is not to result from its operations. 

■ 24, Assam-'^The survey of Assam has been resumed during the present 
working season, and Mr. Smith is at present engaged on the 
survey of ihe eastern part of the Mikir hills. It is hoped 

that some light may be thrown on the manner in which the cretaceous and 
nummuiitic rocks pass north-easiwards, and on the manner of their final di3ap{)car* 
ance. It is prqbable too tlial coalfields of value to the Assam-Bengal Railway may 
be met with in the course of the survey. 

25. During the field season of 1895-96, Mr. Hayden was employed in Burma, 

Surma, following the precedent of former years, under the direct 
Mr. H. H.jTayden. Orders of the Local Government. After the completion of 
„ . . rimes. examination of the Sagyin ruby tract, which was referred 

to in last year's report, he was instructed to examine the Mithwe coalfield, a yellow 
ochre deposit near Panp^, and the steatite mines which were reported to be 
situated in the Minbu District, but which were found to be in the Kyaukpyu 
District of Arakan. 

26, The Mithwe coalfield is situated about 5 miles south-east of Lagat and 
consists of tertiary clays, sandstones and conglomerates. 
The coal occurs in thin seams, the best of which is 3' 8"' 

thick, but only extends for 112 feet along the outcrop ; it is shaly and poor, and the 
beds are highly disturbed, faulted, crushed and penetrated by intrusions of gabbro, 
dialiage rock and serpentine. 

27. Of the yellow ochre deposit little more need he said than that it exists^ 
Ochre. With a varying thickness, whose maximum is 30 feet. 

28, The steatite of the Kyaukpyu District is found in considerable quantity and 

has hitherto been mined at two localities, about 30 miles 
west of the village of Hpa-aing and near Senlan village in 

Ngape township. Both these villages are in the Minbu District, but the first 
named mines are on the west on the watershed, and consequently in the Kyaukpyu 
District. The mines descend as much as 200 feet by narrow tortuous shafts* 

Steatite. 
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and are abandoned in the rains owing to the influx of water, and the risk the 
miners run of finding themselves shut in by falls of rock in the untimbered shafts 

and galleries, 
39. These results cannot be regarded as satisfactory either from a scientific or 

economic point of view. For this, Mr. Hayden can in no way be held responsible ; 
on the other hand, his work, carried on under circumstances of exceptional diffi¬ 
culty, attended by no small hardship, and in spite of his being hampered by the 
want of proper maps for the execution of a geological survey, the scattered distri¬ 
bution of the localities visited, and by the imperfect, where not misleading, 
information supplied to him, is deserving of the highest praise. The failure can 
only be ascri^d to the conditions under which he worked, conditions which 

were necessary and advisable in the eafly days when the province first came 
under British rule, but which had unfortunately been allowed to survive their 
utility^ All the principal known mineral tracts of Upper Burma have now 
been visited and examined as far as caij;i be done in the absence of accurate 
topographical maps, and it is not to bfe expected that the Local Government, 
having no responsible adviseiv should be able to profitably direct work of so 
technical a nature as the geological survey. The system has now been ended, 

and the geological survey in Burma been put on the same footing as in other parts 
of the Empire. 

30. The report on the Yenangyoung oilfield, referred to in the last annual report, 
is now in a very forward state, and will be published shortly. 

Petroleum. Noetling shows that the Yenangyoung field is 

already showing signs of exhaustion, and in view of this, and his belief that the 
field has only a few more years of life, it was determined to take up the survey 
of the country between the Yenangyoung and Yenangyat oilfields, with a view 

to determining whether there was .any reasonable prospect of a fresh oilfield 
being found in that tract. Mr. Grimes was deputed for the work and started for 

Burma at the end of October; good progress has been made with the survey and 
already indications have been met with of the existence of a fresh oilfield, but 
no more definite statement can at present be made. 

31. On his way to the ground, Mr. Grimes visited the Yenangyoung oilfield in 
order to make himself acquainted with the rocks he would meet with during 
his survey, and in the course of this visit observed an interesting improvement 

which had been adopted by the well-diggers. Formerly, the 5:iay which a digger 
could make at the bottom of a deep well was to be timed by seconds, while a long 
period of rest at the surface was required to enable him to recover from the effects 
of the noxious vapours he had inhaled. Mr. Grimes noticed that they had now 

adopted the use of a diving dress, without the heavy weights required for work 
under water; the use of this apparatus has been introduced during the last five 
months, and there are already six machines at work. One result is the cheapening 
of the excavation, for instead of remaining down only a fraction of a minute at a 

tinae, the workman can now stay down for hours; another is that the depth to 
wMch a well can be dug is increased, instead of being limited to about 300 

feet on account of the great difficulties encountered under the old system; and a 
thirds—the consequence of the last-^is an increase of the life of that part of the 

field which is worked by the native method. 
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за, Museum and Laboratory,—Mr, Holland has continued his petrological 
studies of Indian rocks, the principal of which, during the 
P^st year, has been a study of the basic intrusive rocks of 

Mr. T. R. BIvth, . , » . r . . . 
ancient date. A senes of these, penetrating the crystalline 

rocks of Southern India, had been regarded as the underground equivalents of the 
lava flows of the Cuddapah series ; the petrological examination has confirmed this 
supposition and has besides shown them to be of unusual interest in themselves. 

33. The rocks are divided into three groups, which, though separated for con¬ 
venience of description, pass into one another by imperceptible gradations. 
They are (i) olivine norite group, (2) augite norite group, and (3) augite dio- 
rite group. The order of succession of the minerals is constant throughout! 
the late development of the felspar in the basic types giving rise to a remark¬ 
able micropegmatitic structure. 

34. The olivines in the more basic members show remarkably well-developed 
‘'reaction-borders," where they come in contact with the plagioclase crystalSf 
and Mr. Holland has discussed the bearing of the evidence they offer on previ¬ 
ously recorded conclusions concerning similar phenomena. 

35. The most interesting feature, however, is the'constant presence of niicropeg- 
matiie in the augite diorite group, playing the part of ground mass to the previously 
crystallized felspar and pyroxene. Mr, Holland regards these patches of micro¬ 
pegmatite as the result of a distinctly late phase in the consolidation of the rock, and 
discusses the interesting bearing of these (acts on tlie association of these basic rocks 

with granophyres and on the almost constant miaroliiic structure of the latter rocks, 

зб. An important study of the corundum-bearing rocks of India has also been 
completed, in connection with the preparation of a memoir on the subject, now 
ready for the Press ; this has resulted in the discovery of some interesting facts 

in connection with the paragenesis of tliis important mineral, and especially with 
regard to its relations with the pyroxene granulite series, so largely developed in 
Madras. At Singanamaranhalli, in the Hunsur taluk of Mysore, the corundum 
beds were found by Mr. Holland 10 be associated with an intrusion of olivine- 
bearing rocks, similar to those of the well-known Chalk Hills near Salem, and 
large masses of a rock composed of a highly ferriferous enstalite with magnetite 
and the iron-alumina spinel, hercynite. I'hc association here is very strikingly 

like that of the rocks in which the corundum (emery) occurs in the Cortland 

series of New York State, where there is a development of pyroxenic granulites 
afld ultrabasic rocks, presenting characters precisely similar to those of the char- 
nockite and norite series in South India, A similar association of corundum with 
hercynite, magnetite, and rhombic pyroxenes has been described on the eastern 

edge of the Bohemian Forest, the original home of the mineral hercynite. Speci¬ 

mens obtained from the Hindupur taluk of Bellary district show an immediate 
contact of corundum with hercynite and magnetite, whilst in Chennimalai, Erode 
taluk, Coimbatore district, corundum crystals are found surrounded with hercynite. 

37. These occurrences of corundum stand in apparent contrast to those which 

have beea described by Mr, Middlemiss in the Salem and Coimbatore districts, 
where, instead of being associated with ultrabasic rocks, the corundum appears as a 

member of the ordinary gneisses and is never far from intrusions of graphic granite. 

Such also seem to be the relations of the blue corundum discovered by Dr, Warth 
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in ManbhuQi district of Bengal. In describing the latter specimens, Mr. Holland 
has compared them with a similar occurrence of blue corundum with kyanke, 
andalusite, and damourite in Virginia, United States of America, in which Dr. 
Genth considers the last«named tl^ee minerals as derived from the comndum; but 
the Manbhum specimens offer no support to such a conclusion. The corundum 
crystals are well formed, with lustrous faces, and are small compared with the beau¬ 
tiful great crystals of kyanite, in which they lie without apparent regularity of 
crystallographic disposition. If the latter mineral and the mica were formed by 

change of the former, there would surely be the usual signs of etching andHir- 
regularity of contour due to decomposition. The case seems a very simple one of 
separation, under conditions of free molecular movement, of the excess of the simple , 
base, alumina, followed by a crystallization of its silicate as kyanite, the mica being 

secondary and derived by irregular change of the latter mineral. Such a conclu¬ 

sion is in agreement with the facts and is in accordance with the commonly- 
observed order of events in most crystalline rocks. 

38. Personnel,—With the end of ^96, Mr. Holland's charge of the Museum 
and Laboratory has terminated, as the decision has been arrived at that it is neces¬ 
sary, in the interests of the public service, that he should acquire a practical expe¬ 
rience of the ordinary field work of the Survey. During the six years he has been 
in charge of the Museum, the record has been one of continuous progress. In 
addition to the numerous petrological researches and economic enquiries to which 
previous annual reports and the publications of the Survey bear witness, the whole 
of the mineral and rock collections have been rearranged, the rocks, numbering 
over 17,500 specimens, have been re-registered and put into such order that any 

required spediraen can be promptly referred to, and the specimens exhibited to the 
public completely rearranged ; the mineral and economic collections amounting to 
over 18,000 specimens were left in perfect order by Mr. Mallet, but the growth of 

the collections since his retirement has necessitated much work in rearranging the 
specimens to make room for the additions, and the collection has been revised and 
re-labelled, A guide^to the mineral collection has been published,'while guides to 
the collections of rocks and of economic geology are being prepared and will appear 
in due course. 

39. It is not, however, too much to say that this record of work done would have 
been impossible, but for the zealous and efheient assistance of Mr. Blyth, whose 
services have been recognized by the Government of India, and rewarded by a 
permanent increase of salary. • 

40. Little work has been done in the collection of fossils^ which have unfortun¬ 
ately fallen into a state approaching disorder. This is to be attributed in part to the 

lengthened absences of the Palaeontologist from Calcutta, but mainly to the absence 
of any competent assistant to take charge of the collections and see to the neces¬ 

sary routine of posting the registers, storing the specimens, and attending to the 
periodical cleaning of the cases and renewal of labels. Mr. Blyth’s time is already 
fully occupied, and the appointment of another assistant has become imperative if 
the large and valuable collection of fossils is not to lapse into a state of chaos, 

41. During the year the Survey has lost the services of Dr. Warth, who retired on 
pension on 15th March 1896, and Mr. W. Anderson, who resigned his appointment 
on ist September. Neither of these vacancies has been filled up, and as regards 
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the last mentioned, it is dtmbtfni whether an/ advantage is to be derived frdm 
attempting to fill it up. Experiente has shown that it is practically impossible to 

obtain men of the stamp desired when Mr. Anderson was appointed, and the 
reason is not far to seek. Men with technical knowledge of exploitation of miner¬ 
als naturally prefer to take service with mining companies, from whom they not 
only expect higher salary than they are likely to get in the service of the Govern¬ 
ment, but from whom they may expect as the reward of zeal and competence, a 
permanent employment on an increasing income, as the venture they conduct 
advances in prosperity. It is also very doubtful whether the services of such men 
are either necessary or desirable for the work which alone can be reasonably ex" 
pected of the Government. I am strongly of opinion that it will be in every way 
more satisfactory that all economic investigations should be carried out under the 
scientific supervision of the permanent officers of the Geological Survey, and that 
the only special assistance required is for the sinking of quarries, shafts, or bore 
holes, as the case may be. This is the procedure which has been adopted for the 
investigation of the corundum deposits of Madras (para. 7), and I would urge that 
the experiment be given a fair trial before a highly paid so-called specialist is 
again appointed to carry out work, which is well within the compAence of the per¬ 
manent staff of the Survey. 

42. Messrs. Vredenburg and Grimes were employed in Rewah during their first 
season. Mr, Vredenburg has shown great thoroughness and care in the Work en¬ 
trusted to him and gives promise of becoming a thoroughly efficient meipber of the 
Survey. Mr. Grimes was much hampered by ill-health as already noticed ; when 
sent into a country, the rocks of which were unknown to him, except from printed 
descriptions, he showed considerable power of adapting himself to the changed 
circumstances and has done creditable work. I have considered that he, as well 
as Mr. Vredenburg, may be trusted with independent charge, and they have been 
employed in Burma and South Rewah respectively, as has been mentioned above. 
Reports received from both during the past three months have shown satisfactory 
progress in spite of considerable difficulties encountered. 

43. Puhlications.—The long-delayed Memoirs on the Bellary district, by Mr. 
R, B. Foote, F.G.S. (Vol. XXV), and on the Hazara district, by Mr. C. S. 
Middlemiss (Vol. XXVI) have been published. The contents of both have been 
noticed in previous annual reports. Of the Palaeontologia Indica, part i, Vol. I, 
Series XVI, The Fauna of the Kellaways Mazar Drik, by Dr. Noetling, has been 
published. Parts 2 and 3 of the same volume and Dr. Dieneris description of 
the lower trias fossils of the Himalayan collection are well advanced towards publi¬ 
cation, as well as Dr. Ncetling’s Memoir on petroleum in Burma. In addition, the 
report on the geological structure and stability of the hill slopes around Naini Tal 
has been published, to which reference has already been made. 

44. During the year two important papers have been published bearing on 
Indian geology. The first of these is the descriptioii by 

Independent publican M. ZeiHer o£ a collection of fossils from the coalmeasurea 
tions. 

of the Transvaal, to which reference has been made in 
para, 16. The second is the long-expected description by Professor Juikl* of the 

collection made by Mr. Banington Brown from the ruby mines of Upper Buraie.« 
The crystalline limestones ifa which (he rabies occur ve associated with pysoxr 

•Phil. Trans. CLXXXVll, p. 151. 
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en;ic and scapoUte-be^ing rocki» resembling the pyroxenic (hypersthene-bearing) 
rocks of Madras, These limestones are regarded as an extreme form of altera¬ 
tion of lime-bearing pyroxene gneisses^ the formation of scapolite being described 
as a step in the formation of calcite from plagioclase felspar. The source of the 
alumina and magnesia in the rabies and spinels, and of the calcite in which these 
minerals are imbedded, is taken to be the basic lime felspar (anorthite) and asso¬ 
ciated minerals of the pyroxene gneisses. 

45. It will be seen that according to Professor Judd the corundum and its matrix 
are both products of alteration of a pre-existing rock, while Mr, Holland, from his 
studies of the corundum-bearing rocks of Madras, regards the corundum as an 
original, and in fact the first formed, constituent of the rock in which it occurs- 
Such discrepancies must be excepted while our knowledge of the chemical reac¬ 
tions, which go on in the interior of the earth, remains as imperfect as it is at 
present, and there are suibcient differences in the modes of occurrence of the 
corundum of the Ruby Mines and of Southern India to render it possible, and 
even probable, that its mode of origin w^ not the same in both cases. 

46. The additions to the library during the past year amount to 2,396 volumes 

Library. 
and parts of volumes, of which t>370 were acquired bj 

presentation and 1,026 by purchase. 
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Zist of Societies and other Institutions from which publications have 
been received in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geolo^ 
great Survey of India during the year i8g6* 

Adelaide.—Geological Survey of South Australia. 
,f , Royal Society of South Australia. 

Baltimore.—Johns Hopkins University. 
Basel.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Batavia.—Kon. Natuurkundige Vereeniging in Nederl.—Indie. 
Belfast.—Natural History and Philosophical Society. 

Berkeley.—University of California. 

Berlin.—Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft. 
K. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften. 
K. Preuss. Geologische Landesanstalt. 

Bombay.—Meteorological Department, Government of Bombay. 
,, Natural History Society. 
„ Royal Asiatic Society. 

Bordeaux.—Soci^td Linndenne de Bordeaux. 
Boston.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

„ Society of Natural History. 
Breslau,—SchlesUche Gesellschaft fur Vaterl. Cultur, 

Brisbane.—Geological Survey of Queensland. 
Royal Geological Society of Australasia. 

Royal Society of Queensland. 

Bristol.—Naturalists' Society. 
Brussels.—Acaddmie Royale des Scibnees. 

Musde Roy. d'Hist. Nat. de Belgique. 
Socidtd Beige de Gdographie. 
Socidtd Royal Malacologique de Belgique, 

Bucharest.—Museului de Geologia si de Palebntologia. 
Budapest.—Kon. Ungarische Geologische Anstalt, 

„ Ungarische National Museum. 
Buenos Aires.—Acad. National de Ciencias. 

Caen.—Socidtd Linndenne de Normandie. 

Calcutta.—Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
Calcutta University. 
Editor, The Indian and Eastern Engineer* 

Meteorological Department, Government of India* 

Survey of India. 
Cambridge.—Philosophical Society. 

„ University of Cambridge, 
Woodwardian Museum. 

Cambridge, Mass.—Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, 
Canada.—Hamilton Association. 

* Cassel.—Vereins fur Nfturkunde zu Kassel. 
Cincinnati,—Society of Natural History. 

Copenhagen.—Kong. Danske Videnskabemes Selskab. 

f> 

ft 

yf 

ft 

n 

ff 

ft 
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Dehra Dun.—Great Trigonometrical Survey. 
Des Moikss.—Iowa Geological Survey, 

Dresden.—^K. Min. Geological an<} Praehist. Museum. 
„ Naturwissenschaftliche Gesells. Isis. 

Dublin.—^Royal Dublin Society. 
ff „ Irish Academy, 

Edinburgh.—Geological Society. 

„ Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 
„ „ „ Society of Arts. 
„ „ Society. 

Glasgow.—Glasgow University. 

„ Philosophical Society, 

Gotha.—Editor, Petermann's Geog. Mittheilungen. 
Gottingen,—K. Gesells. der Wissenschaften. 

Halifax.—Nova Scotian Institute of Science. 
Halle,—Naturforschenden-'Gesellschaft. 

„ Academia Caesarea Leop.-Carol. Nat. Curiosorum. 
Jefferson City.—Missouri Geological Survey. 

Konigsberg.—Physikalisch-Okonomische Gesellschaft. 
Lausanne.—Socidtd Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. 

Leipzig.—KOn. Siich. Gesells. der Wissenschaften. 
„ Vereins fur Erdkunde. 

Li^ge,—Soci^t^ Geol, de Belgique. 

Lisbon.—Section des Travaux Geol, du Portugal. 
Liverpool.—Geological Society. 

London.—British Museum (Natural History). 
„ Geological Society. 

„ Iron and Steel Institute. 

„ Linnean Society of London. 
„ London Library. 

„ Royal Geographical Society, 
„ „ Institution of Great Britain. 
„ „ Society. 
tt Society of Arts. 
„ Zoological Society. 

Lyons.—Museum d'Hist. Naturelle. 

Madras,—Literary Society. 
Madrid.—Sociedad Geograhca de Madrid. 

Maine.—Portland Society of Natural History. 
Manchester,—Geological Society. 

Literary and Philosophical Society. 
Melbourne.—Department of Mines and Water-Supply, Victoria. 

„ Royal Society of Victoria. 
Mexico.—Istituto Geologico de Mexico. 

Milan,—Socidta Italiana di Scienz6 Naturali. 
Moscow.—Socidt^ Imp. des Naturalistes. 
Munich.—Kon. Bayerische Akad. der Wisscns, 

* 
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Naples.—Reale Acad, delle Scienze Fisictie e Matetnatiche. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers. 
New Haven.—Editor, American Journal of Science. 

New York.—Academy of Sciences. 
Ottawa.—Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. 

Paris.—Department of Mines. 
Editor, Annuaire G^ologique Universe). 
Ministere des Travaux Publics. 
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. 
Soci^l^ de Geographic. 

„ G^ologique de France. 
Penzance.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. 

Philadelphia,—Academy of Natural Sciences. 
American Philosophical Society, 
Franklin Institute. 
Wagner Free Institute of Science. 

Pisa.—Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali. 
Rio-de-Jankiro.—Imperial Observatory, 

Rochester.—Geological Society of America. 
Rome.—Reale Accad. dei Lincei. 

„ Comitato Geologico dTtalia. 
Societa Geologica Italiana. 

'Sacramento.—California State Mining Bureau. 
Salem.—American Assoc, for the advancement of Science, 

„ Essex Institute. 
San Francisco.—California Academy of Sciences. 

Springfield.—Illinois State Museum of Natural History. 
Stockholm—Kon. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademie. 

St. Petersburg.—Academic Imperiale des Scibnees. 

ComittS G^ologique. 
Mus^e Geol. de Tuniversit^ Imperiale. 
Russ. Kaiser. Mineraiogische Gesellschaft. 

Strasburo.—Strasburg University. 
Sydney.—Australian Museum. 

Dept, of Mines and Agric., N. S. Wales. 
Geological Survey, 
Linnean Society, 

tt Royal „ ,, 

Tokio.—Deutsche Gesells. fur Natur und Volkerkunde. 
„ Imperial University of Japan, 

Toronto,—Canadian Institute. 
Turin.—Osservatorio della R, Universita. 

„ Reale Accad. delle Scienze. 
Upsala.—Upsala University, 

Venice.—Reale letituto Veneto di Scienze. 
Vienna,—K, Akad. der Wissens. 

,, K, K. Geog, Gesellschaft. 
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Vienna.—K. K* Geol. Reichsanatalt. 
„ K. K, Naturhistorischen Ho£.-Mu8Cum. 

Warsaw.—Inst. Agronomiqne ct forestier. 
Washington.—Smithsonian Institution. 

,, U* S. Dept, of Agriculture. 
„ „ Geological Survey. 

Wellington.—Mining Dept., New Zealand. 
„ New Zealand Institute. 
York.—Yorkshire Philosophical Society. 

ZCrich.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 
The Governments of Bengal, Bombay, India, Madras, North-Western Provinces 

And Oudh, and the Punjab. 
The Chief Commissioners of Assam, Burma, and the Central Provinces. 
The Resident, Hyderabad, 
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On some Norite- and associated Basic Dykes and Lava-flows in Southern 
India. By Thomas H. Holland, A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Opiating 
Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. 

CONTENTS. 

—t— 

1. Introduction.. , . 

It. Geological agb op the dykes and lavas . . 

ni. Classification OF THE ROCKS 

(1) OliviH0-nori(0 group, 

a. Holocrystalline varieties in dykes and lavas. 

b. Magma-basalt without aug'ite. 
Co Association of olivine-norites and the pyroxene-granulitea ** 

(2) Augiio^norite group. 

tto Holocrystalline varieties ...... 
b. Exceptional hemicryatalline varieties . . , , 
c. Volcanic representatives in the Cuddapahs . 

d. Varieties approaching pyroxenites • . . • 

(3) Aug%t0»diorile group, 

a, Holocrystalline varieties with micropegmatite • 

b, Hemicrystalline varieties in dykes • • • . 
e. Volcanic representatives in the Cuddapahs . 
d. Distribution through Transition systems . . . > 

IV. Summary of results. 

V. Explanation ok Plates. 

I.—INTRODUCTION. 

I. In the year 1890, Mr. P. Lake published a short ^per describing four speci¬ 

mens of the Cuddapah (Kadapah) lava-flows collected by Dr. W. King.* This 
was intended, I believe, by Mr. Lake to be the first instalment of a detailed des¬ 

cription of the Transition contemporaneous traps and their dyke-representatives in 
South India, in which area he had collected largely from the dykes of Bellary and 

Anantapur districts and the Raichur Doab, where, under the superintendence of Mr. 
R. Bruce Foote, he worked over areas partly covered by Transition rocks of the 

Dharwar system and partly by the older crystallines- Mr. Lake, however, left 

India towards the end of the same year, and the rocks consequently received 

no further attention liU the commencement of 1892, when I made a tour over the 

^ Rtc, O0OI, Sum, IndxAi Vol. XXIll, p. 359, 
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■oothem di^ricts of the Madras Presidency, and, though mainly occupied with a 
different enquiry, was fortunate enough to obtain opportunities for examining a 
few of the dykes in the districts of Chingelput, South Arcot, Salem, Coimbatore and 
the Nilgiris. The specimens collected by myself have been supplemented by a 
rich collection made by Dr. H, Warth in the South Arcot district, whilst Messrs, 
Middlemiss and Smith have since been working out more thoroughly the dykes and 
associated crystalline rocks of the Salem district, and have kindly supplied me 
with some of their leading types. 

All the specimens referred to in this paper are preserved in the Geological 
Museum, Calcutta, and as this subject will be included in the detailed researches 
in Salem and Coimbatore now being prosecuted by Messrs. Middlemiss and Smith 
the registered numbers are in all cases quoted for facility of reference lo the type- 
specimens. I am indebted to Mr. P. Bruhl, Professor of Physics in the Civil 
Engineering College, Sibpur, for the chemical analyses of four types of these dyke- 
rocks, 

T 

II.-GEOLOGICAL AGE OF THE DVKES, 

a. Previous to the great outburst of Deccan trap there were at least two main 
periods of volcanic action in Peninsular India, In the southern portion of the 
Peninsula these are indicated (i) by the contemporaneous traps of the Dharwar 
Transition system, and (2) by the Cuddapah lava-flcws of later date. So far as the 
specimens in our collection are concerned the petrological characters of the rocks 
divide them sharply into two classes. The Dharwar volcanic rocks are essentially 
hornblende-plagioclase rocks exhibiting marked signs of the changes which accom¬ 
pany the passage of normal diorites into epidiorites and sometimes hornblende- 
schists. The Cuddapah traps, on the other hand, are remarkably free from such 
signs of dynamic metamorpbism. These are just such differences as might be ex¬ 
pected from the known stratigraphical history of Peninsular India. Whilst there 
is abundant evidence of great crust disturbances in pre-Cuddapah times, the 
Indian Peninsula since that epoch has been remarkably free from disturbances by 
earth movements, and, as one result, the pyroxenic igneous rocks, which so readily 
yield to dynamic action, have been preserved with remarkable freshness, 

3, The distinction between post-Cuddapah and pre-Cuddapah lava-flows might 
be expected to find similar expression in the dyke-rcpresentatives of these volcanic 
rocks; and, whilst fully recognising the danger of correla^on from petrological 
characters alone, it must be accepted in the present instance as the only evidence 
of a positive character. The age of a dyke, whose connection with a known lava- 
flow is not manifest, can seldom be determined within very narrow limits, and even 
then the limit on the younger side generally depends on purely negative evidence. 
In the South of India the great series of basic dykes which break through the old 
cryatalline rocks, and sometimes through the Dharwars, have, partly from their being 
grouped around the Cuddapah area,^ and partly from their absence from the 
younger Karnul strata, been generally regarded as the dyke-representatives of the 
great lava^flows in the Cbey-air group of the Cuddapah system. It is interesting to 
find that this evidence, which alone would be very unsatisfactory, receives confirm* 

^ Cf^ Manual Geology of In-lia, and Ed, p. 40, 
B 
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ation by comparisoa of the petrological chacacters of the dykee and tbo Iftva- 
flows, which agree not only in the ordinary characters, bvit in exhibitUig cerUun 
peculiar features rarely exhibited in otbpr areas. 

IJL-CLASSIFICATION OF THE ROCKS. 

4. So far as represented by specimens in the Calcutta collection, the dyke-rocks 
of South India and the lava-flows in the Cuddapahs, their supposed volcanic repre¬ 
sentatives, belong to three main groups, which pass into one another by a series of 
transiuonal types too gradual to permit of any definite line of demarcation, Fpr 
convenience of description they are classified as follows;-— 

(1) Olivxne-norxte Group, in which olivine, enstatite, augite and a basic 
plagioclase-felspar are essential constituents, the plagioclase being 
always the latest constituent to complete its consolidation and envelop¬ 

ing all its associates. Small quantities of biotite are invariably present. 

(2) Augite-norite Group, distinguished from group 1 by the absence of 
olivine, and by an increase in the amount of augite. The plagioclase 

is still the latest constituent to complete its consolidation. Biotite in 

small quantities is generally present, 

{3) AuGiTE-DiORiTE Group, in which the enstatite is either small in quantity 
or absent altogether. Biotite at the same time disappears, and the 

order of consolidation of the constituents is modified, giving rise, by 

the later comparative consolidation of the augite, to a tendency to the 

production of ophitic structure. The members of this group are inva¬ 
riably characterised by the presence of micropegmatiiic (micrographic) 

intergrowths of quartz and felspar, which are regarded as primary in 
origin, and sometimes contain potash-felspar. 

5, The following table gives the order of consolidation of the -essential constitu¬ 
ents in each group: 

I. 

Olivine-norite group. 

0. 

Augite-norite group. 

3- 

Augite-diorite group. 

Olivine. «as *•* 

Enstatite. Enstatite. SOS 

Augite. Augite. Augite, 

Plagioclase. Plagioclase. Plagioclase. 

• »# • ss Micropegmatite. 

HemicrystalHne re* 
pteietfUtives, 

6. Each group is represented by mUracrysiaUivi ^d 
hmurytialUne types occurring either as Ibia vtinSr pf 49 
selvages to larger masses. 
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^01^7 i8*represante4 (1) by m fock leaving a 'black tn^ptocrystailme Boatrix 
^ with /phenooryats of ah'v'ine and (s) by a mioro-va^ioHtic tacbylyte.'^ 

Group 2 is sepresented by a mkio^crystaiUrra matriK of eugite, feispar and 
ttsagnetite with some glasS; in which there are phenocrysts of $n4ta4iu 

snly^ 
Group j is repr^ented by a mkrocrystalline matrix of augite, felspar and mag¬ 

netite with phenocrysts of augile and labradorke. 

The hemicrystalUne varieties of groups i and a are thus related to the compara¬ 
tively rare magma-basalts {limhurgites) in which the esseuiial phenocrysts are olivine 
and augite; but as the Madras rocks show in one case only olivine and in other cases 
only enstatite, they differ, as far as I am aware, from any previously-described type ; 
but, until their field-relations have been more precisely traced out, I consider it in¬ 
advisable to distinguish them by special names. 

The chemical analyses of these rocks by Mr, Bruhl (see paragraphs 10, z%, 49 

and 71) show that they vary in silica^rcentage from 4377 S3‘^St 
variation in silica percentage is by no means as uniform as that of the magnesia 
which varies from 21*21 percent, in the Jooioor lava-flow to 6*48 in the augite-dioriie 

dykes. 

(i) Olivine-norite group. 

(ti.) Holocrystaliim varieties^ 

7. Amongst the great lava-flows of the Chey-air beds described in his memoir 

‘‘ On the KaUapah and Karniil formations in the Madras Presidency,’* Dr. W. King 
has referred to the Jootoor flow on the left bank of the Pennair river as an olivine- 
bearing rock.* Mr. P. Lake, in a paper on “The Basic Eruptive Rocks of the 
Kadapah Area,” described the microscopic characters of this rock as an olivine- 
dolcrite or olivine-gabbro. composed chiefly of olivine, augite, and plagioclase 

felspar, “with opacite*’ and a little mica.^ 

I Since the above was written, Mr. C. S. Middlemiss has called my attention to a heraicrystalline 

representative of this class collected by him at a place i4 miles. E.N.E. of Kanivenhalli, near Palakod, 

Salem district (No. 10,262). The rock occurs as a dyke only 8 inches wide, cutting obliquely across 
the gneiss. It is very compact and dark-grey in colour, wealherio|f into round boulders. Microscopic 

examination shows it to be an enstatite magma-hAsaii (enstatite Hmburgitr) j that is, a magma-basalt 

in which, besides augite and olivine, there are phenocrysts of enstatite; indeed enstatite is the most 
abundant member of the phcnocrystalline constituents. The characters of the mineral are precisely 

those of the enstatite occurring in the peculiar « noritc-felsite of Es iydr (para. 48) and the likeness 

is rendered still more striking by the shells of augite in which the enstatites are so remarkably epcased. 

The groundmtss, composed of minute augites, skeleton crystals of magnetite and small quantities of 

powibly embryonic felspare, also recalls the finest-grained varieties of the EriyiSr rock; but the fine 

phenocrysts of the peculiar brown (divine found in the rocks from Singapuram (para, 25), Vitlapur^m 

fpara- 33) and Coonoor (para. 36) connect this interesting rock with the class of obvine-nontes 

Besiaes being of value as a means of additional evidence showing the relationship between the olivine- 
norites and augSte-norites forming these dykes, this rock is interesting as the first-recorded magma- 

basalt in Indit, and » one which, on account of iU display of enstatite phenocrysts, is a peoufiaf form of 

its alaM* 
• 3/fm* Sara, /wif., Vol. VIII, p. 19® 

• jPvf. OoqI» Surv* lud^t Vol. XXIII, p. 259 
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8. Farther examination of the rock, however, shows according to my determina¬ 
tion that the predominating pyroxenic constitnent is enstatite, whilst the plagiodastic 
felspar, which is very small in quantity, occurs as the last-formed constituent grow¬ 
ing ophitically around its associates, olivine, enstatite and augite. In addition to 
these facts, there are certain peculiar structures which strongly recall those exhibited 
in many of the rocks occurring as dykes amongst the crystalline rocks of South 
India, and still more strikingly a handsome rock recently collected by my colleague 
Mr. P. N. Daita in South Rewa (Rock number 10,588). 

As the last-named rock is the most coarsely-crystallized, and the freshest speci¬ 
men in the group now under consideration, it may be conveniently selected as the 

type for detailed description. 
9. The rock occurs, according to Mr. Datta, as a dyke in mica-gneiss on the 

Sone River, one mile south.west oi Kaithaha, near Sana, South Rewa (lat. 24° 11*5', 
long. 8x° 23'), In hand-specimen it is a dark-coloured, tough rock, with flakes of 
brown mica, granules of olivine and cleavagc-plates of felspar distinctly visible to the 

naked eye. Its specific gravity is 3*47- 
10. A chemical analysis (cf para. 22) made by Mr. Paul Briihl, Professor of 

Physics in the Civil Engineering College, Sibpur, gave the following results:— 

Si O,.  SO‘45 
TI Oj 0*63 

Atj O* (with a small quantity oi PjOft and Mn^04) • • • 6*50 

Fe, O* ... 

Fa O a •»•••■■. *8 38 

Ca O . 

Mg O .. 

H, O   0*97 

Alkalies •••«•*•• undetermined. 

11. Under the microscope the rock seen to be a holocrystaliine aggregate of 
the following minerals, whose names are given approximately in the order of their 

formation:— 
Pfimaty .*— 

Apatite. 
Olivine. 

Enstatite and Augite. 
Biotite. 
Plagioclase. 

Sitondary :— 
Reaction rims of actinoltte and enstatite* 
Biotite. 
Magnetite. 

12. Apatite,—Occurs only in small quantities, with the usual n^dle-shaped 
prisms cracked transversly, showing low double refraction, and included by all the 
other constituents except olivine. 

13. occurs in large crystals, generally with their idiomorphic outlines 

well displayed. They are cracked in the characteristically irregular fashion with the 
development of much dusty magnetite. Besides innumerable, small, rod-like inclu¬ 
sions arranged in parallel lines, the dendritic inclusions which have been describ¬ 

ed by Professor Judd^ as one of the results of the schillerization of this mineral are 

* Quart. JourH. Ceot. Soc.t Vol. XUI, p. 381 and pUte XII, figi. 2-7.(1885), 
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very beautilally displayed in this mineral, and are arranged parallel to the macro- 
pinacold, as I have shown to be the case in the olivines of a mica-hypersthene pehdo- 
tite occurring in the M^nbhdm district of Bengali This is very clearly demon¬ 
strated in one of the sections (No. 2125) evidently cut parallel to the basal plane^ 
and shoving the cut edges of the dendritic plates lying at right angles to the brachy- 
pinacoidal cleavage cracks. The quartz wedge inserted parallel to the edges of the 
inclusions shows well-marked 'thinning* thus indicating the axis of maximum 

elasticity parallel to the macro-diagonal. 

14. But the most striking feature in connection with these olivines is the occur- 

•*Reaction-rSm»** rence of very well defined and broad “reaction-rims’* 
between this mineral and the felspar, similar to those 

which have so frequently been recorded in basic and ultra-basic rocks. The re¬ 
action-rims are composed of an external layer of feathery green actinolite abntting 
against the felspar, considerably wider, as a rule, than the inner zone of granu¬ 
lar, colourless mineral, which exhibits a double refraction distinctly lower than that 
of the actinolite. 

The colourless mineral in this case is regarded as enstatite, because it has been 
found in several instances in crystallographic continuity with larger adjoining original 
crystals of that mineral. It is frequently found also that both the augites and the 
enstatites are separated from the olivine by a very narrow zone of this colourless 
mineral, which sometimes exhibits crystallographic continuity with the enstatite, 
appearing thus as a secondary extension of the mineral, like the well known 
secondary ^enlargements of quartz, felspar, augite, hornblende and mica (Fig. i). 

15. The question oPthe origin of these so-called reaction-rims which sofrequent- 
ly characterise the olivines of very basic rocks has frequently been discussed, and 
very different explanations have been offered, both as to the precise nature of the 
reaction products and the mode of their formation, which is not a surprising result, 
seeing both the compositions of the reacting minerals, as well as the physical condi¬ 
tions of formation must, within certain limits, be variable.^ Although the present 
instances do not appear to offer conclusive evidence, the general assemblage of 
facts point, in my opinion, to the origin of the rim as the result of the reaction 
between the olivine and a more siliceous mineral, felspar, under the particular 
physical conditions which are attended with various other structural characters — 
primary and secondary—that distinguish plutonic rocks from lavas. In this case 
the reaction-rims occur in a rock which shows the schillerization and other pheno¬ 
mena characteristic of deep-seated rock-masses, whilst all these structures are absent 
in the Jootoor lava, which mineralogically is the very evident equivalent of this rock. 
But in the lava a pilitic decomposition of the olivine has taken place (vide infra 
para. 23) which is certainly secondary and confined by the original limits of the 
olivine crystals. The evidence points also to the formation of the pilite with the aid 

of compounds derived from the adjoining decomposing felspar. 
16. That the fibrous and granular borders are real reaction-rims is therefore 

> Ret. Ce0l. M., Vol- XXVII, p. 144 (i894)* 
■ For sununary of remlia see J. F. Kemp “ Gabbros on the western shore of lAke Cb&onp- 

laio" IBM. Cedi. Sec. o/AmMta, Vol, V, p. 221 (1894)]. aod a later paper in the tame year by 
W. 0. Mathew on •* The intruaive rocke near St. John, New Brunswick'* lTfamt.N,y.Atad. 
SH., VoU XWL P* *9*» author points out the eontinufity of the 
granular luuer zone with larger hyperatheae crystals and regards it as an original formation. 
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saj^port^d indirectly by the peculiar nattii^ of the secondary deootnposhson of the 
olivine in the lavas; but the question as to whether the reaotion-rims are formed 
during the consolidation of the rock—as the late G. H. Williams supposed to be the 
case in the very similar and now well-known occurrence near Pcekakill, N or 
subsequently, is not determined by this evidence, as there are so many hMtancea 
to show that the structures produced rapidly during the primary oonsolidation o£ 
a molten magma can be closely imitated by those produced more slowly ducnig 
secondary changes subsequently induced in the consolidated rock. 

17*. The pyroxenes are nearly all colourless, the rhombic fornas exhibiting a faint 
pleochroisxn only in, thick sections* The most abundant form is enstatite, which 
exhibits in part at least its proper crystal outlines, with characteristic cleavage and 
optical characters. 

18. The most remarkable feature in connection with the pyroxenes is the develop¬ 
ment of a series of minute and vermiform canals, arranged in approximately parallel 
directions and giving an appearance which at first sight resembles the microper- 
thilic structures of felspars. Sometimes patches of such structures are seen spread¬ 
ing out like a disease in the pyroxene, and changing its polarization colours to a 
lower order. Isolated patches sometimes show simultaneous extinction, and at 
other times the patches growing out from didexent points in a pyroxene crystal 
meet in irregular lines and divide the crystal into a mosaic between crossed 
Nicols, This may occur either in a rhombic or a monocHnic pyroxene, but the 
ragged portions exhibit colours of too high an order for the rhombic form. 
Although I feel unable toaccount satisfactorily for this phenomenon, the microscopic 
intergrowth of two pyroxenes seems to meet all the requirements of the case more 
perfectly than any other explanation that has occurred to me* Whatever the 
structure may be due to, it is found again in just as striking a manner, though lees 
frequently, in the Jootoor trap-flow, whose characters generally so closely repeat 
the microscopic structures and mineralogical composition of this rock.® Like all 
the primary constituents of this rock, the pyroxenes are schillerized, and more 
strikingly so in the monoclinic than in the rhombic foims* 

19. felspar, which is the least abundant and last formed amongst the pri- 
maty constituents, is twinned in broad lamella! and exhibits wide extincUon angles 
approaching those of bytownite. It is often darkened by fine dusty inclusions and 
the high powers show numerous minute needles and plates arranged in parallel 
lines, as is commonly the case with schillerixed plagioclase. 

20. Btoiiie occurs as minute plates intergrown with theenstatite in a waf which 
suggests its derivation from the latter mineral. It occurs also in larger bundles 
which exhibit a strong pleochroism and contain numerous dark-brown needles cross* 
log one another as usual at angles of 60®* The biotites are c^tainly later 

« Ayr. Jeurn. Sei., ard ssr., Vol* XXXf, p. 35 (1886), 
* This structure rusembles ia many respects those which have been described end figured 

by Prof. SolUs in the gabbro of Barnavave, Carlingford, and which he aeeribed to an mter- 
grpwtb of diallage and rhombic pyroxene which are intergrown so that the fane olo of one lies 

(l8P4). p^4t plets 
XXvi, ngt. 4 and 6). But in the roek under- description the intstgrohvu pytokendt eppeer 
to 1» invariably both monoclfnie, though Intergrowthi of a different nature of-Mh menofiHiile 
aiHl rhombic pyroxenes are afso found in this rock. 
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fol^Uon Dtftn fM p3rr6xene» which they pSftly enveh^e, bat are, 
however, older than the felspars. 

^ A rock having precia^y similar mine'ralogical compositiOti, and et^ually fresh, 
has been collected by Mr. R. Bntc^ Foote at Kndatam! in the Bellary district, No. 
8*767. The order of consolidation of the constituents is precisely the same also as 
in the Rewa rock; but there is no trace of a reaction-rim between the olivines and 
felspars, and in this rock the olivines are the only constituents showing signs of 
schillerization. These facts so far as they go, therefore, are in agreement with the 
suggestion that schilieriaation and the formation of reaction-rims imply in some 
respects at least similarity of ph)‘sical conditions (tupra, para. 15). Professor 
Judd^ has included the formation of reaction-rims amongst the instances of second¬ 
ary changes induced in rocks under the combined influence of pressure and high 
temperature, and the facts revealed by the examples under consideration are, so far 
as they go, in agreement with such a conclusion. 

sa. On comparing this rock with the Jootoor trap-fl&w (No.^ 9.793)> 
differences are alcfbst entirely due to a more fine-grained 

'"^**** **** crystallization and the absence of schillerization phenomena 
in the latter rock. These are just such differences as might 

be expected between a plutonic rock and its volcanic representative. The essential 
constituents and the order of their formation—olivine, colourless enstatite and 
augite, biotite and plagioclase—are identical. The proportion of felspar,'however, 
is smaller, and olivine is more abundant, but the minerals are apparently of the 
same species and even the peculiar micrographic structure shown by the pyroxene 
of the Rewa rock is exhibited also, though less frequently, in the Jootoor lava. 
, These differences in the proportions of mineral constituents bringing the rock 

into close relations with the saxonites (harzburgites), appear in the chemical analysis 
made by Mr- P. Brfihl, which gave the following results (^. para. lo). 

SI 
TiO, . 
Alt Ob (aod F 
Fst Oj • 
MOg Og • 
Fe O , 
Ca O • 
MgO . 
H, O . 
Alkidies • 

The original outlines of the oliv 

Pilita. undecomposed ol 

Oi) 

4377 
0*74 
7*53 
464 
074 
7*91 

5.58 
ai'31 

3*15 

undetermined. 

nesin this rock are marked by Ifnea of 
opaque black granules, between which and the core of 

vine there is a zone of variable w^dth of a 
fibrous mineral exhibiting low double refraction and forming generally a confused 
felt. As this zone of fibrous mineral is well-developed at the contact of the olivine 
with felspar, and is practically absent where the former mineral abuts against either 
of the pyroxenic cunsiUuents, it is evident that proximity to the felspar facilitates 
the formation of the fibrous mineral. The lines of opaque granules, from their 
rectilinear disposition^ evidently mark the original outline of the olivine crystftls^ 

* CAem. Spt.^ May ifipo. 
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and thus the fibrous mineral must have been formed entirely at the eipense the 

olivine. 
34. These zones are, therefore, secondary in origin, and as they do not extend 

beyond the limits of the original olivine-crystals, they cannot be regarded as the 
equivalents of the reaction-rims BO beautifully displayed by the Rewa rock. The 
fibrous area is very variable in width, sometimes extending to the centres of even 
large crystals of olivine. The features exhibited agree with those of a fibrous form 
of amphibole and are probably similar to the felt of amphibole needles pseudomor- 
phous after olivine to which Becke has given the name As the felspars arc 
often considerably kaolinized, it is not unnatural that this change to amphibole 
(piiite) should be more marked where the olivine is bordered by the mineral 
whose decomposition can supply the requisite amount of lime and silica. 

25. Amongst the dykes occurring in the Madras Presidency the nearest ap- 
Olivine - bearing proach lo the rocks of the class under consideration occurs 

dykes of Madras near the quartz-magnctitc beds of Singapuram, Ahtur taluk, 
(Salem district). • Salem district (No. 9,39*^). This rock is black in hand- 
specimen even to the felspars, which show slight “ lustre mottling.” It has a 
specific gravity of 3'i3. Under the microscope it is seen to be perfectly holo- 
crystalUne in structure and is composed of olivine, enstatite (bronzite and 
hypersihene), avgite, biotite and plagioclase in order of formation, with granules 
of pyrite and dusty magnetite. 

26. The olivine is about equal to the pyroxene in quantity ; it often shows its 
crystal outlines, but is rarely intergrown with the enstatite to produce a very im¬ 
perfect graphic structure. It is cracked in a characteristically irregular ^fashion, 
with separation of dusty magnetite and very rarely shows the serpentinoushydration^ 
Beaction rims between it and the felspar occasionally occur, but are generally very 
narrow though \'ery well-defined, ^nd with the same arrangement of colourless 
mineral and actinolite as seen in the Rewa rock. 

27. The most characteristic feature of the olivine, however, is the ^largc quan¬ 
tity of minute Jnchisions—dust and rods—arranged in definite crystallographic 
planes and giving the sections a brown or dark brown colour when seen with low 
powers, and what, on rapid revolution of the polariser, appears to resemble the 
faint pleochroism of some brown augites, but which is probably only a diffraction 
effect. This character is true of the olivines in all the dyke-rocks which I have 
mentioned below and which I propose to include in this group The general 
characters exhibited by the sections of this mineral leave little doubt as to the nature 
of the species, and that little doubt is completely removed by the occurrence in this 
rock of the dendritic inclusions snch as are so plainly displayed in the olivines of 
the Rewa rock (slide 1424)# 

28. The enstatUes show a distinct pleochroism, sometimes approaching in in¬ 
tensity that of the hypersthenes which are constant throughout the pyroxeiie 
granulites of this area, 

39. The avgtie is perfectly colourless in thin section, is feebly schillerized and 
frequently developed between the felspar plates like little intrusive sheets and 
fingers,which, when cut across, show several isolated patches having simuhaneona 

' extinction. 

* T$chermak's mtn. und Vol. V, p. 163 (t88^. 
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South Arcot district 

30. The bto/i/e is frequently associated with coarse granules of opaque iron-orei, 
shows the same kind of pleochroism, and occurs in apparently the same propor¬ 
tions as already described for the Rewa rock and the Jootoor lava. 

31. The felspar is more abundant and of a less basic type than that playing 
a similar r61c in the Rewa rock. The crystals are light-brown in section on ac¬ 
count of innumerable minute inclusions, but the colour shades off towards the 
periphery of the crystals which are generally colourless. Polarized light shows 
also that there is a zoning due to gradual change in composition in the later-formed 
layers. Minute acicular inclusions, like actinolite-needles, are often seen in patches 
of the colourless portion of the felspar, where there appears to have been a small 
amount of decomposition with sometimes formation of presumably secondary 
quartz. 

за. Magnetite in fair quantity occurs in all the other minerals, either as lumps, 
which are possibly original, or as fine dust, which is of secondary origin. Occasional 
Jumps of pyfite are seen in hand-specimen. 

33. For the next stage, showing a tess basic tendency, a rock collected by 
Dr, H, Warthat one mile west of Vitlapuram in South Arcot 
district, may be taken as a type (No. 9,811}, This rock 

occurs as a dyke in the pyroxene-granulites, most of which in that area contain 
large quantities of quartz, and are distinctly acid in silica-percentage. 

34. The dyke-rock is black in hand-specimen, and has a specific gravity of 3*03 
fWarth). Under the microscope, it shows the same peculiar dark-brown olivine, 
colourless enstatite and augite, small quantities of biotite, magnetite and pyrite, 
and the same brown, zoned plagioclase with colourless borders, forming the ground- 
mass as in the Singapuram rock. But in the Vitlapuram rock there is a distinctly 
smaller quantity of olivine, and, at the same time, an increase in the size and fre¬ 
quency of the colourless patches, which show^the signs of secondary decomposition 
referred to before, but in this case calcite as well as quartz occurs amongst the se¬ 
condary minerals. 

35. The Singapuram rock occurs at a place which is about equidistant from 
Vitlapuram near the Coromandel coast and Coonoor in the Nilgiri Hills (a total 
horizontal distance of about 200 miles), where I have also found dykes cf unmis¬ 
takably the same rock intrusive in the pyroxene-granulite scries which make 
up the main mass of that range. 

зб. The dykes of Coonoor are especially interesting on account of the varia* 
The Nil irii tions they show from the well-c:ystallized types in the 

* ‘ wider dykes to the hemicrystalHne and even glassy tachy- 
lytic types which occur in the narrower veins and on the selvages of larger masses, 
but in all of them the peculiar brown olivine occurs, and the same order of ^crystal¬ 
lization of the pyroxenes, biotite and light-brown plagioclase-felspar is preserved. 
Although the plagioclase crystals are seen to be the last-formed from the way in 
which they are moulded on to all the other constituents, their crystallization, having 
commenced from so many centres daring the comparatively rapid consolidation 
of the final stages, has not resulted in their perfect ophitic development, as is the 
case wUhthe coarser-grained types described from the other localities above. 

37. In the very fine-grained varieties forming narrow veins in the pyroxene- 
gtanulites, the microscope shows olivine, pyroxene and felspar as phenocrjsts in a 
microcrystalline matrix of pyroxene, biotite, felspar and magnetite, and the pbeno- 
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cryst» sotnedmes gather in group* giving rise t?o the structure to whibh Prof. Judd 
haa given the name gUmero^potphyriiic} This sometimes takes the pdcuHar 
form of large olivine crystals sutroonded by a zone of colourless ^anular 
pyroxene (slide 1590). In the narrow Veins the long crystals of felspar and 
cnstatitc are frequently arranged parallel to the sides of the dyke, a feature 
commonly exhibited by porphyritic crystals in narrow d^'ke-rocks. 

3®. As the edge of the dyke is approached the matrix becomes finer in grain, 

Variolitic selvages. selvages, the rock shows a vitreous matrix with 
tufted aggregates of micrblites, attempting an imperfect 

spherulitic or variolitic structure. Giomero-porphyiitic aggregates of olivine and 
enstatite occur as in the types described above. 

(A.) Exceptional hemicrystalline varieties of olivine*norites, 

39* An exceptional type of the hemicrystalline varieties which presumably be¬ 
longs to this class of rock occurs as a narrow vein only half an inch wide running 
through a hornblende-norite collected by the late Mr. C» JE. Oldham near Poorsy, 

' Magma-bssalt with* 
out augite.* 

N. N. W. of Wandiwash. 
This rock consists of a matrix blackened by magnetite-dust, and studded with 

excessively minute, colourless microlites, in which occur 
well-shaped phenocrysls of olivine reaching 3 mm. in 
length and cracked in the usually irregular fashion of 

olivine with slight development of yellow serpentine. 
4.0. The oltvines show a very striking zonal structure by the alternations of light- 

brown and colourless bands, which however are sometimes quite irregular in 
arrangement. The light-brown patches display a very faint pleochroism, which is 
only noticeably marked in basal sections, and shows an absorption in those sections 

of a > C (slide No, 3027). In those sections also minute rod-like inclusions are 
arranged at right angles to the brachypinacoidal cleavage-cracks and evidently are 
the results ot the normal schillerization of the mineral {vides^pra^ para. 13). 

I'he last stages in the growth of the crystal are marked by layers of opaque 
granules, and the colourless zone separating this layer ot granules from the opaque 
matrix is frequently decomposed and piUtic, in which cases the layer of opaque 
granules has generally a ragged inner border due to extension inwards of the de¬ 
composition, accompanied by the usual separation of dusty magnetite. The mineral 
is decomposed by strong hot hydrochloric acid with formation of gelatinous 
silica. The crystals are frequently corroded by the magma (Plate I, fig. 3). 

41* The occurrence of olivine so well-developed and as the only phenocrystal- 
line constituent makes this a most unusual type of rock. Jdagma-hasalis {limbur~ 

giits) with augite as well as olivine phenocrysls have been described from various 
places, and, to a less extent, augiUhs with augite only developed; but I can recall 
no case exactly parallel to this in which well-formed olivine in a black glassy 
matrix is the only phenocryet. 

(c.) Association of Olivine^noriies mfk Pyroxene^granuNtesi* 
42, If, as seems very likely from their close resemblancO to the JootoOr lava- 

flow, the dyke-rocks described above are the platonic eqdvalents of die votcanic 

i Vol. XLII, p. 71 (1886). 
a Hr.C.S. ^^adlenl1SB has, Bmo» the above was written, calM my attehtten to afine eistapla ol 

aeamistite maama-liMalt aiDoagat those ^kes. For its description ase ooro^ 6, foot-note. 
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rocks ol' the Coddapah ftyslcni, the tkne their intmsiottr is fixed with reg^ard to 
the Indian stiatigraphicait euccession. 

43, That these* rocks are hrue intrusionv and not segregation veins is very 
evident honi' their occurrence as vitreous forms near die selvages of larger dykes 
and in the smaller vems. with fiuidal structures also. As they break across the 
I^rojcene-granulitc series of the Madras Presidwicy, showing no signs of the folia** 
tion which the latter rocks have suficred, their intrusion must have occurred since 
the foliation of those rocks. And yet there remains the remarkable fact that 
rhombic pyroxene, which is the one consunt constituent of the pyroxene-gran ulite 
group* is present in all these dykes which are so frequently associated with them. 
That this is a mere accident is of course quite possible; still, the association is a 
circumstance worthy of record, and I give it as a mere suggestion that the ittagma 
from which these intrusions and lavas have been derived might have been obtained 
by the local re-fusion of the pyroxene-granulite series. 

44. The association of olivine-norites with the ordinary members of this group 
has been recorded in different parts q# the world; but the cases presenting 
the nearest approach to the instance under consideration are the rocks of the 
Cortlandt series of New York, in which the late G, H. Williams* described types 
varying from peridotites with little or no felspar to normal norites, and those des¬ 
cribed by Dr. F. H. Hatch'' from Madagascar, where olivine-norites are associated 
with ordinary types which are remarkably similar to those of the Madras Presi¬ 
dency, and are probably simply a portion of the same great crystalline mass 
—portions of the old Gondwana continent still remaining above the sea-leveh 

The chemical analyses by Mr. Bruhl of four different Madras types show that 
alumina is comparatively low amongst the sesquioxides. whilst magnesia and ferrous 
oxide are unusually abundant amongst the protoxides, results which might be 
expected where the ordinary augites are so largely replaced by enstatites amongst 
the ferromagnesian silicates. It will be interesting to compare these analyses 
with those now being made of the various types of the pyroxene-granulite series of 
the Madras Presidency. 

(2) AuGITE-NORITK GROUP. 

{a.) Holocrysialline varieties,^ 

45. As examples of dykes linking the characters of the olivine and enstitite- 
bearing group with those in which augite predominates, may be mentioned those 
discovered near Rayakotta, Maharajgadi, and Krishnagiri in the Salem district, 
by my colleagues Messrs. Middlemiss and Smith, who have kindly sent me speci¬ 
mens and descriptions of the field-relations and microscopic characters of the rocks. 

46. The most striking of these occurs as a dyke 100 yards wide running east and 
west in the gneiss, 5 miles south of Vepanapalli, on the road north of Krishnagiri.* 
It has a specific gravity of 3’o8 and is composed, according to Mr. Smith, of 
idiomorphic crystals of hypersthene, a smaller quantity of augite, wrapped around 

* Amit. fouTH, SeK 3rd ser., Vol. XXXI (i886>. p. 36; Vol. XXXIIl (1887). pp. 135— 

foutn, Vol XLV (1889)* p. 343t C/, R. fiaron, »Wd., Vol. LI 
(1895V p. 59* 

' For varieties epproachlng pyroirnltes by diminution of felspar see pare. 56. 
* Field number (A) nth FsArruary 1896. 
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by large ophitic-like plates of plagioclase. As accessories, in part secondary in 
origin, are biotite, hornblende and magnetite-granules. In the specimen sent I 
have also found crystals of clear quartz, vrbtch, being associated with the kaolinized 
portions of the felspar, are possibly of secondary origin. This rock differs from 
the previously-described groups therefore, only in the absence of olivine, whilst the 
presence of a rhombic as well as monoclinic pyroxene, and the order of consolida¬ 
tion of the constituents make it a link on the basic (olivine-bearing) side. 

47. A second link is represented by some small dykes in the gneiss south of 
Bolconda on the Salagiri-Krishnagiri road in the same district.' 

In this rock Mr. Smith finds the hypersthene and augite to be represented in 
about equal quantities, and the specimen sent shows some interesting intergrowths 
of the two minerals. 

(i.) Exceptional hemicrystalline variation of Augite~norites, 

48. The rocks of this transitional group are represented also by hemicrystal¬ 
line varieties which are of a most unusual type. Specimens of these have been 
collected by Dr. Warth near Eriyur in the South Arcot District (No, 9,783). 

They are tough, black, tachylytic-looking rocks, with small glassy-looking 
crystals of a colourless mineral, which, under the microscope, are seen to be 
enstatite, lying in a fine-grained, black matrix, which is probably in part vitreous. 
This rock corresponds in this group to the Poorsy rock in the olivine-norite group 
and to the augitites which have been described in various parts of the world. Hut 
both this and the olivine-bearing rock of Poorsy are, so far as lam aware, type 
hitherto undescribed. 

49. It occurs, according to Dr, Warth, as a dyke four feet wide running east- 

north-east and west-south-west in the pyroxenc-granulites, and specimens gave an 
average specific gravity of 3*09. 

An analysis of this peculiar rock by Mr. P. Bruhl gave the following results : — 

Si 0, • • 4 syos 

Ti 0, • • • 177 
P, o» • • • 0*09 
Al, Oj a • e 8'9i 

Fe, 0. • f • 3*26 

Mn, 0, 4 • • 0-09 

Fe 0 • • 4 9‘52 
Ch 0 • • 4 6 76 

Mg 0 a • e 1443 
Kj 0 • • • 0*48 
Naj 0 # 4 e 0 66 

H, 0 e • « 065 

50. Under the microscope woH-shaped crystals of attaining t mm, in 
length form the only pbenocrysts. They ar^,perfectly fresh 

The Eoitatite pheno- coloOrless. and from the ^apes of the aecilons which 

*''**• ahow the typical cleavage of pyroxene, exhibit combinations 

’ Field number (A) 6th February 1896. 
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of the two pinacoids with tiie prism, giving the eight-sided shapes so commonly 
displayed by horizontal sections of pyroxenes. They exhibit a tendency to aggre. 
gate in groups of several individuals. The doable refraction is low, and the two 
optic axes can be distinctly observed in basal sections examined by convergent 
polarized light. The crystals are unattacked by hot hydrochloric acid. 

51. The groundmass of the rocks consists of minute crystals of colourless augite 
wrapped around by tufted microHtes of presumably felspar. 

The groondroasa. ^ black Opaque glass (?) filling the interspaces. 

5*. The colourless crystals, though so minute, are well-defined, and their 
examination with |-inch objective leaves no doubt about 

Augiia roicroUtet. being augite. They exhibit a tendency to form long 

crystals with the prismatic faces well developed, and are often very clearly twinned 
according to the usual law of augite. Well defined cleavage-cracks are displayed 
by the larger individuals. Groups of apparently isolated crystals often show simul¬ 
taneous extinction. Their strong double refraction and wide extinction angles 
serve to distinguish them from the large iphenocrysts of the rhombic pyroxene. 

55, The tendency they exhibit of growing around the phenocrysts of enstatitc 

Intcrgrowtha ot rbom- ^ feature of special interest on account of its bearing on 
bic and monocHnic pj- the frequent intergrowths of these two minerals, which are 
roxenes. described below (para. 60). Jn most cases the augite sec¬ 

tions are seen like two long lath-shapcd crystals on either side of the vertical sectic^ns 
of enstatite, but instead of being sections of independent crystals (hey are found 
invariably to exhibit simultaneous extinction. As the lath-shaped crystals 
bordering the sides of the enstatites are frequently found in optical continuity 
with a narrow band around the ends of the latter mineral, there is no doubt 
that the enstatite is encased in a thin shell of augite, which belongs to one crystal 
and though in this jock is invariably so thin, it represents the beginnings of the large 
crystals described below (para. 60). In addition to this casing of the enstatite in 
augite, which is quite common, numerous cases occur in which minute pieces of 
the latter mineral are found scattered through the phenocrysts of the former, and 
all show by simultaneous extinctions the crystallographic continuity of these in¬ 
cluded fragments of augite with the thin casing of the same mineral, and thus we 
have the beginnings of the complicated intergrowths of the two forms of pyroxene 
so frequently recorded in the basic rocks. 

54. The colourless tufted microlites, which, with minute opaque black 
. granules, constitute the rest of the groundmass, belong pre- 

e spar micro ites. gumably to the felspar wliich plays the r61e of groundmass 

in the holocrystalline types of these rocks. They show weak double refraction and 
extinction angles of about 10° measured from the long axis of the microlite, and 
binary twins could be distinctly observed. In this rock therefore we have the 
order of consolidation the same as that shown in the holocrystalline forms^-ensta- 
tite, augite and felspar. 

As this rock changes considerably in grain even in the same hand-specimen 
it would be interesting to trace out the characters of the dyke more precisely. But, 
so far as the specimens collected by Dr. Warth go, the coarser-grained portions 
show a very striking approach in their characters to those of the more holocrystal- 
line type found by Mr. Middlemiss in the Salem district and described ^low 
(para. 56). 
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(c.) Volcanic representatives of the Augite-norites, 

55, As far as can be determined with the small amount of material available 
lor comparison, the Palamodu trap-flow (No. 9,794) of the Cuddapahs appears tp 
corrrespond in mineralogical character to the dyke-rocks included in Ais group. 
Mr. Lake' has described this rock, calling attention, amongst other results of its 
secondary decomposition, to the presence in it of baptite, which he regards as the 
result of the alteration of the augite. From the way in which this mineral is 
associated with the augite I should suggest that it is the altered representative of 
the enstatite which, in the fresher dyke-rocks, shows a precisely similar relation 
to the augite, and is unquestionably an original constituent. The alteration 
of the less stable enstatite which shows such ragged irregular junction with 
the augite in the fresh rock might very well give rise to the impressipn that 
it is the result of change extending outwards from the centres of tbe^^latte^ 
mineral. It should be remarked, however, that the ophitic structure shpf n sp 
strongly in this rock distinguishes it from the members of the augite-norite 
group in which the pyroxene shows such a tendency to crystallize before the 
felspar. J do not, consequently, put much reliance on this correlation. It is 
unfortunate that the great trap-flows of the Cuddapahs, which evidently include 
an interesting variety pf rocks, should be represented by so few specimens, and 
^ntil further collections are made the correlation of the dykes with the lava-flows 
mult remain in its present rather unsatisfactory state. 

{d,) Varieties approaching Pyroxenites, 

56. It is frequently found thtrt in the foregoing two groups the rocks locally 
approach ihe ultra-basic group by diminution in the proportion of felspar. In the 
cUvine-bearing group, for instance, the rocks sometimes approach saxonites 
(harzburgites) in composition, and in this group pyroxenites. An interesting exam¬ 
ple of the latter modi6cation has been found by Mr. Middlemiss two miles from 
Thalli on the Hosur road, Salem di8trict.2 Mr. Middlemiss describes the rock as a 
dark, greenish-grey, medium grained rock with a specific gravity of 3’i i. Under the 
roicroscop' it is composed of enstatite in large idiomorphic crystals, augite ip 
smaller granular crystals, often grown around the enstatite, and plagioclase in 
long slender blades arranged in branching and net-like fasciculse or tufts. These 
sometimes run around, and sometimes end abruptly against, the pyroxenes, appear¬ 
ing again on the other side. jBlack iron-ores and a green mineral in small quantity 
appear filling in spaces between branching felspars. Mr. Middlemiss has kindly 
aent me a specimen of this rock* and, as his description would lead one to expect, 
the rock is just such an one as might be expected from the more perfect 
crystallisation of tliat which I have just described as % hemicrystaliine type of this 
group (paras. 48—54). 

57 A. still nearer approach to the purer pyroxene-rrock, and a type much 
coarser in grain, was obtained in the year 1889 Mr. R. Bruce Fpote south 
of Nilgimda, Hampanhalli^aluk, Bellary district (No. 8,8x3). It i« a tough, dark 

even^rsined rock with a ^ct&c grarity (rf Under the mioroso9pe it« 

‘ Rh- Gixil Snd.^ Vot. XXtII (1890), p. afio. 
’ Field nu.7»b«r (t) la-s-pfi. 
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*&een to be.composedal<90gt wholly impalewith the intec^^ces hlled 
in wiUi a plagioclm /tU^mr Appi:oaching anorthite in composition, and showing 
by its extinction a crystallographic continuity in isolated patches over very large 
areas. The pyroxene is partly pale hyperstbene, showing a faint pleQchroism 
and frequently idiomorphic outlines, with a very pale .green augite growing 
around it. 7he rhombic pyroxene appears to be well in excess of the monoclinic 
form. Occasional granules of opaque irop^ores occur sometimes associated with 
biotite. No trace of olivine has been discovered. I have frequently found pyroxe- 
nites composed essentially of hypersthene, approaching ambljstegiie. and augite, 
sometimes with olivine and pleonaste (hercynite). occurring as masses associited 
with) and as dykes intrusive in, the norites of the so-called pyroxene-granulite 
series of Madras; but from the resemblance of these to some forms of the 
norites in which they occur, I have reserved them for description on another occa¬ 
sion with that group, believing them to be closely related to one another. 

<3) Augite-diori/e group. 

(a.) Holocrystalline varieties with micropegmatite. 

58. The members of this group are distinguished from those described above, 
by (i) the predominance of augite amongst the pyroxenic constituents; 

(2) a tendency to approach an ophitic structure by an earlier development 
of the felspar as compared with the pyroxene ; 

(3) the invariable presence of quartz as a micropegmatitic intergrowth with 
felspar playing the r61e of groundmass. 

These characters are true for a large number of dykes intruded into the 
gneisses, pyroxene-granulites and Dharwar Transition rocks of the Madras Presi¬ 
dency, as well as of some lava-flows in the Poolumpett beds of the Chey-air group 
Cuddapah system.^ 

59. The most convenient specimen to introduce this group was collected by 
myself in September 1893, from a large dyke west of Isa Fallavaram, ii miles 
south of Madras city (No. 9,393). It is a black, tough rock with a specific gravity 
of 3*10. Under the microscope it is seen to be composed of enstatite, augite, opaque 
iron-ores, biotite and plagioclase with micrographic patches of quartz and felspar. 
The plagioclase is distinctly the latest constituent to complete its crystallization, but 
it is by no means as distinctly ophitic in character as in rhe more basic groups 
already described; but it recalls the structure of some members of the preceding 
group in'^ the occurrence of blade-like crystals bent around the pyroxenes (c/. 
psua. 56). The presence of enstatite in considerable quantities, biotite in small 
quantities and the late formation of the felspar connect it with the two previous 
groups, whilst the predominance of augite amongst the pyroxenes and the presence 
of large quantities of micrographic quartz connect it with the third, and more acid, 
group of dykes. 

60. EnxiaHU was evidently the first mineral to crystallize. It is generally 
colourless, but sometimes shows a faint pleochroism. ft Is very frequently surround¬ 
ed by pale attgiU, whose Junction with it can only be detected by polarized light, 

> For comparison with tnp^fiows in othsr Transition systems of Peninsular India, see 
paw. 79. 
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the cleavage-cracks being continuous, although the augite generally has a brown 
tint in irregular patches, lletwcen crossed nicols the junction is seen to be very 
irregular and accompanied by isolated patches of augite scattered through the 
portions of the enstatite lying near the junction-line, producing complicated 
intergrowths of the two minerals. The augite generally presents darkened external 
borders, which are often accompanied by the formation of minute crystals of 
hornblende and may be a preliminary stage in the process of amphibolization. It 

is a very common feature in rocks of this type. 
For an examination of the characters of ^e augite a specimen from the Seven 

Pagodas (No, 9,678) whose bulk analysis is givenijelow (paragraph 71), was 
selected on account of its being practically free of enstatite. A chemical analyfis 
of separated and carefully picked pyroxene gave the following results 

Si O9 50*02 

Alj Og • » . 5 61 
F*.0. ] 
Fe 0. j 

15*6* 

Mn 0 ... trace 

Ca 0 • • • 14*84 
Mg 0 12*01 

Alkalies • • 0 96 

Loss on ignition « 076 

9981 

The augite is thus remarkably similar in chemical composition to that of the 

monoclinic pyroxene separated by Mr. Teall from the rock of the Whin Sill, whose 
chemical and microscopical characters so closely resemble those of the augite-diorite 
dykes in the Madras Presidency. As pointed out by Mr. Teall, the resemblance 
in chemical composition of this mineral to the rhombic pyroxenes is, in view of the 
frequent association and intergrowth of augite and enstatite in these rocks, a point 
of considerable mineralogical interest.' 

61. felspar is very commonly light brown in the central portions through 
the inclusion of very fine dust, but the colour becomes less pronounced as the 

margins of the crystal are approached, and ultimately quite colourless at the margins, 
where the felspar is frequently intergrown with quartz to produce the micropegma- 
titc which occurs in every member of this group. Between crossed nicols the crystals 

are seen to be frequently zoned, with the more basic plagioclase forming the centres 

of the crystals. 
6*. The micropegmalite forms the chief point of interest in connection with 

these rocks. It occurs as colourless patches in the rock in which minute acicular 
crystals of actinolite are irregularly disseminated. The characters are so distinct 
that these patches can easily be detected with ordinary light. The micropegmatite 
in these rocks evidently represented the colourless patches already noticed in the 
more basic types (cupra, paras. 31 and 34),but which only seldom contained quartz. 

63. The felspar entering into the composition of the micropegmatite is some- 

Primary ongin of the 
mieropegmatite. 

times crystallographically continuous with the large 
plagioclase crystals; bat in some specimens included in 

this group microcline occurs.* There appears to be no 

> Quafi. fourn,, G$oL Soc., Vol. XL (1884), P* 648. 
■ No. 9,79S» slid** ai33 i No. 9,789^ “-id*. ai3«‘ 
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reason for regarding this micropegmatite as other than original^the last phase in 
the consolidation of the rock. The rocks are remarkably fresh and show no signs 
of the secondary changes which so frequently result in the deposition of pseudo- 
morphous quartz, whilst the felspar is, as already stated, in crystallographic conti¬ 

nuity with the larger, unquestionably original crystals. 
64. It is an interesting fact that in some cases, where secondary decomposition 

has just commenced, the micropegmatite patches are always the centres of decom¬ 
position (which ukes the form of hydration principally), extending to various degrees 

around, a fact which suggests that these parts of the rock are the portions through 
which water circulates most hlfiely, possibly because, being the last parts of the rock 
to consolidate, they are less compact; in fact, on a microscopic scale they may be 
miarolitic. As a glass generally possesses a lower specific gravity than the same 
chemical mixture when crystallized, such an occurrence might well be expected 
where the rock consolidates under limited pressure, and especially where such a 
strong framework is first produced by the previous consolidation of two intergrown 
minerals, pyroxene and plagioclase, which m^e up the principal mass of the rock. 
These rocks, like most of those in PeninsiSlar India ,*have been remarkably free 
from dynamic action since their consolidation; consequently the conditions are 
most favourable for the preservation of such delicate structures. 

65. As it is very likely that this secondary decomposition gives rise to the 
production of quartz, the micropegmatite may become extended by the form¬ 

ation of quartz in crystallographic continuity with that 
Original, and thus a portion of the micro- 

pegmatite is secondary in origin. Such an occurrence 
is well illustrated by a specimen collected by Mr. Middlemiss from a dyke 

miles north of Jaulikerai, Hosur taluk, Salem district.^ In this rock 
the felspars have been completely decomposed in the central portions of the 
micropegmatite, with the formation of green chloritic products which also fringes, 
with decomposed biotite, the adjoining pyroxenes of the rock. In the same way 
the felspars are attacked, partly kaolinized, and clear quartz, presumably secondary 
in origin, is deposited in isolated patches, which are seen between crossed Nicols 
to be in crystallographic continuity with one another, and form real quartz of 
corrosion. In a homogeneous matrix, where free development would be possible, 
one would expect such secondary quartz to exhibit idiomorphic outlines, and such 
cases have been described and attributed to secondary enlargement of micro- 
graphic quartz.* 

66. Wherever the augite comes in contact with the micropegmatite it shows 
signs of secondary change with the formation of green hornblende, biotite and 
concomitant separation of magnetite. The side of the augite away from the 
micropegmatite and abutting against the ordinary plagioclase generally shows no 
such signs of alteration. Whether this change in the augite is much later than 
the formation of the micropegmatite is not certain, but that contact with the latter 
substance is essential to its production seems certain. These changes in the augite 
are precisely similar to those which Piofessor Sollas has described as the result of 
the intrusion of granophyre intoaugite-diorite (“gabbro*’) at Barnavave, Carling- 
ford. But in the Madras dykes it b impossible to consider these minute micro- 

* Field number (4), 13th Feb. 1896. 
* See Quart, Gtoi, 5oe., Vul. XLVll (1891) p. 177. 
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pegmatitic patches as other than part of the rock and derived from the same 
magmk as the augite and plagioclase* 

67. Micropegraatitic intergrowths of quartz and felspar have frequently been 
described in rocks of this kind. Some of these strikingly resemble the Madras 
dykes in their mineralogical composition; for example, the “quartz-gabbro" of 
Carrock Fell, which consists principally of plagioclase and augite, with enstalite 
often intergrown with the augite, occasional biotite, opaque iron<ores and micro¬ 
graphic intergrowths of quartz and felspar^; the “gabbro” of St, David's Head 
which differs from the Carrock Fell gabbro in containing more biotite and less 
micropegmatite*; the Whin Sill, which shows variathijis from coarse-grained por¬ 
tions, in which augite becomes idiomorphic, to a hemicrystalline rock near the 
margins*; and the enslalite-diorite of Penmaenmawr/ all intrusive in Lower Palaeozoic 
strata. 

68. Other examples have been described, but those just mentioned all strikingly 
resemble the Madras rocks both in mineralogical composition and in structure. 
The micropegmalile has generally been considered to play the rdle of groundmass 
and to be the last-formed constituent, but in a paper “On the relation of 
the Granite to the Gabbro of Barnavave, Carlingford/’ Professor W. J. Sollas, 
has described granophyric (micropegmatitic) patches in the gabbro (augite-diorite) 
and whilst showing that they can always be traced to minute intrusions from the 
associated acid rocks, suggests that the same explanation may be applied also to 
such cases as the Penmaenmawr rock and the gabbro of Carrock Fell.* 

69. For want of evidence, however, as to the occurrence of “ granophyres''in 
association with the Whin Sill Professor Sollas admits that this explanation cannot 
be applied to that instance,® neither can it be applied to the Madras dykes. Of the 
large number of dykes which show this structure in Peninsular India, not one, so far 
as I know, has been crossed by a later intrusion of acid rocks, and even should this 
happen to be the case, it still remains to be proved that such acid intrusions are 
not derived from the same magma, and consolidated subsequent to the basic por¬ 
tions as part of one continuous process. I would consequently prefer the explana¬ 
tion which 1 have already given, namely, that the micropegmatite is really original, 
the last phase in the consolidation of the rock, and its formation and preservation are 
facilitated by the perfectly quiet conditions of consolidation and subsequent 
freedom from dynamic disturbances. The order of consolidation of the minerals 
in these form a striking illustration of the normal succession according to Lagorio's 
law, and the formation of micropegmatite by the crystallization of the small quantity 
of acid mother-liquor after the separation of the basic ferro-magnesian silicates is 
quite in accordance with this law, 

70. If, as 1 have suggested, the micropegmatite crystallized in the spaces 

* A Harker, Quaft. Journ, Geol, 50c., Vol L, p, 316 (1694)* 
* A. Harker, Petrology for Students (X895), p. 66. 
* Quart* yourn, O0OI, Soe,, Vol, XL, p. 640 (i884)» also 8rit 

p. 207, and plate XIll, fig. a. 
* J. J. ti. Teall, Brit 27a, plate XXXV, fig. a. 
* Tram. Boy. Irish Atad.t Vot. XXX (1894), pp, 487—490. 
^ Daring the discussion on Mr. Karker’s recent paper oo the-grafiophyree of Skye, Mr. 

Watts pointed out that the Whin Sill at Caldron Snout passed into a rock which was 
practically a gabbro embedded in granopbyre. 
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formed between the strong framework of coarsely-ciystallized pyroxene and 
plagioclase, these microscopic miarolitic cavities were probably In imperfect 
communication with one another, and in this way they may represent in a sense 
so-called contemporaneous” veins. It remains to be seen how fax supposed 
intrusive veins of such rocks as graphic granite and granophyre are simple 
segregations into fissures, whose production have been facilitated by absence 0 
any greater pressure than the fissured rocks are able to withstand. But this opens 
a wider question than the rocks under consideration afford data for discussion.' 

71. Passing on to other members of tliis group represented in the dykes of 
South India, we find that the rock of Isa Pallavaram passes gradually into more 
typical augite-diorites by loss of enstatite and biotite, and by a tendency for the 
plagioclase to crystallize at an earlier stage, being either contemporaneous with, or 
even later than, the augite. with a consequent tendency to the production of the 
ordinary ophitic type of many rocks known as diabases. Good examples of this 
type have been collected by Dr. Warth at Mailam (No. 9.795). Perumbakam (Nos. 
9.789 and 9,790). Tirvukarai (Nos. 9,777 and ^,778), in South Arcot district; and 
by myself at the Seven Pagodas in Chingelput district (No. 9.678), 

The last-mentioned occurrence has given specimens almost free of enstatite, 
the pyroxene being almost completely monoclinic. An analysis of this rock by 
Mr. Brfih! gave the following results:— 

Si # a e 5115 
Ti 0, • • a 0*44 
P« o* a e • 0*06 
Al,0. a • e 15-92 
Fe,0, • a • 9*34 
Fe 0 s s e a'87 
Mn 0 s a e 0*09 
Ca 0 a e e 10*40 
MgO • • # 6*48 
KaO a a e i-fii 
Ns, 0 e a e X'19 
H, 0 • a e 0x1 

99*66 

The detection of microcline microscopically (paragraph 63) showing the presence 
of potash felspar as a constituent of the micropegmatite is confirmed by the compara¬ 
tively large proportion of potash shown by this analysis. The ratios of silica to 
sesquioxides and protoxides differ from those of the Whin Sill no more than 
might be accounted for by the difference in preservation of the two rocks. The 
Whin Sill has undergone a certain amount of hydrous decomposition, whilst 
the dyke of augite-diorite at the Seven Pagodas is most remarkably fresh. Both 
rocks show a striking approach to the hypothetical basic magma of Durocher. 
which he supposed to contain 51 per cent, of Si Os, and possessed a density of 
2*96. 

’ Besides the localities already quoted some very fine examples of augite-diorltes with 
micrographic quartz were collected by Mr. Lake during the teason 1887-88 in the Be llary 
district and Raiehnr Doab, some of them occurring as dykes in the Dharwars:— Nos. 8.537, 
550, 53a. 558, 569, 593,61a and 655. 

c t 
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(^.) Hemicrystalline varieties of the Augite-diorties, 

73. As in the two preceding groups, the angite-diorites have their fine-grained 

and possibly hemicrystalline representatives in narrow dykes and on the selvages 
of the larger masses. Two of the most striking examples representing each of 
these conditions have been collected by Dr. Warth. The first was found as a ^yke 
30 feet wide at Nemeli (No. 91784)1 and the second forms the selvage of the large 
mass of Perumbakam hill (No. 9>788), both in South Arcot district. 

73. In the former case (Nemeli) the pyroxene individuals are frequently found 
to be rhombic in the centre, exhibiting crystallographic 

^^(Porphyrit^)'^** parallelism to the augite growing around. These enstatiie 
cores often show a pair of horns at either end giving the 

core very much the shape of the crystallites which Mr. Rutley has figured as 
crenulites,^” The augite is greatly in excess of the enstatite, and although it 

probably commenced its crystallization before the felspar, these two constituents 
are sufficiently intergrown to show that they mostly separated simultaneously, 
leaving a series of spaces which are filled in with skeleton crystals of magnetite and 
a micrographic intergrowth of probably felspar and quartz on an exceedingly 
minute scale, in some places what Harker would call cryptographic? It would be 
interesting to follow this rock out to its selvages; but no further specimens were 
collected. 

74. The rock which represents the selvages of the large mass at Perumbakam 
consists of phenocrysts of augite and olivine in a very fine¬ 
grained matrix of probably the same minerals, magnetite 

and small patches of biotite, forming a closely felted mass in which it is impossible 
to decide as to the presence of vitreous material. From the specimen alone the 
rock might very well be described as an augite-andesite. 

75. The phenocrysts often gathered intoglomero-porphyritic groups showing, 
by their intergrowths, the approximately simultaneous crystallization of the augite 
and felspar. These minerals are of the usual type represented in the more 
perfectly holocrystalline types, and the felspars in the same way are crowded with 
minute inclusions, giving the crystals a light brown or grey colour. Although with 
the low powers the pyroxene appears to be almost wholly augite, examination with 
the high powers shows on a minute scale the microperthite-like structure, which 
may possibly be due to an intergrowih with rhombic pyroxene.^ 

Augite-andesite. 

(tf.) Volcanic representatives of the Augite-diorites, 

76. Although the contemporaneous lava-flows of the Cuddapahs are represented 
, ,, « by a very limited number of specimens in the Geo- 

logical Museum, those which have been collected strikingly 
resemble the dyke-rocks already described in mineralogical composition and in 
structure. Probably the most typical representative of the augite-diorite group is 

> Min, Mag., Vol. IX, piste, &gi. 18, 19 and 2a 
■ Petrology (1895). p, 92, 
* A similar rock was collected in 1886 by Mr. R. Brnee Foote in the Bellary district and 

recorded by myielt from the hand-specimen as an augite-andeiite [No. 9,454: Am, Oeai, 
Sum. Ind,, Vol. XXVII, p. 40 (18945. 
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the lava-flow near B^tumchetd, in the Kurnool districL which is a member of the 
Poolumpett beds of the Chej-air stage, Cuddapah system. 

77. Mr. F. Lake^ has shown that this rock is composed principally of augite 
and plagioclase with a little magnetite, and has a specific gravity of 3*0. Further 
examination shows the presence, according to my determination, of considerable 
qualities of quartz which often forms micrographic intergrowths with the felspar, 
and a very small quantity of enstatite with occasional flakes of biotite. I'he re¬ 
lations of the augite to the felspar are precisely those which characterise the augite- 

diorite group amongst the dyke-rocks, the rock being sub-ophitic. Second¬ 
ary decomposition has resulted in the partial kaolinization of the plagioclase and 
in the formation of a microcrystalline chloritic product from the augite,^ 

(//.) Occurrence of augit€~diorites with micrographtc quartz in other 

Transition systems. 

78. It is interesting to And very similar augite-diorites with micrographic 
quartz associated with many of the other Tfttnsition systems of Peninsular India 

which resemble a portion of the Cuddapah system in other lithological characters. 
Many of these are dykes and consequently cannot be relied upon as evidence 
for the purposes of stratigraphical correlation; and although the small number of 
specimens collected from undoubted contemporaneous trap-flows agree very re¬ 

markably with the augiie-diorites of the Cuddapahs in petrological characters, far 
more evidence of a precise character is necessary before the characters of the 
volcanic rocks can be added to the other lithological evidence which forms the 

only data available for the stratigraphical correlation of these unfossiliferous 
systems of the Peninsula. 

79. Amongst the contemporaneous traps of the Transitions containing micro¬ 
pegmatite which are represented in the Calcutta collection are principally from 

the Bijawars (Nos. 5,and 5,10, which contain olivine and are beautifully ophitic; 
Nos. 32,126 and 55,34, which have been greatly altered, the latter showing the 

herring-bone structure due to lamellatiOn parallel to the basal plane so fre¬ 
quently noticed by Teall, Barker and others) and the Gwaliors (No. I2*49), 
The last-named from the Barai trap-flow of the Gwalior Transition series,^ con¬ 
tains porphyritic crystals of plagioclase, now considerably decomposed.* 

IV,—SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

80- The dykes intrusive in the gneisses and Dharwar Transition rocks of 
Southern India, as the well as the Cuddapah lava-flows, which are supposed to be 

their volcanic representatives, vary from olmne-augiU^mntn (enstatiie-olivine- 

^ 1t$c^ Gffil. 5urv. Vol. XXIII, p, 261 (1890). 
• Another specimen obtained by Dr. King, 3 miles W. S, W. of Bdtumcherfi (No. 97i92) 

it an amygdaloidtl, fine-grained variety of apparently the same rock; but it too tar decom¬ 
posed to permit a correct determination of its original characters. 

’ See Hacket, C99L 5tfrv. Vol. Ill, p. 36 (1870). 
• 1 have also found micrographic quartz in very similar augite-dloritei intmiive in the 

unfossiliferous patwozoic sistes, dolomites and quartzites of Naini Tal and In Garhwal 

(Noa. 9,737, ®50i 8S4# WS). 
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gabbros) sometimes approaching aaxonite (harzburgite) in composition, to augiU- 
dioriles (gabbros) with micrographic quartz. 

81. HemtcrystalUm representatives of these rocks occur in narrow veins and as 
selvages to larger masses. Two of these are exceptional types related to the magma- 
basalts and augitites. In one case olivine is the only phenocryst in a black 
cryptocrystalline matrix. In the other the only phenocryst is enstatite lies 
in a microlithic matrix of augite and probably felspar with residual glass. The 
enstatites are enclosed in a thin shell of augite, which is frequently in crystallo¬ 
graphic continuity with isolated fragments of augite within the enstatite. 

82, In the most basic members of the series, olivine is the first constituent 
to crystallize, and is followed in order by enstatite, biotite and plagioclase. The 
plagioclase grows around its associates in crystals sufficiently large to give a distinct 

lustre-mottling ” to the hand specimens of the coarse-grained varieties. In the 
less basic types, which are wanting in olivine, the enstatite, augite, biotite and 
felspar are crystallized in the same order. In the least basic forms, enstatite is 
either absent, or present in subordinate quantities, forming nuclei for the augitcs, 
which exhibit in these types a tendency to crystallize at a later stage, being deve¬ 
loped mostly simultaneously with the felspar even to produce in some cases a sub- 
ophitic structure. 

83, I'he mtcropegmaiite is evidently the latest constituent to consolidate. It 
is composed of quartz and either plagioclase or a potash-felspar, which is some¬ 
times in the form of microcline. When the quartz is intergrown with plagioclase, 
the latter is generally in crystallographic continuity with large adjoining crystals. 
The plagioclase-felspars are brown or grey in their central portions, on account of 
innumerable inclusions. As the periphery of the crystal is approached the colour 
becomes less pronounced, and the felspar, as shown by its change in extinction- 
angle, less basic, until at the margins, where it is intergrown with quartz to 
form the micropegmatite, it and the quartz become quite ** water-clear," but then 
they invariably contain numerous acicular inclusions of a mineral resembling 
actinoUte. These water-clear micropegmatite patches till in the angles between 
the large crystals of felspar and augite, and though evidently younger \han either of 
these minerals, must be regarded as crystallized in direct succession to them as the 
last-formed constituent during the primary consolidation of the rock. 

84. In the majority of the dykes the only signs of alteration are in the form¬ 
ation of green hornblende and biotite with concomitant separation of magnetite where 
the augite comes in contact with the micropegmatite. These changes are never 
shown except on the sides of the augite nearest the micropegmatite. They are 
precisely similar in character to the alterations induced in the augites of the Car- 
lingford gabbro (augite-diorite) by intrusions of “granophyre” (Sollas, Trans. 

Roy^ Irish Aead.^ Vol. XXX (1894), p. 493)* would be impossible to 
regard such excessively minute patches of micropegmatite* whose felspars are in 
crystallographic continuity with the ordinary plagioclase-constitnents of the rock, 
as intrusive, and such a conclusion, in the complete absence of connection with 
larger acid intrusions, would be quite an unjustifiable alternative to the explanation 
offered above (para. 83). When the rocks show signs of hydrous decomposition, 
the micropegmatitic patches are always found to be the centres of action. One 
result of this decomposition is a secondary extension of the miciopegmatite by 
deposition of genuine ** quartz of corrosion " in the surrounding felspars. 
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85. As the consolidation of the rock resulted flrst in the formation of a strong 
framework of coarse augite and felspar crystals, the spaces left, and now occupied 
by the micropegmatite, must have been in partial communication with one another. 
As a glass occupies a greater space than the same substance when crystallized, the 
micropegmatitic portions must be less compact than the rest of the rock, and 
being protected by the strong framework of augite and plagioclase from the pres¬ 
sure brought to bear on the rock as a whole, might give rise even to the production 
of microscopic miarolitic cavities. As these loose-textured portions are in com¬ 
munication with one another, they 'become the channels of water-circulation and 
consequently appear in sections as the centres of hydrous decomposition. 

86. Although, as already stated, the micropegmatite in the fresh, undecom¬ 
posed rocks is regarded as primary in origin and subsequent in formation to the 
augite and plagioclase, the considerations stated in the previous paragraph suggest 
that its formation is not a simple continuation of the normal crystalline consolid¬ 
ation of a molten magma. Any water which may have been in the original molten 
material would be reserved in the “mother-liquor" after the separation of the 
augite and plagioclase, so that the change/which subsequently occurred in the com¬ 
municating inter-crystal spaces would be of an aqueo-igneous nature. This accounts 
perhaps for the peculiar appearance of the “ water-clear" patches of micro- 
pegmatite with their acicular actinolitic inclusions, recalling at once the similar 
quartz which is generally regarded as secondary in decomposed rocks, and 
explains also the alteration of the augite where it comes in contact with the micro¬ 
pegmatite. 

87. In describing the granophyric gabbro " of Barnavave, Carlingford, Pro¬ 
fessor Sollas {Op. cit,, pp. 487—490) traced micropegmatitic patches in an augite- 
diorite to thin veins of “ granophyre, ” which he regarded as intrusions of material 
in a state of great fluidity, and suggests that this explanation may apply also to 
the similar well-known cases of Carrock Fell and Penmaenmawr which are found 
to be in association with large masses of “granophyre.” For want of evidence, 
however, as to the occurrence of “ granophyres ” in association with the Whin 
Sill, Professor Sollas admits that this explanation cannot be applied to the similar 
occurrence of micropegmatite in that rock. Neither can it be applied to the 
Madras dykes, which are not, so far as 1 know, crossed by any later intrusion of 
acid material. The explanation which I have offered in connection wi(h the 
Madras rocks appears to account for the primary formation of micropegmatite in 
these rocks, as well as its secondary extension. 

88. Accepting Professor Sollas’ precedent for extending an explanation 
beyond the limits of the material under description, I would suggest the 
application of the explanation now offered for the Madras dykes to such cases 
as the Whin Sill, Carrock Fell gabbro and the Penmaenmawr enstatite-diorite; 
and farther to suggest that even distinct veins of granophyre instead of being 
considered norm^ igneous intrusions, can best be explained as “ contempor¬ 
aneous veins” formed as the final stage in the consolidation of the magma 
from which the augite-diorite was obtained during the earlier stages of its 
consolidation. When the consolidation takes place under limited pressure, as was 
probably the case with these Madras dykes, the framework of augite and plagioclase 
will be sufficiently strong to prevent collapse, and the micropegmatite can thus 
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consolidate In the intercrystal cavit6s« Bnt where the pressure is in excess of that 
which the framework of augite and plagioclase is able to withstand, as is more likely 
to be the case in large masses, the mother-liquor will be squeezed out and will 
consolidate as a separate mass of granophyre. Some such explanation as this 1 

would offer to account for the frequent association of masses of augite-diorite 
(gabbro) with granophyre; or in other words, to account for the separation of these 
genetically related rocks when the magma is sufficient to form large bosses, and for 
their intimate microscopic association where the magma consolidates in narrow 

dykes. 
89. Like the pyroxene-granulite series in which these basic rocks occur bo 

frequently as dykes, they are remarkably fresh. Even the olivines show practi¬ 
cally no signs of decomposition in the dyke-rocks and have suffered only slightly 

in the lava-flows, whilst signs of dynamic metamorphism are absolutely wanting. 
These facts are in complete agreement with the known stratigraphical history of 
Peninsular India which has been so remarkably free from crust disturbances 

since Palseozoic times. 
90. As the effects of subaerial weathering must be very superficial compared 

to the results of the action of water charged with carbonic acid under the high 
pressures at the bottom of an ocean, the fresh condition of the olivine and other 
minerals susceptible to hydrous decomposition in these rocks is in agreement with 

the absence of any evidence as to the deep submergence of the parts of South 
India where these rocks are exposed. 

91. The absence of all signs of amphibolization in the augites, which are so 
susceptible to the effects of dynamic metamorphism, is in agreement with the 

undisturbed state of all rocks younger than the Cuddapahs in Peninsular India, 
whilst the same feature serves generally to distinguish the basic igneous rocks of 
post-Cuddapah age from the epidiorites and other highly altered eruptives associat¬ 
ed as contemporaneous lava-fiows with the older Dharwar Transitions. 

9s. Although such petrological features can never be relied on alone for pur¬ 
poses of stratigraphical correlation, it is worthy of remark that augite-diorites with 
micrographic quartz, and equally well-preserved, occur in Transition systems like 
the Bijawars and Gwaliors in other parts of Peninsular India, which have generally 
been considered older than the Cuddapahs ; but which agree, however, with the 
lower stages of this system in many other lithological characters. 

V.—EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Plate I. 

Fig. i,^OlmnfnonU, S. of Kaithaha, near Saria on the Sonc river, Ram* 
nagai Tahsil, Rewa State. No. 10,588 ; slide 2125. Magnified by 
20 diameters. Olivine in rounded crystals with reaction-rims 
a colourless granular enstatite forming the inner zone and fibrous 

actinolite forming the outer zone. The colourless portion is 
plagioclase in which two crystals of enstatite are shown. Where the 
small enstatite crystal, near the upper margin of the slide, ap¬ 
proaches olivine the only sign of a reaction-rim is a thin band of the 
colourless granular mineral separating the enstatite crystal from 
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the olivine. Such thin bands of the colourless mineral are often 
found in crystallographic continuity with the neighbouring pri¬ 
mary crystal of enstatite. 

Fig, 2.— Olivtne‘en$tatitfhasaU,^T^y\it in “ pyroxcne-granuliles,” Coonoor, 
Nilgiri hills» Madras Presidency. No. 8,759; slide No, 1599. 
Magnified by 20 diameters. The phenocrysls in this rock are 
olivine, enstatite and plagioclase. There are numerous glomero. 
porphyritic aggregates formed of one crystal of olivine in the 
centre with numerous enstatite-crystals around. Such a group 
is shown in the centre of the field. The matrix is pilotaxitic, 
possibly hyalopilitic, containing augite, biotitc, enstatite, felspar 
and magnetite. Towards the central portions of this dyke the 
crystals of the groundmass are more clearly-defined, and the pleo- 
chroism of the rhombic pyroxene often well exhibited. (See 
paras. 36—38.) 

3-—Ma^ma^hatalt without augite*—Thin vein in pyroxene-granulite," 
near Poorsy, north-north-west of Wandiwash, Madras Presidency. 
No. 1,842 ; slide No. 2027. Magnified by 80 diameters. The rock 
has a black, almost opaque, cryptocrystalline or glassy matrix in 
which olivine phenocrysts only occur. The crystals are well 
shaped, zoned and often corroded by the magma, as shown by this 
specimen. The cracks running across the matrix are filled in with 
colourless decomposition-products. 

Fig. 4,—Olivine-norite-varioliie,—Selvage of vein 2 feet wide in "pyroxene- 
granulite,’* Coonoor, Nilgiri hills, Madras Presidency. No. 8,757 ; 
slide No. 2198. Magnified by ao diameters. The varioles are 
brown in colour and sprinkled with magnetite-dust, Glomero- 
porphyritic aggregates of olivine and enstatite precisely resembling 
those shown in fig. 2, as well as isolated crystals of enstatite, are 
scattered through the ciyptocrystalline matrix. 

Fig, 5.—“ Dyke 20 feet wide in “ pyroxene-granulite,*' Eriyur, 
South Arcot district, Madras Presidency. No. 9,782; slide No, 
3197. Magnified by 20 diameters. Porphyritic crystals of colour¬ 
less enstatite in a matrix of augite and long microliies of felspar 
with black interstitial matter, which may be vitreous. The way in 
which the long microlites of felspar are wrapped around the 
pyroxenes forms a perfect imitation on a very small scale of the 
blades of plagioclase in the coarse-grained rock from Salem 
described in para. 56. The large phenocrysts of enstatite are 
generally encased in a thin shell of augite, which is seen between 
crossed Nicols to be in crystallographic continuity aroundi and 
often also with apparently isolated fragments of augite within, the 
enstatite phenocrysts. This rock bears to the augite-norites pre¬ 
cisely the same relation as a felsite does to a granite. It may 
therefore be called a ** norite-felsite,'* or any convenient name 
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which indicates that its composition is that of a norite and its 
structure fcisitic. 

Rig, 6,—Augite^diorite with tnicropegmattU,»^T>y)/iQ in " pyroxene-granulite/' 
Mailam, South Arcot district, Madras Presidency. No. 9»795 ; 
slide No. 2133. Mag^nified by la diameters. Crossed Nicols, 
The rock is composed of augite, plagioclase and a micropegmatitic 
intergrowth of quartz and felspar playing the r61e of groundmass 
and regarded as primary in origin. 

Plate II. 

Fig, i.'^Basal section of olivine crystal, showing the traces of brachypinacoid- 
al cleavage planes crossing the cut edges of the dendritic inclu¬ 
sions at right angles. The quartz wedge shows the latter to lie in 
the direction of the axis of maximum optical elasticity a, whilst the 
cleavage cracks are parallel to the axis of minimum optical elasti¬ 
city c (See para 13). From Oliving^augite-noriie, near Saria 
Rewa. Rock No. xo,588; slide No. 2125. Magnified by 180 dia¬ 
meters. 

Fig, a,—Intergrowih of pyroxene-crystals, showing the p>ecu]iar microperthite- 
like structure in one of the individuals (P). The positions of 
extinction in the individuals P, Pi, Pn, aod Pm respectively are 
shown by the arrows. From the same Olivine-augite-noriU ; slide 
No. 1895. Magnified by V diameters. (See para. x8.) 

-y.—Reaction-rim between olivine and plagioclase, (?=Olivine, /*= 
Plagioclase, E = Ikistatite with its secondary enlargements, e, 
which are in crystallographic continuity with the original crystal 
Ey and in one place form part of the reaction-rim with the green 
actinolite, a. It will be noticed that the actinolite, a, appears only 
between the secondary enstatite, e, and the plagioclase, not between 
the latter mineral and the primary enstatite* E. E, shows feebly the 
pleochroism of bypersthene, whilst e is perfectly colourless. Slide 
No. 2125. Magnified by y diameters. (See para. 14 ) 

Fig. 4.—Augite^andesite, forming the marginal portion of a large mass of 
augite-diorite with micropegmatite at Perumbakam, South Arcot 
district, Madras Presidency. It consists of a hyalopilitic ground- 
mass of augite, plagioclase, biotite magnetite and glass with 
phenocrysts of augite (A) and plagioclase felspar (F) showing 
in the glomero-porphyritic groups approximately simultaneous 
crystallization of the two minerals. Rock No. 9*788; slide No. 
2130. Magnified by Y diameters. (See para. 75.) 

♦ 
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The reference of the genus Vertebraria by M. R. ZsiLLER; translated 

Vredenburg, A. R. C. S., Assistant Superintendent^ Geologic 

cal Survey of India} 

Few fossil genera have so much perplexed the minds of most eminent paleeo- 
botanists for the last 50 years as the genus VerUhraria^ without any definite 
conclusion having been arrived at respecting its true affinities. This gfenus was 
established by Royle in 1839 to include flattened axes of varying width, usually 
with a more or less distinct median groove, giving off at right angles transverse 
furrows more or less irregularly spaced, sometimes alternate, sometimes opposite, 
and dividing either side of the impression into a series of successive joints. 
Moreover, the widest specimens usually exhibit upon each side other longitudinal 
grooves parallel with the central one, only not so distinct. These grooves, longi¬ 
tudinal as well as transverse, may be replaced by projecting ridges, according 
to the mode of preservation of the fossil. The axes are either simple or provided 
with branches, alternately disposed on either side, but irregularly spaced. 

A few specimens lying at right angles to the planes of bedding, show upon their 
cross section a series of wedge-shaped segments radiating from a common centre 
and more or less closely packed ; this led some authors to arrive at a conclusion, 
which was subsequently recognised as unfounded, that they were SphenophylU 
oidem^\^ very numerous leaf whorls, close set along the stem* Bunbury regard¬ 
ed the specimens he studied as roots. O. Feistmantel who has had the opportu¬ 
nity of examining a large number of specimens obtained from India and Australia, 
concluded, but without committing himself any further, that Vertebraria is the 
root or rhizome of some other plant, and probably of an Equisetaceous plant such 
as Schizoneura or Phyllotheca ; but this view seems difficult to accept as the 
transverse folds of Vertebraria often intersect only half the structure, and the 
existence of real articulations like those of the Equiutaceoe appeared far from 
evident. 

Up till now, Vertebraria had been met with only in India in the lower 
Gondwana series, and in Australia in the Newcastle beds. 1 have recently been 
able to detect its occurrence in another region, the permo-triassic deposits of the 
Transvaal belonging to the Beaufort stage; it is fairly abundant amongst the speci¬ 
mens collected by M. de Launay, mining Engineer, in the neighbourhood of 
Johannesburg. It is associated, as in Australia and India, with numerous impres¬ 
sions of Ghseopterh^ and as very few other vegetable remains are met with, I was 
led to consider whether this association of Glouopterh and Vertebraria did not 
indicate some mutual relationship. 

By splitting up these Transvaal specimens and carefully developing the im¬ 
pressions which they contained, 1 was soon able to ascertain the presence, upon 
several specimens of Vertebraria^ of more or less abundantly ramified roots start¬ 
ing from some of the transverse grooves, from which I was able to infer that they 
are undoubtedly rhizomes. Further, a study of the structures exhibited by the 
impressions has enabled me to conclude that these rhizomes consisted of a central 
axis provided with a variable number of longitudinal wings anastomosing two by 

^ Comptez Rendittf cxxii, 744. I am indebted to Surgeon-Major D. Prain, Curator of 
the Herbarium, Royal Botanical Gardena, Sibpnr, for kindly revialng the tranalatioo* 
—R, D. O. 
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two from place to place; the characteristic transverse grooves observed upon the 
surface corresponding to these anastomoses.^ 

Now such a disposition is actually met with in certain ferns, particularly in 
Biruthiopteris germanica whose rhizome is provided with a variable number of 
columns {sUlts) each situated towards the extremity of a projecting wing, and 
successively uniting two by two to give rise to the leaf-bundles. If the leaves of such 
a rhizome were fewer and not so regularly spaced it would produce an impression 
resembling that of VerUhraria. The irregularities shown in the interspacing of 

the transverse furrows could not, however, invalidate the reference of this fossil 
genus to the ferns, some of which, particularly a, exhibit at the present 
day, still greater irregularities with regard to the distribution of their leaves, which 
may be more or less apart, or else closely packed in pseudo-verticils. 

It appeared probable to me, therefore, that VerUhraria belonged to Glosso* 

pieriSy but this was only a conjecture requiring further verification if possible. By 
means of a minute examination of the impressions collected by M. de Launay, I 
have been fortunate enough to verify this point* First I was able to follow* up to its 
base a GlossopUris leaf fixed to a Veriehrariay and to observe that its midrib bent 
round so as to fit exactly into a transverse furrow of this rhizome where it termi¬ 
nated ; their mutual relation was, however, not altogether beyond doubt, and there¬ 
fore,. although such a coincidence would seem most unlikely, it might still have 
been obfected that this was merely an accidental juxtaposition. At last, on a 
specimen exhibiting a more distinct transverse folding, which assumed the appear¬ 
ance of a leaf scar, I was able to discover a group of bundles starling from this 
anastomosis of longitudinal ridges and, following it outwards, to discern its continu¬ 
ation into the midrib of a GlossopUris leaf, imperfectly preserved, but perfectly 

recognisable. 
VerUhraria is therefore nothing but the rhizome of GlossopUrtty and this ob¬ 

servation at once solves the problem of its interpretation and adds greatly to our' 

knowledge of this genus of Ferns which has played so important a part in the 
flora of one of the two great botanical provinces of the close of the palwozoic 
era. Somewhat similar in habit to Oleandra, that is with leaves now wide 
apart, now clustered in tufts, GlossopUris had winged rhizomes very analogous to 
those of StrulhiopUris germanica. As in the last mentioned plant these rhizomes 
in all probability gave off stolons provided first with leaf-scales and producing only 
after a time normally developed leaves. I have indeed noticed amongst the 
Johannesburg impressions, numerous scales, triangular or oval in outline, the limb 
of which appears to have been rather thick and coriaceous, whose anastomos¬ 
ing venation is sometimes remarkably similar to that of GlossopUris \ one of them, 
more completely developed, comes so near, both in shape and dimension, to cer. 
tain leaves of Glossopteris hrowniana, that its reference to this species seemS to 
leave no room for any doubt. Contrary to what takes place in StrulhiopUris 

germanicOy where the two kinds of leaves, underground scales and aSrird fronds, 
remain absolutely distinct, it would appear that in GlostopUriSy'dhost stolons were 
perhaps epigaeous, there was a gradual passage from scales to normal leaves. 

^ In the original t cei rhUomet etaient f^rm^ea d’un «xe central mtini d* an nombre 
variable d'ailea longitudinales s'anastomosant deux ^ deux de distance en distance, les 
caon»‘lnres transversalet caraetdristiques q*on observe k leur surface correspondent prdoisd- 
ment k ces anastomoses.'’ As wilt be seen from the succeeding paper the structure of 
the Indian epocimeos U not in accord with this deMription. 
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On a Plant of Glossoptcris with part of the rhizome attached, and on the 

structure of Vertebraria, by R. D. OLDHAM, Officiating Director^ 

Geological Survey of India (with Plates III to V)* 

The interest of the foregoing paper, as not only extending the range of the charac¬ 

teristically Indian genus Vertthraria* but also settling its true botanical nature, so 
long in doubt, has seemed sufficient to justify the publication of a translation in the 
Records of the Geological Suivey. Besides its purely botanical and geological 
importance it is of interest in adding yet another to the long list of instances 
of independent and simultaneous discovery. During the last working season I was 

fortunate enough to find, in the lower Gondwanas of south east Rewah, a bed crowded 
with the remains of Glossopleris, Macrotceniopterisy Schizoneura, etc., and among 
them a specimen, figured on PI. Ill, of a clump of Glossopieris communis fronds, 
evidently springing from a fragment of the^hizome. The specimen was sufficiently 
striking to attract the notice of the labourers I had employed to dig out the bed, but 
unfortunately the most careful search failed in discovering either the reverse impres¬ 
sion or the continuation of the rhizome ; the one specimen figured is consequently 

all the material available. The state of preservation of the specimen is not all that 
might be desired, but it is sufficient to enable the generic and specific position of 
\he plant to be determined without doubt; the peculiar manner of association of 
the group of fronds is incompatible with any supposition other than that they 
originally formed part of the same plant, and it would be unreasonable to suppose 
that the position of the fragment of rhizome at their joint bases is merely 
accidental; we may take it therefore that we have preserved a whole plant of 
Glossopieris with a portion of its root-stock. This is of itself interesting as showing 

the habit of growth of the plant, but besides this the small rhizome shows indistinctly, 
itistiue, but recognisably, the median ridge and transverse partitions of Vertebraria^ 

Taken in conjunction with Mr. Zeiller's observations this specimen may, therefore, 
be regarded as establishing the true nature of Vertebraria as the rhizome of a fern 
and not, as is more often supposed, of an equisetaceous plant> 

The discovery of the botanical position of the Vertebraria naturally revives the 
interest in its structure, and as this is but imperfectly treated in any of the descrip¬ 
tions 1 have come across, 1 have made a re-examination of the materia) in the Museum 

of the Geological Survey and offer the following description of the facts disclosed 

without any expression of opinion as to their botanical application. 
In its most common and typical form Vertebraria is preserved as an impression 

on the surface of bedding of shale or sandstone. This long, and generally narrow, 

^ It may be of interest to note that this is not the first specimen of a clump of GUszr^ptttis 

fronds waich has been found in India. This specimen figured by Dr. Feistmantel, under the 

name Sagenopieris (?) longi/bUa (Pal. Indica, ser. xii, HI, pi. XL A, fig. i) is in a very poor 

state of preservation, hut can be recognised as a group of fronds of Ghaopterit type, resem¬ 

bling G. communis. One side only of the stalk is preserved, but that shows distinct signs of 

a transverse articulation. The specimen is evidently of a similar nature to that found in S. 

Rewah, and resembles this so mach that, with all deference to Or. Feistmantel’s authority, 1 
feel constrained to regard it as properly belonging to the genus Glessopterisy and not to 

Sagenopterisy to which he djublfuliy assigned it. 
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■impression is typically divided down the centre by a ridge or a furrow, and on 
either side divided by transverse prominences and grooves, generally arranged alter¬ 
nately in either half, and in the most perfectly preserved there is usually an elevation 
and furrow close together and then an interval between them and the next pair 
Occasionally the divisions on either side of the median axis are opposite each other, 
but as a rule they are not so, and the occasional continuation of one of the transverse 
divisions on the other side of the central axis is evidently accidental. In anothe 
shape, described as V, radiata by Royle,* it appears on the face of the bedding plane 
as a series of triangular impressions arranged round a central axis; in section across 

the bedding plane, it is seen to be composed of number of close set layers, and it 
was this form which led McCoy to class V€rtehraria with the Marntlaca^ and 
Ungcr^ and de Zigno* to describe it as a Sphcnophyllum^ all three authors looking 
on the fossil as the remains of a central stem with close set whorls of leaves. 

This description is irreconcilable with the fact that the two forms are clearly 
a different mode of preservation of one and the same thing, and moreover a close 
examination of specimens of V. radiata show the occasional preservation of an 

outer shell of coaly matter and of a similar substance occupying the intervals 
between what would be the edges of the leaves and connecting one with the other 
in a vertical direction. It is clear in fact that V, radiata was a stem with a central 
axis, connected with the outer shell by radiating longitudinal septa, which again were 
connected by close set transverse septa in each segment. The ordinary form of 
F. indica would be the impression of a similar stem in which the septa were at 
longer intervals apart, and which in consequence of the smaller resistance to 

crushing resulting from this, has only been preserved as a flattened impression. 

It would be quite possible to explain the peculiar markings in the manner in 
which M. Zeiller has done, and this hypothesis would fit in with the occasional 
occurrence of two or even three longitudinal divisions and of three or four bands of 
transverse ridges and depressions. Fortunately, however, there are in our collection 

some specimens of Vcrtehraria from the Aurunga field, preserved in a different 
manner, which throw great light on the structure of Vtrieh^aria. In these the 
vegetable matter has been converted into a dark brown ferruginous substance, round 
which the matrix is indurated with a ferruginous cement. The rest of the matrix, 

whether sandstone or shale, is soft and in many cases easily cleared away from the 
fossil. The Vertehraria shows up either as a transverse section on the face of the 
rock, or when the axis runs along the exposed surface, as projections, differing 
in appearance from the more usual form, but easily recognisable as the same 

thing preserved in a somewhat different msmncr. The first of these to be noticed is 
that represent;cd in pi. IV, figs. 3-5, which I have succeeded in developing from a 

piece of sandstone, on which only the ends and part of one side of the fragment were 

originally visible. 
Here the end view fig. 3, shows a central axis and a series of radiating wings, 

‘ Illustrations of the Botany and other Branches of the Natural History of the Himalaya 

Mountains, Plate II, fig. 5, fi, 7> 
> Ann, Mag. Nat. Hist. XX, 145 
* Genera et species Plantarum Fossilium, 1850, p. 71. 
« Flora Fossilia Formations oolithica:, 1856, p. 53, where Ettingshausen is quoted aa 

takiqg the same view. 
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which are not connected at their outer extremities. It must not, however, be con¬ 
cluded from this, that the stem was of a stellate section, for in specimens of the or- 
dinary sort the remains of an outer coating of carbonaceous matter can sometimes be 
found, though it was evidently thin and perishable. Even in the specimen under 
consideration there are traces of an expansion at the end of the rays which must 
represent a part of the original rind ; and in other specimens of the same nature, 
and from the same locality, this is partly preserved as shown in pi. V, fig. 4. It will 
be noticed that the longitudinal septa do not all radiate from the central axis, but 

that in one case the septum bifurcates and gives rise to two septa; moreover, a 
comparison of figs, z and 3 shows that the point of bifurcation of the septum is 
further removed from the axis at one end of the specimen than at the other. 

The transverse septa are well seen on the sides of the specimen; in fig. 3 
the broad triangular patch is one of the septa exposed on the broken end of the 

specimen and on the others, the manner in which each longitudinal section is in¬ 
dependently divided by transverse septa is very clearly shown. 

The two next specimens to be describe<yiaveboth been figured before,^ but are 
reproduced here, one for convenience, the other because the specimen has been 
developed so as to show more than was originally to be seen. In pi. V, fig. 3, we have 
three longitudinal ridges, united at irregular interval by transverse bars, which 
there is no difficulty in recognising as a variant of the typical form in which Ver~ 
iebraria is preserved. In fig. 2 we have four ridges and three sets of transverse 
bars. In the specimen, more clearly than in the figure, it is possible to make out that 
the longitudinal and transverse ridges represent the ends of corresponding septa, 

while in the section made by obliquely truncating the end of the impression, the 
septa, corresponding at their terminations to one of the longitudinal ridges, can be 
seen radiating from a central axis. 

In the next specimen to be described the mode of preservation is somewhat 
different; instead cf being converted into iron oxide the vegetable matter has dis¬ 
appeared leaving a cavity in its place. The specimen (pi. V, fig. i) shows a longi¬ 
tudinal section, the rock having broken through the cavity left by two opposite 
radial sepia, and from the surface of the mould a series of clefts penetrate verti¬ 
cally downwards and represent the transverse septa. Another longitudinal septum 
is represented by a cleft penetrating obliquely into the rock, and the transverse 
clefts running down from it can be seen in close proximity to, but not as a rule 

coincident with, those above. 
From these specimens to the more usual form of preservation is a short step, 

and we can recognise the latter as the impression of the flattened stem, the 
longitudinal divisions representing the impression either of the central axis or the 
ends of radial septa, and the transverse ones the impression of the transverse septa, 

which sometimes occur opposite each other, but more commonly are not coincident. 
Sometimes, instead of being merely the impression of a crushed stem, the hollow 
spaces between the septa have become filled with sand, and the Vertthraria 
appears as a series of separate joints, between which thin partings of coaly matter 

are seen. 
In the rarer forms of preservation described above there is seldom any trace of 

an outer sheath connecting the ends of the radial septa, but in the more usual 

* Pal. Indica, series xii, IV, PL IVa, fig. 5, 9. 
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mode of preservation there is not uncommonly an outer film of coaly matter, and 
in two .'specimens figged by Dr. FeistmanteP—the outer sheath is conspicuously 
preserved, and can be seen to have been smooth, with a longitudinal striation; 
moreover, the flattening undergone by the stem in the ordinary mode of preser¬ 
vation shovvs that the matrix could not obtain a ready access to the intervals 
between the septa. It would seem, however, that the outer rind must have been 
much less substantial and more perishable than the central core or the septa. 

Summing up the evidence we find that Vertehraria consisted of a central axis, 

more or less well marked, joined to an outer rind by a series of radial septa, which 
are usually eight in number in those specimens preserved so as to show a transverse 
section, and having the spaces between the radial septa divided into chambers by 
transverse partitions. The transverse partitions on either side of each radial 
Septum are in no case coincident with each other, and there is an appearance of 
their being arranged spirally round the central axis, but the material available is 
insufficient for the establishment of this point. From the readiness with which 
the interspaces between the septa become filled by the matrix and the com¬ 
pleteness of their obliteration where this is not the case, it is probable that they 
were air chambers and not filled with any form of celular tissue, however soft and 
perishable,® 

Branching of these stems takes place in two distinct ways. Either as in pi. IV, 
fig. 1, the central axis itself breaks up into two or more branches, or branches are 
given off from the side of the stem. There are numerous specimens showing this 
latter and more common form of ramification, several of which have been figured by 
Dr. Feistmantel. It is not always possible to make out clearly the exact point at 
which the stem and branch join, but in all those which I have examined the junction 
seems to take place exactly on one of the transverse septa and, as far as can be 
made out, at its junction with a longitudinal septum. In some cases the junction 
seems not to coincide with any transverse septum, but in these cases the appearance 
may be deceptive and has, besides, only been observed in thin blanches or rootlets, 
which do not exhibit the typical VerUhraria structure and may be functionally 
different. On the whole, however, the statement above seems to represent the 
facts, but certainty will only be attainable after the careful development of speci¬ 

mens well preserved in the round. 
P. 5.—The foregoing description had been written and set up in type for pub¬ 

lication in part 4 of the Vol. XXIX of these Records, but had to stand over to 
the present number owing to a delay in the preparation of the plates. Meanwhile 
we have received, through the courtesy of M. Zeiller, a copy of a more detailed 
descript’on^ published by the Geological Society of France with full illustrations 
of the specimens studied by him. The description and diagrams leave no doubt 
of his interpretation of the structure of Vertehrar{a,2,nd,\\. is evident that the in- 

* Pal. Iiidica, series xii. Ill, PI, XIIA, to, XIVA, a* 
• It will be noticed that this description agrees with that of Bunbury ( Q. J, G, S., XVII, i8<5f, 

P 3.t9)» except that he does not appear to have recognised the continuous radial septa, no specimens 

showing a transverse section having been included in the collection examined by him, Solms Laubach 

in his Fosan Botany (English translation, p. 366) has adopted a description agreeing in all respects with 

that in the text above. 
» Etude sur q-jelques plantes fossiles, en particulier Vfriebraria ei 69^ en- 

vlrons de Johannesburg (Transvaal) ; Built Sf>e> G4ol, de Prand^ 3^^ series, XXIV, 349 "37® 

(1B96}. 
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completeness of the material at his disposal has led him to overlook the outer sheath 
connecting the extremities of the radial septa. The analogies he sees between 
VerUhraria and the rhizome of 5iurihiopttrit gtrmanUa are consequently un¬ 
founded, but the main fact, the connection between Vtriehraria and GlossopUris > 
remains unaffected. 

M. Zeiller in the same paper notices^ that Dr. Feistmanters'figure of 
Sagenopteris longifoUa referred to above, seems to represent a group of fronds 

at the end of a rhizome, rather than a palmate leaf. He also remarks that 
Dr. Feistmantel's Sagenopteris polyphyUa (Pal. Indica, ser, xii, III, pi. XLI A, 
fig. 4) appears to be the same specimen as that figured by McClelland under the 
name Glossopteris acaulis, 1 can confirm this suggestion, as after a careful examina¬ 
tion of the figures, the specimen, and the registers of the Survey 1 had already satisfied 
myself that the specimen described was the same in both cases. This specimen 
and that forming fig. 3 of the same plate belong to the same species, each re¬ 
presents a group of fronds which indiviAally resemble GL consptcua^ Feist., in 
shape and venation. The small fragment of stem or stalk preserved in the specimen 
fig. 3 is only 25 inch long and *1 inch across; it is covered with a layer of carbona¬ 
ceous material, the outer surface of which shows a longitudinal striation, but no trace 
of the characteristic Vertehraria structure. 

I have allowed the specific name GLcommunis^ Fstm., to stand—although M, 
Zeiller in the paper under notice has shown that the characters which distinguish 
V, indicay Schimpcr and V, communis, Fstm., may be found in the same frond—as 
it seems very doubtful how far the distinctions between the species of Glossopteris 
represent true specific differences in the plants as they lived, and it seems conveni¬ 
ent to retain the names as descriptive of different types of venation of the fronds. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Plate I. 

A plant of Glossopteris indica, FeisU with portion of root-stock attached ; two- 

thirds natural size. The root-stock separated, twice natural size; from Reohal 
S. Rewah, Lat. 23^*52' Long. 82°a3'.] 

Plate 11. 

Fig, /, VerUhraria indica showing ramification by splitting up of the main axis. 
This specimen shows the usual mode of preservation and appearance of VerU* 
braria, as well as the most common type of ramification; Bajbai, S. Rewah, Lat^ 
24%' Long. 81^56'. 

Figs. 2-5. Different views of a fragment of VerUhraria, showing radial and traiis- 

verse septa; from the Aurunga coalfield, Sukri river. 

* LocccUv 
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t Platk ;ii. 

Fig. /. Cast of Vertibraria^ with the longitudinal and transverse, septa lepresept* 
ed by cavities; Anrunga coalfield, Sukri river. 

Ftg, a. A specimen showing the longitudinal and transverse septa standing out 
in relief by the weathering away of the softer matrix; figured in Pal. Indica, wr. 
xii, IV, pt. ii, PI. IV A, fig. 5, same locality as fig. i. 

Fig. 3. Another, smaller specimen showing the same features as fig. ,2; figured 

in Pal. Indica, ser. xii, IV, pt.ii, ph IV A, fig. 9; same locality as figs. 1 and 2. 

Fig. 4. A fragment preserved in the same manner as pi. II, figs 2-5, but showing 
part of the outside rind connecting ^ ends of the radial septa; same locality as 
PI. II, figs. 3.5, 
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Giolooical Survby of India, 
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CALcuTTA.—Records of the Geol9gIcel Survey of India. Vol. 'XXIX, *No, 4, 8** 
Calcutta, 1896. Geological Survey of India^ 

„ Indian and .Eastern Engineer. Vol. XXVIL Nos. 494—506. Fol. 
Calcutta, 1896. The Editor. 

,, Indian Meteorological Memoirs. Vol. VI, part 3. ,4° Calcutta, 1B96. 
„ Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Pepartmcnt'of the 

Government of India in 1895-96. 4** Calcutta, 1896. 
Meteorological Reporter to the Government op India. 

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol. EXV^ ^art II, No. 3. 
Calcutta, 1896. T>he Socibtv. 

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society qf Bengal. No. 8> 8* Calcutta, 1896, 
The Society. 

„ Proceedings and Journal of the Agricultural and Hoi:ticulturaI Society of 
India. Vol. X, July to September 1896. The Society. 

„ Survey of India ^Department Ifot^ for September to iNovember 1896. 
Fisc, Calcutta, 1896. Surv^ey of India Department. 

Cambridge.—Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophies^! .Society. Vol. IX, pt. 3. 
8° Cambridge, 1896. The Society. 

„ Transactions ,of the Cambridge Philosophical Sc^iety. Vol. XVI, pt. x. 
4° Cambridge, 1896. The Society. 

CAM.BR1DGB, Maes.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XXX, 
No. I. 8° Cambridge, Mass., ,1896. The Museum. 

Canada.—Journal and Proceedings of the Hamilton Association fqr 1895-96. No. 12. 

8° Canada, 1896. The Association. 

CiNNciNATi.—Journal of the Cincinnad Society of Natural History. Vol. XVIIb 
Nos. 3:4, 8® CinciDnatj, 1896. The Society. 

Copenhagen.—Oversigt over det Kongeliga Danske Vtdensk«d>ecnes selskabs For- 
handlirtgar. Nos-4*5* 8® Kobenhavn, 1896. The Academy. 

DreEDEN.—Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen der Naturwiss. Gesfills. Isis. January— 
June 1896. 8® Dresden, 189^ The Society. 

Edxneurgb.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Vol. XX. 8® 

Edinburgh, 1895. The Society. 

„ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Vol. XXXVII, pts. 3—4 

and XXXVHl, p^« i-E* 4" Edinburgh, 1894*^89^ The Society, 

„ Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vol. XII, Nos. 9*12. 8° Edinburgh, 
A896. Thr Society. 

Halifax.—Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Science, xst 

series, Vol. VII, pt. 4, and and series, Vid. 1, pts. i-t; and Vol. II, 
pt, I. 8® Halifax, 18^x892 and 1896. The Institute. 

Halle.—Abhandlungen der NaturforschepdEn Gesellschaft- BEud XVIU, heft 2-4; 
Xix, heft 1-2 ; and XX- 8® Halle, 1893-1894. The Society. 

„ Bericht uber die Sitzungen der Naturforschenden Cesellschaft, Jahre 1892. 8® 
Halle, 1899. The Society. 

„ Nova Acta academie Caesareae Leopoldino-Carolinae Germanicae Naturae 
curiosorum. Vols. LXllI—LXIV. 4* Halle, 1895* The Academy. 
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Halle.—Leopoldinft Acta academic Caesareae Leopoldino-Carollnae Germanicae 

Naturae cunosorum. Vol. XXXI, 4° Halle, i8<)S. The Academt. 

„ Katalog der Bibliothek Caesareae Leopoldino-Carolinae Germanicae 
Naturae curiosorum. Band II, heft 3. 8’ Halle, 1895. The Academy. 

LAOSANNE.—Bulletin della Suci^t6 Vaudoise des sciences Naturelles, Vol. XXXU, No. 
130* 8^ Lausanne, 1896* The Society. 

Leiden. —Sammiungen des Geologischen Keichsmuseums in Leiden. Band V» heft 
2-3. 8* Leiden, 1896. 

LiEge.—Annates de la Soci^t^ Geologique de Belgique. Tome XXIII, livr 2. 8“ 
Li^ge, 1895-1896. The Society. 

Leipzig.—Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-Physischen classe der K. SSch. Gesells* 
der Wissenschaften. Band XXIII, Nos. 2-3. 8* Leipzig, 1896. 

The Society. 

„ Berichte uber die Verhandlungen der K, Sach. Gesells. der Wissenschaften. 
Mathe.-Phys, classe. Nos. 2-3. 8® Leipzig, 1896. The Society. 

London.—Catalogue of the Fossil Bryozoa in the Department of Geology, British 

Museum (Natural History). 8® London, 1896. The Museum. 

Catalogue of the London Library with Appendix and Index, By R. Harrison. 
8® London, i883. The Library, 

First Annual General Report upon the Mineral Industry of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland for 1S94. Fisc., London, 1895. 

Revenue AND Agricultural Department. 

Geographical Journal. Vol. VUI, Nos, 4-6. 8® London, 1896. The Society. 

General Report on the Coal Production of the principal countries of the 
World. Fisc., Loudon* 1895. 

Revenue and Agricultural Department. 

Journal of the Chemical Society, Nos. 363 and 371 and 406—408, 8° London, 
1896. 

Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XLIV, No. 2286 to Vol. XLV, No» 
2299. 8“ London, 1896. The Society. 

List of the vertebrated animals now or lately living in the Gardens of the 
Zoological Society of London. 8* London, 1896. The Society. 

Proceedings of the Zoological Society. Part 3. 8® London, 1896. 
The Society. 

Transactions of the Zoological Society. Vol. XIV, Part 2. 4® London, 1896. 

The Society. 

Proceedings of the Royal Society. Vol. LIX, Nos. 358-359. 8° London, 
1S96. Tub Society. 

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. Lll, No. 308. 8® London, 
1896. The Society. 

Rules and list of members of the Iron and Steel Institute. 8® London, 1896. 

The Institute. 

The Larva; of the British Butterflies and Moths. By William Buckler. Vol, 
VI, part 3. 8* London, 1895. (Ray Society). 

M ADRlD.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid. Tome XXXVIII, Nos. 4—6. 
8® Madrid, 1896. The Society. 
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Maitchbstbr.—List o{ members of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. 

8° Manchester, 1896. 
„ Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophi¬ 

cal Society. Vol. XLI, part i. S'* Manchester, 1896. 
Taa SociBTT. 

n Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XXIV, 
part 10. 8° Manchester, 1896. T^b Society. 

Mblbourmb.—Annual Report of the Secretary for Mines, 1895. Fisc. Melbourne, 
1896. Department ov Minbs, Victoria, 

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, New Series, Vol. III. 8® 
Melbourne, 1891. Thb Socibty. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscou. Anee 1896. 
Nos. I—2. 8” Moscou, 1896. Thb Society. 

Munich.—Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-Physikalischen classe der K. C. Akad. 

der Wissenschaften. Band Xl^, No. 1. 4® Munchen, 1896- 
The Academy. 

,, Sitaungsberichte der Mathe.-Phys. classe der K. C. Akad. der Wissen- 
schaften. Heft. 2. 8® Munchen, 1896. The Academy. 

Naimi Tax..—Report on the Southern Slope of Sher*ka-danda hill, with Introduction 
and Preface, by F. E. G. Matthews. 8® Pam. Naini Tal, 1892. 

The Author. 

Naples.—Rendiconto dell’ Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e. Matematiche. Sdrie 
3, Vol. II, fasc. 8—xo. 8** Naples, 1896. The Academy, 

Newcastlb«dfon«Tynb.—Transactions of the Federated Institution of Mining En¬ 
gineers. Vol. XI, part 3. 8® Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1896. 

New Haven.—American Journal of Science. Vol. II, Nos. 9—la. 8® New Haven, 
1896. Th b Editor. 

New York.,—Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences. Vols. VIIl (Index) and 
IX, Nos. 1—3. 8® New York, 1896. The Academy. 

Ottawa,—Geological Survey of Canada. Annual Report. New Series, Vol. VU, 
1894. With maps, Nos. 556, 557, 561—63, 567 and 571. 8" Ottawa, 
i8g6. The Survey. 

Paris.—Annales des Mines. S£rie 9”*, Tome X, livr. 7—8. 8* Paris, 1896% 
Department of Mines. 

„ Bulletin de la Soci^tfi Francaise de Mineralogie. Tome XIX, Nos. 5—6. 8® 
Paris, 1896. 

„ Bulletin de la Soci^td de Geographic. 7"* S^ie, Tome XVII, No. 2. 8® Paris, 
1896. The Society. 

„ Bulletin de la Soci6td Geologique de France. Serie 3“* Tome XXIV, Nos. 
5^. 8® Paris, 1896. The Society. 

„ Memoiresde la Societe Geologique de France. Paldontologie. Tome VI, fasc. 
a-3. 4* Paris, 1896. The Society. 

„ Collection de Minerologie du Museum d’hisloire Naturelle: Guide du Visit- 
cur. 8® Paris, 1896. ' The Museum. 

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. Vol. CXLll, Nos. 849—850. 8® 
Philadelphia, 1896, Thb Institute, 
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Titles of Books, 

PaiLAPBLFHXi. 

Denore, 

ProoMtding'5 of the Academy of Natural Sciences. Part X. 8° Phila* 
delphia, 1896. The Acadimt- 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. XXXV^ 
No. 150. 8® Philadelphia, 1896. The Society- 

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. XVIII, 
Parts. 4® Philadelphia, 1896. The Society. 

Transactions of the Wagner Free Institute of Science. Vol. IV. 8* 

Philadelphia. 1896. The Institute. 

Rochester.- Bulletin of the Geological Society of America. Vol. VII. 8° Rochester, 
1896. The Society. 

Rome.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, Rendiconli. Serie V, Sems. 2, Vol. V, 
fasc, 4—10. 8° Roma, i8g6. The Academy. 

Bolletino della Societa Geologies Italiana. Vol V, fasc. 3; VI, fasc. i—4; 
Vll.fasc. I—3;VUl, fasc. 1 and 3; IX, fasc. 3; X. fasc. 2—5; 

XI, fasc. 1—3; Xll, fasc. 1—4; XllI, fasc. 1—3; XIV, fasc. 1—2; 
and XV, fasc. 1—2. With Index to Vole. 1—X, 1882—1891. 8® 

Roma, 1887—1896. The Society. 

Salem.—-Bulletin of the Essex Institute. Vol. XXVI, Nos. 7—12, and XXVH, Nos. 
1—6. 8® Salem, 1896. The Institute. 

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
Vol. XLIV. 8® Salem, 1895. The Association. 

Springfield.—Bulletin of the Illinois State Museum._ No. ii. 8* Springfield, 1896. 
The Museum. 

Stoceholm,-Bihang till KongU Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar. 

Band XXI, parts 1—4- Academy. 

Lefnadsleckningar ofver K. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens. Band 

III, heft 2. 8® Stockholm, 1894. The Academy. 

Meddelanden frau Upsala universitats Mineralogisk-Geologiska Ins¬ 
titution, Nos. 1—22. 8® Stockholm, 1891—1896. 

The Institution. 

Meleorologiska lakttagelser i. Sverige. Serie 2, Band XIX. 4° Stock¬ 
holm, 1895. Academy. 

St. Petersburg.—Bulletins du Comite Geologique, Vol, XV, Nos, 3 4. 8® St. 
Petersiburg, 1896. -The Commission. 

„ Memoires du Comite Geologique, Vol, XV, No. 2.4 St. Petersburg, 
i$^6. The Commission, 

„ Travaux de la section G^logique du Cabinet de sa Majesty. Vol. I, 

livr. 1-2, and II, livr. x. ^®St. Petersburg. 1895—1896. 
Muse£Geol. d» l’unxv. Imp. de St. Petersburg. 

Sidney,—Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales. VoU 
XXIX, 8* Sydney, i80. The Society. 

„ Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. Vol. XXI, 

pt. 2, 8® Sydney, 1896. The Society. 

Toe.10,—Journal of the College of Science, Imperial University of Japan. Vol. X, pt, i. 
4® Tokyo, 1896. The University. 
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TiiUs of Bockt, Donon, 
Turin.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Science* di Torino. Vol. XXXl, Nos. 12—15. 8* 

Torino, 1896. The Academy. 

Upsala.—Bulletin of the Geological Institution of the University of Upsala. Vol. U, 
pt. 2, No. 4- 8“ Upsala, 1896. The Institution. 

Vienna.—Abhandlungen der k. k. Gcologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XVlll, heft 
I. 4® Vienna, 1895. The Institute. 

„ Jahrbuch der k. k. Gcologischen Reichsanstalt. Band XLV, heft 2—3. 8* 

Vienna, 1896. The Institute. 

„ Verhandlungen der k. k. Geol. Reichsanstalt. Nos. 10—12. 8“ Wien, 1896. 

The Institution. 

„ Annalen des k. k. Naturhistorischen Hofmuseums. Band XI, No. i. 
8® Vienna, 1896. The Museum. 

„ Geographische Abhandlungen. Yol. V, heft 5, and VI, heft 1 and a (atlas 
only). 8° and fol., Wien, 1896. 

Warsaw.—Annuaire Geologique et Mineralogi^ue de la Russia. Vol. I, livr. 1. 4® Var- 
sovi, 1896. Inst. Aoronom, bt forbstibr. 

Washington.—Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey. No. 15 ; and 

No. 16, parts 2-4. Fisc. Washington, 1895. 

The Survey. 

„ Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey. Nos. 123-126 and 

128,129* and 131-134. S° Washington, 1895-1896. The Survey. 

„ United States Department of Agriculture, North American Fauna. 

No. !2. 8® Washington, 1896. 

U. S. Department op Agriculture. 

Wellington.—Papers and Reports relating to minerals and mining. Fisc. Welling¬ 

ton, 1896. Department of Mines, New Zealand. 

MAPS. 

Paris.—Ministere des Travaux Publics. Carte Geologique detailee de la France des 

Feuilles de Dijon el Castellane. Fol., Paris, 1896. The Ministry. 

3.1. C. P. 0.—No. 38 D. C. Survey—a6*2-V7—6ao. 
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THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. 

Pwt 2. 1897* 
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May. 

The Cretaceous Deposits of Pondic^erri, hy Dr. Franz Kossmat. 

Translated by Arthur H. Foord, F.G.S,, and Mrs. A. H Foord. 

PART I. ON THE STRATIGRAPHY AND FAUNISTIC RELA¬ 
TIONS OF THE CRETACEOUS OF PONDICHERRI. 

The cretaceous rocks of Pondicherri, long known in geological literature, 
had shown numerous peculiarities in their fauna, which were with such difficulty 
brought into harmony with the then imperfect knowledge of the European creta¬ 
ceous faunas, that the three distinguished palaeontologists, Edw. Forbes, A. 
d’Orbigny, and F. StoUezka, who undertook their study came to entirely different 
conclusions. 

Forbes,^ who had the opportunity of working up the largest collection of 
Pondicherri fossils made at any time, concluded that m spite of the great number 
of tertiary and recent moUuscan genera, he was dealing with a cretaceous deposit 
corresponding wiih the European neocomian. What led him to this conclusion was 
the occurrence of a great number of ammonites, whose nearest relations he found 
in the European neocomian; he even went so far as to identify some specimens 
with species of the lower cretaceous (Am, jutiUtt, Orb., Am. rouvanu*, Orb.). 
Besides this the occurrence of numerous Hamites, which at that time were only 
little known in the upper cretaceous, gave an older facies to the c'-phalopod fauna. 
The irequent occurrence of gastropod and bivalve types of a later period was 
explained by Forbes on the supposition that the Indo-Pacific area was their 

^Original habitat, from which they afterwards penetrated into the European seas. 
A. d'Orbigny * who, almotf at the same time as Forbes, had studied a smaller 

eollectton of Pondicherri fossils, came to quite a different conclusion. Ho 
considered them to be of upper cretaceous age and m his '‘Prodrome de 
PaidontOlogie ”» placed the whole of the fauna (also the species described by 
Foibds) in his dtage senonien, an opinion which is proved at present to be the 

* iff. Report oti Ht# Fom] Invertebrsta from Southorn India rollocted by Mr. Kayo and 
Sir* CttrfHh. Trans. OnoU Soc.» t^oadon, and ser., VII, 18461 pp- 97"»74, pL VII—XIX, 

* Voyage I’AstroUbn et do la ZSUa* l» FaUoatologla, Atlas, pi* 1—V, 
* jPsriif iS$o« VqI. lb p* 9tl 0* 
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correct one. This result is to be traced to the circumstance, that d’Orbignyr 
from bis own observation, knew the fauna of the French upper senonian, which 
gives the most important basis for the determining of the age of the Indian 
specimens. Since no correct stiatigraphical account was then at their disposal, 
Forbes as well as d'Orbigny treated the Pondicheni deposits as a whole. Such 
an account was first given by H. F. Blanford ^ as a result of the geological survey 
of the district, and the division made by him formed the basis of Dr. Stoliczka’s * 
studies on the Pondicbern fossils. Blanford distinguished two fossil-bearing 
divisions (z) the Valudayoor group,” which had given by far the greatest number 
of species described by Forbes, and was thought to be neocomian, and (s) a 
later division, which in its facies and fauna represented an undoubted equi¬ 
valent of the Ariyaldr stage of the Trichinopoli district. This latter deter¬ 
mination was completely confirmed by F. Stoliczka; but as to the Vaindayur stage 
he thought that he recognised in its ammonite fauna resemblances to the Utatdr 
stage (Cenomanian) of the Trichinopoli district,’ and consequently placed it, in this 
horizon. 

It must have appeared remarkable that the fauna of the lower division of 
Pondicherri was not so different from that of the typical Ariyahkr stage as it might 
have been supposed to be, considering the great accepted difference of age 
between them, but that a great many species were common to the two groups, 
as Blanford had already put in evidence. This was the case with the cepha¬ 
lopoda, but it was still more striking with the gastropods and bivalves. A series 
of species which originated in the characteristic bluish shell-sandstone of the Valu- 
'dayur beds proved to he undoubtedly identical with known Ariyaldr forms, and 
Stoliczka came gradually to the conclusion “ that the extent of the Valudayoor group 
as being the lowest and about equivalent to the Ootatoor beds must be accepted very 
cautiously. The larger number from these Pondicherry beds are rather identical 
with those from the Arrialoor group.”^ Stoliczka could not come to a complete 
solution of the question as long as he was compelled to believe in the identity of a 
larger number of Valudayur and Utatfir ammonites, and thus the Valudayur beds 
remained a special division belonging to the Cenomanian, appearing as such in 
the Manual of the Geology of India, and Edition” (Calcutta, 1893, p. J35), 
and all other isolated deposits standing in near relationship to the Valudayur 
stage were accordingly assigned to the Cenomanian. Some years ago when 1 
began the examination of the fossils collected by Dr. H. Warth in the Trichinopoli 
district, I was likewise occupied with the question of the age of the Pondicherri 
beds, and 1 undertook a journey to I^^ndon for the special purpose of 
examining Forbes' original specimens preserved in the collections of the Geo¬ 
logical Society. It was soon seen that the formerly accepted conformity of iht 

Valudayur and Utatdr ammonites did not exist, and that the ground upon 
which the identification of the two deposits rested was removed, au opinion which 

1 H. F. Blanford : On the Cretaceous and other Rocks of the South Areot and Tncbinopoly din* 
tricts, Madras : Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind., IV, 186s, p. 156 ff. 

s F. Stolicska; Cretaceous Fauna of Southern India {4 Vols.) Palwontoloain Indica. CalciitU» 
1865^1873. 

• F. Stolicska: Cretaceous Fauna of Soathern Indiaf Vol. 1. (</. the list, pp. i«—ix*) 
« p. Stolicxka: idid, VoL 11, p. 317. 
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I pttbtishedt After my return from London Jn a paper upon the zoogeograidiical 
character of the cretaceous of Southern India.^ 

In the irtnter of 1894-951 Dr. H. Warth^ ms deputed to reexamine the FondU 
cberri district, in which his principal task Was the collection of fossils for the exact 
8t«itigraphical division of the cretaceous deposits. This undertaking was accom¬ 
plished by Dr. H. Wartb in an efficient manner, and he succeeded, in spite of the 
lack of good exposures and in spite of the exhaustion of the locality, formerly so 
rich in fossils, in amassing a collection which permitted a correct idea of the 
succession of the fossil-bearing horizons being attained. 

These fossils were transmitted to Professor W. Waagen by Mr, C, L, Griesbach, 
Director of the Geological Survey of India, by whom I was entrusted with the task 
of working them out. I may here mention that a similar distinction had been 
conferred upon me by him in connection with the fossils of the Trichinopoli district. 
Further, I am indebted to Messrs. Noetling and Warth, who selected these fossils 
for despatch. 

As the number of new, palaeontologicallyJmportant, species is very small in the 
whole collection, as moreover its principal interest is of a purely stratigraphical 
nature, 1 consider it expedient to begin with the geological part and to give the 
palaeontological descriptions as an appendix. 

I. The Stratigraphical Divisions of the Cretaceous of 

PONDICHERRl AND THEIR FOSSIL CONTENTS. 

Dr. H. Warth distinguished during his researches into the cretaceous deposits 
of the Pondicherri district six different horizons (A—F), which dip slightly 
towards the east and are separated from the crystalline region to the west by a 
band of alluvium. The area which they occupy is rather small (eight miles by 
four) and moreover mostly covered by arable and garden land. 

The horizon A (base) does not come into consideration in our stratigraphical 
researches, as no fossils are known in it except fossil wood and traces of worms. 
Thus there remain only the five other horizons, which have produced the whole of 
the Pondicherri fauna known up to the present time. Jt has been proved, it is 
true, by the examination of the fossil material, that the several horizons do not form 
independent palaeontological zones, but that band B and C, as well as band 
D and E are connected together. Nevertheless they each possess special 
petrographical characters, which had to be the more carefully investigated by 
Dr. Warth, because it was belie^'ed at that time that the Ulatdr stage (cenomanian) 
and Ariyaldr stage (senonian) were represented in the Pondicherri district, and 
thus it was to be hoped that in one of the horizons the presence of the equivalents 
of the Trichinopoli stage could be verified. 

Of the horizons established by Warth, the two lower (B and C), correspond 

* F. Kotamat: Ueber die Bedeutuog der S. indtacfaen Kreideforniatioo, eto. i Jahrb. k. k. 
ReidiBftnstolt, Wteo, XLIV, 1S94. Pt. 3, p. 461; transUted in Rec. Geol. Sur. Ind., XXVIll 
>895* P* 4i« (The translation of some pasMgee is not quite correct.) 

* Dr. H. Warth; The Cretaceous formation of Pondicherry: Rec* Geol. Surv.-Ind., XXVIll, 

»895i PP. IS-SU 
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wiliithe Valudayur stage of Blanford, the three upper comprise the bed which 
Blanford and Stoliczka considered as the equivalent of the Ariyaltir stage. But 
as, according to the results of the present researches, the Valudayur beds also come 
within the range of the Ariyaldr stage, the recognizable divisions of the cretaceous 
in the Pondicherri district can only be designated as substages. 

1 apply to them the following designations ^:— 

C.—Nerinea Beds= Horizon F of Warth. 

B.—Trigonoarca Beds=Horizons D and E of Warth. 

A,—^Valudayur beds, of Blanford (Anisoceras beds) =:Horizons B and C of 
Warth. 

/. Valudayur (Anisoceras) beds ; Horizons B and C of WartK 

These beds have yielded the most numerous and best preserved fossils, among 
them a great number and variety of ammonite forms, and not only for this reason, 
but also on account of the still undecided question of age they were the most in¬ 
teresting division of the Pondicherri cretaceous. 

The characteristic rock of the Valudayur beds (horizon C) is a very hard, fine 
grained, calcareous shell-sandstone of bluish or brownish colour, which bears 
much resemblance to the lumachelle of Garudamangalaro (“Trichinopoly mar¬ 
ble”). This rock does not form a continuous band, but only occurs in concre¬ 
tionary masses which are embedded in loose sands. 

The fossils, mostly small gastropods and bivalves, are so abundant in the rock 
that one can often make out more than a dozen different species in a hand specimen. 
Their state of preservation is, as a rule, excellent, the fossils are almost throughout 
provided with the shell; the ammonites generally show the pearly layer, and in the 
other molluscan shells there are very often remains of the original colour. 

It is natural that this in every respect remarkable horizon should be almost ex¬ 
hausted by the diSeient collectors, so that of the spleiKlid ammonites which formed 
the chief ornament of the Forbes collection almost nothing now remains^-even 
Blanford found the formerly numerous species represented by only a few speci¬ 
mens. It was therefore of great importance to me that this deficiency in the 
new collections was made good by a comparison with the collection described by 
Forbes, 

The species jmost frequently occurring in the fauna of the Valudayur beds, 
and found in almost every large rock fragment are the following : Anisoceras^ 
tp. Baculiies vaginay^oxh.jRositllaria palliata^ Forb., Turritella pondicher* 
rensis^ Forb„ Denialtum areotinum, Forb., Trochus arcoiensisj Forb., Sohtulh 
radiatulOi Forb., Pkoladomya lucerna, Forb., Pharella delicat^la, StoL, etc, 

The ammonite fauna of the Valudayur beds is characterized by a variety and 
abundance of species of Phylloceratida and Lyioceratidee otherwise rarely to be 
met with, as among 34 species 20 belong to these two groups. Of Lyioceras 

1 F. Kossmati Untersnchting«n fiber die SfiUindische Kreideformatiosi: Beitrag-e eur Geotoaie 
usd Fat<eoi)tologie OcBterr. Ungarni uod dcs Orienti, IX, Heft iU, Wien', 1895, p. los (6)* 
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itself 3 subgenera sue represented, whilst amdng the aberrant forms of this family 
Anitoceras and BaculUet predominate smd occur in great abundance. The other 
ammonite groups are—wiA the exception of represented only by 
One or two species each« (Compare the general list of fossils.) 

Much less remarkable, faunistically as well as petrographically, is the lower 
part of the Valudayur beds (Warth's Horizon B), which consists of yellowish ^ands 
and light coloured, fossil-bearing concretions. Ail the fossils collected by Dr, 
Warth in this, as it would seem formerly unknown horizon, are identical with 
species of the typical Valudayur beds (horizon C), and the horizons B and C 
may therefore unhesitatingly be put together as a single palaeontological zone. 

As the horizon of the Valudayur beds is easily recognized by its petrographical 
characters, I made the attempt when investigating the Forbes collection to collate 
the fossils belonging to those beds. It was thus seen that the species considered 
by Stoliczka as characteristic of the Utatdr stage appear associated with typical 
fossils of the Ariyalur stage, and 1 think it not superfluous to enumerate here 
some examples of the association of Valudayur species in the Forbes collection. 
I found the following species associated together in one and the ^me rock 
specimen ; 

(i) PuBOsta renthda^ Forb. (large example), mih Anisoceras indicum^ Forb. ^ 
(z) Rostellaria palliata^ Forb. (A), Pugnellus uncatus, Forb. (A), and 

Puzotia rembda, Forb, (small example), with BacuUits vagina, Forb. 
(A). 

(3) Anisoceras largesuka/unif Forb., with B. tfagina, Forb, (A). 
(4) Pachydiscus crishna, Forb., with B. l)agina,¥orh, 

(5) Ficulopsis pondickerremis, ¥oxb, B^ vagina, "Poxb, 

(6) Phylloceras surya, Forb., with Ptychoctras sipho, Forb. 
{•j) Ammonites brahma, "Fotb, (A), with Ptychoctras sipke, Forb* 
(8) Lytocerasindra, Forb,, with Ceritkium scalarioideum, Forb. (A), 
(9) Z. tndra, Forb., with Anitoceras subcompressum, Forb., and Rostei- 

laria pailiata, Forb. (A), 
(10) Anisoaras indicum, Forb., with Stigmaiopygus elatus, Forb. (A). 

[The species marked (A) are found in the typical Ariyalur stage of Trichinopoli.] 

The matrix is invariably the same; that is, a hard, bluish shell-^^andstone, which 
is filled with the characteristic small molluscan shells of the Valudayur beds. Ail 
the ammonites of the Forbes collection and a great number of gastropods and 
bivalves occur in this horizon. (Compare the general list of fossils.) Also most 
of the Pondicherri species described by Stoliczka occur, according to his notes on 
their matrix (bluish or brownish calcareous sandstone), in the same beds. He 
was however somewhat uncertain as to their horizon. Whilst, it is true, the 
ammonites arc marked •'Valudayur Group,” the gastropods and bivalves of 
Ariyalfir type, occurring in the same matrix, are mostly attributed to the Ariyalfir, 
rarely to the Valudayur, stage, c. circumstance which emphasizes Stoliczka s doubts 
as to the stratigraphical position of the Valudayur beds. 

In the following special list of the fossils represented in Warth's collection, I 
could not indicate the localities one beside the other on account of their great 
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number (13). I have therefore arranged them in four columns (Rautankupami 
Tutipetf Vanur, PuUchapalaiam), and marked them with Greek letters as follows. 

Fossils of the Valudayur [Anisoceras) beds. Coll, Warfk, 
I a =1 Rautankupam # . • Horizon C 

Rautankupam 

Tutipet 

= i mile NW of RauUnkupam 

7 = J mile NW of ^ 

3=1 mile NW of rt *» 

= i mile NNE of „ 

= I mile NNW of Tutipet • 

3=1 mile NW of n 

y ^ NNW of „ . 

3 = i mile N of » • 

e ■■ I mile N of „ • 

4 = N of »» • 

Horizon C. 

Fossils. 

Lyioceras {Gaudryceras) kayei^ F. 

Lyioc, {PseudophyUiies) tndra, F. 

Anisoceras tndicum,'F, • • 

„ subcompretsuniy F. . 

„ ienuisulcaiumi F. 

„ undulatum, F. 

Plychoceras sipho, F. 

Baculites teres, F. • • « 

yy vagina, F. • 

„ vagina, var otacodensis, Stol. 

Pachydiscus egertoni, F. • 

ganesa, F. 

„ cf. goUivillensis, Orb. 

Desmoctras diphylloide, F. , 

Pugnellut uttcatus, F. 

Restellaria palliata, F. • 

Aihleta purpuriformis, F. 

VcluHlithes radula, F. . • 

„ murUata, F. • 

Lyria granulosa, Stol. , « 

Gosavia indica,'SXo\, . • 

Turritella ponduhtrrensis, F. 

M warthi, Koss. • 

Rautan- 
kupam. 

TutipeL 

3 

a, y, 3 

a, 3 

y» b, $ 

i3,3,4: 
o, 3,3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
ft Y» b 

a, 3, 3 

Horizon 6. 

1 mile SSE 
of Pultcha- 

palaiam 
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Fossils. 

Hoktzon C* Horizon B. 

Rautan- 
kupam. Totipet. 

1 mile SE 
of Vanur. 

1 mile SSE 
of Pulicha- 
palaiam. 

NeH/a divarieaia, Orb. • • • T 

# 

Euspira pagoda^ F. 
f 

• • s 

,, rotund^ia^^ Stol. • • ••• y 
Trochut arcotensts, F. • • *•• Ti 2 
Solarielh radiaiula^ F. • • ••• «. 0, r, 2 
Tein&si&ma cretaceum^ Orb. * • • o • a 

Ringicula labiomj F. . • . ... « 

TrochacicBon curcuUo^ F, • • t — « 

Bullina eretaceay Orb* • « 
m 

••• «i y. 2 
II spt • • • • • • « • a 

Denialtum arcotinum, F* • • «, c o, /3, y, a 

1, crassutum, Stol. • • . *• a 

Corbula parsurCf Stol. • ••• a 

„ cf. tinaiulcides, F. • • ... y 
Neara mutua^ Stol. « . 4 e • Y ... >C 

Corimya periusa^ Stol. • • ••* a 
Ctromya subsinuata, F. • • c 

Pholadomya lucerna^ Stol. • • 4 e« «I Yi 2 •«* X 

Panopcea orunialis^ Stol. • • «04 X 

SiVqua limata, Stol. • • • *•* 

Phanlh ddicaiulat Stol.* . • *•• «| Yf 2 #«• X 

Ttllina pondicherunsis, F. . • a 

forbesianat Kobs. « • *. 

Baroda eliciia^ Stol. • • a on • • « e X 

Cardtum cf. pullatum^ Stol. • . ••• Y 

Proiocardium hisecium^ F. . * a a 
Lucina fallax, F. . « a 
Yoldia ttriaiula, F, • ..» y 

Axinea subauriculaia, Orb. • • ■ *. /3,2 

Macrodon yaptticum^ F, • 0 ... a 

Trigoncarta galdnna. Orb. * . so# 0, a / 

„ abrupfa, F. • • y 

Mpdioh polyg^na, F. • • a a 

* A fiM specimen found three quarters of a mile SEofWottai, toeether with turriUlU^o 

Forb^a Horizon C« 
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foSSILS. 

Horizon C. Horizon B. 

Raatao- 
kuparo. Tutipet. I fflile SB 

of Vanur. 
I mite SSE 
of Pulicba* 
paiaiam. 

Modiola flagtllifera^ F. » . ••• y> ^ 
Pinna araia^ ••• c 

Exogyra ostracina^ lAm, a 

Alectryonia ttngulafa, SchL a X 

Anomia • • • • . a 
Lunuliies sp, • . , • a 

Sitgmaiopygus elaius, Forb. • y 
Serpula filiformity Sow . • • • /3 

3, Trigonoarca beds {horisons D and E of Warth^ Arrialoor Group of 

Blanford^ in part). 

The Trigonoarca hedty which I have thus named on account of the abundance of 
Trigonoarca galdrinatOib^^iW easily distinguished from the underlying Aniso- 
ceras beds by their petrographical structure. 

They consist m their lower parts (horizon D) of very soft, friable sand and clay, 
. of yellowish white colour, which preserve the fossils for the most part in the shape 
of casts. Ammonites are very rare, and many of the small gastropod and bivalve 
types which characterize the Valudayur beds have disappeared, probably because 
the rock is not favourable for their preservation. On the Other hand Eautilus is 
found pretty often, whilst among the bivalves certain genera, especially Ostrea 
(^Exogyra, AUctryonid) and Trigonoarca^ appear in great numbers. The infilling of 
the fossils is very often a dark brown to black phosphate of lime, which is fre¬ 
quently also imbedded in the light coloured sand in the shape of irregular 
concretions. 

Shark’s teeth are not unfrequently met with in this horizon. 

The upper Trigonoarca beds (horizon E), which, for example, are well deve¬ 
loped in the neighbourhood of Rayapudupakam, likewise contain numerous phos- 
phatic concretions in a fairly soft sandy clay matrix, which can scarcely be 
distinguished from that of the Ariyaliir beds near Otacod. In some places con¬ 
cretionary layers of hard, fine grained sandstone are met with in the horizon E, 
containing numerous, well preserved bivalves iTrigonoarca gaidrina. Orb.) and 
sometimes show sections of corals {CycloliUs filamtniosa^ Forb.). 

The distinction between Warth’s horizons D and £ is often rather difficult on 
account of the similarity of the structure of the rock composing them. Further^ 
one finds in comparing the faunas of the D and £ localities^ that all the more 
abundant and remarkable species are common to both, and that on the whole only 
t|^ of the rarer species of gastropods of the horizon £ have not yet been zecog- 
l^d in the lower beds of Fondicherri. 
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1 am theratov quite justified in regarding tht two horizons D and £ as a 
stratigraphical unit. Nevertheless 1 have made use in the following list of all the 
localities indicated by H. Warth, so that the opportunity is offered to every one 
to compare the faunas of each locality and to become convinced of their 
concordance. 

The following species belong to the more abundant fossils of the Trigonoarca 
beds: Turrtfella hfeantiana, d'Orb.i Nerka divaricaia, d*Orb,, Cyptma, p/., 
SosUllaria palliata, Forb., Mocrodon japeticum^ Forb^ Trigonoarca gaidnna, 
d’Orb., Exogvra ostracina, Lam.v Aleetryoma ungulaiay Specimens of 
silicified wood» which had evidently floated from the neighbouring land, are also 

not uncommon. 
The Trigonoarca beds are also represented in the Forbes collection by remark¬ 

able fossils, which are all imbedded in a light yellowish, soft, sandy matrix. 
Among them are to be found, for example, TurrUella hreantiana^ d*Orb., Cyprcea 
kavch Forb., C, cunliffeU Forb , C, newboldi, Forb., Euspira pagoda, Forb., Spon^ 
dylus calcarafus, Forb., and some other spfties. 

Blanford collected several fossils in the Trigonoarca beds, especially in 
the neighbourhood of Rayapudupakam and Saidarampet* The ammonite 
Lyioceras (^Pseudophylliies) indra, Forb., formerly known only from the Valuda- 
yur beds, is of special importance among the fossils collected by him at Rayapudu¬ 
pakam. Stoliczka doubted the correctness of this locality, and gave to the 
specimen figured on pi. LVIII, figure 2, only the locality indicated “ Pondicherry." 
I bad the opportunity of examining this specimen and found that not only the 
soft, yellowish, sandy matrix, but also a TurrUella breantiana, d'Orb. (not known 
in the Valudayur beds), atfached to it shows the correctness of Blanford’s locality. 

The number of species which Stoliczka described from the Trigonoarca beds 
(mostly with the observations “soft, whitish sandstone,” Ariyaldr beds) is not very 
large; the greater number of them are also represented in Warth's collection. 

Fosiils of the Trigonoarca heds^ ColL Warth^ 

Rautankupam 

Karasur 

Rayapudupakam 

Saidarampet 

ass 1 mile W of Rautankupam • Horizon D 
/3= 1 mile WNW of • „ D? 

I mile NNE of „ • 9t E? 
a= 4 mile WSW of Tutipet • t> D 
/3= 1 mile WSW of • D 

W Slope of Tutipet ridge • • » D? 
a= Karasur t D 
/3= i mile NNW of Karasur » D 
y= 1 mile NNW of • 99 £ 
3= f mile N of „ t 99 D 
t= 1 mile N of „ • 99 D 

Karasur ? • • • 99 E? 
ass Rayapudupakam tank • 
0= W. of Rayapudupakam 

• 

« 

99 

Pi 

£ 
£ 

a= 1 Saidarampet • • 99 E? 
0= t mile N of Saidarampet • 99 £ 
ys= I mile NW of „ • 99 E? 
3= i mile WNW of ,1 • 99 £? 
<sB &ddarampet? » • 99 E? 
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Rautan* 
kupain. Tutipet. Karasur. 

Ra^* 
paau- 
pakam. 

Sai^ 
daram* 

pat. 

i mila N 
of Wat- 
tampaF 
laiatn 

(Horia* 
E.) 

Oiodus sp. pL • • • • a ••• i 

Am, («, ^.) brahma, F, . • • •• aa a a at ••• c 
Pachydtscus goUevillensis, Orb. • a 

Raculiies vagina, F, • • • a ••• 2 c 

Nautilus n,sp. (clementinus, Blanf.) • ••• (3 • •• 3 

Nautilus suhl(Evigatus, Orb, var. • « •• ••• 4 

Selemniies fibula, F. • > 
Pugnellus uncatus, F. ■ • • a 

Rostellaria palliata, F. • • a a aat a 

Cypraa kayei, F* • • • a t a ••• • • « a 

„ cunliffei, F. • . • a 

,, newboldi, F. • • • ••• a 2 a 

Gosavia indica, Stol. • • a • « a 990 • •a a 

Volutilithes murzcata, F. • a 

„ radula, F. . • • • •• • 99 

MureX fluctuosus, F. • • a • 

Prichotropis sp, • « • • ••• a 

Cerithium karasurense, Koss. • • « « ••a a 

Turritella hreaniiana. Orb. ••• a ••• 999 € 

„ cf, pondicherrenstSf F. # • a • a a • ••• a a 

Scala cf. turbinata, F. • • 0 • 90 a 

Euspira pagoda, F. , • 9 a • a# a •• ••• X 

Nerita divaricata. Orb. * • • ••• 13 « 

Euptycha larvaia, Stol. • ••• 090 • at a 

Ceromya suhsinuata, F. • • • ••• (3 ... a 

Phcladomya lucerna, F. • • • 13 

Panopcsa crientalis, F. • • • • ¥ • • •• a 

Cyprtna cristafa, Stol, • a 

Hippagus amilianus, Stol. • « a 

Macrodon japeiicum, F. • a 3.7 ••• a 

Trigonoarca galdrina, F. • a 3.7 a a, j3 

y, abrupta, F. . • a •• • M - a 

Nucula sp,l • • • • 90 0 
Prciocardium histctum, F. • m 090 a«a • •• 3 
Spondylus caUaratUs, F. « % a 

9, ariyaiurensis, Stol. • a 
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Rautan* 
kupam* Tutipefc. Karasur. 

Raya- 
pueu- 
pakajn. 

Su- 
daram* 
pet. 

i mile N 
of Wat- 
tampa^ 
laiaro 

(Horis. 
E.) 

Spondylus lamellosus, Koss. . a a *** ••• 
<# 

c X 

Plicatula septemeostata, F. , • a 

Fxogyra ostracina, Lam. « • a$3,y • ee n a, j3 e X 

Cstrea sp* . • . • • a, $ 

Alectryonia ungulaia, Schl. • a a y a, 3 y, V 

Terebratula arabiliSiF, • • • a a 

,, biplicafa. Sow. a 

Hemiasier pullus, Stol, • • # 
„ tamulicus, Kqss. • • 'a 

Cycloliies filamentosa (?) F. 0 • » V /3 

Fossil wood • • •• a i • a • y» ^ 

j, Nerinea beds {Horison F of IVartky Arrialoor group of 
Blanford^ in part.) 

The Trigonoarca beds are overlaid by a yellowish, very calcareous, coarse 
grained sandstone, which contains here and there limestone nodules, and forms 

. the only continuous hard bed in the Pondicherri cretaceous. Blanford and 
Warth mention peculiar cylindrical bodies occurring in it. The fauna of this bed 
is distinguished, according to the species which 1 have before me, principally 
by the presence of large specimens of Nerinea, Nautilns, and vast numbers 
of Foraminifera (especially Orhiloides), filling the hard matrix of the greater fossils. 

Some species (corals, Teredo, Ostrea) occur in the loose sands which, accord¬ 
ing to Warth’s communication, overlie the hard, calcareous stratum. 

The horizon, called here Nerinea beds, was already known to Mr. H. F« 
Blanford (although no Nerinea seems to have been found by him), but he united 
it with some other fossiliferous beds (called in this paper Trigonoarca beds) as one 
division, which he identified with the Ariyaldr stage. The establishment of the 
Nerinea beds as a separate horizon is practically the only difference between 
Blanford's scheme of the Pondicherri cretaceous and that adopted in this paper. 

NautHm danieus, Scliloth., N, serpentinus, Blanford, and N. spAariens, which 
were described by Blanford from Rayapudukapam and Saidarampet, may with 
ceitidnty be ascribed to the Nerinea beds, occurring in these localities above the 
Trigonoarca beds, the more so as from Saidarampet, from Warth's horizon F, the 
two latter species are actually lying before me. 

This uttermost fossil-taring horiaon is very little represented in Forbes’s 
collectioiui; to it belong' probably Naufilue spkaricuT, CatfophfIlia 

areoUnm, F., and the pecnllw Naedilus {Aiuria) dApkimh F;, which is not to 
be found in the more recent collection. 
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Fossils of the Nerinea beds. Coll. IVarth. 

NauHUui serpanfinust Blanford 

f, spharicus, Forbes 

t, tamulifust Koss. • 

Nerinea sp. . • • 

Cerithium cf. karasurettse, Koss. 

Teredo glomerans, StoU • 

Ostrea sp. * % . . 

Cycioliies conoidea, Stol. • 

Turhinolia arcotensis, Forbes . 

Orbiioides sp. • . • 

Ampkisiegina sp. 7 . • 

Saidarampet. 

Saidaran^et» mile SSE of Valudayur (Usteri 
canal). £ of Wottai ? 

Saidarampeti Kadaperikupam ? 

li mile SSE of Valudayur (Usteri canal). 

Saidarampet. 

I mile SSE of Valudayiir (Usteri canal), | mile 
SW of Tutipet, } mile WSW of Trumbai. 

Saidarampet, | mile NW of Trusitambalam* 

Saidarampet, ^ mile SW of Tutipet. 

t mile SSE ‘of Valudayur (Usteri canal), t mile 
NW of Trusitambalam. 

SSE of Valndayur; Saidarampet (Usteri 
canal). 

SSE of Valudayur (Usteri canal). 

Faunistic affinities between the three divisions of the Pondickerri 
cretaceous. 

The faunistic isolation of the Valudayur beds, as compared with the upper beds, 
is not so great as was formerly assumed, and the above lists of fossils show a 
pretty large number of species which extend from Warth's horizon B, to the horizon 
E, or, in other words, from the lower Valudayur beds to thfe upper Trigonoarca 
beds. Out of 46 species from the Trigonoarca beds in Warth's collection, 18 are 
also known in the Valudayur beds, among them very characteristic examples, as 
j(4m. brahma, Baculites vagina, Pugnellus uneafus, Rosicllaria palliata, 
etc. Am. brahma, which occurs in the shell sandstone of the Valudayur 
beds associated with species of Anisoceras and Piychoceras sipho, was found 
in a rock specimen from Saidarampet with a phosphatized cast of Macrodon japeti* 
cum and a Turritella breantiana, Lytoceras indra, of which Forbes met with 
numerous specimens from the Valudayur beds and which was also found by WarUi 
in the horizon B, was collected by Blanford in the Trigonoarca beds of Rayapudu- 
pakam. The most abundant species of the latter beds, as, for example, Irigono- 

area galdrina, Macrodon japeiicum, Exogyra ostracina, Alectryonia ungulata, w 

also not unknown in the lower beds, and the similarity would be still greater, if 
small gastropods and bivalves, which are found so abundantly in the Valudayur beds* 
were more suitable for preservation in the Trigonoarca beds. 

But, in any case the fact of greatest importance is that three of the four 
ammonites known in the Trigonoarca beds are identical with species of the 
Valudayur beds. The fourth is nearly related to PachydUcus erishna, Forb., so that 
the animal group, upon which the most sharply defined zonal divisions are 
generally based, gives here no aid in making a distinction founded upon palieonto- 
logioid and stratigraphical grounds* The distinction between the two beds above, 
named seems on the whole to be traceable to their different facies, and it is tbere^ 
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fore not very probable that they will be easily recognized outside the Pondicherri 
district. 

The fauna of the Nerinea beds* which certainly up to the present time is very 
little known, seems to have a much more independent position. 

a. Relations between the Cretaceous Deposits of the 
Pondicherri and Trichinopoli Districts. 

7. Relations to the Vtat&r stage {Lower division of the cretaceous 
of Trichinopoli). 

Stoliczka tried to show that the ammonite fauna of Pondicherri did not 
indicate neocomian, but was much more nearly related to that of the Utatdr 
stage, and even had a number of species in common with it. The Valudayur 
beds were on that account looked upon as their equivalent division, that is to say» 
as Cenomanian. It is therefore necessary to examine the species, on which this 
determination of the age, conesponding sS little with the otherwise intimate con¬ 
nection of the Ariyalur and Valudayur beds, was based. Such a comparison be¬ 
tween the formerly identified species of the Utatdr and Valudayur beds can only 
be very briefly indicated in the following statement; for details I must point to 
the revision of the cretaceous fauna of Southern India, of which the first part has 

B.—Utatdr stage. 

Phylloeeras veliedce, Mich., with which Stoliczka 
(Records, I„ p. 34) identified the PkylL nera, pos¬ 
sesses more infiated sides, less complicated sutures, 
and shows no constrictions in the umbilical region 
(cf. Kossmat: Untersuchungeii fiber die s. ind. 
Kreide, p. 109). 

With PhylL forbesianum. Orb. {^rouyanum, 
Forb., non d’Orb.) was identified a form from the 
Utatdr stage by Stoliczka, and with some reservation 
by myself (cf. Kossmat: loc. cit., pp. in, 158). 
Nevertheless there are some differences which appear 
to be of specific importance. The Utatdr examples 
are more strongly inflated and do not show the 
funnel-shaped depression around the umbilicus so 
distinctly; the saddles of the sutural line are more 
prominent than in the Pondicherri species, and the 
siphonal lobe is simply lancet-shaped, whilst it is 
greatly indented in PhylL forbesianum. My attention 
was drawn to these differences only when Mr, J. F. 
Whiteaves bad sent me from the Nanaimo stage of 

hk*. Aim sttdmditche Kretdeformatigm. 1 Thai] : BeitrSi^ Zur 
v.. P«,f. d.. w. 

Wsazen, IX, Heft iii. Hr, Wien, 1895. 

already appeared.' 

A.—Valudayur beds. 

Phylloeeras nera, Forb. 

Phylloeeras forbesianum, 

d’Orb. 

• «« a« . at_*_ _ 
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the Georgia Straits, British Columbia, a Phrllocerao 
which corresponds well with the Valudayur species 
but is to be distinguished from the UtatdF species on 
account of the characters mentioned of the latter. 

Lytoeerai {Gaudryceras) Stoliczka's specimen differs in the absence of a 
varuna, Forb. distinct umbilical wall, and in the larger size of the 

second lateral saddle {Lyt. odiensct Kossmat, loc. 
ciU, p. 1*9), 

Lyi, {Gaudryceras) hayeiy Lyt, kayei^ Stol.=Zy/* vertehratum^ Kossm., loc, 
Forb. cit., p. 126) is distinguished by its rapidly increasing 

whorls and the completely flattened periphery in the 
middle period of growth. 

Lyt, {Teiragomtes) cala, ca/fl, Stol. {^L.kingianum, Kossm., loc. cil.r 
^orb. p. 135^ increases rapidly, is much more involute 

than ihe Pondicherri species and has an oval (not 
quadrate) cross section. 

Hamites (Anisoceras) indi* sxAn, suhcompressum, Stol,; from Odiam ; only men- 
cum, Forb. tioned but not figured (Kossmat: loc. cit., p. 145)* 

Ham, {Antsoceras) suhcotn- The examples from Odiam are not flattened on the 
pressumj Forb. {An. sides, and are without constrictions (Kossmat : 
indicum, Stol.) loc. cit., p, 145). 

Samites (Anitoceras) nereis^ An.nereiSf Stol., is distinguished from the Pondi- 
Forb. cberri species by its cross section and sculpture. 

The groove on the periphery is not structural, as in 
the type, but occurs only through the removal of the 
siphon, for the ribs run uninterruptedly over the peri¬ 
phery in many places (Kossmat: loc, cit„ p. 148)- 

Baculites teresy Forb. 
The example from Odiam is distinguished by the 

possession of annular swellings and is very probably 
not a BaculiteSy but a fragment of a Hamites {Ply- 

ckoceras ?) (Kossmat : loc, cit., p. 154)* 

Desmoceras diphylloide, Forb. Stoliezka describes this species from Odiam, but 
I have only before me examples, which come from 
the white -sandstone of the AriyaltSr stage from 

Otacod. 

Putosia rembdap Forb. 
(synon. P. durga, Forb.), 

Ammonites durga, Stol,, from the Utatdr stage 
is distinguished by the difference in the form of the 
constrictions, by the absence of a keel, and by the 

more complicated suture. 
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BelmnUesfibula, Forb Be fibula, BUnford, is quite different from the 
Fondicheiri species (which does not occur in the 
Valudajur beds, but in the Tiigonoarca beds) in'the 
character of its cross-section (cf. the palseonto- 
logical part of this paper), 

Demoeeras Jama, Foib. The large, fine ammonites, which were identified 
by Stdliczka first with Dtmoceras hcudanli, d’Orb., 
then with D.jama, cannot be compared with this 
small, unornamented form, of which it cannot 
be said with certainty, whether it is a typical Dt$-‘ 
mocnas or a Puzosta, 

Natica munita, Forb. Vanikoro muniia, Stol., is quite distinct from the 
Pondicherri species. In the latter the fiat band i$ 
bordered alSngthe suture by a sharp edge, near which 
the sides are slightly concave. Moreover the mouth 
is considerably widened laterally, as in Gyrades 
temllus, Stol. 

Tellina poniicherrensist Forb. Baroda pcndicherrensis, Stol., is distinguished by 
the presence of radiating strise and by the stronger 
concentric sculpture. 

Proiocardium bisectum, Forb. The example figured by StoUczka from Mongle- 
pady appears to be identical with the Pondicherri 
species, but it is to be observed that the P, bisecium 
reaches to the upper Trigonoarca beds, that is beds 
which undoubtedly belong to the Ariyalur stage. 

Trigonoarca gamana, Forb. Stoliczka's example from the Utatilr stage is very 
contracted anteriorly, whilst in Forbes's original 
specimen the lower margin is parallel with the hinge 
line. 

There are other species besides, which are said to occur in both the Ariyaliir 
and Utatdr stages of the Trichinopoli district; for example, Lucina fallax^ 
Forb,, Solariella radhiula, Forb., Leptomaria indica, Forb. (the identity of the 
specimens from the Ariyaldr stage with those from Pondicherri is only certain in 
the case of the two last named species). One Pondicherri species, Axtnea 
oardioidesy d’Orb., is mentioned as occurring in the upper Trichinopoli beds of 
Serdamangalam, as well asinthe Utatdr stage. The ammonites are in the first 
place the chief factors in the solution of the question, and it has been shown in 
the revision, the results of which I have briefly mentioned above, that of the twelve 
formerly identified species, ten A certainly different, one cannot be taken into 
account, as it has not been figured and the other comes only from the Ariyaldr, not 
from the Utatdr stage. 
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But what is of greater weight than all this, is a circumstance of quite another 
kindt namely* the complete absence of all characteristic Utatdr species and generw 
in Pondicheni. Although the ammonite fauna of the Valudaynr beds was so extra¬ 
ordinarily rich* not a single Acanthoceras, nor Schloenhachia^ nor Turrilites, nor 
Eamt/es of the group of ff. armafus, Sow., nor Puzosia of the group of P. 
planulaia> Sow., etc., were found in it—all groups predominating in the Utatdr. 
What we find in Pondicherri, besides Phylloceras and Lyioeerau are chiefly 
species of Pachydtscus and other ammonite types (A the uppermost cretaceous. 

2, Relations to the Trichinopoli stage. 

The ammonite fauna of the Valudayur beds is quite different from that of tho 
Trichinopoli stage; but on the other hand, many nearly related, or even some- 
identical species are found among the gastropods and bivalves. ]^t as a study 
of the list of fossils shows, these are almost throughout such forms as extend 
upwards unchanged into the Ariyaldr stage in the Trichinopoli district. On the 
whole the boundary between the two groups is somewhat uncertain, and still 
requires some corrections. Typical species of the Trichinopoli group are entirely 
absent in the Pondicherri fauna, and this circumstance is so much the more im¬ 
portant as, in consequence of the great similarity in the facies of the lower Trichino- 
poll stage and that of the Valudayur beds, the fauna is for the greater part 
composed of the same genera. Among the beautiful molluscs of the bluish 
lumachelle (shell-sandstone) of Garudamangalam the genera Pugnellus^ Sola- 
riella^ Trockust Turritella, Euspira^ Denialium, Bullia, etc., play the same rdle 
as in the Valudayur beds, and even the species belonging to these genera resemble 
each other. In spite of this, cases of true identity are very rare. 

3.—Comparison between the Cretaceous beds of Pondicherri 

AND THE ARIYALOr STAGE. (UPPER DIVISION OF THE TrICHINOPOLJ 

CRETACEOUS.) 

/. Valudayur {Anisoceras) beds. 

Four characteristic species of the Ariyaldr stage are found in the ammonite 
fauna of this division, n&mcljt Pachydtscus eger/om\ Amm. (n. g) brahma, Des- 
moceras diphylloide, Baculiies vagina, var. utacodensis / \n other respects also the 
two groups are conspicuous by the presence of certain types of ammonites aa, for 
instance, certain Pachydtscus forms, and by the absence of others, which are 
very important is the Utatdr and Trichinopoli stages. The ammonite fauna of the 
Ariyaldr beds is, it is true, not very varied, and therefore does not offer many 

points of comparison. 
The rich gasUopod and bivalve fauna is, as the general list shows, almost per* 

fectly identical with that of the Ariyaldr stage, for which reason Stoliezka began to 
doubt the accuracy of his earlier conception based on the ammonites. Two 
localities, Parcheri and Kalligadi, which lie on the boundary line between the 
Trichinopoli and Ariyaldr stages and were fir# ascribed to the former, show 
such a striking similarity of their fauna to that of the Valudayur beds, that th^ 
may be completely identified with them. In Parcheri Ntmra muiua, StoU 
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PholodomyaMcernusYG^,9 ^iUgua //W/a, Siol., Phureth deUcatula^^idi,, and 
Pugnellus uncAius^ Fort>.» occur, besides a few other species. Still greater is tlie 
analogy in KalHgadi, which also seems to have in the facies of its fossils great 
resemblance to the Vahidayur beds (StoHcska, Cret. Indk) Vol. il., p. 96), and 
as Well as these must belong to the Ari}^ldr stage. 

Watth's horizon B., the base of the Valadaynr beds, already contains a true 
Ariyaldr faunSi and affords a strong proof of the accuracy of the decision come to 
as to age of the beds. 

2. Trigomarca beds. 

The great similarity between the AriyaMr stage and the Pondicherri beds is 
quite as distinctly recognizable in this division, whose gastropod and bivalve fauna 
is almost completely identical with that of the former. This similarity is the more re- 
markabfe* as the argillaceous sands which characterize the higher Ariyaldr beds 
also predominate in the Trigonoarca beds, yht similarity is so great that specimens 
from Ariyaldr, etc., can often not be distinguished by their matrix from examples 
from Pondicherri. In the Trichinopoli district peculiar argillaceous beds occur, 
full of numerous sharp casts of bivalves, which, according to Blanford (Mem. 
Geol. Surv. India, IV, p, 135), constitute a peculiar feature of the Ariyaldr 
stage. According to the description, there is no doubt that these argillaceous 
sands are the same as those occurring in the Trigonoarca beds of Rautankupam 
and Tutipet, where they contain numerous casts of Trigonoarca galdrincs The 
soft yellowish white sands of Otacod, which alternate with these argillaceous sands 
are again indistinguishable from the sands occurring in the localities of the Pondi¬ 
cherri district mentioned above, where they are also in close relationship with the 
argillaceous beds. This striking similarity of the facies and fauna could not 
escape the attention of Blanford and Stoliezka, and therefore we find this horizon 
always given as the equivalent of the Ariyaldr stage. It is a pity that the latter 
could not be so distinctly subdivided in the Trichinopoli district as the corre¬ 
sponding beds i» Pondicherri, bat it seems that there also the localities corre¬ 
sponding in their fauna to the Valudayur beds occur somewhat lower in the series 
than the others ; that, for example, the beds of the localities Parcheri, Kalligadi, 
Karapadi, lying at the base of the Ariyaldr stage, agree best with the Valudayur 
beds, whilst the straiigraphically higher localities Ariyaldr and Otacod are to 
be correlated with the Trigonoarca beds by their facies and ir. their fauna. But 
as the faunas of these two horizons in the Pondicherri district evidently blend into 
one another, so also is this the case in the Trichinopoli district. AnimoniUs hrah^ 

mOf Baeultfes vagina^ var otacodensist and numerous gastropods and bivalves of 
the Valudayur beds occur also in the higher beds of the Ariyaldr stage immedi¬ 
ately under the massive sandstone Complex of the middle zone (Blanford, p. 138)^ 
which has yielded no fossils except some reptilian bones. 

Nerinea beds. 

Ammonites are absent in this division but, besides large examples of Nerincj^ 
some species of Nouiilue occur, among the latter a very interesting European 
formr HeuUlm Schloth. Foraminifera, especially appear in 

c 
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vast numbers and fill the matrix of the larger fossils. Thus the analogy with the 
beds near Ninijur (Trichinopoli district), where N. danicus and Orbi^oides are 
found, and ammonites are absent, is apparent. 

In the Trichinopoli district, as H. F. Blanford pointed out, the Niniyur beds 
are distinctly separated from the fossiliferoos strata near Ariyaldr by the massive 
sandstones mentioned above. Almost all fossils are peculiar to them and com¬ 
pletely different from those of the typical Ariyaldr beds, a difference which is so 
apparent that it had already been observed by Mr. H. F, Blanford before the fauna 
had been studied in detail and looked upon as a matter of great importance. From 
the absence of ammonites and the occurrence of Nautilus danicus he concluded that 
the Niniyur beds represent the topmost division (danian) of the cretaceous system, 
a view which has proved to be the correct one. But as he did not formally 
make these beds a separate division, the Niniyur fossils have been dealt 
with in Stoliczka'a Memoir simply as Ariyaldr fossils, so that the significance 
of this horizon has become less striking, H. Leveilld, who did not study 
these beds in the field, proposed, therefore, to give them the name Niniyur stagcx^ 
A point of great importance, which urgently needs explanation, is the appearance 
of large specimens of Nerinea in the beds of Niniyur ('cf. Stol. IL, p. 306, 301, 
asy, 231), which Blanford and Stoliczka have repeatedly drawn attention to, and 
these specimens are named in some places Nerinea hlanfordiana. Bnt in the de* 
.scription of this species only Maravattur and Paruli (Utatdr group) are mentioned 
as localities, whilst not a single Nerinea from Niniyur has been described. It 
seems as if there were some mistake here, the more so, as in different places ex¬ 
amples of Cypraa in Niniyur have been expressly mentioned, but these also do 
not appear in the description of the species of this family. But if even the exam¬ 
ples of Nerinea from Niniyur could be proved to be identical with those 0! the 
Nerinea beds, it would not be advisable to consider the two horizons as equivalent 
without further investigation. In the Trichinopoli district the Ninijur ^ds are 
separated from the true Ariyaldr beds by the abovementioned thick unfossiliferous 
formation, whilst in Pondicherri the Nerinea beds lie immediately above the equi¬ 
valent of the typical Ariyaldr beds. For this reason it is quite possible that they 
correspond to the unfossiliferous division. The fact that species occur, which are 
also known-in the lower beds (for instance. Nautilus sphmricus. Teredo ghmerans) 

speaks in favour of this view, according to which the Nerinea beds would lie on the 
siratigraphical boundary between the Niniyur and Ariyaldr beds. 

4. Conclusions. 

From what has been said above it follows that the whole of the cretaceous series 
of Pondicherri falls completely within the Ariyaldr stage of Blanford, and that 
with great probability it begins with the same horizon as the latter (beds of 

^ H. LepeitU : G^olo^ie de llnde Pran^aise. Bull. Soc.jG^I. de France, sme Serie, XVtll, 1889, 
p. 144 0.; cf W, T. Blanford : On the papers of Dr. Ko^smat and Dr. KorU, and on the ancient 
geography of Gondwanaland* Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., XXIX, 1S96, p* 51, refsrrhig toa passage in 

my paper, Jahrb. k.k. geol. ^cha Anatalt, 1894, where, when speaking shortly on the diyisions ol 
fin Trichinopoli cretaceous, I only quoted the paper of Leveilld in connection wHh the Nimynr beds. 
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Parcberi» KaHlg^adi, etc*). Fttnn Unis revslts the interesting; fact of a true overlap 
of the Ariyaldr stage, for trUcb sdso many other proofs are fmiitcommg.^ 

Even in the TrichinopoH district Ae Ailyaldr stage overlaps the Older strata 
and ties, for example in Okpadi. immediately upon the Utatdr group, and for a 
conuderable estent even on the crystalline rocks. In die northern part of the 
TrichinopoU district the cetaceous disappears under the alluviam of the Vellar 
river; reappears in the Vimddhdchallam area-^there also the Ariyaldr stage oidy is 
present—is then again invisible, to reappear finally in the Pondicherri district once 
more in rich development 

This overlap of the Ariyaldr stage is of considerable interest, for it is repeated 
in areas far distant from India and seems to be pf great importance in the Pacific 
area. It will probably be found in the highlands of Assam (N. £. Bengal), but 1 
will not tr«it of ttm area whose cretaceous fauna, according to Stoliczka's opinion^ 
bears a very great lesemblSAce to that of Pondicherri, as the fossils belonging to 
it will be open to a more minute research in the near future. 

# 

ni.—The Age of the Pondicherri Beds. 

On account of the recognized similarity of the Pondicherri dejfOsits to the 
Ariyaldr stage, the determination of the age of the former, that is, the comparison 
with the European cretaceous deposits is proportionally an easy task, in the fulfil¬ 
ment of which the numerous ammonites are of special use. Of the latter very many 
are found, in the Valudayur beds, which are nearly related to species of the 
European senonian, while two species appear to agree exactly with such. These are: 
Pachydtscus egerionij Forb., and Lylo^eras {Qaudryceras) kayei, Forb., from which 
two*'''species known in the npptr senonian, Pachydtscus neubergtcus, Hauer, 
and Lyiacerat pianerbtformc, ^hm, can scarcely be distinguished. As to the 
other species, tbek European representatfvee are, as the list shows, restricted solely 
to the upper senonian and belong partly even to the typical forms, as, for 
example, JBaculHes anccpSf corresponding to BaculUts vagina ; Hamites cylindraceus 
Defr., which represents the Indian HamiUs rugatus^ Forb.; and Scapkiies eansirtdus. 
Sow., to the relationship of which Scaphites cunlifei, Forb. belongs. Of great 
importance for the determination of the age of the beds are also the following spe¬ 
cies, viz,t Sphcnodiscm ssva, Forb. (cf. 5. uhagkst. Gross.), A mm, (n. g,) brahma, 
Forb. (cf- A. haugi, Seunes), Puutid remhda, Forb. (cf. P, fdyoH, Gross.) 
PseudophyHites indra, Forb, (c£., Pr, calloti^ Gross.), Pachydiseus cfUhna, Forb. 
(from the Group of P»egertoni, or ntuhergicus), etc. (see the general list). 

Among the genera and subgenera in the ammonite fauna of the Valudayur beds 
{JPhyllocercu, Qaudryceras, TeiragoniieP Pseudophyllites, Anisoceras, Ptfchoceras, 
Baculites, Sphenediscus, Bakodiscut, Pachydiscus, Hauericefas, DesM^cetas 
Seaphitet'i not one—with the possible exception of Ptychoceras~A% foreign to 
the £urq»ean senonian, a circumstance which sufficiently proves, that the 

^ H. F. Blaolord, Cret. of S. Arcot and Tric^inopoly Distncts: Mem. Geol. Surv., India, 
IV, Chap. Vm. 

* F, Stolicska, in H* B* Mndlicotfa Genlosicat Skefcok of the Shillong Plateau In N.-E. Bengal: 

Mem. GeoV. Surv., Ind., VU. pt. i, p. iSa, fi» 
* M. A, deGrocaouvre communkated to me that he had met with a $peoie» rctatcd to Teira^ 

genUes tala, Forb., In the French lenonlan. 

c a 
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apparent anomalies in the cretaceous &iuna of Southern India has been dissipated 
since the corresponding European deposits have become better known. 

The ammonite fauna of the Trigonoarca beds, consisting of four fordis, shows 
the same relations as the fauna of the Valudayur beds; it has three species in 
common with the latter, the fourth, Pachydiscus gollevilUmis^ Orb., is a form 
recognized as occurring with Pachydiuus muh^gicus in Europe. 

Of much less importance for the determination of the of the beds are the 
other animal groups, which, however, completelj confirm the results attained by 
the aid of the ammonite fauna. They have likewise undoubted relationship with 
the European senonian. (For example, Exogyra osiraeina^ Lam., Alectryonia un- 
gulafa, Schloth., Pholadomya luccrna^ Forb. (c£, cauda/a, Rdm.), Modtola fiagelli^^ 
ferOt Forb. (cf. flagellifera, Zittel), etc.) 

As to the Nerinea beds there is much less material at hand for the determina* 
tion of their age; but their stratigraphical position, the complete want of ammonites, 
and the presence of Naufiius danicus permit of their being correlated, with great 
probability, with the European danian. 

According to these results the Pondicherri beds may be regarded as the upper¬ 
most stages of the cretaceous system : the Valudayur and the Trigonoarca beds 
are equivalent to the upper senonian (campanian, mucronata beds), the Neri* 
nea beds to the zone of Nautilus, danicus (danian). 

We obtain a confirmation of these conf'lusions in the investigation of the fauna 
of the Trichinopoli district, in which the whole of the upper cretaceous is deve¬ 
loped. There also the cephalopod fauna of the Ariyaldr stage, so far as it can be 
compared with the European, shows a decided upper senonian character {Pachydis~ 
€us oiacodensiSiSioX* {cL coHigaius, Binkhorst), P. egcrionianuSy Forb..(cf. neuber- 

gicus^ Hauer), Baculites vagina, Forb., var. simplex, Koss. (cf. anceps, Lain.) 
while in the upper part of the underlying Trichinopoli stage occur character¬ 
istic lower senonian species (for example, ^ Schloenhachia (Peromceras) dravidica, 
Koss, (cf, tricarinata. Orb.), Placenticeras tamulicunu Blanf. (cf. s^riale^ 
Morton), and also the turonian and cenomanian (lower Trichinopoli and 
Utatdr stages) follow each other in the same order as in Europe, One is 
therefore justified in adopting the European divisions of the upper cret^eous 
for these deposits, and in going so far as to say that the Ariyaldr beds of the 
Trichinopo li and Pondicherri districts are not only to be considered as an 
approximate equivalent of the senonian (Stoliczka, Cret, S. India, Vol. IV, p, II.) 
but as representing a definite part of it, pfs., the upper senonian, 

Seunes^ states regarding the distribution of the uppermost stage ofj’the 
Senonian as follows “ D'apres Tanalogie de la faune des Ammonitida, on est 
amen6 h regarder comme sensiblement synchronique des couches ^ Pachydiscus 

jacquoti dcs Pyrdhdes (Maestrichtien); le Dordonien de TAquitaine; le Cal caire 
k Baculites du Cotentin; le Tuffeau de Maastricht k Ammoniks et k Hemu 

( » partie supdrieure des couches k Belemnitella mucronata de la Belgique), 
la partie supdtieure des couches k Belemniiella mucronata d’ Aix-la-Chapelle < 
la Craie de Limbourg; la craie de Lemberg (Galicie); la Craie k Pachydiscus 

gollcvillensis d'lrlande; la partie supdrieure des couches i Ammonitidaldn groupe 

4 Contributions a I'itade des c^phalopodes : Mdm. de la Soc. Gdol Fnifcer^Faldontologte. 
Vol. U., 1891, p. ai. 
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de I'Arrialur d« t*Inde anglidse at de PoadicMrri/* I have quoted this pass¬ 
age verbatim, because In it the correlatioi^ of the peculiar amtaaonite faunas ot 
the upper campahian, the latest ammonite fauna known up to tb% present time, 
is precisely given, and the position of the Ariyaldr stage correctly indicated. But it 
may be :pomted out with reference to the latter that not only the upper beds of 
the ammonite bearing Ariyaldr stage of Ariyaldr and Pondicherri, but also the 
lower beds, consequently the Valudayur beds, formerly considered as Ceno¬ 
manian, belong to this stage. Seunes rightly remarks ^ther, that the similarity 
of the Indian and European deposits (rf this period is still more increased by the 
fact that they are in both regions immediately overlaid by the zone of JVauftiut 
danieus in which ammonites are absent. 

IV.—Indo-Pacific Equivalents of the AriyalOr Stage 

IN POND^HERRI. 

Putting aside the cretaceous deposits of Assam, which, according to our present 
knowledge, seem to be nearly identical with the Pondicherri deposits, but still 
require a more minute study, there are within the area of the Indo-Pacific ocean 
the following cretaceous regions, which may be brought into close relationship 
with the Ariyaldr stage : Natal, Borneo, Yesso, Vancouver Island (and Cali, 
fornia). Quinquina Island (Chiii) 

In NataP the upper Trichinopoli and Ariyaldr stages are represented by numerous 
fossils; to the latter the following species specially point: Pusma {Ilauericeras) 
gardetn, Bzily, P, (ffauericeras) remdda, Forbes,, Ly/ocerus (Gaudryceras) kayet 
Forbes., Anisoceras indtcum, Forbes, Pugnellus uncafust Forbes, SolarieUa 
radiatuluy Forbes., Pollia pondicherriensis, Forb., Turritella hreantiana^ Orb., 
all forms which frequently occur in the Ariyaldr stage of the Pondicherri and 
Trichinopoli districts,* From Madagascar, besides some OsirecB of the senonian 
Ariyaldr stage^ (for instance Aleciryonta ungulaia^ Schl.), a TurtilUes nearly 
related to T. tuherculatusy Bose., BaculUes baculoideSt Lam., and an Acanihoceras 
belonging to the group of A. roiomagensc, were recently brought to Europe, 
all the latter indicating Cenomanian^ species. 

In Yesso, too, where, it is true, no division of the cretaceous was attempted, the 
Ariyaldr stage certainly does not occur isolated, for besides numerous species which 
are characteristic of it (for example, Puwta gardenia Baily, Pachydiscus ariya^ 

Stol., Pack^ sp^ pL^ Anuoceras /urgirruira/trffl, Forbes., etc.,) there is also 
recognized a series of forms which are related to, or identical with, those of the 
Trichinopoli and Utatdr stages.* 

1C. U Griesbsch, Geology of Natal i Quart, Joura. Gaol, Soc. London, XXVIl, 1871, p. do ff.; 
W. H. Baity, Deacription of aonie Cratat^oui fossils from Sonthern Africa : ibid^, Xi, 1855, 

p. 454B- 
s F. Kotsmat: Die Badantung der sOdindiflchen Krcidaformdtion : Jahrb. k. k, gool. Retehsano 

■talt, Wian, XLIV, 1694, Hefts, p. 464-65, 
* R. B. Newton : Quart. Journ, Gaol. Soc. London, XLV, 1889, p, 333, 
* M, Boule, NotM aur las fosihaa rapportds da Madsgaicsr, par M. £. Gautier : Bull* du Mutdun 

d'hiatoire Naturella, Paris# 1895, No. 5, P* 4* 
* Compare the works upon Yesso, by M. Yokoyamai Palmontograpkica, XXXVt, Stuttgart, 

1890; and K. Jimbo : Palaeontologische Abhaodlungen, Bd, Vi, Heft 3, Jena, 1894. 
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In Borneo^ only the Ariyaldr stage (with Nmtilus_ irkkimpoliUmUi Tcrcira/ula 
hipUcata, Exogyra osiradnat etc.) is known up till now, but an overlap 

of it cannot be recognised until the chnditions there are better known. 
The Ariyaldr overlap has been recently shown in the clearest manner by Stein • 

ipann in the Island of Quiiiquina (Chili), which, as regards the occurrence of the 
cretaceous deposits, possesses a great resemblance to Vancouver Island. The cre¬ 

taceous deposits of these two islands show a particularly interesting faunistic 

accordance with Pondicherri. 
In southern Vancouver the Nanaimo stage immediately succeeds the folded 

palseozoic and crystalline rocks. This stage has typical senonian forms even 
in the lowest division (Division A and B. Richardson) : for instance, Putosia 
gardenit Baily, Pachydheus newherryanus^ Meek, Hamites ohs/rictus, Jimbo. (aff. 
rugatuSf Forbes.), Baculiies occxdeniaUs, Meek. A large number of the species pass 
up into the higher horizons, in which Ly/oceras indray Forbes., and Lytoetras aff* 
kayeiy F. (= jukesii^ Whiteaves^) are found ; these are species quite characteristic 
of the Valudayur type. I had the opportunity at the British Museum In London of 
studying a collection of ammonite species from Vancouver which had not yet been 
worked out, and I found among them likewise only forms which pointed to a very 

.high horizon of the upper chalk ; Lytoeerat indray Porb., Pachydiscus otacodensis 
StoL. Pack* newherryanus, Meek, Pachydiscus sp, nov. aff. tweenianusy Stol., 
Schloenbachia sp. txov*, Hamites ohstrictusy Jimbo, Heiercceras aff. cooperiy Meek, 
Baculites occidentalisy Meek, etc. All the specimens are found in greyish 

black, tough, somewhat splintery concretions and are mostly beautifully preserved. 

The occurrence of the two species Lyloceras indra and Pachydiscus oiacodensis 
in Vancouver is also of importance in connection with the Indian conditions, for 
it increases the similarity between the Ariyaldr stage of Otacod and the 

Valudayur beds of Pondicherri. The fauna of the Nanaimo stage of Vancouver 
and the adjacent Islands was recently greatly enriched by Whiteaves,® and 

among others a Japanese species of Pachydicus {Pack* haradai, Jimbo) was 
recognized. 1 was enabled through the kindness of Mr. Wbiteaves to study some 

very interesting new ammonites from the Straits of Georgia, which enhance the 
similarity between the Valudayur beds and the Nanaimo stage considerably, 
and I think myself justified in coming to the conclusion that the Nanaimo 

stage (=uppermost Chico beds of California) represents an equivalent of the 
Ariyaldr stage in the strict sense of the term. 

In the Island of Quinquina the cretaceous lies likewise in fiat layers imme¬ 
diately upon the folded and denuded crystalline rocks below. Tliese Quiri- 
quina beds, as Steinmann calls them,* consist chiefly of sandy rocks rich in 

glauconite, which contain numerous remains of sanrians and marine molluscs, 

and are unconfcrmably overlain by a coarse tertiary conglomerate. Among the 
molluscs are nine species of ammonites, four of which Steinmann has identified 

> K. Martin, Die Fauna der Kretdeformation von Martapoera : Sarnmluegeo det feotdgiichen, 
Reichsmuaeumi inteiden, Bd. IV, 5,6, iSSg. 

■ J. F. WUteavet Geol. and Nat. Hist. Snrv. of Canada, Menoxoic Foialls, VoL U. iSjfO. 
IF. Whiteaves, On some fosrils from the Nanaimo gronp of the Vanconver cntacoous t Trani. 

Roy.Soc. Canada, and serins, L Sect W, 1895, P* no0. 
4 G. Steinmann, Das Alter und die Fauna dor (^irlquinaschiditna la Chili; Neuei Jahrbuch 

Beilageband X, Stuttgart 1895* 
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with Icnpwn 9pecies of Vftlp^ftjor namp)y^ Phylhcer^ ^yfoceras ftayei^ 
£. Viitunat fiacuWes As far as one fa|i ]adge from fii;ares, simU 
latity is in4e«d very great, but I should like to (|t^w attention to one cicqitn- 
stance of iinportance. In Fondicherri, as well as in Qairigoina, Baculitn vagina 
is one of the most common fossilsi but the varieties that are found in the two 
regions ait not the same* The Chilian Baculiies vagina 19 repQgnirahle by 
fact that the swellings of the ribs are a little nearer to the sfphppal part 0^ thp 
shell than in the Indian type, for this reason the section appears to mope oval. 
This peculiarity may be constant, as 1 observed it also in the Chilian Bacutiies of 
this species in the British Museum, but I did not attach much value to it then 
as the specimens in question were not adults. Nevertheless the Chilian specf* 
mens deviate less from the typical form than the American Baculites vccidentalit^ 
Meek, and B. chkoemis^ Gabb, which replace in Vancouver and California the 
Baculiies vagim. 

To the species which remind one of forms from Southern India belong also 
Balcadiscus gemmalus.l^a^^, and Pachydiscus quiriquinoe, Phil), of which the 
former is to be compared with H, amnidnus^ Stol., the latter with P. ptaco^ 
densic^ Stol. Of the Chilian f/amites, cf. cylindraceus Dfr., men;tioncd in Stein- 
mann's work, there are at the Geological Institute of the University of Vienna 
plaster casts which show a perfect similarity of sculpture with the Indian Hamiies 
rugains, Forb.; unfortunately the sutures are unknown. I am not, therefore, in a 
position to identify them. Also a species of gastropod, Pugnellus unea/us, Forb., 
is common to this cretaceous horizon, to Southern India, and to South Africa. 
Relationship with the upper chalk of New Zealand (with Plesiosauria, Baculiies 

mneepst McKay) is indicated, according to Steininann, but it is still too 
incompletely examined to be discussed at present. 

It is worth while to emphasise the fact that the character of the cretaceous 
deposits in Quiriquina in spite of their great distance from other known cretaceous 
regions, answers completely to what one might expect from their position in the 
Padhe region, and thus gives good proof of the unity of this great geographical 
province of animals. 

V.—^TH8 700GE0GRAPHICAL CONDITIONS OF tHE iNDO-PAClFtC REGION. 

The distribution of some species of the lndo*Pacific cretaceous province is 
jSS^aqrdinarily wide stpd, pving to their close connections with the geographical 
Cc^idiMons of that period, very interesting. 

?v«n the most widely separated deposits of the Indo-Paciiic province, namely, 
Natal, Vancouver, and Quinquina show a striking resemblance to each other, and arp 
Connected not only by represen^tive but also by some very distinctly identicsd 
species; 1 may mention Lytoceras kavei (Natal, Fondicherri, Vancouver (?)> 
Qoirsquins)* Lytwras indra (Natal/ Pondicherri, Vancouver), Puuosia gaydefts 

Atiyaldr, Vancouver). And yet the shortest line of connection betwew 
Pondicherri and Quiriquina amounts to about half the circumference of the globe 
and conaeqjuently the area oi distribution of many forms must have been of vast 

and the ynost varied climatic conditions most have prevailed in it. 
Pppdioherri lies^in almtit xs® N. 80® ,I*ong. from Greenwich; the central 

Mo a MW callschpe at the fidthh Museum which Mr. G. C, Crick showed to me. 
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European localities (with a similar cephalopod iauna) in about 4056° N. 
Lat^ on both sides of the meridian of Greenwich; Vancouver aboot 49^ Ni Lat.» 
135® W. Long, from Greenwich; Natal about 30® S. Lat., 31® E. Long, from Green¬ 
wich; Qttiriquina Island about 36® S. Lat.i 73® W. Long, from Greenwich. Thus 
two of these faunistically allied cretaceous areas belong to the north temperate zone, 
two to the south temperate zone, and one to the tropical zone; their position with 
reference to each other is such that they would fall into quite different geo¬ 
graphical latitudes even if the poles occupied at that time positions different to tlieir 
present ones. 

Therefore the distribution of the ammonites depends not so much upon the 
climatic as upcm the geographical conditions. 

In a certain degree the study of the zoogeographical conditions of the modern 
oceans gives similar results as regards the wide distribution of Indo-PaciSc species 
on the one hand, with the great faunistic differences between the east and west 
coasts of America on the other {Tischer: Manuel de Conchyliologie, VoU I, p, 158). 

It is true that at the present time the climatic differences seem to be much 
greater than in the cretaceous epoch, so that the distribution of species towards 
the north and south is in consequence rather more nanowly restricted, whilst in 
the senonian, for example, the Ariyaldr fauna can be well recognized not only 
in the tropics, but also in the two temperate zones. 

But in this respect there is a great difference between the different animal 
groups; the ammonite fauna has generally a more universal, the gastropod and 
bivalve fauna a more local character, but this cannot be established as a rule 
without reservation. There are also among the latter classes of animals very 
widely distributed species (for example, Exogyra Europe, India, Borneo; 
Alectryonia ungttlata—Europe, Madagascar, India; Voia quinquecostata-^'Eaxo^f 
Syrln, Natal, India, Borneo, etc.; Protocardium hillanum^ Sow.—Europe, Africa, 
India; Pugnellut Natal, India, Chili, etc.), but these are proportionally more 
rare than among the ammonites. Moreover in the latter it is not the species that 
have generally such an extremely wide distribution, but a certain, more or less 
defined, series of representative forms. Nowhere is this better shown than in the 
Valudayur beds, whose ammonite fauna is distinctly related to that of the upper 
senonian, and yet has only two species {Pachydiscus cgerioni and Zytoceras kayei)^ 
with some probability, in common therewith. One can completely agree with 
E. Forbes’s view (Fossil Invertebrata from Southern India, p. 169) ^that the marine 
faunas of distant localities, under similar conditions of climate, depth and sea-bot¬ 
tom, maintain their relations rather by representation of forms by similar forms, 
than by identity of species/' The distribution of the ammonites is subject to the 
same laws as that of all other marine invertebrates, with the difference that these 
animals, according to the special structure of their shells, were capable of a Wider 
distribution through the ocean currents, etc., and partly also through free locomo¬ 
tion. The rule, applying also to the ammonites, that a group of represeutative 
forms (Formengrappe) has a much wider distribution than a single species belong¬ 
ing to it (for instance, the group of Baculitei anceps, Lam., a wider one than 
ffaculiies anceps itself) proves that these animals during their distribution over the 
surface of the ocean were liable to specific variations, and it is thus impossible that 
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ihe tnmpoitatton of the empty shells^ of a group of ttnmonites7ijnhabiting a 
limited area should be capable of explaining the uoivetBal distrU)tttion of the fossil 
remains belonging to iu 

An interesting fact, which has been emphadzed by Stehunann,’ is, that some 
Pacific types appear in the European senonian, some more rarely [Lyioaras, 
Phflloccroa^ some more frequently {Pachydiuut and and he 
infers from ^is that at that period a migration of part of the Pacific fanna ipto the 
Atlantic ocean took place on a large'scale. Such a migration appears in fact to 
have taken place, and the Indian cretaceous lying between the Atlantic and Pacific 
regions is well situated to prove an exchange of the faunas. 

But the question whether certain ammonite types came from the Pacific into 
the Atlantic or trom the Atlantic into the Pacific, is not always easy to decide. 
For instance, certain upper senonian Pachydiscut and Baculites forms occur in 
the European as well as in the Indo-Pacific areas in an abundance of rather 
similar forms and individuals, and the stratigraphical position which they occupy 
(between the beds with Nautilus danicusjmd the beds of the lower senonian with 
Placenticeras and Schlotnhachia iricarinata)^ is completely analogous in both 
areas, so that their synchronism may be assumed. For this reason every 
method of discovering their habitat fails us. In many groups the probability 
is very strong that it is the Pacific ocean [for instance, in certain Lyioceras {Gau~ 
dryceras) forms, in many Puzosia types {^Hauerueras')^ etc., whilst others originated, 
it is tolerably certain, in the Atlantic area (Sphtnoitscust Scaphites, Turrilitts^ 
etc.) ; but the question is still very difficult and can only be answered satisfactorily 
in special cases. Prof. Steinmann lays stress upon the fact, that the greater number 
of Pacific types in Europe are restricted to the western and north western parts, 
whilst they ara absent in the southern and eastern, and he is inclined to suppose 
that the immigration took place from the Pacific ocean across the Arctic seas 
north of Asia or America. I have tried^ to show that an exchange of faunas 
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans took place in the seas south of*the 
Indo-African continent, and that the immigration of Pacific types into Europe 
is clearly demonstrable in this manner. Supposing a circumpolar exchange of 
faunas, the most northerly deposits of upper cretaceous in the Pacific ocean ought 
to contain the greatest percentage of European forms; but this is not the case. 
The fauna of Vancouver is of purely Pacific type, as is that of Quinquina, without 
any European intruders being recognizable in it, whilst such are still of great 
importance in the fauna of the cretaceous of Southern India, which agrees with 
theiview that I have expressed. It becomes more and more evident that the Atlantic 
types decrease with tolerable constancy from west to east in the Indo*Pacific 
province. This is especially the case in the cenomanian and lower senonian* 
The series of forms of S>ckloenbachta inflate^ Sow., has its habitat in the Atlantic 
ocean (Central Europe, West Africa, Brazil), and is distinguished there by a great 
abundance of species and individuals; it occurs also in India, where it is likewise 
well represented, and sends forth into the Pacific only quite isolated, rare fc^ms. 
Similarly the group ot Acafdhoceras roiomagense, Defr., which has its chief 

t J. Walther: Bionomia des Meeres. Jena, 1S93. Bd. II., p. ^08 ff. 
> G. Stainmaan t Das Alter und die Fauna der Quiriqiuna Sc^ichtcn, p. 30, 
* F. Kosmat: Die Bedentung der Sudlndischeo Kreideformation, p. 466. 
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distribution in the Atlantic ocean {Europe^ BTazil)» was recently discovered in Made* 
gascar, along with other typical Atlantic cenomanhtn forma (Turrilifcs, Saiuii/es 
boculoides), is extremely abundant in India, together with and Ilamiles, but 
is extremely rare in the Cenomanian 0^ the true Pacific province (Yesso, California)* 
whilst Turrilitesi are there entirely absent. We therefore find the greatest 
similarity with Atlantic cretaceous deposits not in the northern part of the 
Pacific, in the vicinity of the Polar sea, but decidedly in its western part, the Indian 
ocean. Species of Sthhenhachta of the group of Schloenhochia trUarinata, 

Plactniiaras of the group of PU syrtaU, which, during the period of the lower 
senonian, attained such a great development in the northern part of the Atlantic 
ocean, on the American as well as on the European side (deposits of this 
age are unknown in the southern Atlantic area), came into the Indian seas 
\Sehlotnbachia soutoni^ and SchL siangeri in Natal, SchL dravidieaoxidPlaccnticerae 
iamulicum in TrichinopoH), but then disappear. In the Pacific ocean there is 
known only a quite isolated Schloenhachia of this group in California, and a very 
aberrant Placenticeras in Yesso. Similar conditions also obtain in the upper 
senonian. Whilst the similarity to corresponding deposits in Kurope is not great, and 
recognizable Atlantic types are wanting in the fauna of Vancouver, Yesso and 
Quiriquma, we find in the Valudayur beds of Southern India rather a large number 
of species which are nearly related to European ones. We meet with, for example, 
SphtnodiscusyO. genus which is elsewhere only known in the area of the Atlantic 
and Mediterranean cretaceous (North America, Europe, North Africa, Baluchistan), 
two Bcapkites related to Sc. comirictus. Sow, (not yet known in the typical Pacific 
senonian), etc. That in this way not only did Atlantic species migrate into the 
Padhe region, but also Pacific species into the Atlantic, is shown by the occurrence 
of typical Pacific forms {Puiosia rembda, Forb., Lytoceras kayci, Forb., Lyr. 
indra, Forb.) in Natol; and these are just the very species whose related forms 
belong to the most important Pacific types in Europe {Pusosiafyyoii, Gross., 
Lytoceras planar bifor me, Bohrn., L. coHoiiy Gross.) 

Whilst on the one hand the Indian fauna contains a mixture, of Pacific 
and Atlandc elements, and whilst the former increase in tfie cretaceous areas 
lying to die eastward, the latter do so to the westward (Madagascar, Natal* 
West Africa, etc.), and an exchange of faunas in the way pointed out, that is* 
round the Indo-African continent, can certainly be proved, there is as yet no 
solid gronznd for the belief that a cucumpolar exchange of the faunas was 
effected. 

The occurrence of Baculiies on the Sosswa, east of the Ural (63*5® N, I«at.J, 
mentioned by Professor Steinmann, may only indicate that the Central European 
cretaceous overlap, which extended far into Russia, penetrated to this latitude; for 
Baculiies is very common throughout the upper cretaceous of Europe. jBut 
the discoveries in Greenland^ (Niacomat, Ata. Patoot) show in their fauna very 
near relationidiip to the Fort* Pierre and Fox Hills Group of the United States and 
thus seem to oppose the idea of a migration of Pacific forms through the Polar 
s«af» Nevertheless the possibility is not excluded that further research In )the Polar 
regions may furnish evidence that there also during cretaceous times the sea flowed, 

> P, de Loriol, Oil) fotsile Saltvanidyr fra Nord*Grdii1and 1 Meddelelser om GrSnland. Vol. V. 
Kjobnhavn. iSS^, Part IV. 
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Hid thew^ tfafi northern parts of the Atlantic and Padfic oceans were connected 
together. But it may be asserted with confidence that an exchange of the faonas 
between the two great oceatm can only be proved at the present time with perfect 
certainty by the deposits of Natal and Southern India, and that the phenomena 
recognized there are sufficient to explain the occurrence of Pacific types in 
Europe. Moreover it becomes more and more clear that the European faUnas of 
the upper senonian, Which are related to those of the Pacific ocean, are hot only 
restricted to the northern and north-western parts of Europe but are also found in 
central and southern Europe, especially in the vicinity of the Atlantic ocean. The 
beds of Pachydiscus neubergtcus are known, for instance, from the north«;n slopes 
of the Pyrenees (Stegaster limestone of Gan, with numerous ammonites, including 
also Pacific types), from the south side of the Pyrenees and even from N. Africa 
(Tunis). 

This brings us to quite a peculiar and unexpected phenomenon. In the same 
regions of the Pyrenees, in which senonian ammonites are found, whose related 
forms recur in middle Europe and souther^India, rich echinoderm faunas are known, 
which also, like the rest of the fauna, are for the greater part typically Mediterranean. 
This is only to be explained, I bqjieve, by the circumstance that some ammonite 
types, by virtue of their great powers of distribution, penetrated from the open ocean 
into the otherwise faunistically very isolated Mediterranean region, 

Noetling's palaeontological researches^ have proved that the echinoderm fauna of 
theDungbdn stage (Sphenodiscus beds) of Baluchistin is very closely related to that 
of the Danian of the Pyrenees, and even possesses some species in common with 
it, whilst it is quite different from the fauna of the Ariyaldr stage of Southern 
India. 

This result would be quite in conformity with the fact that the echinoderm 
fauna of the Bdgh beds (Narbada region) is in close connection with the cenomanian 
of the Mediterranean area of S. Europe, North Africa and Syria, but is quite 
different from that of the Utatfir beds which are, however, of the same age;* the 
conclusion come to with reference to the geographical distribution of land and sea 
is in both cases therefore the same, namely, that a Mediteranean sea stretched from 
Southern Europe eastward far into Asia, without being connected with the Indian 
Ocean.* Unfortunately the proofs deducible from the echinoderm fauna of 
Baluchistfin are considerably weakened by the fact that in Southern India the 
echinoderms occur in the upper senonian Ariyaldr beds, whilst in the overlying 
faunistically very sharply separated Niniyurbeda (danian) they are up to the pre- 
sesc time wanting; it is therefore to be expected that on account of the difference 
in age the echinoderm fauna of the danian of Baluchistan must be different from 
that of the upper senonian Ariyaltir stage. It is true that the dissimilarity of the 
faunas seems to extend to the other animal groups, as Dr, Noetling wrote me on 
one occasion that the cretaceous of Baluchist^ has only a few cosmopolitan 
species in common vdth that of Southern India. An early publication of the researches 
referring to this subject, especially on the Ammcniridce (which appear not to be rare 

> F. Noettina, Prellmina^ oa Cke EriiiooiSs Crotn the ap^ Cretaceous system of Ralunfii- 
stSn t Roc. Geol. SiirV. Ind., XXVll, iSjM, p. 139. 

s P. M. Duncan, On the Echmoldea of the Crtftaceous Strata of the tower Narbada ReaioUt 
Quart. Joiirn. Geol. Soc. London, XLIIl, 1887, p. 154* 

* W. T. Bltnfordt Rec. GeoLSurv. tad., jbCTX,, 1896, p. 53, 54, 
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and might indicate the existence of a lower honzon than the danian), would be 
very desirable. It is to be regretted that the echinoderms only of the Narbada 
cretaceous have been reliably worked np» whilst the rest of the fanna is known 
only incidentally. It depends in the &fst place on the exact investigation of these 
two cretaceous areas whether the view that the south Indian ocean was entirely 
excluded from the Mediterranean daring the time of the upper chalk can be 
definitely affirmed. What is known up to the present time about the Asiatic upper 
cretaceous is decidedly in favour of this vicw,^ 

VI.—The Correlation of widely separated Fossil-bearing 
Deposits. 

The distance of the Indo-Pacific cretaceous deposits from those of Europe 
with which they are compared for the purpose of determining their age is so 
great that the doubt is justifiable whether the similarity of the faunas allows us to 
establish an approximately correct comparison between them as regards the 
time of their deposition. Professor Steinmann leaves it an open question whether 
the Ariyaliir overlap occurred during the period of the lower senonian (the time 
of the overlap of the Gosau formation and the Aachen deposits), or, as the fauna 
would indicate, during the upper senonian (loc. cit., p. 31). 1 think that in this case 
the question can be decided with tolerable certainty on the evidence of the fauna. 
I have already mentioned that two species of the groups of Schloenhachia suh- 
iricarinala^ d’Orb., and of Placenticeras Mort., which are peculiar to the 
Atlantic lower senonian, and everywhere very common in it, occur in the upper 
Trichinopoli stage. It is therefore impossible that the upper TrichinopoH 
stage could be older than this division, as the two ammonite types referred to 
must have immigrated from there, and from this it results that the Ariyaliir over¬ 
lap which begins above the horizon of these ammonites, must be younger than 
the lower senoniani therefore younger than the Aachen overlap. 

The overlap of the lower senonian appears, according to present knowledge 
to be confined to the Atlantic region, and indeed is not only found in Europe 
but also in the East-coast States of North America (from New Jersey to Alabama). 
There follows everywhere, immediately above the plant-bearing non-marine 
Cenomanian a marine formation, which contains quite a typical lower senonian 
fauna: Schloenbachia of the group of SehU {Morhniceras) iemana R5m., 
Placenticeras ^rtale^ Morton, PI. placenta^ Dekay, Morton, etc., 

1 It is known that Neutnayr (Gograph. VerbrolkvRf der Juralormation) eaiae to the 
conduslon that during the jurassic and the lower cretaceous India was connected by a land 
barrier with South Africa. But he was obliged on account of the jurtsric dlecoveriM in Mom- 
bassa and Madagascar, whose rcdalioas with India are uninistakable, to transfer this land connec¬ 
tion to the extreme south, and through some recent observations it Hm become doubtful whether suck 
a connection existed at idl. PaVlow has shown that an OlcosUpkantu from Uiteohaga beds, studied 
by him was scarcely to be disUngutshed from Olcotitphanus aehenhi^ Oppel, from the Spiii shales 
(Pavlow andLamphigh; ArgUesde Speeton et leurs equivalenU. Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Motcou. 
1893, p. 493) wn observation which 1 am ioefined to confirm from a comparison of an African speci¬ 
men contained in the Geolo^cat Institute of the University of Vienna with OppePs figures. More¬ 
over, the relations of some Uiteohage fosrils to the lower neocomian of the Salt Range, which win be 
wprkvd up by Professor Waagen and myself, are very striking, and cannot easily be explained 
of^iwwise than by a oceaitic connection, which probably separated India and Africa and connected 
the Mediterranean Sea of the lower cretacsous period with the Indian Ocean. 
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and is evidently equivalent to the Fort Pierre group of Dakota, whilst only in the 
higher beds does Sphenodttcus kmiicuiorU, Owen, a typical form'^of the upper 
senonian Fox Hills group, occur. 

The overlap of the Furopean lower senonian is' therefore by no means of 
merely local significance, though it is not observed in Pacific ocean. 

There is moreover in Europe besides the lower senonian overlap also E' 
local overlap of the upper senonian, which, however, does not appear tp be of 
great extent, but by reason of the iaunistic relationship to the Pondicherri creta¬ 
ceous is of great interest: namely, that of the Baculite chalk of Cotentin, France, 
which reposes immediately upon much older rocks, and as already mentioned 
(p* 70) possesses much similarity in its ammonite fauna to the Valudayur 
beds. The interest is increased through Zitters^ observations in the Lybian desert, 
where the zone of Exogyra overwegi^ Buch., which lies immediately upon the 
plant-bearing Nubian sandstone, is placed in the upper senonian, on account 
of the general aspect of its fauna and of some identical species, and is paralleled 
with the so-called lower danian (Baculj^-limestone of Cotentin). Moreover 
another overlap has been recently pointed but in Asia and its age more nearly 
determined, namely, that of the Cardita beaumonti beds of Baluchistan which 
lie immediately upon the neocomian. Their echinoderm fauna possesses, accord¬ 
ing to Noetling, a purely Mediterranean character, entirely different from that of the 
cretaceous of Southern India, and has many important and remarkable species in 
common with the danian of the Pyrenees (horizon above the Stegaster limestones). 
Ammonites occur there likewise further also, according to Old¬ 
ham, Bacultusy Cnoceras ?), and it is therefore very probable that the overlap 
of the Cardita beaumonti beds, which is also noticeable in the Salt Range, was 
not very widely separated in time from the Ariyaldr overlap. 

It is a truly remarkable phenomenon that the period of the upper cretaceous 
begins with the great overlap of the Cenomanian, but that also during the lower 
senonian, as well as the upper senonian and the danian, the sea overfiowed 
the land very extensively in various parts of the earth’s surface. The cause of 
this is of course for the present as inexplicable as is the negative change of 
relative level, which characterizes the beginning of the tertiary era in so many 
places throughout the world. 

The overlaps are moreover, it would seem, an excellent check upon the 
correctness of the calculations of the age of many deposits, and this is es¬ 
pecially the case with reference to the cenomanian and upper senonian. The 
Cenomanian overlap begins in Europe and in Southern India with the same zone 
i^Schhenbachia infiuta^ Sow., Sioliezkaia dispar, d’ Orb., HamiUs arma(us,Soyr,, 
etc.), perhaps also in West Africa (Elobi Islands and Angola) and in Brazil. 
As on the other hand in the Mediterranean province, where also in many places 
the overlapping of the cenomanian can be proved (Syria, Arabia, Narbada, etc.,) 
the fauna is composed chiefly of other elements, there is no doubt that overlap 
and the occurrence of a special fauna are in no causal connection with one an¬ 
other, but are quite independent phenomena. Supposing this to be the case 
the coincidence in time of the ovwlap with the appearance of a similar fauna 

> K. A. von Zittel: Beitrlgo lurtieologie und Pal^ontoloaie der libysdMn WusU Palwonto- 
gfapbica, XXX, i8S3, pp. 89, 93. 
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in a aeries of widely separated places in the Atlantic and the Indian oceans must 
be a proof of the actual synchronism of these deposits. 

Also in the upper senonian the coincidence of the beginning of the overlap 
with the appearance of the Ariyaliir hiuna ip Southern IndUt VaocouveTf and 
Quiriquina speaks quite decidedly for the synchronism of these deposits. That 
in Southern India the fauna of the overlapping Ariyaldr stage resembles so closely 
the fauna of the overl{q>ping v^per campanian of Cotentin permits the con¬ 
clusion that these phenomena, too# are sjmchronoas# and thus the succesrion of 
the overlaps might afford a very leliable guarantee (ff the correctness of the 
determination arrived at as to their age founded upon the fauna. 

There is, however, another means of proving in some cases whether widely sepa¬ 
rated, faunisticaily equivalent deposits may be called merely homotaxial or truly 
synchronous. An example may explain this. Suppose that a place in the 
Atlantic province (A) has a fauna consisting of the native species a,, a,, .. 
with which the Pacific species may be associateda place in the Pacific Ocean 
F, on the other hand contain, besides the native fauna consisting of the species 
P\yp%*Pz.migrated species a^; thus the two species 03 and would 
be common to both regions. If the migration occupied a geologically measurable 
time, it follows that if in the region A the forms 113 and lie in the same zone, p^ 
most have emigrated from a somewhat lower bed of the province P, whilst the 
species on account of the time necessary for the migration from A to P, can 
only appear in the latter place in a somewhat higher horizon, that is : the two 
elements of the fauna originating in different regions can only be associated in 
one of the two regions, in the other they most be separated. But if this is not 
the case, we must conclude that the lapse of time necessary for the migration must 
have been short, compared with the duration of a palaeontological zone. The rule 
is simple enough; but the collection of the material necessary for proof in a special 
case is very difficult. Almost only such regions as lie in two widely separated, 
faumstically iadependent ocean regions, connected together by a few species, can 
be suitable as a starting point. Within one and the same ocean province, however 
large it may be, the more circumscribed habitat of certain groups of species 
can scarcely be determined. A comparison of the Indo-Pacific with the Atlantic 
cretaceous appears to me to afford some data which permit us to approach this 
question, but I should like to point out that in such a difficult subject where the 
determination of the habitat of certain animal groups forms the starting point 0^ 
the conclusions to be arrived at, one must go to work with the greatest caution^ 
and in the present state of knowledge one must be satisfied with conclusions based 
on probability. 

Two new peculiar ammonite types begin to appear in the Valudayur beds: 
Fseudophyllit^s iViira, Forb., and A mm, brahma, Forb., both of typically Paci¬ 
fic chmcter.. The same series of forms are also represented in the upp^ 
campanian of Europe by some race specimens {Pseudoph^lliUt colloli, Grossouvre, 
Ammonties haugu Seunes); in the same beds appear also Gaudryceras 

Bo^i doubtless a Pacific species, which I cannot distinguidi from 
Gaudrycerat hayei, Forb* But on the ot^r hand the decidedly Atlantic forms 
Scaphiies (yomtricius, Sow), and Sphenodiscus {ubaghsi, Gross.), occur in the same 

^ * Noetling i Records Geoi< Surv. In^a, 1S94. KXVH# p« 134 et seq* 
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horizon In Europe; fee origin of the group of Packydisaa neuhrgimt, Hauer, is 
not certain, but 1 should be inclined to consider it in the fir^ place as a peculiar 
European group, as it seems not to be represented in the Pacific depouts of 
Vancouver and Quiriqnina. But of ihc groups mentioned Sphenodii£ift siva, 
Scaphiies cunltf^h and PachydiiOit egtHont, Forbes (scarcelj distinguishable from 
P. neubergtcus Hauer), |re met with in the Valudayur beds. In the Trigonoarca 
beds Pachydiscus golU^illentis, Orb., a form of the group of P. neuhe^gieus 
which is of European origin, occurs, together with the Pacific type PseudophyL 
WeSt also appearing in the same horizon in Europe. It is also of importance 
that the bivalves originating from the Atlantic region {Grypkcea vesicularis, lam., 
Exogyra oUracinUt Lam, Aleciryonia ungulatUi Schloth., Inoctramus crdpsi, Mant.) 
which in their habitat everywhere characterize the upper senoniani penetrate also 
into the Ariyaldr group of the Indian ocean. Thus there are elements of 
Atlantic and Pacific faunas associated with each other, in the upper senonian of 
Europe and in the Valudayur and Ariyaldr beds of Southern India, and their 
distribution on both sides must have occupied much less time than the duration of 
this stratigraphical division required. 

In the upper Trichinopoli beds of Varagur (Trichinopoli) Placenticeras 
tamulicuMy Blanf., belonging to the Atlantic series of forms of Plac^ syriaUy Mort,, 
and the certainly Pacific Gaudryceras varagurensey Kossm., appear associated 
together. In a similar way Gaudrycerat miUy Hauer (not easily distinguishable 
from G^ varagurens/), and Plac. syrfaUy are connected together in the santonian of 
Europe. 

Unfortunately we have, owing to the great distances, in the majority of cases, 
to deal not with identical but allied species, which must therefore be treated with 
great caution; in some cases, however, well defined groups of forms are in question 
which have only a certain small vertical distribution and therefore admit of toler¬ 
ably certain conclusions about them. 

An exact stratigraphy of exotic deposits, as well as a thorough investigation of 
their fauna might certainly supply much material for interesting observations. 
For the present, however, it may be sufficient to say that the phenomena accom¬ 
panying the overlap, as also the study of the place of origin of certain series 
of forms and species, lead to the same results, namely, that the geographical 
distribution of a fauna does not necessitate any geologically measurable time, and 
that on the ground of the palaeontological characters (in the first place of the am¬ 
monite faunas), one can obtain even in widely separated deposits a relatively exact 
determination of their age. 

Conclusions. 

1. The Deposits of Pondicherri fall into three palaeontologically separate divi¬ 
sions : (i) Valudayur beds (Anisoceras beds), (a) Trigonoarca beds, (3) Neri- 
nea beds. 

z. The Valudayur and Trigonoarca beds together correspond with the lower 
fossiliferons Ariyaldr group of Blanford (Ariyaldr group proper); the Nerinea 
beds show on the one hand a similarity to this division, on the other to the upper¬ 
most beds of the Ariyaldr stage (Niniyur beds) and are probat^y an equivalent 
of the unfossiliferous sands which separate the two fossitiferous groups of beds 
in the Trichinopoli district. 
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The middle and lower divisions of the S, Indian cretaceous ( TrichinopoH and 
Utatnr stages) aie not represented in the Pondicherri area. 

3, The fauna of the Valudayur and Trigonoarca beds (=Ariyaldr stage, proper) 
corresponds with the uppermost beds of the European seiu)nian (upper Campanian 
Baculite-limestone of Cotentin)) whilst the Nerinea beds are to be paralleled 

with the danian, 
4. Equivalents of the Ariyaldr stage are known in Natal,' Madagascar, Assam,^ 

Borneo, Yesso, Vancouver, and Quiriquina island (Chili). In the two latter places 
an overlap has been proved to have occurred upon much older rocks. 

5, An influx of elements of the Pacific fauna into the Atlantic area during the 
upper cretaceous, and especially during the upper senonian, is to be recognized ; it 
is proved that such an exchange of faunas in the seas took place south of the Indo- 

African continent. 
6. The study of the geographical centres of distribution of certain serrfes of 

forms, as well as the coincidence of the appearance of distinct faunas with overlaps, 
furnish in the present case the proof that the distribution of the species did not 
require any geologically measurable time. 

PART II. DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES. 

As the list of fossils shows, the Pondicherri collection examined by me com¬ 
prises only very few new species, and 1 can therefore, in connection with the de¬ 
scriptions of most hpecimens, refer to the monographs of E. Forbes, A. d'Orbigny 
and F. Stoliczka. As to the ammonites, most of them, namely, the forms belonging 
to the genera Pkyllocerah Lytoceras, Anisoceras^ Ptychoceras, BaculiUSj and Sphcno- 
discus, were revised and in part newly figured in the first part of my investigations 
on the cretaceous of Southern India; I can therefore restrict myself here to 
remarks upon the most important species of other genera (especially Pachydiscus), 
The fossil wood which in some places is abundant in the cretaceous of Pondicherri 
(especially horizons A and E of Warlh), and in the overlying tertiary Cucldalore 
sandstones, is to be examined by Dr. F, R. Krasser, and the results obtained will 
be published later on. 

Pachydiscus gOllevillensis, Orb. (PI. VI. Fig. I, a, b, c,). 

1842. Ammoniies L^iuesiensis, d’Orbigny (in part), Terrains Cr4tac4es, Vol. I, PI* Cl. p. 336. 
1850. Ammonites GollevtlUnsis, d’Qrbigny, Prodrome de Paldont., Vol. II, p. 212. 
1854. Ammonites GoHevillensis, Sharpe, Mollosca of the Chalk, PL XVIl, Fig, a, p. 48. 
1891. Pachydiscus GolUmilensis, Seunes, Ammonites du calcaire i Bacnlitas du Cotentin : Mdta. 

Soc. GdoL France, Paldontologie, Vol. H, 1891, No. 2, PI. V., Figs., 1*3, p. 10. 
1893. Pachydiscus Oollerillensis, Grossouvre, Ammonites de la Craie supdrieure, Mdm. Carte 

Gdol. de U France, Pl.XXlX, Fig. 4, PI. XXXI. Fig. 9> P* 3l4* 

The only example of Pachydiscus which has been found up to the present 
in the Trigonoarca beds shows the following characters whorls have 
a high mouth, a rather narrow periphery, rounded at the edges, almost imper¬ 
ceptibly flattened in the median Une, and high, very slightly curved sides, which 
flow inwards to form a low but disjtinct stedp umbilical wall. The involu¬ 
tion amounts to mpre than half of the {receding whorl, but its exact measurement 
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cannot be given as the inner whorls of the shell are evidently somewhat crashed. 
At the edge of the umbilical wall there are 9 to 10 tubercles from each of which pro¬ 
ceeds an obscure radial ribj which disappears on the sides, so that its connection 
with the short, strong ribs on the periphery cannot be perceived. The outer ribs, of 
which I counted 24 on the last half of the outer whorl (all composed of air cham¬ 
bers}, are very decidedly weakened in the narrow siphonal region, but somewhat 
thickened on either side; they only reach the outer part of the sides, and here they 
soon fade off. The suture-line is somewhat abraded, but is nevertheless very 
characteristic. The external lobe is much shorter than the first lateral lobe, the 
external saddle symmetrically twofold, and its base on each Mde much nai rowed 
by deep cut indentations. From the deep, distinctly threefold, first lateral lobe 
arises perceptibly the basal limitation, as the second lateral and the first auxiliary 
lobe are becoming shorter than the preceding one. The first lateral saddle 
is about the same height as the external saddle and likewise twofold, the second 
lateral saddle is much smaller and not symmetrically shaped, the first auxiliary 
saddle is again somewhat larger and wideband is divided into two parts by an 
indentation which cuts just into the umbilical margin; to this indentation a few small 
ones are attached, which rapidly incline towards the suture, thus forming a small 
sutural lobe. 

In all the characters above mentioned the Indian specimen agrees perfectly with 
the examples of PachydUcux golleoilUnsis from the Baculite limestone of Cotentin 
(Dep. Manche), which are beautifully figured by Seunes and Grossouvre; the 
example figured by Seunes, PI. V, fig. 2, shows an especially diking resemblance. 
The number of the short peripheral ribs, thickened on both sides of the siphonal 
line (25 in an arc equal to the last half whorl of the example here described) 
is almost exactly the same, likewise the number and shape of the umbilical tubercles, 
which in the French examples also fade away without any visible connection with 
the outer ribs. As to the suture line, a glance at PI. XXX, fig. 2, in Grossouvre's 
monograph (the photographic reproduction of a cast with well preserved septa) 
shows that not the least deviation exists. In the French specimens also the lobes lean 
towards the umbilical suture; the first auxiliary saddle is divided near the margin of 
the umbilicvs by an indentation, the little suspensory lobe is distinctly visible ; the 
external lobe is smaller than the first lateral lobe. 

One can therefore, without any hesitation, ascribe the example described from the 
Trigonoarca beds to this characteristic species of the upper Campanian (upper 
mucronata beds, Ma^trichtien)* 

It is further closely connected with Pachydncus crishna, Forb„ and P, egefioni^ 
Forb., from the Valudayur beds. The latter has in common with it a section indicat¬ 
ing a high mouth, short, strong ribs on the periphery (likewise somewhat thickened 
on each side of the siphonal line), and isolated umbilical tubercles; the suture line 
also is very similar. The difference is only shown by the fact that Pack, {n'skna 
increases more slowly, is less involute, and consequently possesses, a more open 
umbilicus. 

Pachydiscus egertoni is distinguished from the two above mentioned forms^ by a 
wider, less high section, and therefore a more contracted suture line. Otherwise 
Pack, egertoni shows nearly in every respect the same characters as the European 
Pack, neuhergicuu Hauer* a typical form of the upper campanian, and I should be 
embarrassed if 1 .had to indicate marked differences between the two species. 
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1 intend to reserve a minute investig^^tion into Ute f^lationsbip of these speoies 
for the second part of my monograph jon the ammonites of the Soath fodiaa 
cretaceous, and hope that meanwhile 1 shall have an opportunity of comparing 
Forbes’s examples of Fachydiscus tgerloni with those of the European species 
P, neuhergicus. 

The little species Pachydiscus ganesa, Forbes,soma, Forbes, (see PL VI,iig. % 
a^c) is also very closely related to P. egsrioni, and it is quite possible that it repre* 
sents only an immature form of the latter. The young stage of growth of P, ntuher^ 
gicus possesses also quite an entraorditary resemblance with P. ganesa^ as a com¬ 
parison of the figured specimen in this work wUh Pi. XXVI, Fig. 3, in Grossouvre’s 
Monograph shows. 

It can now be affirmed with certainty that the fonr Indian species: Pathydissus 
egertonif P. ganesa, P, crtshna, P, gollevillsnsts, represent a perfect equivalent of 
the European group of forms of Pachydiscus nsubergicus, and have at least one 
species {P. golleuilUnsis^ in common with it. 

The fifth Indian species of Pachydiscus, P. menu, Forbes, belongs to quite 
another group of forms and is in the middle stage of growth exceedingly like P, 
ariyalurensis, Stol., but acquires a very peculiar second row of tubercles on the 
body chamber. It seems to me of importance that there is an undescribed species 
associated with Pachydiscus nsuhsrgicus, from Neuberg (Steiermark), which shows 
quite similar features of form and sculpture to those of P. menu, (The only 
specimen known to me is in the Geological Institute of the University of Vienna.) 

StoUczka has alio described and figured (PL JJl, Fig, 3), Pack, menu, from the 
Trichinopoli group of Anapadi, but an examination of the example mentioned 
proved that this identification conld not Be sustained. 

Locality, i mile west of Rantankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Pachydiscus sf. cf gollevillensis^ Orb. PL VI, Fig. 3, a, b, c. 

Among the few species of ammonites which the Valudayur beds, once so rich 
in this group of animals, have furnished to this new collection, is a fragment, which 
must be referred to the genus Pachydiscus, but in consequence of its small size does 
not admit of all the characters necessary for the recognition of a sf^cies of this 
group, so rich informs, being ascertained. The whorls increase very slowly and 
the involution amounts to about three fifths of their height. At a diameter of about 
5 cm. the section is almost perfectly circular, a little wider than high; afterwards 
the sides become flattened and gradually merge into the rather narrow, rounded 
periphery, whilst their boundary at the umbilical wall is .somewhat more distinctly 
marked. At the edge of the umbilicus there are rounded tubercles (on the figured 
fragment three in number), whilst elsewhere no trace of sculpture is to be 
seen. 

The suture line agrees with that of Pachydiscus neuhergicus, Hauer, and P. 
gollevillemis, shows exactly the same details of indentation, of the proportions in 
size of the individual lobes and saddles, as well as the inclination of the lobes to* 
wards the umbilical sutore. The first auxiliary saddle is on the umbilical edge aS 
in P. gollevillensis. On the whole the specimen described is pretty near to this 
species and is only distinguished from it by the want of ribs and by the slower 
growth. But as the young forms of the Pachydiscus belonging to this group are 
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smooth (for example, in Pathyiiscus neulergicus)^ and the mode of growth of P. 
golUvillenris in its young stage is not known, one cannot decide without further in¬ 
formation whether the present specimen belongs to a distinct species or not. 

Locality, \ mile north of Tutipet, Valudayur beds, 

Desmocbras DIPHYLLOIDE, Forbes, sp, 
1846. Amm» diphyllMttt Forbes, Trans. Geol. Soc., London, and Ser., Vol, VU, p. 105, 

Kvill,6g.8. 
1865. Amm. diphylloidiit Stolicika, Cret. S. Ind,, Vol. I, p. 119. 

Of this species there are in the collection of the Geological Society several very 
well preserved examples showing deep, S shaped constrictions, which Forbes 
does not mention in his description, I have before me in the new collection only a 
fragment of a large-chambered example (diameter about 7 cm.), which agrees 
very well with the specimens of the original collection, and which I shall figure 
later on in connection with them. 

The section is somewhat higher than widflt the sides flattened merging gradually 
into the rounded periphery on the one hand, and into the umbilical wall on the 
other. The constrictions marking the cast are curved in an S-shaped manner, 
and project tongue-like on the periphery. 

The suture line shows all the characters of a Desmoceras of the group of 
D, laMortaiun^ Mich. 

The examples which Stoliezka figures from the Utatur group as Amm^ 
diphylloidts a somewhat more rounded section (PI. LIX, Figs. 10,1 a); the 
constrictions show a shorter, broader tongue on the periphery. From the Ariyaldr 
stage of Otacod and Karapadi there are some specimens, which agree well in form, 
sculpture and suture line with the Valudayur form. Very nearly related also is 
Desmoceras pyrenaicum, Gross.^ from the French santonian (middle senonian) 
and Amm, selwynianust Whiteaves,® from the Nanaimo stage of Vancouver, of 
which Mr. Whiteaves sent me a very beautiful example for comparison. 

The second species of Desmoceras from the Valudayur beds, D. yama, Forbes, 
is insufficient for any comparison with forms from other cretaceous regions. 

Locality, i mile north-west of Rautankupam, Valudayur beds. 

Amm. («. g. af. HolcODISCUs) brahma, Forbes. 

1846. Amm, brahma, Forbei, Trans. Geol.Soc., London, and ser., VII, p. 100, pi. VHI. Fig. i. 

1865. Amm, brahmut Stoliezka, Cret, S. India, Vol. I, p* 163, PI. LXXlX, Figs. 3*4* 

Of this species, which, in the Pondicherri district, has only been found up to the 
present time in the Valudayur beds, though occurring pretty frequently in them, there 
lies before me a single fragment, not well preserved, but easily recognizable, from 
the TrigonoaJca beds of Saidarampet. Several beautiful examples of the same 
species are in Dr. Warth’s collection, from the Trichinopoli district. These come 
from the Ariyaldr beds of the vicinity of Otacod, from whence also Stoliezka 
mentions a specimen. This remarkable type is represented in France by a 

* A.deGrosfOuvre, Le* Ammonites deU Craie supdrieure. Paris, 1893, PI. XXXVII, Fig, 

i F. Whitenvet, Geol. Nat. Hist. Surv. Canada, Mesozoic Fewsils, Vol. I, Pi. II. Montreal, 

1879. PI. XIII, Fig.:i. 
T) 3 
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very closely related species, Am, haugt^ Seunes (called by Seunes^ Puiosta\ 
regarded by Grossouvre® as a stage of growth of Lyioceras planorbtforme, Bohm., 
which occurs in the upper Campanian (uppermost senonian) of the Depart¬ 
ment of the Basses Pyrenees. 

A description of the generic features of Am. brahma and the allied species 
Vishnu^ Forbes, and Am. haugt, Seunes, will be published in the second part of the 
researches into the cretaceous fauna of Southern India. But it may be re¬ 
marked here that this group has nothing to do with Lyioceras^ with which it has 
been united by Neumayr (Classification der Kreideammonites) and by Zittel 
(Handbuch der Palseontologie, Vol. II. genus Lytoceras), but is nearly related 
to Hoho discus and Pachvdiscus, 

Locality : Pondicherri, Valudayur beds and Trigonoarca beds (Saidarampet). 

Nautilus (Hercoglossa) Tamulicus, n, sp. PI^VI, Figs. 5,6; 

PI. VII, Fig. I. 

This species, of which I have two fragmentary examples before me, possesses 
strongly involute whorls, sagittate in section, which surround a very small um¬ 
bilicus. The sides are without ornaments and’ moderately inflated, steeply 
inclined towards the umbilicus, near which they are widest; they converge 
regularly towards the periphery, which is somewhat rounded in the young, pointed 
in the old, shell. The septa are numerous, project towards the periphery, 
forming a sharp angle, and describing on the sides a deep, backwardly directed 
sinus, which is separated from the suture by a regularly rounded saddle. The 
siphuncle is situated very near the inner side, its projection would meet the turn of 
the curve, which the suture line describes in its transition from the side lobe to the 
saddle. 

A related species, not yet described, occurs in the Ariyaldr beds of Kalmodu, 
near Otacod, but this possesses a narrower section, the keel is separated from the 
sides by a slight groove and is divided in the adultj so that it develops a furrow in 
the siphorial region. 

Nautilus leioiropis^ Schluter,® from the Emscher marl of Northern Germany, 
is more inflated and possesses less deeply sinuated septa. 

Locality. Saidarampet, Kadaperi^pam ?, Nerinea beds. 
The other Nautili belong to species which have all been described by Forbes 

and Blanford. There is a very fine, large specimen of N, serpeniinus, Blanford, 
from the Orbitoides-bearing Nerinea limestone of Saidarampet, whilst Nautilus 
danicuSj Sch!., related to it, is not represented in Dr. Warth's collection. Of the 
species which Blanford identified with AuwhVttX Orb. fgault), there 
are several badly preserved examples which agree with those of the Trichinopoli 
district, but are insufficient for purposes of description. But it must be pointed 
out that the species from both districts differ from the European species and must 
receive a new name. 

* J. Seunes: M<tm. Soc, Geol. de France, PaWontoIogie, Vol. II, No. 2, p. 3o, PI. VI, Fig. i- 

3 A. de Grossouvre t Ammonites de la Craie Bupdrieure, p. S3*, PL XXXIV, Figi. 4,5 » PL 
XXXV, Fig. 7. 
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BelemnitES, sp. ind. PI. VI., Fig. 7,b, 
1846. BthmtiiieM (?) Forbes, Tiant. Geol. Soc., London, and ser., VU, 119, 

PI. IX, Fiff. 3. 

From the sands of the Trigonoarca beds I have a single, rather eroded 
fragment of a belemnite,^ which agrees with the species described by Forbes 

as B. fibula. In the phosphatic beds of the Utatur stage of Utatur, Trichinopoli 
district, numerous very well preserved belemnites are found, which H. F. Blanford 
was inclined to identify with the Pondicherri species on the ground of E. Forbes's 
sketch (Cret. Fauna of S. India, Vol. I., Cephalopoda, p. 3). But the Section of 
the latte^ has the form of a rectangle with rounded edges, the alveolar cavity is 

rather long and narrow, the wall of the rostrum not smaller on the sides than in 
the ventral and dorsal regions. In the belemnites described from the Utatur 
group the section of- the wall and the alveolus is oval, the latter is moreover 
excentric and the wall on the ventral side of Ae rostrum somewhat thicker. The 
Utatur species must therefore have a new name, whilst the specific name fibula had 
better be abandoned, as the examples known up to the present time are not 
sufficient for a specific diagnosis. 

Locality, J mile N. N, W. of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

PuGNELLUS UNCATUS, Forbes. PI. VI, Fig. 8, 

1846. Strombus uneatuSt Forbes, Trans. Geological Society, London, 2nd ser., VII, p, i3g, 
PI. Xin, Fig. 16. 

1847. Strombus semicoUatust d'Orbigny, Voyage de PAatrolabe. PaUont. PI. 11, Fig. 38. 
1867. Pugnellus uncatus, Stoliczka, Cret. S. India, Vol. II, p. 23, PI. Ill, Figs. 9—13. 
1887. pugnellus uncatus^ Philippi, Die teitiaren und quartaren, Versteinerungen 

Chiles. Leipzig. 

This species passes up from the Valuda}iir beds, in which it is very common, 

into the Trigonoarca beds, from whence I have a well preserved cast agreeing 
perfectly with the typical examples, from which the shell has been broken 
off. Pugnellus is a genus which belongs in the first place to the Indo-Pacific 
region and is- represented in the upper cretaceous of Southern India by three 
8p>ecies {P. uncalus^ Forb., P, eontorius^ Sow., graww/i/tfri/r, Stol ) ; it further 
occurs in Natal^ {P, uncatus)', in Borneo.* {Pugnellus sp.^ Martin), in California^ 

{P, manubrialust Gabb, and P. hamulus, Gabb) and in Chili,* {P. uncafus, P. 
iumidus, Gabb); but it is also known in the Colorado group of the Rocky Mountains 

‘ Cl. Schliiter, Cephalopoden der obereo deutschen Kreide, I: Paloeontographica, XXIV, 
PI. XLVm, Figs. I, a. 

> C. L. Griesbach, Geology of Natal: Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, XXVI], 1871, 
p*6i. 

* K. Martin, Die Fauna der Kreidelormation von Martapoera: Sammtungen des geologischeq 
Reichamuseums in Leiden, IV, Nos. s, 6, 1889, p. 188, PI. XX, Figs. io-<2. 

* W, M.Gabb, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, pp. i?4. 135, PI. XVII!, Fig. 4S * P|, XX, 
Fig.Bi i PI. XXIX, Fig. 329. 

* Steinmann, Quiriquinaschichtefi: Neues Jahrb., Beilagc Bd. X, 1, p. 96,. Pi. VII, Figs« 
15, 16. 
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region of the United States,^ (Pugnellus sandstone), and in the Mississippi aeta« 
ceous fone species in each). 

Locality, Pondicherri district, Valudayur beds, Trigonoarca beds. 

Gosavia indica, Stoliczka. PL VII, Fig. 3, a, h. 
1867. Gosavia Indica, Stoliczka, Cret. 5. Ind,, Vol. 11, p, 73, PI. VI, Figs. 3, 7, S. 

The specimens from Pondicherri agree very well with Stoliczka’s figures and 
descriptions, bat the spire appears to be a little lower than in the examples from 
the Trichinopoli district, which all come from the zones lying between the Trichi- 
nopoli and Ariyaldr stage. The largest of the Pondicherri examples (a fragment 
from Rayapudupakam) shows the numerous folds on the inner lip very well. 

Locality, | mile N. N. £. of Rautankupam, Valudayur beds; Rayapudi|pakam, 
Trigonoarca beds. 

VOLUTILITHES MURICATA, Forbes, Pi. VII, Fig. 2. 

1846. Voluia murieaia, Foibes, Trans. Grological Society, London, and ter., Vll, p. tSt, 
PI. XII, Fig. 4. 

1867. VoluHlithes murieaia^ Stoliczka, Cret 5. India, Vol. 11, p. 04, PI. IX, Fig. 5. 

1 have figured this specitf again as the specimen figured by Forbes, and also 
' that by Stoliczka, is only fragmentary ] but to the description which the latter has 
given there is nothing to add. 

Locality, J mile north of Tutipet, Valudayur beds; { mile west of Rautanku¬ 
pam, Trigonoarca beds. 

HiNDSlA EXiMiA, Stoliczka. 

1B67. Hindsia eximia, Stoliczka, Cret. S. India, Vol. 11, p. 1351 Pi. XI, Figs. 15—17. 

In the Kaye and Cunlifie collection in the Museum of the Geological Society 
of London there is a specimen which completely agrees with this species, but has 
been confounded with PoUia pondicherrensh^ Forb., and has therefore not been 

described. 
Locality, Pondicherri district, lumachclle of the Valudayur beds. 

TriCHOTROPIS sp. cf. KONlNCKlI, Muller. PL VllI, Fig. 2, a, b. 

From the Trigonoarca beds of Tutipet there are in the collection two p^pha- 
tized casts, retaining the sculpture of the shell, which belong to the genus Tricho- 
tropis, and are related to Trick, koninckii as well as to some othipr forms from the 
Trichinopoli district. The larger of the two specimens shows only three whorls 
which have two spiral ridges, the stronger of which is situated in the middle between 
the anterior and posterior sutnres, whilst the weaker anterior one disappears under 
the suture and is only seen on the last whorl. Two spiral ribs are visible, one between 
the two ridges, another on the convex base of the last whorl. Longitudinal ribs 
which were probably very strong on the shell are likewise pret^ distinctly marked 
on the cast; they form tubercles on the posterior ridge, and proceed from thence 

> T. W. Stanton, The Colorado Formation: Bull. United States Geological Survey, No. 106^ 
Wa^iog*on, 1873, p 148, PI, XXXI, Figs. 7—11. 
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as flat prominences to the posterior sutnre. The aperture is oval, somewhat 
contracted anteriorly and posteriorly. This species is distinguished from Tricho-^ 
tropts koninckii^ of the Achen greensand by the smiller size of the last whorl, 
by the shorter distance of the posterior ridjge from the suture, and by the pre- 
^nce of spiral ribs, ^olzapfel has pointed out that Stoliczka's examples ^ from 
the TrichinOpoll group are differem from the European species; moreover, StoUczka 
has united two Indian species under the name of I^ichoiroph konincMit, to one of 
which (Stol., loc. dt., PL Xlll, Fig. 7) the present specimens from Pondichetri are 
very similar; perhaps they should even'be united with them, unless the presence of 
the two spiral ribs forms a special feature of the latter. 

Lodility, I mile W. S. W. of Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. 

NbRINBA) n. sp. (BhANFOROIANA, StoK?). PI. VII, Fig, ^ ; PI. VIII, Fig. I. 

In the hard, sandy Orbitoides limestone, which overlays the Trigonoarca beds 
in several places, for instance at Valudayur atfB Saidarampet, there are found casts 
of large Nerineas which seem to form a special peculiarity of this horizon, for 
which reason I have bestowed upon it the designation Nerinea beds. But I 
abstain from giving a specific name, as nothing of the sculpture is to be seen, 
and therefore an exact comparison with described species is out of the question. 

The shell is conical, not very slender, with numerous low whorls which have 
sligl^ly concave sides on the cast. The base is flat and low and meets the sides in 
a distinct edge. The aperture is widely quadrate; two columella folds, somewhat 
deeply indented, are present; every whorl joins the upper part of the contiguous 
one with a projecting spiral rib, so that the section of each whorl, besides the two 
columella folds, shows a groove in the middle of the upper part and a projecting 
rib in the middle of the under. 

There seems to be a relationship between this species and NeriHea blanford^ 
tana, Stol.,^ but the want of the sculpture does not permit of any sure determina¬ 
tion. Unfortunately Stoiiczka does not figure a section of a whorl showing the folds. 

As already mentioned in the geological part of this memoir, Nerinia occurs 
in the Kiniyur beds (danian) of the Trichinopoli district (H. F. Blanford : 
Mem. Geological Survey of India, IV, p, 141), and are also several times mentioned 
by Stoiiczka as associated with various forms of gastropods described by him; on 
pages 231 and 227 he even directly refers to Ntrinta blatrfordiena in the Niniyur 
group, whilst in the description of this species he mentions ^ly localities from the 
Utatur group. An examination of the specimens in^he Mimeinn' of the Geological 
Survey could alone elucidate this question. 

The species here described differs considerayy from oth,er cretaceous Nerineas 
known to me. 

Locality, S. S. £. of Valudayur, Nerinea beds. 

CERITHIUM KARASURSNSe, n, Sp. PI. VII, Figs. Si *5 ; 6, a, b. 

The shell of this species is very slender, with numerous, fairly high whorls, 

> E. Holxapfel, Die MoOusken der Aachener Kreide: Palseontographica, XXXIV, PK XV, 

Figi,6—9, p. UP* 
s F. Stolicxka, Crel. S. India, Vol. II, p. 15S, PI. XIII. Pigs. 7—9. 
» F. StoUcxka, Crct. S. Inila, Vol. H, p. 184, PI, XIV, Figs, 4—6, 
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which are scarcel}' at all inflated and only very slightly indented at the suture. 
Just below the posterior suture there is a raised rim upon which numerous rounded 
tubercles are seen (seventeen on the last whorl). An anterior row of tubercles, 
which indicates the ridge between the somewhat inflated under part and the sides, 
is covered by the suture and consequently is visible only on the last whorl. They 
are more numerous than the posterior tubercles and form the starting point for 
the curved longitudinal ribs, which, on the one band pass over the sides of the 
whorl and can partly be traced as far as the posterior row of tubercles; on the 
other hand they converge towards the lower end of the aperture, getting at the 
same time gradually fainter. There is no spiral sculpture. The aperture is some¬ 
what narrowed anteriorly and posteriorly ; the interior end of the shell is broken 
off, and therefore nothing of a canal is to be seen. 

In the Orbitoides bearing Nerinea beds of Saidarampet there occur pretty large 
examples of Ceriikium, which very probably are to be ideutifled with the species 
here described. The best preserved figured specimen shows, in the form of the 
whorls and in the sharply conical shape of the shell, a complete agreement with the 
example from Karasur, and possesses also a swollen ridge with rounded tubercles at 
the posterior suture. All other traces of sculpture are removed by weathering, but 
it seems as if the row of tubercles on the ridge between the sides and the base of the 
shell had also been there. A second example shows in section two faint columella 
folds^ In this feature as well as in the form of the shell there is decidedly a near 
relationship to Cerithium inauguraiuniy Stol,,' but the latter may be distinguished 
by the presence of several spiral rows of fine tubercles as well as by the abseitce 
of the longitudinal ribs, and an anterior row of tubercles. 

There is moreover in the collection worked up by Forbes also Cetiihium inau^ 
gura/um, Stol. (already thus determined by Stoliezka in his examination of the 
collection, but not mentioned in his publications). Another species occurring 
abundantly in the Ariyaldr stage—Cerithium arco/ense, StoL (loc. cit„ p. 197, PI, 
XV. Figs. 2-5)—is represented in the same collection from Pondicherri (lumachelle 
of the Valudayur beds). 

Locality of Cerithium karasurense^ Karasur, Trigoiu>arca beds; Saidarampet, 
Nerinea beds. 

TURRITBLLA WARTHI, n. sp. PI. VIII,, Fig. 3, at b, 

A very sender form with regularly convex whorls, which are separated from 
each other by a somewhat deeply indented suture, and are distinguished by a very, 
fine, regular, spiral sculpture. Three of the spiral lines in the middle of the whorl 
are more distinct. 

Related to this species is Turritella venirimot Forbes (loc. cit., p. zsj, PI. Kill, 
Fig. 3), which, however, increases considerably quicker, and has a somewhat coarser 
sculpture; the species from Niniyur, which Stoliezka has identified with TWrr. 
ventneosa, differs greatly. . 

Very similar to this species is Turritebla guadriciticta, Goldfuss, from the 
German senonian (E. Holzapfel : Palaeontographica, XXXIV, Taf. XV, Fig, 16.); 
but it has four instead of three coarser spiral lines, Turritella meadii, Baily, from 

> F. Stoliceka. Cret. S- Inl, Vol. U, p. 193, PI. XV, Fig*. 13,19^ Sa. 
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Natal (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, 1855, p. 458, PL XIT, Fig. 6), shows 
stronger longitudinal lines and more numerous spiral ribs. 

Locality, | mile north and i mile N. N. W, of Tutipet, Valudayur .beds. 

TroChus ARCOTENSIS, Forbes. PI. VIII, Fig. 4, a, c, 

1846. Trockus ArcoUnsiSf Trans. Geol. Soc., London, 2nd ser., VII, p. fip; PI. XllI, 
Fig, 9. 

The specimens of TV. arcoUnsis from Pondicherri which 1 have before me 
(Forbes’s specimens come also from there) differ from the highly ornamented TV. 
^etnt/tianus, from the Bohemian cretaceous, with which Stoliczka united it, as 
well as from the examples identified with them from the Trichinopoli district. The 
spiral sculpture is very faint, the outer ridge of the whorls without tubercles and not 
sharp; that part of the shell between it and the suture is inflated, not simply roof¬ 
like, as in Stoliczka's examples, which indeed come very near to TV. geinittianus 
(loc, cit., Vol. II, PI. XXIV, Figs, ii—15.) 

Very nearly related to Irochus arcoUnsh is a species from Nalal, which Baily 
has named Solarium pulchellum (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, 1855, p. 458, 
FI. XII, Fig. 3), but the height of the spire is somewhat less. In the lumachelle * 
of the Trichinopoli stage of Garudamangalam two species of Ttochus, not yet 
described, occur, of which one is very similar 10 T>, arcotensis, but has a sharp 
outer ridge, and the upper part of the whorl is not inflated, but roof-like. 

Locality, ^ mile N. W. and north of Tutipet, etc., Valudayur beds. 

TeinOSTOMa CRETACEUM, d'Orbigny. PI. VIII, Fig. 5, b, c. 

1867. Teinostoma crtiaceum (d*Orbigny) Stolicxka, Cret. S. Ind., Vol. II, p. 350, PI. XXV, 
Fig. 7. 

The extremely small species described by d'Orbigny from Pondicherri, and 
figured by Stoliczka from the Ariyaldr stage of Comarapalaiam, is very common 
and always beautifully preserved in the lumachelle of the Valudayur beds, so that 
the brownish, radiating colour bands are often to be seen on the shiny, porcele- 
lanous shell. 

Locality, ^ mile north of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Bullina CRETACEA, d'Orbigny. PI. VIII, Fig. 6, a, b. 

1847. d'Orbigny, Voyage d« TAstroiabe. Pai4ontulogie> PI. Ill, Figs. 18—31. 

1807. SulUna Stoliczkai Cret. S. lad., Vol. U, p. 414 (non PI. XXVll, Fig. 19). 

Small examples of Bullina are among the most common fossils in the Valudayur 
btds, and particularly one species which d'Orbigny describes as B. cretacea. A 
special feature of this form is the striking thickening of the lines of growth at the 
upper end of the cylindrical shell which there develop into slight folds. In the 
examples from Garudamangalam, which Stolizcka figured as B, creCaaat this feature 
is not present, moreover they are more distinctly spirally striated and attain a some* 
what larger size. 

Besides Bullina crtlatta there occurs in Pondicherri another species, PI. VIII, 
Fig, 7^ a, ornamented with fine, spiral lines, which does not, show the posterior 
thickening of the lines of growth, is very slenderr-but has not a cylindrical shape; it 
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ifi considefftbly narrowed posteriorlyt whilst the sides are slightly inflated. This 
form might be perhaps identical with the slender variety of Bullina alhrnaia^ 
Forb., which Stoliczka (loc. cit., Pi. XXVII, Fig. 18) figures from the upper 
Trichinopoli stage of Varagur. 

Locality, N. N. W. of Tutipet, | mile north of Tutipet^ etc., Valudayur beds, 

Euptycha larvata, Stoliczka, PI. VII, Fig. 4, /i, h. 

1867, Uupiycha larvata, Stoliccka, Cret. 6. Iiid.» VoL I], p. 438, PI. XXVf, Fig. 6. 

The two phosphatized examples from Fondicherri agree entirely with Stoliczka's* 
type specimen from Comarapalaiam. 

Locality, Rayapudupakam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Dentalium CRASSULUM, Stoliczka. PI. Vill, Fig. 8, a, b. 

1S67. Dentalium crassutum, Stoliczka, Cret. S. Ind., Vot 11, p. 444, PI. XXVII, Fig. at. 

This species was described by Stoliczka from the upper Trichinopoli stage of 
Serdamangalam, but 1 have it also from the lumachelle of the lower Trichinopoli 
stage of Garudamangalam; also from the white sands of the Ariyaldr stage of 
karapadi, and one example with completely similar features from the Valudayur * 
beds of Fondicherri. 

Dtnialiuu arcotinum, Forb., also frequently occurring in Fondicherri, is common 
to the Trichinopoli and Ariyaldr groups, as numerous examples from Garudaman¬ 
galam are present, which 1 cannot distinguish from the Fondicheni ones. 

Locality, i mile N, N. W. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

PUOLADOMYA LUCERNA, Forbcs. PI. VIII, Fig®. 9, lO, a, h. 

1846. Cardium lucerna, Forbes, Trans. Geot. Soc., London, snd ser., VII, PI. XVII1 
Fig. 10. 

1871. Phaladomya caudata, Stoliczka (non Rdmer), Cret. S. lad., VoU III. 

This species is distinguiriied from Pkoladomya caudate, Rdmer (Vtfstein, 
des norddcutschen Kreidegebirges, Hannoverf 1841, p. 76; Taf. X, Fig. 8), by the 
less strongly curved lower margin, and the almost equally rounded anterior and 
posterior sides, of which the latter is not so strikingly narrowed as in the examples 
from the German senonian. 

Locality, Fondicherri district, Pulichapalaiam, Tutipet, Rautankupam, Horizon 
B and C.=Valudayur beds ; Tutipet, Rautankupam, Trichinopoli district, Tri¬ 
gonoarca beds of Parcheiri and Serdamangalam, upper Trichinopoli stage (rep. 
lower AriyaWr stage). 

CORBULA PARSURA, StoHczka, PI. IX, Fig. II, 3. 

1871. Carbula parmra, Stoliczka, Cret. S. Ind., V0I. Ill, p. 44* PI- b Flgs..3i, 34; PL XVI, 
Figs. 3,4. 

1693. Corbulapaf»ura,T. Kossmat, Einige KretdeTeratelnerangen vom Gabun (Sitiber. 
^ d. k, Akad. d. Wiss,, Wien, 1893), p 579i 'I'af. I, Fig. 3, a, b, c. 

Of this easily recognized species there was found in the Valudayur beds a small 
example, about 3 mm. long, which agrees with the described type -specimens from 
the lumachelle of Ganidamnngalam (Trichinopoli stage), as well aa withahe 
figured specimen from the upper cretaceous of Oabun/(West Africa) in the peon- 
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Uarly thick form of the shell and the strong concentric folds. The circumstance is 
of special importance that this species, the only one from the upper cretaceous 
of the Gabun, which is to be identified with one already described, passes up into 
the upper senonian in India, for 1 was formerly already of opinion that the fauna 
of the calcareous marl of the Gabun according to its general habit (r/. for example 
Echinohrmut allaniicuh Koss.) belongs rather to the senonian than to the turo* 
nian, a determination of age, which thus now no longer contradicts the fact of the 
occurrence of Corbula panura. 

Locality, \ mile north of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

» 

Tellina PONDICHBRRENSIS, Forbes. PI. IV, Figs. 13, 14, a, h. 

1846. T0lliita'i pondichertemis, Forbes, Trans. Gaol. Soc., London, snd Ser., VI 
p. 143, FI. XVII], Fig, 15. 

Non 1871. Bareda {leanoiia) pondiclurrfnHs, Sudiesba, Cret. S. lod., Vol. Ill, p. iS/, 
PI. IV, Fig. 5; PI. XVh, Fig. 4. 

Of this species, which was described bf Forbes aa TsUina ?, but belongs certainly 
to this genus, I have before me several„rather well preserved examples, which 
are all distinguished by the somewhat long, narrow shape of the shell, similarly 
rounded anterior and posterior margins, as well as the almost straight lower 
margin. The umbones are pointed, placed far forward towards the anterior end; 
the shelHs thin and provided with only fine lines of growth. Baroda pondicher, 

rensis, Stol., from the Utatur stage, which was identified with this species, has 
a thicker shell, stronger lines of growth, and farther shoins fine lines radiating 
from the umbones. 

Locality, { mile north of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Tellina (Arcopagia) forbesiana, n. sp. PI. IX, Fig, 12, a, 6, c. 

The figured left valve of this species, very slightly inflated, has a somewhat long 
form, a narrow anterior, and a broad posterior side, with the umbo placed in the 
middle. The posterior part of the shell flattens towards the broad, rounded 
posterior margin, and shows extremely fine striation, radiating from the umbo and 
producing quite a delicate network of thin lines of growth, which disappear before 
they reach the margin. The dentition is unknown. In the related species, Arco-‘ 
pagia gabunensis, Kossmat^ from the upper cretaceous of the Gabun, the shell is 
posteriorly about the same width as anteriorly, the concentric sculpture consists of 
rmsed lines, closely and regularly placed together, the radiating stri« near the 
posterior margin are more perceptible. Tellina monilifera^ Gabb,® from the 
Martinez group of California is more inflated and has a rather strongly carved 
lower margin as well as a narrow, rounded posterior margin. Among the Indian 
species there is none which would require a close comparison with the described 

species. 
Locality, 1 mile N. N, W. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

1 F. KoMRiat, Sitzuuitsberichtc d. k. Akad. d. Wias, Wien, 1S93, p. 580, Taf. I, Fig. 7, a, e, 
> TaUeontology of California, Vol, I, p. 157, PL XXII, Fig. 134. 
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Trigonoarca GALDRINA, d’Orbigny. PI. IX, Figs. 1-3. 

1847. Area galdrina. d’Orbigny, Voyage de TAstroIabe et de la 2ilie. Paleontologie, 
PI. V, Fig*. 32, 33. 

1871. Trigonoarca galdrina, Stolicika, Cret. S, Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 355, PI. XVIII, Fig*. 2-5. 

As this species, which occurs in numerous examples in the middle horizons of 
the cretaceous of Pondicherri, but also begins to appear isolated in the Valudayur 
beds, is only mentioned by Stoliezka from the Ariyaldr stage of Serdamangalam 
and SripermatiSr, outside this district, whilst examples from Pondicherri are 
figured only in d'Orbign/s rare book, I show a few figures of well preserved ex¬ 
amples on Plate IX, There is nothing to add to Stoliezka’s description. In the 
related species Trigonoarca gamana, Forbes, from Pondicherri (loc, cit., PI. XVI. 
Fig* 3)* space between the posterior margin and the keel which runs downwards 
from the umbo, is simply rounded, and shows neither the strong middle rib nor 
the fine radiating lines which characterize this part of the shell in Trigonoarca 

galdrina. Trigonoarca gamana. Stoliezka (nonForb,), (loc. cit., PI. XX, Figs. 4. 5, 
PI, L, Fig. 7), from the Utatur stage, differs from both the species named by the 
thicker shape, and above all by the posterior side being proportionally much wider 
than the anterior; this must therefore always be treated as a distinct species. 

Locality, Pondicherri district, Valudayur and Trigonoarca beds, 

Plicatula SKPTEMCOSTATA, Forbes. PI. X, Fig. I. 

1846. Plicatula scptem^costata, Forbes, Trans. Geol. Soc., Loudon, ind ser, VIL 
p. 155. PL XVIH, Fig, 4. 

The two valves of the figured example are about oval in outline, irregularly 
lengthened in the region of the umbo; the lower valve is moderately convex, 
the upper somewhat concave near the umbo. Both are covered with strong, raised 
ribs, which bear numerous scaly lamellae, corresponding with the thicker lines of 
growth. On Forbes's example only the latter are to be seen, whilst nothing is to 
be observed of the lamellae upon the ribs, evidently because the upper layer of the 
shell is wanting. (In the oysters from the Valudayur beds the outer rough layer of 

the shell is nearly always lost in developing and only the inner pearly layer 
remains.) 

Locality, I mile W. S. W. of Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. Forbes's example, 
judging from the mode of preservation, came from the Valudayur beds. 

Spondylus lamellosus, n. sp., PI. IX, Fig. lo, a, b. 
This species, related lo Spondylus calcaratus^ Forb., which does not seem to be 

rare in the Trigonoarca beds, is distinguished by a very peculiaf ornamentation. 
The surface of the shell has radiating folds, with numerous close set ribs having 
the same direction as the folds and covering them as well as the furrows between. 
Alternating, strong, concentric lamellae, arise at irregular distances from one 
another, but soon fade away at each end. The outline of the shell is roundish, 
very similar to that of Spondylus calcaratus. but there is no example showing the 
umbonal region. An example of the last-named species, which Stoliezka (loc. cit,, 
PI, XXX, Fig. 7<z) figures, shows also some resemblance in the ornameniation, but 
the ribs are somewhat finer, and instead of the strong lamellae there are only 

irregular concentric folds. 
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Locality, Saidanunp^, i mile west of Raatankupatn, etc., Trigonoarca beds. 

The following species, not previously known from PonJicheni, are only figured 
to show the agreement with forms from the Trichinopoli district:— 

Siliqua Hmniat Stol. (Vol 111, PI. 1, Figs, is, I3), PI. IX, Figs. 4, 5. 
Phartlla ddieatulat Stol. fVol. Ill, PI. I.. Fig. 14), PI. IX, Fig> 8* 
Baroda elidta, Stol. (Vol. III. PK IV, Fig, 16), PI. IX, Fig. 7. 
Cyprtna cristaia^ Stol. iVol. Ill, PL IX, Kig. i), PI. IX, Fig. 9. 
Hippagus amtlinnus, Stol. (Vol. Ill, PI. XIV, Fig. 6), PI IX.Fig.6. 
Spondylus ariyalurensis, Stol. (Vol. Ill, PI. XXXIII, Fig. 5), PL X, Fig. a. 

Terebratula arabilis, Forbes. PI. V, Fig. 4, a f. 
1846. Terebratula arabilte, Forbes, Traos, Geol, Soc., Loodon, snd ser,, Vll, p, 138, 

PI. XVIll, Fig. IS, 

This species has a broad oval shape and pretty regularly inflated valves; th.e 
foramen, which tmncates the umbo of the larger valve, is proportionally small, the 
lateral elevations proceeding from it are pounded. The line of junction of the two 
valves is slightly curved, a single broad^sinus, directed towards the smaller valve, 
is present. The delicately punctured surface of the shell shows extraordinarily 
fine lines of growth. Where this very fine outer layer is flaked off, another layer 
appears, which is distinguished by its silky gloss, and shows in the umbonal 
region fine radiating lines, and instead of the lines of growth is marked by 
very regular concentric bands, which are not in relief but form part of the 
structure of the shell. One sees, namely* with a lens, that each band consists of 
scale like lamellee, lying one upon another, and that the imbrication of the 
scales is opposite in two of the contiguous bands. Consequently those bands 
in which the Imbrication of the lamellae is turned towards the light always show 
a peculiar, silky gloss. This shell structure is not known in Terebratula depressut 
Lam., *var. cyrta^ Walker, which Stoliczka figured from the Utatur group 
(loc. cit, Vol, IV, PI. II, Figs. 7-8) and among whose synonyms he also placed 
Trehratula arabilis ; further the foramen is larger and the elevatitm of the valves 
somewhAl greater, and iSiere are among the lines of growth some developed 
into somewhat rugose thiclse^ngs. 1 consider therefore the two species to be 
different. 

Locality, | mite west of Rautanknpam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Terebratula bipucata, Sowerby. PI. X, Fig. 3, <1, c. 

1873, Te^ehratnla h^Ucatat StoHcxka, CrM. S. India, Vol, IV, Pt I, p. iq, PI. IV, Fig«« 
»—17. 

The present species represented by a single example agrees completely with 
the type which Stolicska has designated var. karapaudimsis (Stol., loc. cit« FI. IV, 
Figs. 5*9; the greatest resemblance is with figure 8). 

Locality, | mile west of Rautankupam (Trigonoarca beds). 

Hemiastbr pullus, Stoliczka. PU X, Fig. 6, a—d. 

1873. Hemiaeier pullust Stolldkn, Cret. S. Ind,, Vol. IV, Pt. Ill, p. i8, PI, II, Figs. S, 9. 

The little species of Hemiasier, from the Ariyaldr stage of Ariyalllr, whidi has 
been recorded and very minutely described, but not very well figured by Sioliczka, 
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does not appear to be rare in the Trigonoarca beds, as ther^ are in Worth's oolieetlon 
six specimens} mostly very well preserved, which agtee remarkably with Stolkzka's 
types. The figured example (the largest among tiie present ones) shows the 
peculiar form of the rather deeply depressed ambulacral zones very distinctly ; Uie 
elevation between the two posterior, short ambulacra is here somewhat more distinct 
than in the smaller specimens (see also Stol., PL 11, Fig. 8, h,)r without, however,, 
developing a sharp ridge, as in HemiatUr eruiaiuit SioL 

Locality, } mile west of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds, ^ 

Hemiaster TAMOLicus, n. sp. PL V, Fig. 5, 

This species shows a tolerably regular oval outline, regularly rounded sider, 
and a proportionally infiated lower side. The part lying behind the subceniral 
(somewhat nearer the posterior side) apex is distinctly higher than the part ia 
front, inclining at first steeply, and overhanging in the region of the anus. The 
whole surface is covered with closely set granules, which are largest near the 
mouth. The ambulacra are depressed to a moderate depth and somewhat narrow. 
The anterior furrow is the longest but disappears before it reaches the periphery; 
the two ambulacral furrows on each side of it diverge from one another at an angle 
of about 90°, are very little curved, broadly club«8haped and show about t6 paira 
of pores. The posterior ambulacra are oval, considerably shorter than all the 
others and separated from each other by a rounded elevation. The ambulacral' 
region is surrounded by a fasciole, which, owing to the considerable length of the 
anterior furrow, appears to be much elongated. The new species is very easily 
distinguished from the one associated with it, Hemmster pullus^ Slol„ by the simple 
oval outline, the slight depth of the ambulacra, and the narrowness of the anterior 
furrow, which does not reach the margin. Among the remaining forms of the 
Indian cretaceous there is none with which this species could be confounded. 

The related species Hemiaster soulieriy Fallot,^ from the senonian beds of 
Dienlefit (France), is proportionally less high, the anterior ambulacra are broader 
and longer. 

Locality, } mile west of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Animal groups other than those above described are only sparingly represented 
in the fauna of Fondicberri. 

Of biyozoa there is only one species (Lunulites, ap.). Corals are very rare, and 
owing to the sandy nature of the matrix, mostly badly preserved; annelids are 
represented by two species, Diirupa longUdmay Forbes, and Serpula fili/ormis, 
Sow., the latter of which (PI. X> Fig. 7) was ateo known in the Ariyaldr stage of 
Karapadi. 

On the other hand, the sandy limestone of the Norinea beds of the uppermos 
division of the cretaceous is completely filled with well preserved foraminifera 
among which the genus Oriitoida (PL 2^ Figs. 8*lo) is particularly striking by itz 
great frequency, As StoUezka was also able 10 prove the existence of this genus 
in the Niniyur beds of Kiniyur, TrichinopoU district {Orbitoidet faujmu 

> Fallot, Terr. crSUcSedanfle Sud«-E«t de is Fraace : Assalei de«. Scieaces Qdologieuas. 
Parii, XVIII, iSSf. p. 2SS, Fl, VIII, Figs, a, 3. 
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Lam.; Stol., Cret. S. Ind.» Vol. IV, Ft. IV, p. 6i, PL XII, Figs. 3-5), this circum¬ 
stance increases the agreement which exists already elsewhere between the two 
groups of beds. Of other sections of foraminifera a few are specially remarkable; 
they seem to indicate the genus Amphistegina (PL V, Figs. 11, ra). 

General List of Pondicherri Fossils. 

The following list comprises, besides the fossils represented in Dr, WartVs 
collection also those described by Forbes, d’Orbigny and Stoliczka. A reference to 
the descriptions and figures of them by the individual authors is, I think, not 
necessary, as they are all easily to be found in the complete list of Stoliczka’s 
Monograph. Species which are not known for certain to Have been found in 
Pondicherri (as, for instance several echtnoderms described by Forbes) are not 
taken into consideration. The arrangement of the Pondicherri cretaceous into 
three different horizons succeeded tolerably well with all the more important 
foFsils, especially in the greater number of species established by Forbes, 
which ! myself had the opportunity 0^ seeing. As to the fossils described by 
Stoliczka, the remarks made by him upon the character of the rock and the 
association of the fossils are in the most cases sufficient to enable the horizon to be 
recognized. D’Orbigny's species, putting aside those found also in more recent 
collections, could not be provided with a definite horizon. In the table of 
foreign localities the description of the species compared could not be cited 
for want of space; I therefore quote here the works in which the most important 
are to be found; others are mentioned in the palaeontological part of this 
paper. 

The following is a list of the principal papers containing descriptions and figures 
of the foreign fossils, mendoned in the following table of the Pondicherri 
cfetaceous'fauna :— 

Europe • • ^ . A. de Les Ammonites de la Craie sup^rieure: 
M^moires pour servir a T explication de la Carte gdo- 

logique d4taill^e de la France. Paris, 1893, 
A. dOrbigny de Pal^ontologie, Paris. 

1853. VoL II., 
„ „ Terrains Cr^tac^s, Pal^ontologie Fran^aise. 

. C. L. Griesbacky Geology of Natal : Quart. Jonrn. 
GeoL Soc., London, XXVII, 1871, p. 60 S. 

• Yokoyamay Verstein. a. d. Japan. Kreide : Palseon- 
tographica, XXXVI, 1890, 

K. YimhOy Kreidg^jjlbrmat. v, Hokkaido: Palaeonto- 
logische Abhandlungeni VI. pt. 3. Jena, 1894. 

• T. F. Whiieavety on the Fossils of the Cretaceous 
Rocks of .Vancouver and adjacent Islands: GeoL 
and Nat. Hist. Surv., Canada. Mesozoic Fossils, 
Vol. II. Montreal, 1879, 

• G. Suinmanny Das Alter and die Fauna der Quiriqui- 
naschichten in Chile: Neues Jahibuch, Beilageband, X. 
Stuttgart, 1895. 

Natal « 

Yesso 

Vancouver . 

Quiriquima Island 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Pl^TE VI. 

Fig, i,—Pachydiscus golUvillensiSy Orb.—a, side view; h, back view; 
sutures from the same specimen; J mile W, of Rautankupam, 

Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig, 2.—Pachydiscus ganesa, Forbes.—a, side view ; b, front view ; c, sutures 

from the same specimen ; | mile N. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 
Fig, j.—Pachydiscus sp, aff. golhviUcnstSj Orb.—a, side view; front view, 

enlarged sutures from the same specimen; J mile N. of 
Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Fig, 4,—Baculiles vagina^ Forbes.—side view ; 5, ventral view; section 
from the same specimen; Rayapudupakam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig, 5.—Nauiilus iamulicus, sp. nov.—Back view of a septum ; Kadaperi- 
kupam ?, Nerinea beds. 

Fig. 6,—Nautilus iamulicus ; sp. nov,—Section ; Saidarampet, Nerinea beds. 
Fig, 7.—Belemnites sp, Bekmnites fibula, Forbes).—a, side view; sec¬ 

tion ; I mile N, N. W. of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig, S.'^PugncUus' uncatiis, Forbes.—Back view of a cast;j mile W. of 

Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Plate VII. 

Fig, i.—Nautilus tamulicuSf sp. nov.—Side view; Saidarampet, Nerinea 
beds. 

Fig, 2,— Volutilithcs muricata, Forbes.—Front view; mile W, of Rautan¬ 
kupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig. g,~^Gosavia indica, Stoliczka.—a, front view ; b, back view; J mile N. N, 
E. of Rautankupam, Valudayur beds. 

Fig. 4,—Eupiycha larvaia, Stoliczka.—a, front view; 3, back view; Raya¬ 
pudupakam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig, 5.—Cerithium karasurense, sp. nov.—c, front view ; 3, back view of the 
last whorl; Karasur, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig. 6,—Cerithium cf. karasurense, sp, nov.—a, back view ; b, section of 
another specimen; Saidarampet, Nerinea beds. 

Fig. 7.—Nerinea sp,—Section of a whorl; rj mile S. S. E, of Valudayur, 
Nerinea beds. 

Plate VIIL 

Fig, I,—Nerinea sp,—Front view, natural size; ij mile S, S. E. of Valudayur, 
Nerinea beds. 

Fig, a.—'Trichatropis aff. konnicki, Muller.—a, back view ; b, front view ; 
J mile W. S. W. of Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig. j.—Turrilella wartki, sp. nov.—a, back view enlarged ; b, fragment from 
the same locality ; ^ mile N. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Fig, 4,—Trochus arcoiensis, Forbes.—a, top ; 3, basal; c, side view; N, N, 
W. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 
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5*—7einostoma crefaceum, Oth.—basal; r, side view; ^ mile 
N. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Fig. 6.-^Bullina crctacea. Orb.—di, front view ; 5, back view; J mile N. of 

Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 
Fig. f.^BuUina sp.^a, front view; back view ; i mile N. N. W, of Tutipet 

Valudayur beds. 
Fig. S.^Dentalium crassulum, Stol.—side view ; 3, section ; 1 mile N. N. 

W. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 
Fig. p.—Pholadomya lucerna, Forbes.—Side view; J mile W. S, W. of 

Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig lo.^PJioladomya lucerna, Forbes.—a, side view; 3, umbonal view; 1 mile 

S. S. E. of Pulichapalaam, lower Valudayur beds. 

Plate IX. 

Fig^ I .'^Trigonoarca galdrina^ O^.—u, side view ; inner view ; 1 mile 
N. N. W. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Fig. 2.—Trigonoarca galdrina. Orb.—Side view ; J|mile W. S. W. of Tutipet, 

Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig. j.—Trigonoarca galdrina, Orb.^a, side view; b, inner view; i mile N. 

of Saidarampet, Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig. 4.^Siligua lima/a, Sxo\.—Side view; i mile E. S. E. of Pulichapalam, 

lower Valudayur beds. 
Fig. j.—Siliqua limatat Stol.—Side view ; ^ mile N. of Tutipet, Valudayur 

beds. 
Fig. 6,—Hippagus irmilianus^ Stol,—a, side view ; front view of a cast; 

^ mile W, of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

^^g- 7-—Baroda cliciia^ Stol.—Side view; i mile E. S. E. of Pulichapalaam, 
lower Valudayur beds. 

Fig. 8.~PkarcUa delicatula, Stol.—Side view ; J miles S. E. of Wottai, Valu¬ 
dayur beds. 

Fig. p.—Cyprina crisiata, Sxo\.—Side view; J mile W. of Rautankupam, 
Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig. io.--^SpOftdylus iameVosus.%^. novt—a, side view; back view; Saida¬ 
rampet ?, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig. II.—Corhula parsura^ Stol.—a, side view; umbonal view; | mile N, 
of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Fig. 12.—Tellina forhesiana^ nov.—side view; umbonal region, en¬ 
larged ; r, umbonal view; i mile N. N. W, of Tutipet, Valudayur 
beds. 

Fig. 13.—Tellina pondicherrensis^ Forbes.—Side view; ^ mile N. of Tutipet, 
Valudayur beds. 

Fig. i4.^Tellina pondicherrensis^Yoittz.—a, side view; umbonal view; ^ 
mile N. of Tutipet, Valudayur beds. 

Plate X. 

Fig. Forbes.—u, lower valve ; 3, upper valve; J 
mile W. S. W, of Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. 
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Fig^ z.^Spondylus ariyalurensis, StoL—a, side view; A, back view; J mile 
W. S. W. of Tutipet, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig, j.—Terehraiula hjplicaia, Sow.—a, different views; \ mile W. of 
Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 

Fig, 4.—Terehraiula atabiliSy Forbes.—a, h, r, d, different views; <?, part of the 
test enlargedsection through the test enlarged; } mile W. of 

Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 
Fig. 5.—Hemiasicr tainulicus, n, sp,— h, c, dy four views of a perfect specimen 

natural size ; J mile W. of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 
lig, 6.—Hemiasler pullus, Stol.—<7, b, c, d, four views of a perfect specimen; 

J mile W. of Rautankupam, Trigonoarca beds. 
j^^^Scrpula filiformisy Sow.—Natural size ; J mile N. W. of Tutipet, 

Valudayur beds. 
Fig^ S,— Orhitoides sp.—Vertical (median) section; Saidarampet, Nerinea 

beds. 
Fig. g.—Orhitoides sp.—Vertical section; i J mile S.S.E. of Valudayur, Nerinea 

beds. 
Fig. lo.^Orhitoidcs sp.—Horizontal (median) section; \{ mile S.S.E Of 

Valudayur, Nerinea beds. 
Figs, lit —Amphistt'gina sp. ?—Vertical and horizontal section of different 

specimens; 1} mile S. S. E. of Valudayur, Nerinea beds. 

Notes from the Geological Survey of India. 

The occurrence of two minerals, previously unknown in India, may be recorded. 
AluminiU from the Sail Range.—The first of these, aluminite, occurs in veins 

in the shale underlying the coal seam at Chittidand in the Salt Range and was 

collected by Dr. Warth in 1886. It has a chalky appearance, but under the micro¬ 
scope is seen to consist of small monocHnic crystals. TiiC baidness is between 
degrees i and 2 of Moh*s scale, and the sp. gr. is 1707, being rather high on 
account of Small quantities of admixed iron. A portion of the mineral, freed as 

much as possible from iron, was analysed by Mi. Hayden and found to have the 

following composition 

Al, 0, • • • • • • i • 30*08 per cent. 
SO, • • • • • e . 23-63 „ 
H,0 • ■ • • • • • • 4^'44 n 
CaO • • e • < • • trace. 
ZiO • • # * • • •» 
Fe, 0, # • • • • • • • tt 

100*15 

hus indicating the formula A1903, SOg, O. 

AUaitefrom Upper Burma^—The occurrence of altaite in the Choukpazat gold 
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mine* Wuntho, Upper Burma, is of greater interest, as it is the first recorded occur¬ 
rence of a tclluride in India. Found as small specks in quartz associated with free 
gold and auriferous pyrites, it was first identified by Professor H. Louis,i and an 
analysis subsequently made in the laboratory of the Geological Survey confirmed 
the identification. 

Petroleum in Upper -The survey of the Yenangyat oilfield has shown 
that besides the exposure of pliocene beds, already being exploited, at Yenangyat 
there are two other exposures along the same anticlinal which may be regarded as 
future oilfields. One of these lies south of the Irawadi, to the south of Singu, in 
block 58N of the Yenangyoung oilfields survey. The other lies to the north of 
Yenangyat and extends from the north part of block 4 of the Yenangyat oilfields 
survey to about 6 miles north of the limit of this survey. This exposure is larger 
and beds of miocene age (Prome stage) crop out along the axis of the anticlinal, 
the first oil sand of the Yenangyat borings being exposed at the surface. At one 
place the hill is reported to have been on fi^ last year, the flames being about 3 
feet high. 

Mud-Volcano in Tippcrah.—On 17th March some specimens of mud were re¬ 
ceived through the Director of Land Records and Agriculture, Bengal, from Mr. 
F. G. Gumming, Settlement Officer of Chakla Roshnabad, said to have been taken 
from ** a place on the borders of the District of Tipperah, where there is at present 
a liny volcanic eruption/' In the same letter it is stated that the villagers said that 

about thirty years ago there was a similar n^mfestation ; and that a mound was 
made over the spot. All that is now visible is a name about 6 inches high issuing 
from a hole in the centre of this mound, which is about five feet above the surround, 
ing lands, which are rice fields but quite close to the frontier hills.'* 

The dried mud sent with this letter was of the same type as that thrown out by 
the mud-volcanoes of Arracan and Minbii, and Mr. Cumming’s account left no room 
for doubt that he had discovered a small mud-volcano or salse in a previously un¬ 
recorded locality. In reply to an enquiry for more precise information as to the 
site, Mr. Gumming reports that it is in the cenire of cultivated land at the foot of 
the Tipperah hills on the eastern boundary of Tipperah district, and 16 miles due 
north of the sadar station Comilla. The site of the little eruption is in a village 
called Ballabpur, and is, as far as I can calculate, in 91° 15* 30’ east longitude and 
23® 40' 30' north latitude. This village is not marked on the four miles to the inch 
district map of Tipperah, but the adjoining village Plorepur is/' 

* Trans. Fed* Inst. Min. Eng., XII, 513, (1897). 
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DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

Krom 1ST February t^o 30TH Aprib 189?. 

Three small pieces of a meteorite that fell at Nawapali, Sambalpur district^ Central 
Provinces, on the 6th June 1890* at 6 p.m. 

Sent by the Commissioner of Settlements and Agriculture, Central 
Provinces, Nagpur. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From ist January to 3ist March 1897. 

TitUi of Booht^ Domrs, 

Becker, G. F,—Some queries dn rock differentiation. 8° Pam,, New Haven, 1897. 
The Author. 

Bronn, H, G.^Klassen und Ordnungen des Their—Reichs. Band III, lief. 24—25 ; 
Supplement Band IV, lief, i—4^nd Band VI, Abth. V, lief. 45—46. 
8° Leip2ig, 1896. 

Draghicdnu, Math, Les Trcmblements de Terre de la Roumanie et des Pays 
Environnants. 8® Buctiresci, 1896. The Author. 

Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, with the Isle of 
Man, for 1895. Fisc., London, 1896. Government of India. 

Norwegian-North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78. Vol. XXIII ; Zoology, Tunicata : 
Synascidisc, by H. Huitfeldt—Kaas ; Ascidiae Simplices and Ascidis 
Compositae by Kristine Bonneviej A list of Norwegian Ascidiae Sim¬ 
plices by Johan Kiaer ; On gemmation in Distaplia Magnilarva and 
Pyrosoma Elegans by Kristine Bonnevie; and Germ-layer studies 
based upon the development of Ascidians by Johan Hjort. 4° 
Christiana, i80. The Committee. 

O’Riley, Report on the Mineral Resources of the Martaban District. Fisc., Calcutta, 
1865. Government of India. 

Rough conspectus of the tracts in which minerals are believed to exist in Burma, with 
12 Maps. Fisc., Rangoon, 1895. Government of India. 

Second Annual General Report upon the Mineral Industry of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland for the year 1895. By C. Le Neve Foster. 
Fisc., London, 1896. Secretary of State For India. 

Stephanescu, 5.—Carle Geologique de la Roumanie publifee par Mathi M. Draghic^nu. 
8° Pam., Bucuresci, 1891. The Geological Bureau. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, etc. 

American Geologist. Vol. XVIII, No. 6 to Vol. XIX, Nos, 1—2. 8® Minneapolis, 
1896-1897. 

„ Journal of Science. Series 4, Vol III, Nos. 13—15. 8° New Haven, 1897. 
The Editor. 

„ Naturalist. Vol. XXX, No. 360 to Vol. XXXI, Nos. 361—363. 8° Phila¬ 
delphia, 1896-1897. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band LX, heft. 1—2, 8® Leipzig, 1897. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. XIX, Nos. 109—111. 8° London, 

1896-1897. 

II 
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Athenaeum. Nos. 3608—3620. 4° London, 1896-1897. 
Beiblattcr zu den Annalen der Physik imd Chemie, Band XX> Nos. 11—12, and XXIf 

Nos. 1—2. 8° Leipzig, 1896-1897. 
Chemical News. Vol. LXXlV, No. 1934 to Vol. LXXV, No. 1946. 8® London, 

1896-1897. 
Colliery Guardian. Vol. LXXII, No. 1877 to Vol. LXXlIf, No. 1889. Fol., London, 

1896-1897. 
Geological Magazine. New series. Decade IV, Vol. IV, Nos. I;“3* London, 

1897. 
Indian and Eastern Engineer, Vol. XXVIII, Nos. 507 — 5x9. Folio, Calcutta, 1897. 

The Editor. 

Industries and Iron. Vol. XXI, No. 1249 to Vol. XXII, No. 1261. 4*^ London, 
1896-1897. 

Journal of Geology, Vols. IV, Nos. 7—8, and V, No. i. 4® Chicago, 1896-1897. 
London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine. Vol. XLIII, Nos. 260—262. 

8° London, 1896-1897. 
Mineralogical Magazine. Vol. XI, No. 51. 8° London, 1896. 
Mining Journal. Vol. LXVI, No. 3199 to Vol, LXVII, No. 3211. Folio, London, 

1896-1897. 
Natural Science. Vol. X, Nos. 59—61. 8® London, 1896-1897. 
Nature. Vol. LV, Nos. 1416—1428. 4® London, 1890-1F97. 
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologic und Palaeonlologie. Jahrg. 1896, Band II, 

heft 1—3, and Jahrg. 1897, Band I, heft 1. 8° Stuttgart, 1896-1897. 
„ „ Beilage-Band XI, heft i. 8® Stuttgart, 1897. 

Petermann's Geographische Mitiheilungcn. Band XLIl, No, 12 to Band {XLIII, 
Nos. 1-2. 4° Gotha, 1896-1897. The Editor. 

Scientific American. Vol, LXXV, Nos. 23—26, and Vol, LXXVI, Nos. 1—9. Fol., 
New York, i896*i897. 

„ „ Supplement. Vol. XLII, No, 1092 to Vol. XLIII, No, 1104. 
Fol., New York, 1896-1897. 

Tschermak’s Mineralogische und Petrographische Mittheilungen. Vol. XVI, heft 
5—6. 8® Wien, i8()t>*i897. 

Zeitschrift der Gest IUchaft fCir Erdkunde zu Berlin, Band XXXI, heft 5—6, 8*^ 
Berlin, 1K96. 

„ fur Krystallographie und Mineralogie. Band XXVII, heft 5—6, 8® Leipzig, 
1896*1^97. 

fur Praktische Geologic. Heft 12 (1896) and heft 1—2 (1897). 4® Berlin 

1896-1?97- 
Zoological Record. Vol. XXXII, 1895. 8® London, 1896. The Society. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS. REPORTS, etc. 

Assam.*—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for 1895-96. Fisc,. 
Shillong, 1896. Chief Comhissionbr, Assam. 

Bengal.—Report on the Administration of Bengali i895-96i Flsc-i Calcutta, 1896. 
Bengal Gotbrnment. 
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Bombat*—Magnetical and Meteorological observations made at the Government Obser¬ 
vatory, Bombay, 1895. Plac., Bombay, 1896. 

Bombay Government. 

„ Report on the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1895-96. Fire., 
Bombay, 1896. Bombay Government. 

„ Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government. Mew series, 
Nos, 354—355. Fisc., Bombay, 1897. Bombay Government. 

Burma.—Report on the Administration of Burma during 1895-96, Fisc., Rangoon, 
1896. Chief Commissioner, Burma. 

Central Provinces.—Report on the Administration of the Central Provinces for 
1895-96. Fisc., Nagpur, 1897. 

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces. 

CooRO.—Report on the Administration of Coorg for 1895-96. Fisc., Bangalore, 1896. 
Chief Commissioner, Cooro. 

Hyderabad.—Report on the Administration of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts, 
1895-96. Fisc., Hyderabad, 1896. 

Resident, Hyderabad. 

India.—Administration Report on the Railways in India for 1895-96. Part 2. Flsc.> 
Calcutta, 1896. Government op India. 

„ Agricultural Ledger, Nos. 22 and 24 O895); 23 and 30—41 (1896). S'* Calcutta, 
1896, Government of India. 

„ Indian Meteorological Memoirs. Vol. Vll, No. 6; Vlll, No. 3; and IX, 
Nos. 8—9. 4° Simla and Calcutta, iB96«i897. 

Meteorological Rbforter to the Government op India. 

„ India Weather Review. Annual Summary, 1895. 4® Calcutta, 1896. 
Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India. 

„ Monthly Weather Review, June to October 1896. 4® Calcutta, 1896. 
Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India. 

,, List of Officers in the Survey and other Scientific and Minor Departments, 
subordinate to the Government of India in the Department of Revenue 
and Agriculture, corrected to ist January 1897. 8® Calcutta, 1897. 

Government of India. 

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department. 
No, 341. Fisc., Calcutta, 1896. Government op India. 

Madras.—Report on the Administration of Madras Presidency, 1895-96. Fisc., Madras, 
1896. Madras Government. 

Punjab.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies fpr 1895-96* 
Fisc., Lahore, 1896. 

Punjab Government. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, etc., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, etc, 

Adelaide,—Reports on the Arltunga Gold Field and Hart’s Range, North-West of 
Alice springs and of the Frew River Country. By H. Y. L, Brown j 
also contributions to the Palaeontology of South Australia. By R. 

Etheridge, Jr. Fisc., Adelaide, 1897. 
Geological Survey, South Australia. 
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Titles of Books. Domots* 

Adblaide*—Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia^ Vot. XX» part a. 
8^ Adelaidei 1896. The Society. 

Baltimore.—Johns Hopkins University Circulars. Vol. XVI, Nos 127-28. 4" 
Baltimore, 1896. The University. 

Berlin.—Sitzungsberichte der Konig. Preuss. AUad. der Wissenschaften. Nos. 40—53. 
8° Berlin, 1896. The Academy- 

Verhandlungen der Gesellsohaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin. Vol. XXIll, Nos. 
9-10, 8° Berlin, 1896. 

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XLVIIl, heft 3. 
8® Berlin, 1897. The Society. 

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society. Vol. X, No. 4. 8^ Bombay, 
1897. The Society. 

Budapest.—Termeszetrajzi Fiizetek. Vol. XX, Nos. 1-2. 8® Budapest, 1897. 
Hung. Nat. Museum. 

Buenos Aires-—Boletin de la Accademia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba. Tome 
XV, No. I. 8° Buenos Aires, 1896. The Academy. 

Calcutta,—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol. LXV, parti, No. 3, and 
part 3. No. I. 8® Calcutta, 1897. The Society. 

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos, VII—IX. 8° Calcutta, 
1896. The Society. 

List of officers of the Geological Survey of India, corrected to ist January, 
1897. 8® Calcutta, 1897. Geological Survey of India. 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Vols. XXV—XXVI. 8° 
Calcutta, 1896. The Survey. 

Records of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XXX, part i. 8° Calcutta. 
1897. The Survey. 

Report on the inspection of Coal Mines in the Sor Range of Hills, near 
Quetta, By James Grundy. Fisc., Calcutta, 1897. 

Geological Survey op India. 

Report on the inspection of the Dandot and Pidh Mines, Salt Range, 
near Khewrah, Jhelum district, Punjab. By James Grundy. Fisc., 
Calcutta, 1896. Geological Survey of India. 

Proceedings and Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of 
India, Vol. X. 8“ Calcutta, 1896. The Society. 

Survey of India Department Notes foe December 189610 February 1897. 
Fisc., Calcutta, 1896-1B97. Survey op India Department. 

University of Calcutta. Calendar for 1897. 8® Calcutta, 1897. 
The University. 

Cambridge.—Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. Vol. IX, part 4. 
8* Cambridge, 1897. . The Society. 

„ Mass.—Annual Report of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology for 1895-96. 8® Cambridge, Mass., 1896. The Museum- 

„ „ Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XXVIII, 
Nos, 2-3, and XXX, Nos. a-3. 8® Cambridge, Mass., 1896. 

The Museum. 

Eoinburqh.—Scottish Geographical Magazine. Index to Vol. XIl; and Vol. XIII, 
Nos. 1-3. 8° Edinburgh, 1896-1897. The Society. 

•» 
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TiiUi of Boohu Donors* 

FRAKK.PURT-AH«MAiN«-^Abhandlungen der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden 
Gesellschait Band XXIII, heft i-3. 4* Frankfurt-am-Main, 1897. 

Glasgow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow. Vol. XXVll. 8* 
Glasgow, 1896. The Society. 

Gottimoen.—Nachrichten von der Kgl. Gesells. der Wissenschaften. Mathe.—Phys. 
Klasse. Heft 3-4. Ge8ch.-~Mittheilungen. Heft 2. 8* Gottingen, 
1896. The Society. 

Halifax.—Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Science. 2nd 
series, Vol. 1, parts 3*4. 8° Halifax, 1896. The Institute. 

Leipzig.—Abhandlungen der Mathe.—Phys. classederK. S&chs. Gesells. der Wis¬ 
senschaften, Band XXIII, Nos. 4—5. S'* Leipzig, 1896. 

The Society. 

„ Berichte uber die Verhandlungen der Kon. SSchs. Gesellschaft der Wis¬ 
senschaften. Math.—Phys. Classe. No. 4,1896. 8° Leipzig, 1897, 

? The Society. 

Festschrift zur 50 jahrigen Jabelfeicr der K. Sachs. Gesells. der Wissen¬ 
schaften. 8“ Leipzig, 1896. The Society. 

Lisbon.—Description des Echinodermes Tertiaires du Portugal. Par P. De Loriol. 4° 

Lisbonne, 1896. 

Direction des Travaux Geolooiques dv Portugal. 

London.—Geographical Journal. Vol. IX, Nos. 1-3. 8° London, 1897. 

The Society. 

„ Journal of the Chemical Society. Vols. LXIX and LXX, Nos. 409-41 o. 
8° London, 1896-1897. 

journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XLV, Nos. 2300—2312. 8* London. 
1896-1897. Jug Society, 

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. LI II. part i. 8" London, 
1897. 

»» n General Index to the first 50 Volumes. Part I. 8° 
London, 1897. 

Geological literature added to the Geological Society's Library during 
the year ended 31st December 1896. 8° London, 1897. 

The Society^ 

Madrid.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid. Tomo XXXVIII, Nos. 

7*"12. 8 Madridj 1896. The Society. 

Manchester.—Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophi¬ 
cal Society. Vol. XLI, part 2. The Society. 

Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol XXV, parts 
1-2. 8° Manchester, 1897. The Society, 

Melbourne.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria. New series, Vol. VIII 
8" Melbourne, 1897. The Society! 

MuNiCH.-SiUungsberichte der Math.—Phys. Classe der K. B. Akad. der Wissen¬ 
schaften. Heft 3 (1896). 8® MQnchen, 1897. 

The Academy. 

Naples.—Rendiconto dell'Accademia delle.Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche. Serie HI. 
Vol. II, fasc. 11-12 : and^III, fasc. 1. 8° Napoli, 1896-1897. 

The Academy. 
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NEWcASTtB-UPON-TYNB.“Transactions of the Federated Institution of Mining En* 
gineers, Vol. XII, Nos. i—2» 8* Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1896-1897. 

Oxford,—Catalogue of Books added to the Radcliffe Library,, Oxford University 
Museum, during 1896, 4® Oxford, 1897. The Museum. 

Paris.—Bulletin dela Soci£tdde Geographie. Serie 7“*, Tome XVIl, No. 3. 8* Paris, 
1896. The Society. 

„ Comptes Hendus des Seances de la Soci^t4 de Geographie. Nos. 15—19 (1896), 
and Nos. 1—3 (1897). 8® Paris, 1896-1897. The Society. 

„ Bulletin de la Societd Fran9aise de Mineralogie. Tome XIX, Nos. 7-8. 8* 
Paris, 1896. 

Philadelphia.—journal of the Franklin Institute. Vol. CXLII, Nos. 852-854. 8® 

Philadelphia, 1896. The Institute. 

Pisa.—Atti della Socleta Toscana di Scienzi Natural! Process! Verbali, Vol. X, 
pp. X21—200. 8° Pisa, 1896. The Society. 

Rome,—Alti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei Rendiconti. Serie V, Sems. II, 
Vol. V, fasc. II-I2, and Sems. 1, Vol. VI, fasc. i—4. 8® Roma, 
1896-1897. The Academy. 

„ Bolletino della Societa Geologica Italiana. Vol, XV, No. 3. 8® Roma, 1896. 
The Society. 

Springfield.—Bulletin of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History. No. 12. 4® 

Springfield, 1897. Museum. 

St. Petersboro.—Bulletin de L’Academic Imperial des Sciences. Serie V, Tome VI, 
No. I. 8® St, Pelersbourg, 1897, The Academy. 

,1 Verhandlungen der Russ. Kaiserlicben Mineralogischen Gcselschaft. 
Band XXXIII, lief. 2. and XXXIV, lief* i. 8° St. Petersbourg, 
1897. The Society. 

Sydney,—History and description of the skeleton of a new Sperm Whale lately set up 
in the Australian Museum. 8*^ Sydney, 1890. The Museum. 

» Memoirs of the Australian Museum, Vols, II and III, parts 1-2. 8® Sydney, 
18S9-1897. The Museum. 

■, Records of the Australian Museum. Vol. Ilf, No. i. 8“ Sydney, 1897. 
Tub Museum. 

$$ Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. Vol. XXI, part 3. 
. 8° Sydney, 1896. The Society. 

>, Records of the Geological Survey of New South Wales. Vol. V, part 2. 
8" Sydney, 1897, The Survey. 

foKio.—Journal, College of Science, Imperial University, Japan. Vol. IX, part 2. 
8® Tokyo, 1897. The University. 

ruRiN.—Memorie della,Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino, and series. Tome 
XLVL 4® Torino, 1896. The Academy. 

VRNici.—Atti del R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettre ed Arti. Serie VH, Tomo LV, 
disp. 1-3. 8® Venezia, x896-i897. The Institute. 

ViBNNA.wDenkschriften der K. Akad. der Wissenchaften. Mathe.—Natur. Classe. 
Band LXll. 4® Wien, 1895. The Academy. 
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Ttils$ of Books* OonoTs* 
ViENNA.'^Sitzungsberichte der K. Akad. der Wissenchaften. 

J ■ Abth. I, heft I-IO. 
\ 1 •» Ha, t9 x-io. 

Band Civj 1 .. Ilb, P> l-lo. 
( . „ III. it I-IO. 

8° Wien, 1895, Thib Academy* 

M Verhandiungen der K. K. Geologischen Relchsanstalt. Nos. 13-18. 8® Wien, 
1896. The Institute* 

MAPS, 

Berlin.—Carte Geologique Internationale de I’Europe. l-ivr. II, containing sheets 
Nos. A5, A6, B5, B6, and C&r Folio, Berlin, 1896, 

Royal Society, London, 

Bucharest.—Harta Geologica Generala A Roumanie, Sheets Nos. 36, 37, 40 and 41. 

Fol, Bucuresci, T The Geological Bureau. 

G. I. C. P. 0»—No. 40 D. G. Survey.—37-5-97.—6ao. 
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Note on Flow-structure tfw Igneous dyke, ThomaS H, HOLLAND, 

A.R.C.S., F.G.S,, Officiating Superintendent^ Geological Survey of 

India (with plate XI), ^ 

Amongst the many striking proofs of the igneous nature of the dykes of ** mica- 
irap” occurring so abundantly in the coalfields of Bengal, two specimens collected 
by Dr. Saise and myself in the Laikdih Colliery, near Barakar, and now preserved 
in !he Geological Museum, Calcutta (Nos. 10-50 and 10-47), illustrate in an 
unusual and interesting manner the condition of the rock at the time of its intrusion. 

The first specimen (No. 10-50) is a portion of a dyke with fringes of columnar 
coke on either side. The width of the dyke is only 8 inches, and, when found, the 
columnar coke extended 7 inches outwards on either side, passing into the normal 
coal of the bed through which the dyke was intruded. The rock is a variety of a 
mica-peridotite which, as 1 have shown in a previous note, is remarkable for the 

lirge amount of apatite it contains.^ At the selvages of this narrow dyke the rock 
is seen to be perfectly compact, whilst towards the central portions the disposition 

of the biotite flakes in waves shows the direction in which the current was flowing 
just before the molten material consolidated, the viscous mass continuing to move 
slowly forward in the central portions of the dyke after the crystallization of much 
of the biotite and after the consolidation of the selvages (plate XI, fig. 1). The 
second specimen from the same locality (No. 10-47) shows a cross section of a pipe 
of mica-peridolile in coke only 2 inches in diameter, displaying the concentric 
arrangement of the mica flakes parallel to the edges of the circular hole through 

which the molten matter passed (plate XI, fig, 2). 
Considering the number and size of the great intrusive sheets of this remarkable 

rock, and the narrowness of the dykes, which has been remarked in all the coalfields 
in which the rock occurs, veritable streams of molten material must have flowed 
along the narrow dyke fissures from below to form such extensive sheets as that 
v/hich caps the coal scam at Laikdih. It is an interesting circumstance to find this 

inference so strikingly confirmed by such specimens of “ fossilized ” subterranean 
streams, which exhibit the usual character of streams, namely, greater freedom of 
movement in the centre. 

I have, in the paper quoted,^ referred to other evidences pointing to the high 

temperature and mobile condition in which this rock must have been at the time of 

^ Geol, Sttrv, XXVII, 129(1894). 
* 3Rec. Gtul Surv, /nd,, XXVII. 
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its intrusion, and it naturally follows that such a mobile condition of intrusion is 
consistent with the narrowness of the dykes compared with the great extent of the 
sheets and laccolUic reservoirs which have been supplied with molten material through 

the narrow dyke fissures. 

Additional note on the Olivine-norite dykes at Coonoor, Nilgiri Hills. 

By Thomas H. Holland, A.R.C,S,, F.G.S., Officiating Superin¬ 

tendent^ Geological Survey of India (with plate Xli). 

I.—INTRODUCTION. 

1. In a paper on the basic dykes of Southern India reference was made to the 
interesting variations in grain exhibited by the dykes near Coonoor.^ Since the 
publication of that paper opportunity has occurred for examining with greater 

precision the general conclusions then stated with regard to the passage of the 

well crystallized types, in the larger dykes, into the forms with a vitreous matrix, at 
the selvages and in the thin veins which ramify amongst the “ pyroxene-granu- 

lites*’ into which the trap dykes are intruded. 

IL—GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERS. 

2. The dykes which have been examined at Coonoor vary in thickness from ten 

feet to one tenth of an inch. The widest dykes are well exposed in the cutting 
made for the new ghdt road to Mettapalaiyara, whilst a large number, varying from 

two feet in thickness to thin films, are beautifully displayed on the well washed 

masses of rock forming the bed of the Coonoor river, immediately below the bridge. 

The rocks into which the dykes have intruded are varieties of the peculiar 
hypersthene-bearing “ pyroxene-granulites," which are such prominent constituents 
of the main mountain masses of the Madras Presidency. At Coonoor these rocks 
are well foliated and generally contain large quantities of blue quartz and garnet 

(Nos. 9'307, 10*669 11*362). They include bands of large lenticular masses of 

pyroxene-felspar rocks, generally with biotite (Nos. 9*302, 9*303 and 11*363), through 
which the dykes pass, as well as through the ordinary pyroxene-granulite in which 

these lenticies occur. The strike of the foliation of the pyroxene-granulites is 

east-north-east and west-south-west, whilst the dykes run north-north-west and south- 

south-east, or at right angles to the foliation planes. The foliation of the pyrox¬ 
ene-granulites was evidently completed before the intrusion of the dykes; but 

since the infilling of the fissures now occupied by the “ traps," small movements 

have occurred along the same direction, as shown by the shearing of one of the 

narrow dykes. The phenomena of chilled selvages, such as are described below, 

show that the pyroxene-granulites had previously consolidated and were compar¬ 

atively cold at the time of the intrusion of the trap. 

1 Rec, (rtfp/. Surv, Jnd,, XXX, 25 ^i897)« 
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Olivine. 

III.-PETROLOGICAL CHARACTERS. 

3« ^6 htcks, ifirfxich sho^ the Variation^ in ^tructnte described belbw, belon|f, tis 
stiitt^d ih tbe paper already mentioned, to the group of olivine-norites, kbd iizhibit 
Invariably the folloving approximate order of coAsolidatioO of ibeir es&ential con- 
slittiehtif 

(1) Olivine and iron ores. 
(2) ^nstatiie. 
(3) Augite. 

(4) Plagioclase. ' 

4. The olivines are remarkable for their smoky-brown colours vhen their inclu¬ 

sions are apparently of ultra-microscopic dimensions, and 
for their grey colour when the dusty inclusions are suffi¬ 

ciently large for individual recognition with the higher powers. These inclusions are 
arranged in parallel lines, and are almo^ certainly the representatives on a very 
minute scale of the dendritic inclusions recognised in members of this group 
collected in other parts of the Madras Presidency.^ Another peculiarity, well- 
displayed by the olivines of the Coonoor dykes, is their ragged outline ttod en¬ 
veloping zone of stumpy colourless enstatite crystals forming glomero-porphyritic 
groups. Tbe irregular outline of each olivine is probably due to the fact that tbe 
crystallization of the enslalites commenced in its immediate precincts, before the 
complete crystallization of the former mineral. 

5, In view of the known fact that a crystal exerts an influence on the magma in 

Crystalliiation "courts ” immediate neighbourhood, the occurrence of these zones 
of enstatite round the olivines, forming glomero-porphy¬ 

ritic groups in the hemicrystailine vvieties of the olivine-norites, is a feature of 
very great mineralogical interest. The sphere,” '* court,” or, to use an expres¬ 
sive Anglo Indian term,''compound," around a crystal {der Hof des Krysialles) 

can, as shown by 0. Lehmann,® be strikingly illustrated experimentally in cobalt- 
chloride solutions. Crystals of hydrated cobalt chloride (2CoCl,.i2H,0) are 
rose-xedin colour, whilst the anhydrous salt (CoCl,) is blue. A solution of 
cobalt chloride at the ordinary temperature is rose-red in colour; but on warming, 
the colour changes to blue, presumably on account of the dissociation of the 
hydrate. The temperature at which this change takes place depends on the 
concentration of the solution; that is to say, the blue solution would become pink if 
tbe solution were diluted, without change of temperature. Now, when a crystal of 
cobalt chloride, growing in a blue solution, is watched under the microscope, it is 
seen to be surrounded by a pink zone, which is evidently due to the fact that the 

crystal, having drawn material from the zone immediately around it, has left that 
zone relatively more dilute than the rest of the solution, and the cobalt chloride 
remaining m that zone (that is, within the court ” of the crystal) ■ exbts in the 

more hydrated form. 
Tbe case of the olivine crystals growing in a basic magma is strictly 

aaalbgotis to that of the cobalt chloride. An olivine forms in a basic molten 
magma when the tempexatore is sufficiently reduced to allow of the formation of 
the “ molecular compoundrepresented by the formula 3(Fe,Mg) O.SiO,« The 

1 C/, Uc. eii; p. 94- 
s ZtiUckft/ur KryiUt 1i 99* 
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Iron ores. 

removal of this basic molecular compound from the magma in the immediate 
vicinity of the grovring olivine crystal mast result in the production of a zone 
in which there is a relatively smaller quantity of the bases magnesia and iron» a 
more siliceous, more acid, or more dilute zone, and out of this more acid zone we 
have the higher silicate crystallized as a rim of enstatite crystals, whose composU 
tion is represented by the formula 2(Fe,MgJ0.2Si0, ; that is, a molecular 
compound containing twice as much silica as the olivine. The relation which the 
divine bears to the enstatite is therefore precisely similar to tha;t which the blue 
crystals of cobalt chloride bear to the pink, more hydrated, form which exists in 
the surrounding zones, or “ courts,'* of the crystals. 

6. The iron ora form a considerable proportion of the rocks. Besides the 
magnetite and titaniferous ore, a considerable proportion of 
the iron exists as pyrites. In the coarser grained rocks 

they form distinct granules with cubic outlines (11*350 and ii'ssi), which are 
noticeably smaller in the narrower dykes (11*356 and ii'353), existing as mere 
dust near the selvages of veins up to 3 or 4 inches in thickness (11*352) and oc« 
curring in particles of ultra-microscopic dimensions, diminishing the translucency 
of the ^ssy matrix of the minutest veins (11*352). In the last mentioned varieties 
of the rock the removal of the dust from the matrix immediately surrounding a 
crystal of magnetite, showing a narrow ** court” of clear glass, is occasionally ex¬ 
hibited. 

7. In addition to its existence as a *' courtier '* to the olivine, onstatiii forms 
isolated well shaped crystals, scattered through the rock. 
It frequently exhibits a very faint pieochroism—tfie 

pleochroism characteristic of rhombic pyroxenes—and sometimes forms long crys¬ 
tals which can be easily recognised by the naked eye in the finer grained selvage 
of the larger dykes and in the narrow veins (11*353). The shapes, cleavage and 
optical characters agree with those of a rhombic pyroxene containing a compara¬ 
tively low percentage of iron, and call for no further remark. 

8. is far less abundant than the rhombic pyroxene, which is in agree* 
ment with previous observations concerning the rocks of 
this class.^ No other feature worthy of special remark has 

been noticed in connection with this constituent. 
9. The plagioclase crystals, both in the glassy varieties and in those with a 

microcrystaline matrix, often show inlets filled with the 
magma. Whether these are the result of corrosion by the 

magma, or whether they are due to the inclusion of portions of the magma by irre¬ 
gularities in the growth of the felspar, is not certain. As plagioclase is the latest 
of the constituents to crystallize, it is more probable that the magma would be in a 
more viscous condition than when the ferro-magnesian silicates were separated; the 
increased viscosity would consequently interfere with freedom of development during 
the formation of the outer (younger) layers of plagioclase in each crystal, and as a 
result irregularity of outline would probably result. This circumstance, together 
with the fact that the portions of the magma protruding into the plagioclase* 
crystals, both in the glassy and in the microcrystalline varieties of the rock, arc 
precisely similar in character to the general matrix, may be .regarded as evidences 

Eostatite. 

Augite. 

PlagioclaM. 

■ Cf. Roc Gotd, Sufv, Ind^, XXX, 22. 
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ftg^nst the theory of corrosion, although the inlets in general shape and appear¬ 
ance are at first si^t remarkably similar to the cases of presumably corroded 
tiuarts-crystals so common in rhyolhes* Crystals of enstatite are very frequentl y 
found included by plagioclase. 

Pig. I. Plagioclase (P) with inlets filled with 
bask glass. E. E. Crystals of enstatite. 

In a thin vein in.) of glassy enstatite- 
basalt (olivine-norlte glass). Coonoor. X 35. 

Fig. 2. Plagioclase ^crystal (P) with inlets 
of the pilotaxitic matrix, brom olivine-norite 
dyke 3 inches wide. Coonoor. X 80. 

IV.—VARIATIONS IN STRUCTURE. 

10, The variation in size of grain is strikingly shown by a comparison of sec¬ 
tions taken from the centres of dykes varying in width from 10 feet down to-ySg- 
inch. In a dyke 10 feet wide the felspars atuin a length of o'osc inch (Plate XII, 
fig. i), A section taken from a dyke 2 feet thick shows the rock to be very fine¬ 
grained (fig. a), whilst in a dyke only 4 inches thick the groundmass is quite 
pilotaxitic (fig. 3), and in a branch from this dyke, only one tenth of an inch thick, 
the phenocrysts of olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase are seen lying in a brown, 
glassy matrix (fig. 4). It is interesting to note that the zone of enstatite forming the 
olivine crystal '* court ” becomes more marked in the finer grained varieties; 
in the wide dykes the crystals of the groundmass are not much smaller than those 
of early formation; that is, the rock is more distinctly porphyritic in the narrower 
dykes which cooled more rapidly than the larger masses. In the plate (fig. 4) the 
junction of the glassy variety of the olivine norite with the pyroxene granulite into 
which it is intruded is shown in the left-hand lower part of the field. The olivines 
of this thin vein have been altered to green serpentine, but in all the other specimens 
they are absolutely fresh. 
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Report on tome trial excavations for Corundum near Palakod, Salem 

District^ by C. S. MiDDLEMtsS, B.A., Geoiogkal Survey of India 

(with plate XIH). 

INTRODUCTION. 

1. My preliminarj reports' on the corundum-bearing beds in the Salem and 
Coimbatore Districts having shown that a practical trial as to the richness and value 
of the deposits was advisable, it was decided, after consultation with the Govern¬ 
ment of Madras, that the executive part of the work should be carried Out by the 
Public Works Department under the supervision of the Subdivisional Officer of the 
Public Works Department for the Tirupatur Circle, whilst the sites to be tested and 
the general conduct of the operations should be superintended by myself, with the 
help of a native assistant geologist, Mr. S. Sethurama Rau, B.A., who would per¬ 
sonally and continuously watch the operations and carry out instragtions furnished 

by me. 
2. I chose first a site in sonre waste land near the village of Erranahalli, and 

about ai miles soutb-west-by-south of Palakod, the nearest large town. The 
position was one among a number of outcrops of the corundum-bearing hand, now 
known as the Paparappatii band. This will in future be refened to as No. i 
working. As soon as the necessary formalities had been complied with and the 
preparations completed, experiments were started in November 1896 and continued 
until 15th March 2897. 

3. Before going any further, it will be well to slate w-hat was already known 
concerning these corundum occurrences. On my first visiting them in 1S94, the 
only information then available was that cotundum occurred near Pennagaram in 
the Dharmapuri taluq, as shown by the presence of specimens in the Madras 
Museum, thus labelled, sent by the local authorities. Since then details were from 
time to time gathered by my survey, so that up to the lime of the opening of the 
pits at working No. 1, the information stood as follows:— 

(a\ The actual matrix of the conmdum in this band was known to be in the 
zorm oz leniicles in a gneiss, among which biotite was prominent as 
the dark mineral. Such of these lenticles as had actually been seen 
insUtt were, however, small, the largest being 3 feet by i foot. 

(^) That larger lenticles occurred in the alluvium covered plain near 
Paparappatti and on the hillsides to the west, was however inferred 
from large blocks having been found in the surface debris. 

(f) It was known from the presence of old shallow trenches and juts in 
the alluvium and surface rock that corundum had been dug at some 
previous time from this neighbourhood. Local information and the 
exposure of corundum for sale in the surrounding market towns, also 
made it certain that corundum was at that time being occasionally 
gathered. 

(i) It was also evident that, in a general way, the strike of the rock bands 
containing the corundum was with the strike of the country, namely. 

Reports to the Government of Madflu, the first of which wu reprinted with ttiglit atterttlowi 
Records, G. S., I., Vol. XXIX, pt. 9, 1896, pp. 43^46. 
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about north by east, and it was supposed from the slightly different 
character of some of the corundum occurrences and also from their 
position that more than one parallel band of the rock existed. 

(e) The position of all the corundum occurrences was as indicated on t^e 
accompanying plan, from which it will be seen that the Paparappatti 
band extends (bat with some notable gaps) from DonHakuttahalli 
near the Cauvery river to Chintalakuttai village near Rayakottai, a 
distance of nearly 40 miles. 

4. The general object of the practical work which I was now endeavouring to 
carry out was, as stated in the Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 189^ 
namely,—“ The excavations, or quarries as they will be, are intended to show the 
thickness of the corundam-bearing bands, and whether they are continuous or 
occur as lenticular patches. A fair average sample of the rock extracted, of 
sufficient size to give a trustworthy estimate of the richness of the rock, is to be 
carefully cleaned by hand, and the proportion of corundum to matrix determined by 
weighing.” 

5. The nature of the work resolved itsfilf into:— 
(fl) Preliminary clearing of the ground of jungle. 
(3) Digging of trenches until the corundum-bearing rock was exposed. 
(c) Blasting and quarrying the matrix-rock. 
id) Breaking up the lumps with wedges and hammers into sizes suitable for 

demolition by hand. 
(e) Cleaning the corundum by hand and weighing. 
(/) Excavations to show continuity or otherwise of the rock matrix. 

GEOLOCJiCAL DETAILS. 

6. A brief outline only will here be given regarding the petrology of the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the workings, inasmuch as many details still require working out. I 
may mention, however, in particular that in addition to biotite in the fundamental 
rock in which the lenticles occur there is at this place much hypersthene also 
present, which together with felspar, quartz and iron ores makes up a biotite-hyper- 
Sthene granulitic gneiss, and which is therefore mineralogically a passage between 
the ordinary charnockite series and the Hosur biotite gneiss. It is finely, and not 
very distinctly foliated, the strike being generally between north and south and 
north-north-east and souih-souih-we.st. The dip of the foliation planes is generally 
steep, approaching the vertical in most available sections, but the amount and 
nature of the folds indicated by such dips are never definite enough to allow of a 
sectional representation of them, 

7. Occurring sparingly as adventitious veins and veinlets in this gnetssic rock 
and palpably younger in age than it, come a coarse flesh-pink and white, rather 
coarse pegmatite, and some trap dykes. These veins and dykes, though sometimes 
following the foliation, also occur completely irregularly. Some of the gneiss also 
presents the character which has been called “trap-shotten,” a feature peculiar in 
Itself and too complicated to be described in this note. 

S. The actual matrix of the corundum in the workings was found, as anticipated 
from my previous observations, to be in the form of lenticles in the gneissic rock. 
These leaiicles are symmetrically shaped and are easily recognised by their cxter- 
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nal shell of rock very rich in biotite, and by the paler coloured central parts which 
are less rich in ferro-magnesian minerals. The exact mineralogical composition 
of these lenticles is still under investigation, and both it and the origin of the lent!* 
cles offer problems whose solution will not be attempted here. In sire the lenticles 
vary from the very small ones referred to in my previous report up to such as the 
one broken up at No. i working, which measured 13 feet long, by 8 feet broad and 
9 feet deep ; the shape being that of an ellipsoid with three unequal axes. A plan 
showing the excavations at No, i working and in the vicinity (see Plate XllI) will 
sufficiently make clear the disposition, shape and size of the three lenticles which 
have so far been exposed in the course of the work, and will indicate the degree 
of probability attaching to the statement, which I think is a correct one, that these 
lenticles are really dispersed in a bed, layer, or plane, and that therefore they have 
the same general continuity as any other rock-band. In support of this it may be 
mentioned that half a mile west-south-west of GolIahalH subsequent trial trenches 
exposed a large lenticle, along the same line of strike, and identical in composition 
with the three already referred to. This lenticle on partial exposure measured 13 
feet long by 8 feet broad. 

As these lenticles were originally only indicated at the surface of the ground by 
the presence of fragments of corundum and matrix rock and by old shallow 
excavations, and as prospecting in the neighbourhood has revealed a great number 
of similar indications (roughly represented by the crosses on the map), it seems 
to me only reasonable to conclude that a detailed examination of the neighbourhood 
foot by foot, and a judicious series of cross trenches would expose more lenticles 
of the same kind along the present line or along other parallel lines. At the 
present moment there must be about 20 tons of matrix left at working No. i, and 
about as much in the third lenticle, whilst the GollahaUi lenticle will probably 
yield 6d tons or more; so that about xoo tons of matrix-rock are now ready to 
hand. 

9. The corundum in the matrix-rock occurs in well shaped crystals which in 
tills particular locality are of a dark purplish-grey colour. As described in my 
previous paper, they are surrounded by a pale pink shell of orthoclase from which 
they break out sharp and clean like a kernel from its shell. Their forms are 
elongated barrel-shaped combinations of the hexagonal prism and pyramid. The 
size of the crystals varies considerably, but may be said to be definitely limited in 
the following way. The largest crystal found in the broken-up lenticle was 7 inches 
X 2 inches, whilst the smallest sizes of which any account need be taken are 
i inch X ^ inch. An average size for the crystals in this lenticle, 1 should estimate 

at 2 inches X | inch. 
The corundum seems to be quite pure throughout the lenticle,. but in the course 

of the excavation, Mr. Sethurama Rau found that a layer of the outer disintegrated 
rock near the upper side of the lenticle yielded a number of dark nearly black 
lumps or nodules of hercynite mixed with corundum. Sometimes a central core of 
corundum was surrounded by a shell of hereynite. The latter is in a crystalline- 
granular state, and has probably grown in a concretionary way round pieces of 
corundum as nuclei. Unfortunately none of these concretions were found actually 

in solid rock, but inasmuch as none are present in the main mass of the lenticle^ it 

is probable that they came from the outer crust of it where ferro-magnesian 

minerals are more thickly grouped. 
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PROPORTION OF CORUNDUM IN THE ROCK. 

10. One of the chief objects, or rather the chief object, of the practical investi¬ 
gation of these rocks, was to determine by careful weighings the .proportion of 
corundum in the matrix-rock. To attain this end, the broken-up rock was weighed 
as it was given out to the coolies, and the resulting corundum was collected at the 
end of each day and also weighed. This was done every day an<f a regular 
account kept. 

The total results as given me by Mr. T. Ramanujam Pillay, Subdivisional 
Officer, Public Works Department, in charge of the work are :— 

722 cwts, of matrix-rock yielded 2,845ft corundum, 

or 3*5 per cent, nearly. 

This total is considerably lower than the percentage obtained from the weigh¬ 
ing of the first ton of matrix, which gave^as quoted in the Annual Report;— 

1 ton of matrix-rock yielded 150ft of corundum, 

or 6*7 per cent, nearly. 

From enquiry, and a study of the daily returns of the weighings, the difference 
seems to be accounted for in the following two ways. In the first place, when the 
original big leniicle was blasted, a great many of the larger crystals of corundum 
broke away and fell out, and they were straightway included in the first weighings. 
Secondly, all parts of the lenticle were not equally rich, and the richer parts appear 
to have been selected first. As a third reason it is possible that a certain amount 
of pilfering may have taken place from the exposed heaps of matrix-rock as time 
went on. It seems safest to take the total percentage on the whole work as giving 
probably the nearest approach to a true average, because so long as hand-work 

alone is used in cleaning the corundum, if loss occurs either by pilfering or care¬ 
lessness, such would also be likely to occur in actual mining operations. 

COST OF THE OPERATIONS. 

11. Although a small experiment carried on as this one has been is likely 
to be more expensive than one worked on a larger scale as a paying concern, yet I 
give below the actual costs as offering some evidence under this head. 

The figures given first below apply to the work done to the first two lenticles of 

matrix-rock at working No. i, which supplied all the rock broken up and weighed. 
These figures also were furnished me by the Subdivisional Officer :— 

X a, p. 

Clearing grouod of jungle, about.. 
Earthwork at the quarry, digging trenches, etc. • • • • .71 50 
Blasting ..1190 

Breaking matrix-rock and sorting 72a cwts. % Ro-a^ per cwt. , . 11260 

Clsaning the above (B Ro-a-6 per cwt* • • . • • » 11a 6 o 
Sundries—boxes, bags, cartage • • • • • • . .35 00 
Erection of sheds for workmen • • . • • • • • aa 8 o 

Totai. .385 a o 

or Ro-8-7 per cwt. of broken rock, 
1.^., Ro-8-7 per 3*9ft of cleaned corundum. 
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Further, it was found that it men at 3} annas were able to break 1 cwt. of 
matrix-rock and clean corundum from it. 

11. The cost of making other excavations, exposing other lenticles, trial trenches 
here and at Gollahalli and near Paparappatti was R354- 

13. From the figures given in paragraph 11, it will be seen that the two items 0! 
greatest expense are those for breaking out and cleaning the corundum by hand, 
namely (R113-6-0) X a. It is clear, therefore, that if the extraction of corundum 
is attempted on a large scale, the adoption of machinery for crushing and washing 
the corundum, as a substitute for band-work, would be a desideratum. 

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS CONTEMPLATED. 

14. Work for the present had to be closed on i^th March. Meanwhile samples 
cf the corundum and matrix will be sent to firms in India and England for testing 
and valuation. Should their reports be favourable, and the percentage of mineral 

to matrix deemed not prohibitive, 1 shall hope to make further trial excavations at 
other places along the Paparappatti band of outcrops. 

Report on the occurrence of Coal nt Palana Village in Bikanir State 

By Tom D. LaTouCHE, B.A., Superintendent^ Geological Survey 

of India (with plate XIVj, 
« 

During the latter part of the year 1396, while sinking a well at the village of 
Palana in the State of Bikanir, a seam of coal was passed through at depth of 
212 feet from the surface. A small sample of the coal was sent to the Geological 
Survey Office in Calcutta by Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent, Political Agent in Bikanir, 
for analysis, and the result, as given below, indicating that the coal was of fairly 
good qualtity, and would be of great value as fuel if it existed in any quantity, 
especially in a country so devoid of forests, where every ounce of coal for the 
railway has to be imported from a great distance and at enormous cost, it became 
of the highest importance to determine what steps should be taken to discover the 
extent of the seam. I was accordingly instructed to visit Palana before closing 
work for the season and report on this discovery. 

The village of Palaoa is situated in N, Lat, 37® 51^ and E. Long. 73® iS', about 
13 miles to the south of the city of Bikanir. The country for several miles in 
every direction surrounding the village is entirely covered with blown sand and 
alluvium, no solid rock being anywhere visible at the surface. It Is therefore only 
from the evidence afforded by wells that any information can bd obtained about 
the rocks concealed beneath the surface. And not much can be learnt from the 
older wells, tfs their sides are covered with a hard cement to keep them 
from falling in. This new well at Palana was however sunk under efficient 
European supervision, and a record was kept of the strata passed through. I am 
indebted to Mr. ]. £. Gabbett, Executive Engineer^ Publtc Works Department 
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iAk State Sitgineer, aAd to bh Sab-Overseer Gtmga Bishen, a most intelHgart 
man, for the information embodied in the vertical section attached to this report. 

The well is sitaated on the western side of the village (see plan), and at the 
rime of writing is s88 feet deep. Water is expected to be met with at abont 
300 feet, which is the depth of the old well, said to have been sunk 14 generations 
ago, on the eastern side of the village, and about | mile distant from the new one. 

A glance at the vertical section-will show that several of the beds, Nos. IV, V, 
Vll. XII, passed through above the coal contain nummulites, and that a thick band 
of nummulitic limestone rests immediately upon the coal. Some distance below 
the latter there is a band of the unctuous clay called ‘ Multani Mitti' by the natives, 
whkh also belongs to the nummulitic series, so that the age of the coal is estab¬ 
lished as nummulitic or lower eocene. It ma3tbe mentioned that the coal of 
Che Salt Range in the Punjab also belongs to this period, and occurs in a similar 
position beneath a thick band of nummulitic limestone. That the conditions 
necessary for the formation of coal mams were widely distributed in India at 
this period is proved by the fact that workable coal of the same age occurs not 
only in the Punjab, but also in Baldchistan, in Jammu territory, and to the east 
m Assam and Burma. 

The coal as found in the well at Palana has a distinctly woody texture with a 
dark brown rather than black colour, and does not soil the fingers. In these 
diameters it resembles the cretaceous coal of Assam rather than the nummulitic 
coals, and it also resembles the former in containing numerous specks and nests of 
fossil resin.^ When exposed to the atmosphere it disintegrates rapidly, and becomes 
very friable, and is thus not well fitted for use in ordinary steam engines,' as the 
small fragments and dust are liable to choke the boiler tubes. This difficulty can 
however be overcome, I believe, by the use of special methods of stoking. An 
analysis made in the Geological Survey Laboratory by Mr. Blyth gave the following 
result 

Moisture * •     8'3o 
Volatile matter 42*79 

Fixed carbon.39*38 

Ash 960 

100*00 

Sinters slightly, but does not cake. 
A«h, light brown. 
Calorific power in heat units (centigrade) 7,293. 
Evaporative power, 13*58. 

This indicates a fuel that will bum rapidly on account of the large amount of 
volatile matter, but will be somewhat deficient in heating power, owing to the 
comparatively small percentage of fixed carbon. The small percentage of ash 
is of course in its favour. The seam contains strings of iron pyrites but apparently 
n<A in large quantity, and the fragments can easily be picked out by hand. 

In order to form an opinion as to the area over which the coal is likely to be 
found, we require to know first, whether the coal as found at Palana is a mere 
pocket, or whether it extends to any considerable distance from the well, and 
whether within that area U preserves a workable thickness, and secondly, what is 

^ Madlicott, Rec. G, S. 1., Vel. I. p 13. The oummulitic coal of the Salt Range also contaiaai^ 
specks of the same substance. 
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the extent of the formation in which it occurs, in order that we may determine in 
what direction further search should be made either by boring or welUsinking. 
With regard to the first point, the evidence afforded by the Palana well is, it must 
be confessed, somewhat disappointing. The section shows that on one side of the 
well the thickness of the coal is 8 feet, while on the other at a distance of only lo 
feet the thickness is reduced to one half of this. The presence immediately above 

the coal of a thick band of limestone makes it appear very probable that this irregu¬ 
larity is due to erosion of the coal seam, during the changes of level that must 

have taken place between the period of growth of the vegetation that formed the 
coal, and the period of formation of the limestone, a marine deposit. Whether 

this erosion was merely local or whether it swept away the coal over a large area 
can only be determined by actual excavation. I had some cuttings made in the 
mound of sand and debris surrounding the old well at Palana, in the hope of finding 

whether coal had been passed through when that well was sunk, but with negative 
results, for though some dark-coloured patches were found, no fragments of coal 
were discovered. This is not surprising however when we consider that during 
the lapse of so many hundred years any coal that may have been brought up 
must have become entirely disintegrated, and would have been carried away long 

ago by the violent winds so frequent in the desert. 
As to the second point, the extent of the formation in which the coal occurs, 

the information at our disposal Is at present very meagre. As mentioned above, 
no rock is seen at the surface for many miles round Palana. To the west the 

nearest rock seen is in an elevated ridge, running from near Kolaith, about 

20 miles due west of Palana, towards Bikanir. This is mainly composed of sand¬ 
stones, which are of greater age than the nummuUtics, but at the southern end near 

the village of Mar there are some quarries of the clay known as ‘Multani Mitti.* 
There are several bands of this substance in the Palana well, but those above the 
coal, Nos. IV and VllI in the section are much inferior in quality to the Mar 
rock, and the only band to be compared with it is No. XVI which occurs at 66 feet 
below the coal. Moreover, no limestone or coal is seen below the clays at Mar 

and it is therefore probable that these are the outcrop of beds below the coal 
horizon, and that the outcrop of the coal would occur more to the east, in the 
sandy country between Palana and Kolaith. 

To the east and south of Palana again no rock is seen at the surface, but in a 
well at Surpura, the second station south from Bikanir on the railway, at a depth 
of 130 feet from the surface, a band of white clay was passed through which closely 

resembles the band No. Ill in the Palana well, at 39 feet from the surface. This 
band in the Surpura well is 50 feet thick, and if these are portions of the same band 
the coal horizon should occur at a depth of about 330 feet in the Surpura well, of 

some 40 feet below the depth to which the welt has been sunk. A boring carried 
down from the bottom of the well would soon decide this point, and in case 
limestone is met with before coal is found, should certainly be carried down to 
the base of the limestone. 

As regards the steps to be taken in order to prove the extent of the seam 

discovered at Palana, I recommend that headings should be driven from the sides 

^ ^ the well in four directions at right angles to each other through the coal itself, 
limestone above the coal should make a fairly sound ‘ roof' to the workings» 
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so that it should hardly be necessary to timber them, if they vere not vider than 
4 feet* The coal extracted, supposing it to be continuous as far as the headings are 
carried, with an average thickness of 6 feet, would more than pay the cost of 
driving the headings.' Afterwards, supposing that a sufficient amount of coal is 
proved to make it worth while to start mining on a large scale, the colliery should 
be laid out and superintended by a properly qualified miner. When the, existence 
or absence of coal has been proved to as great a distance from the well as can be 
reached by headings, borings might be put down in the surrounding country. But 
at present, until the conditions under which the coal occurs at Palana have been 
ascertained, it would hardly be advisable to incur the !great expense entailed by 
borings with so doubtful a prospect of receiving any adequate return for the 
expenditure. 

In conclusion, it may be well to mention that the occurrence of this coal at 
Palana has no bearing whatever on the question of the existence of the Gondwana 
coal measures in the desert of WesternrRajputana ; a question fully discussed by 
Mr, Oldham in 1886.* The Palana coal belongs to an entirely different and 
much later period of coal formation, and the existence of the Gondwana coal 
measures in this region still remains an open question. 

4 

An Account of the Geological specimens collected by the Afghdn-Baluch 
Boundary Commission of 1896. By THOMAS H. HOLLAND, 

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Officiating Superintendent^ Geological Survey of 
India (with plate XV,)® 

I.—INTRODUCTION. 

The geological specimens collected by Dr, F. P. Maynard and the other mem¬ 
bers of the Afghdn-Baluch Boundary Commission can mostly be matched by the 

> If the dimensions of the hnadin^ are 6 •* 4 f«et, the yield of coal for every 100 feet driven 
would be 80 tons* This could be rais^ and delivered on the railway, about 10 miles distant, for 
certainly less than Rio per ton, and as the present cost of imported coal is R30 per ton, the saving 
on every too delivered would be very large, even allowing for a considerable difference in bating 
power, 

> Records, XIX. laa. 
• This paper was read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal m December iSQf), and is printed 

here as it is considered more convenient that it should be published in the Records of the Geological 
Survey than in the Journal of the Asiatic Society. At the time it was written the specimens de¬ 
scribed were believed to be the only ones brought back from the Boundary Commission, but a paper 
read by Lieutenant-General C. A. MacMahon to the Geological Society of London on 24th March 1897 
shows that this was not the cate. Although it would have been more convenient for the whole of the 
specimens to be described by one individual, the incompletene&s necessarily consequent on Uie 
absence of the specimens described by Lieutenant-General C.A. MacMahon does not seem sufficient 
reason for not publishing Mr, Holland's observations on those rocks collected from a region oi ■ which 
so little is known. The description of the physical features of the route is omitted as it wiU^ be found 
in Captain McMahon's contributions to the Geological and Royal Geugraphical Societies in L4>iidon 
durtftg the present year. 
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^ M the G««l*oBical Sumy of Ind!» who have worked 
“'’iTon'’oV Ae cLuy croS S the Boundary Commiaeion. and on 

Many of the Bpecimens ^^slre to weather. Aa it seem* likely from the 
have suffered the usual resu ^ been far removed from theif 
nature of the country that petrological character will be useful to 

original positions, a brie r Q-tunities of supplementing the work of the 

future travellers who ^J^^’^beir places in situ, and so obtaining fte data .rcr.v«»b 
„ petrological CHARACTERS OF THE SPECIMENS. 

, nrincioallT of igneous origin, the majority being either 
The rocks collected are action. Those obuined in Ae 

the (hrect or the secon ary resu Commission are principally acid rocks, 
eastern half of the route followed by he Comm^^^ ‘;est-west of Robat 

menitcs* 

A.—Plutonic Rocks. 

< nniiUp nhtained from the Khwija Amran range 
GRANiTiTE.-Specimens c gt l. Griesbach and Lala Kishen Singh 

resemble those previously “specimens obtained from a peak near 
of the Geological Survey „ere biotite-hornblende granitues. Und* 

Shill Kach fLat. 30 ^ ^^'hing, the felspars being frequently broken 
the microscope they ' eUinciior.s. Plagioclase is the predominating 
and the quartzes f'''‘‘f JT”’ „<j brown biotite are the only ferromagnesian 
felspar. Green „, stals • small granules of zircon and lumps of 
silicates. Sphene occurs «> fr;quently form micrographic iutergrowths 
magnetite are common. The e P q ^itb kaolimzation of 

,0CkB occur of the com^sKio P containing an abundance of plapoclMe 
apecimena collected, howeve, g j apecimeiiB purphyiltic 

cUpat, »■ P»»'^r " »SS conatilu......i»cia»d .itb a p.1. 
p,4,»laae cn».l. .tej» » ' “f" puebo. of magnetit, an, probably tb. 
enstatite, atid ^ . Uft^nhlende Magnetite occurs also in larger lumps. 

s';— 
bably granules of q“^‘ encrusted with a white, radiating zeolite which 

JS betote thTrwpipe and fuses to a vesicular glass. It has a hardnete of 

01 tb. ,p.cl.«» gtephd ttUh tbc dW» 
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apprdi&ch th« granites in composition, whilst others, in which quufta is wanting, 
are evidently more basic* An example of a qnortz-diorite (quartz-hornblende 
diorite) was obtained near pillar No, i86 on the Koh-i-malik Siah range, at the 
western extremity of the line of march (Lat 29^50'; Long. 6o°55'). The rock 
showed a very distinct flow structure, and, from the description of its mode of 
occurrence, probably occurred as a dyke. 

Mica-attgUe More basic diorites occur associated with the quartz- 
diorite of the Koh-i^malik Siah range. In one of the specimens biotite, developed 
ophiticaly around its associates, stretches across large areas and produced a 
well marked lustre-mottling in hand specimen. Augite occurs in colourless crystals 
frequently twinned. These two minerals form a large proportion of the rock. Zoned 
granules of plagioclase form the matrix of the rock, in which grains of magnetite 
are plentiful, whilst apatite, sphene and zircon are rare, Calcite occurs as a 
secondary product of decomposition. 

Aphaniie}—An altered form of a rack probably related to this group occurs 
in the Sargu hill, cropping up in the plain west of the Khwdja Amrdn (Lat. 30^23'; 
Long, s'). The rock has a finegrained matrix in which there are large 
quantities of black, opaque granules mixed with numerous crystals of plagioclase 
approaching oligoclase in composition. The black granules are probably the result 
of the reheating of the rock by some subsequent intrusion with the usual destruction 
oi hornblende microlites. Amongst the glomero-porphyritic groups occur crystals 
having the shape and fracture of olivine, but their internal structure has been altered 
beyond recognition. Basic and ultra-basic igneous rocks have been found by 
Mr. Griesbach associated with the granitites of the Khwija Amrin, and it is likely 
that the specimens collected by the Boundary Commission are only altered forms 
of better preserved types in the Survey Collection. 

B.—Volcanic Rocks. 

Rhyolite.—The volcanic rocks containing silica as free quartz are apparently 
the true representatives of the g ranitites of the same area, containing always a 
marked quantity of plagioclase felspar and having the same ferromagnesian silicate, 
biotite predominating. Specimens containing good examples of bi-pyramidal 
quartz crystals corroded by the magma were collected at the crest of the Shibian 
pass (4,000 feet), in the hills north of Chageh (Lat 29°! 7'; Long. 64°45'). 

Andesite.—Andesites are by far the most numerous amongst the specimens of 
volcanic rocks collected by the Boundary Commission. They usually contain horn¬ 
blende in some form as the ferro-magnesian silicate, and generally resemble the 
andesites in the Survey collection obtained by Surgeon-Major Brazier-Creagh, from 
South-East Persia.* The characters of the rocks collected over the western part 
of the route followed by the Commission are so strikingly like those of South-east 
Persia that there seems little doubt about their being part of the result of the same 
geological disturbance, of which the hot sulphur springs still left represent the final 
stages of a dying volcanic outburst. 

The most interesting example of this group contains the comparatively rare 
soda amphibole, arfvedsonite, as its only ferromagnesian silicate. The rock has a 
rusted vesicular ground mass, with the cavities partially filled in with chalcedony, 

’ Sec pL IV of thU volume. 
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The large phenocrysts of plagioclase arc strikingly zoned by inclusions of the 
glassy matrix. The crystals of arfvedsonite show the usual outlines and cleavage 
of amphibole, with a well marked pleochroism of— 

a =r light greenish yellow. 
h = yellow. 
£ = deep sherry red. 

Extinction angle 5°, c A £. The crystals are easily fused before the blowpipe. 

Specimens of this rock were collected near the Koh-maiik-do-khand (Lat. 39W; 
Long. 63‘'3o'). 

Hornblende-andesites were also obtained in the same area on the hills south of 
Bobat I, and, like nearly all the andesites, show the opaque granular resorption 
borders so frequently displayed by the hornblendes in rocks of this class. 

Andesites were also obtained near Kani (Lit. 29°35'; Long. 65^5') ; Gharibo hill, 
north of D^rband (Lat. 29^17'; Long. 63°); Amir-chdh (Lat. 29°i6'; Long. 62^32') 
and at Saindak(Lat. 2y°2o’; Long. 6i'^4o0« 

Nearly all the andesites show signs of decomposition and are impregnated with 
carbonate of lime. 

Basalt.—Porphyritic, amygdaloidal, basic rocks occur near boundary pillar 
No. 165, west of Samuli (Lat. 29"^ 27'; Long. 63° 56O the rocks are highly decom¬ 
posed, and, besides relics of plagioclase phenocrysts, contain remains of what were 
probably olivine crystals, now completely devoid of original material. 

A basalt dyke four feet wide was observed in the granite crossing the boundary 
into the Afghan territory near Barabchah (Lat. 2g'^26'; Long. 6+°5*). 

Various volcanic products.—was picked up in a river bed, 6 miles east 
by north of Amfr Chah (Lat. 29'^i7'; Long. 62“34') and was probably derived from 
an extinct volcano south by east of the place. The specimens contain occasional 
fragments of felspar crystals; the vesicles axe drawn oat into bands and are 
thoroughly impregnated with carbonate of lime. 

t^olcamc agglomerates, composed generally of rocks related to the andesites 
and basalts, were found at various places; for example, at Kambar Koh, a hill west 
of the Sarlat range; at Gazechah (lat. 29^32' ; long. 64° 50^) ; on the Koh-malik- 
do-khand, containing fragments of augite andesite with a ferruginous cement, and,, 
like all the other volcanic agglomerates, considerably decomposed. 

Highly baked volcanic ashes were obtained in the Gharibo hill near Ddrband. 
Amongst the volcanic products also should be mentioned the sulphur^ stUniU 

and galena which occur near Saindak, which has already been refen ed to as the 
locality from which specimens of andesite were obtained, A peculiar soft ferrugin¬ 
ous lithomarge, known as or giru is obtained from the same place, and is 
collected and carried to Kandahar for dyeing purposes by kalars and hahars. 
Sulphur and alunogen were also obtained in the Koh-i-SuUan. 

The most interesting amongst the materials indirectly connected with volcanic 
action arc the travertines of the Koh-malik-do-khand, from which various ande¬ 
sites were obtained. The travertine forms horizontal strata three or four feet thick, 
resting on gravel and consisting partly of while, columnar aragonite and partly 

of a yellowish translucent calcite in alternating layers. The aragonite has a specific 
gravity of 2*92 and the calcite, 2*72. Such alternate layers pf the dimorphous 
carbonate of lime were probably the result of formation from water at different 
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temperatures. This is the substance evidently referred to by Dr. J, E. T. Aitchison 
in his “Notes on the Products of West Afghanistan and of North-East Persia” 
{Trans, Ed. Bo(. Soc., XVIII, reprint, p. 7), as limestone composed of layers of 
different colours together with alabaster and “ chrysolite.” In a note at the end 
of his paper Dr. Aitchison says the so-called “ chrysolite ” specimens were identified 
in Edinburgh as aragonite containing traces of strontia. I am indebted to 
Dr. Maynard for calling my attention to this note. 

C, —Sedimentary Rocks. 

The few specimens of sedimentary rocks collected by the Boundary Commission 
being without notes as to their stratigraphical relations deserve only a brief record 
of their characters. Shales, limestones, quartzites and conglomerates were brought 
from the neighbourhood of the Khwija Amrdn. In the conglomerate the pebbles 
were slightly rounded and composed of quartz, quartzites and granitic rocks, the 
last sometimes showing most perfect nncrographic structures. The quartzites and 
conglomerates are impregnated with infiltrated carbonate of lime. Coral limestones 
in rolled fragments were found at the foot of the Sarlat range, and on the east side 
of the gorge at Amfr Chdh. 

D. —Economic Minerals. 

Near Kartdrkar, Kacha Koh, and Saindak which are evidently close to the site 
of a dying volcanic centre, specimens of excellent transparent selenite, native 
sulphur and galena were obtained. Sulphur and alumstone were also obtained in 
the Koh-i-Sultan near the site of an extinct or dying volcano. The soft ferruginous 
iithomarge, known as mak or giri and used for dyeing, occurs in the hills south of 
Saindak and in the Koh-i-Sultan. 

The remains of extensive copper smelling works were discovered near Robat II 
(Lat. 29^49' ; Long. 6i“6'). 

A large dried up salt marsh occurs near the northern end of Lora Hamun (Lat, 
39°z/; Long 64°52'), The salt being in the vicinity of recently extinct volcanoes 
is probably of volcanic origin. 

Limestone occurs at various places, and a yellow translucent calcite was found 
in the neighbourhood of the Koh-malik-do-khand. 

Notes from the Geological Survey of India. 

Dysluite from Madras.—A new mineral and a new locality for a rare mineral 
may be recorded. Dysluite, the zinc-iron-manganese variety of gahnite has been 
found in the corundum-bearing granite of Padiyur in Coimbatore, in veins with 
felspar, quartz and zircon. 

Columbiie from Hazaribagh,—A new locality for this mineral may be recorded, 
specimens from the Government forest of Koderma in Hazaribagh having been 
presented to the Museum by Mr. Gow Smith. The present specimens differ from 

those previously recorded from Nawadih (Uec. xxvii, p> 8) in having a considerably 
higher specific gravity, m,, 6*19 as against 5-54. 
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Earthquake of i2Th June, 

On the afternoon of the 12th June, at five o’clock in the afternoon, Calcutta 
was startled by a shock of earthquake such as it had never felt before; many houses 
were more or less injured, the steeples of two churches broken off, and hundreds 
of people rendered homeless. Soon, however, it became evident that other places 
had suffered far more severely than Calcutta. Railway and telegraphic communi¬ 
cation was cut off and it was only as the days wore on and news tardily arrived 
from the north and from the east that we found ourselves faced with a cataclysm 
which rivaled the classic earthquake of Lisbon in violence and extent. 

No sooner were we aware of the scale of the event we had to deal with than 
preparations were made for its thorough investigation. The immediate succession 
of the rainy season on the earthquake rendered it imperative that observation of 
its effects should be made with all possible promptitude, and every officer of the 
Geological Survey then in Calcutta was despatched to observe and investigate. 
At the same time orders had been issued by Government to the local 
authorities to report fully on the effects of the earthquake. All the telegraph 
offices throughout India were instructed to report the time at which it was 
felt, and similar information was called for from all the station masters on the 
lines of Railw-ay within the area likely to be affected. Circulars have also 
been widely distributed and communicated to the press, which has readily assisted 
in the endeavour to collect information. 

The replies to these circulars and the reports called for from Government 
officials are now pouring in at a rate which defies satisfactory analysis, but some of 
the main facts about the earthquake, which have been already established, may be 
noticed here. 

The area over which the earthquake was felt is enormous. On the east it has 
been reported as felt from the furthest extreme of Assam, at Mogok, Magwe, and 
Akyab in Burma; on the south, at Masulipatam in Madras, and Ellichpur in 
Berar; from Surat, Ahmedabad, Mount Abu, Ajm ere, Panipat and Simla on the 
west. On the north it was felt at Katmandu ; at Gnatong on the frontier of Sikkim 
and Thibet, it was severe enough to overthrow some of the barrack chimneys, and 
it is reported to have been felt at Lhassa. Besides these observations which are 
free from doubt, the shock appears to have been just perceptible to a few people, 
particularly sensitive or specially favourably situated in Dharmsala, Madras and 
Pegu. Omitting these last, there remains the fact that the range of the shock was 
over 24 degrees of longitude and 16 degrees of latitude or an area of over 1,500 
miles in length and 1,000 in width, or, say, 1,275,000 square miles in all. 

The area over which the shock was destructive is also gteat; from Darjiling, 
Monghyr and Calcutta on the west, to Jorhat on the east, damage and occasional 
destruction was caused to buildings, but this destructive force reached its 
maximum in Shillong, Cherrapunji and Tura. In Shillong, it may be said almost 
without exaggeration, that not one stone has been left standing on another. All 
masonry buildings have been levelled to the ground, and this, not by overthrow, but 
by a shattering of the walls into fragments, on the top of which the roof subsided. 
Tlie nature of the destruction will be best understood by a reference to Plate XVI, 
which gives a view of Government house after the. earthquake, drawn from a 
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photograph taken by Mr. F. H. Smith, of the Geological Survey. The other 
drawing on the same plate shows the influence of construction; the central portion 
of the hotel was built of stone and has been shaken to the ground. The two ends, 
however, which were additions to the original building and built of a wooden frame¬ 
work filled with reeds plastered with mud, have stood though severely shaken. 

At Shillong it is possible to form some idea of the violence of the -shock. In 
1883 a seismometer coinposed of a series of cylinders of various diameters was 
set up. The largest of these is 12" by 9" diameter, and the whole series was 
overthrown to the north-eastwards. According to Omorfs formula a cylinder 
of these dimensions would be overthrown in a direction away from the origin of 
the shock, as these were, by a velocity of wave particle of 2 feet per second and if 
take the period of vibration as i second which is about that of the more severe shocks 
in Japan, this would imply a range of motion of 7-4 inches, In other words, the 
violence of the shock at Shillong, while it lasted, was at least equal to a backward 
and forward shake of 7 inches repeated 60 times a minute. If the range of move¬ 
ment was less, the rate of shaking must have been greater; if the movement waS 
slower, the range of motion must have been greater in the same proportion. 

That few structures, except those most strongly braced together or possessed of 
a very great flexibility, could stand this is not diflQcult to understand, and the 
violence of the to and fro movement will perhaps be best appreciated from the 
fact that the very boundary pillars have been shaken to pieces and heaps of broken 
road metal by the roadside were scattered out in layers of a few inches deep. 

Earth-fissures and sand-craters are reported throughout the alluvial plains from 
Purneah on the west, to Jorhat on the east. They are, as is well known, only super¬ 
ficial and secondary results of the earthquake wave, but afford, among other in¬ 
formation, instances of the extraordinary manner in which observation may be 
influenced by imagination. Numerous accounts speak of a strong sulphurous smell 
of smoke issuing from the vents and of hot, even boiling hot, water being poured 
forth. More temperate accounts show that the sulphurous smell was that of decay¬ 
ing vegetable matter, that the smoke was dust, and that the heat of the water was 
no greater than was to be expected in the middle of June. Closely allied in origin 
to the sand vents was the filling up of all the drainage channels, tanks and wells 
over large areas. That this was not due merely to an outpouring of sand, but to an 
actual forcing up of the bottoms of the hollows is shown by the effect on bridges, 
whose piers have been forced bodily upwards, as is shown in Plate XVII, 
reproduced from oiw of the admirable series of photographs taken by Messrs. 
Kapp &. Co. of Calcutta. The other figure on the same plate, reproduced from 
one of the same series of photographs, shows how the rails have been affected by 
the movement of the surface alluvium consequent on the shock. 

The rate of transmission of the wave was very high, in fact it has been stated in 
newspapers, and frequently spoken of, as having been felt simultaneously throughout 
Northern and Eastern India. Such was not the case, however, though the time 
the wave took to travel from its origin to the furthest point at which it was sensible 
to unaided observation does not appear to have been more than 8 minutes. The 
very large number of time observations, of every degree of accuracy, which have been 
communicated, have not yet been discussed, and no definite statement can be made, 
but a few selected at random as apparently good give an average rate 0£ 
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transmission of about 10,000 feet per second or over it* milefe per minute* This 
result indicates the order of magnitude of the figures we have to deal with, tho gH 
it cannot be acc^ted as final, or more than very approximate. The prevalent idea 
of the simultaneous!)ess of the shock is disproved by a quaint report by the 
telegraph master of Chupra, who relates that he was, working Durbhunga when 
there was Suddenly a stoppage due to, the earthquake at Durbhunga, and the 
signaller leaving the instrument there, and immediately afterwards the earth¬ 
quake was felt by him. According to the daily papers a similar incident took 
place at Dhubri, which was at the time in communication with Goalpara. 

Beyond the area over which the earthquake was felt its effects were traced 
instrumentally at Bombay, where the instruments in the magnetic observatory 
were affected by a disturbance commfncing between four and five minutes past 
four, local time, or 16 h. 34 m. Madras time, that is, 6 minutes later (ban the 
shock was felt at Calcutta, and about 9 minutes after the probable time at which 
fhe shock started on its way from the place of origin, somewhere below the Garo 
or Khasia hills. 

The effects of the shock are said to have been traced at Grenoble; und at Edin¬ 
burgh a letter from Mr. Heath, Assistant Astronomer, to Nature^ gives the time at 
which the tremors were first felt as June iith, *3 h. 18 m. G. M, T.; they lasted 
about 10 minutes and then ceased, and violent oscillation again set in at o h. 32 m. 
G, M. T. of 13th June and continued up to 1 h. 12 m. They were equivalent to a 
tilting of the ground through 20 seconds of arc. Greenwich mean time June iitb, 
23 h. i3 m. (astronomical) corresponds to Madras time 16 h, 39 m. of 12th June, 
(civil); o h. 32 m. G. M, T. of 13th June corresponds to Madras time 17 h. 53 m. 
of t2th June. If both these sets of tremors were due to the same earthquake the 
first must have travelled the distance from the origin to Edinburgh, starting at about 
16 h. 25 m. Madras time, in 14 minutes, the other in 1 h,.28 m. 

These few notes form no adequate account of the earthquake ; this is in 
preparation, but the collection and discussion of the information will take some time. 
Meanwhile what has been written will serve to show the order of magnitude of the 
cataclysm of X2th June 1897, an earthquake unsurpassed by any since the great 
Lisbon earthquake of ist November 1755, and rivalling ^is in magnitude of the 
area over which it was felt, surpassing it indeed if we exclude the doubtful records 
of the earlier shock. 

jist July iSgy, R. D. OLDHAM. 
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Part 3.] DcnnHims U thg Musnm, 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 

From ist Mat to 31ST Jult 1897. ' 

Specimens of Muscovite I Muscovite with Garnet and Tourmaline; thin Quarts plates 
from Muscovite; a large cry^al of Garnet; and 3 specimens of Columbite, 
from the Koderma Government Forest, Hazanbagh district. 

Prbsbnted by a. Gow-Smith,. 

Koherma, Hazaribagh district. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From ist April to 30TH June 1897. 

Titles of Bachs, Donors, 

Beck, L,—Die Geschichte des Eisens. Band III, lief. 4-5. 8® Braunschweig, 1896. 
Chambers, 7, G,—Register of the associate^nd old students of the Royal College of 

Chemistry, the Royal School of Mines and the Royal College of 
Science. 8® London, 1896. 

Gbrland, (r.—Beitrage zur Geophysik. Band III, No. 3. 8® Leipzig, 1897. 
Guebhard, A.—Tectonique d*un coin dtfiicrle des Alpes-maritimes. 8^ Pam., Paris. 

1895. 
„ Esquisse Geologique de la commune de Mons. 8® Pam., Draguignan, 

1897. The Author. 

Hintze, C.—Handbuch der Mineralogie. Nos. 9—la. 8“ Leipzig, 1897. 
Klein,//.y,—jahrbuch der Astronomic und Geophysik. Jahrgang VII# 1896. 8® 

Leipzig, 1897. 
Kokbn, E.—Die Leitfossilien. 8" Leipzig, i8g6. 
Murray, J, A, H,—A new English Dictionary on Historical Prindples. Vols. III. (Dis¬ 

burdened—Distrustful), and IV (Fish—Flexuose). 4° London, 1896. 
Phillips, y. A,—A Treatise on Ore Deposits, and Edition, by H. Louis. 8° London, 

1896. 
Sanderson, G, P.—Pack Gear for Elephants. 8° Calcutta, 1883. 

Government op India. 

Tryon, G. lY.—Manual of Conchology, ist scries, parts ®xA and 64, and 2nd series, 
part 40. 8® Philadelphia, 1895—18^. 

ZiRKBL, F.—Lehrbuch der Petrographic. Band I—III. 8® Leipzig, 1893—1894- 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, etc. 

American Geologist. Vol. XIX, Nos. 3—6. 8® Minneapolis, 1897. 
„ Journal of Science. Vol. Ill, Nos. 16—18. 8® New Haven, 1897* 

The Editor, 

„ Naturalist. Vol. XXXI, Nos. 363-365- 8" Philadelphia, 1897. 
Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band LX, No, 310 LXI, No. i. 8® Leipzig, 1897, 
Annales de Geographie. Anneo VL, Nos. 25"“*^- Paris, 1897. 

•• Geologic et de Pal4ontologie. Livr. 21. 4® Palermo, 1897. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol- XIX, Nos. 112—114. 8''London, 

1897. 
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Titles ef Books, Donoru 
Annuaire Geologique UniverseL Tome XIII. 8° Paris, i897« Tha Editor* 

Athensum, Nos. 3621—3633. 4” London, 1897. 
Beiblatter zu den annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band XXI» Nos. 3—5. ^ Leipzig, 

1897. 
Cliemical News. Vol. LXXV, Nos, 1947—1959- 4" London, 1897. 
Colliery Guardian. Vol. LXXllLNos. 1890—1902. Fol., London, 1897. 
Geological Magazine. New series. Decade IV, Vol, IV, Nos. 4—5. 8° London, 1897. 
Glacialists’ Magazine. Vols. Ill, part 4, and IV, part i. 8° London, 1896. 
Indian and Eastern Engineer. Vol. XXVlll, Nos. 520—532. Fol, Calcutta, 1897. 

The Editor-' 

Industries and Iron. Vol. XXII, Nos. 1263—1274, 4^^ London, 1897. 
Journal of Geology. Vol V, Nos. 2—3. 8° Chicago, 1897. 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine. Vol. XLlll, Nos. 263—265. 

8^ London, 1897, 
Mining Journal. Vol. LXVII, Nos. 3212—3224. Fol, I^ndon, 1897. 
Natural Science. Vol X, Nos. 62—64. 8° London, 1897. 
Nature. Vol. LV, Nos. 1429-^1441. 4° London, 1897. 
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologic, und Pal^ontologle. Jahrg. 1897, Band 

I* heft 2. 8° Stuttgart, 1897. 
Palaeontographica. Band XLIII, lief. 5—6. 4® Stuttgart, 1897- 
Petermann*s Geographischer Mittellungen. Band XLlll, Nos, 3—5. 4® Gotha, 1897. 

The Editor. 

Scientific American. Vol LXXVI, Nos. 10—22. Fol, New York, 1S97. 
„ Supplement. Vol. XLlll, Nos. 1105—1117. Fol., New York, 

1897. 
Tsehermak’s Mineralogische und Petrographische Mittheilungen. Band XVII, heft i. 

8® Vienna, 1897, 
Zeitschrift fur Krystallographie und Mineralogie. Band XXVlII, heft 1—3. 8" Leipzig, 

1896. 
„ Praktische Geologic. Heft 3—5. 4* Berlin, 1897. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, etc. 

Boubat.—Administration Report of the Marine Survey of India for 1895-96. Fisc., 
Bombay, 1897. Bombay Government. 

„ Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency. Vol. 1, parts 1—2. 8“ Bombay, 1896. 
Bombay Government. 

„ Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government. New series. 
No. 357. Fisc., Bombay, 1897. Bombay Government. 

India*—Administration Report on the Railways in India for 1896—97. Part i. Fisc. 
Simla, 1897. Government op India. 

„ Agricultural Ledger, Nos. 15,16 and 42 (1896). 8® Calcutta, 1897. 
Government op India. 

„ Civil Budget Estimate of the Government of India for 1897—98. Fisc., Cal¬ 
cutta, 1897. Government op India. 

I, List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of 
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TitUs of Books, Donm. 
India in the Home, Legislative, Foreign and Revenae and Agricultural 
Departments, corrected to ist January 1897. 8^ Calcutta, 1897. 

Government or India. 

India.—Monthly Weather Review. November and December 1896. 4® Calcutta, 
1897. 

Mbtborolooicai. Rbportsr to tbb Government of India. 

Madras.—Provisional Index of the local distribution of important minerals, miscellaneous 

minerals, gem stones and quarry stones in the Indian Empire (Madras 
only). By W. King, B.A., D. Sc., with additions by C. $. Middlemiss, 
B.A. Fisc., Madras, 1896. 

Madras Government. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, bi*., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, btc. 

Baltimore.—Johns Hopkins University Circulars. Vol. XVI, No. 129. 4‘^Baltimore, 
1897. The University, 

Batavia.—Naluurkundig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch—IndiS. Deel LVI. 8^ Bata^ 
via, 1897. The Socibtt. 

Berlin.—Sitzungsbcrichte der Koniglich Freussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
zu Berlin. Nos. 1—25. 4* Berlin, 1897. The Academy. 

n Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft Band XLVllI, heft4. 
8° Berlin, 1897. The Socibtt. 

,, Verhandlungen der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin. Vol. XXIV, 
Nos. 1—3. 8® Berlin, 1897. 

„ Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, Band XXXII, No. i* 
8® Berlin, 1897. 

Bologna.—Memorie della K. Accad. delle Science dell’lstituto di Bologna. Sdrie V 
Tomo IV, fasc, I—4. 4® Bologna, 1894. The Institute. 

Bordeaux,—Actes de la Societe Linn, de Bordeaux. S6rie V, Tome VIII. 8" 

Bordeaux, 1895. Society. 

Boston.—Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol. XXXI11, 
8® Boston, 1896. The Academy. 

„ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XXVlli 
pp, 75—241. 8° Boston, 189G. The Society. 

Brisbane.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland. Vol, XII. 8® Brisbane, 

1897. 
Brussels.—Bulletin de la Societe Royale Beige de Geographic. Annee, XX, Nos. 3—6. 

8® Bruxelles, 1896. The Society. 

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol. LXV, Part I, No, 4, 

Part II, No. 4, and Part III; and Vol. LXVI, Part I, No. i, and Part 
II. No, I. 8® Calcutta. 1897. The Society. 

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. No. lo (1896), and 
Nos. 1-3 (1897). 8® Calcutta, 1897, The Society. 

„ Proceedings and Journal of the Agri-Horticultural Society of India. Vol, 
XL 8* Calcutta, 1897- 1 Society. 
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Calcutta.—Quarterly Notes of the Geological Survey of India. Nos. 1—2. Fisc. 
Calcutta! 1897. Geological Survey of India, 

„ Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXX^ part 2. 8® 
Calcutta, 1897. Geological Survey op India. 

,! Report on the Geological structure and stability of the hill slopes around 
Naini Tal. By T. H. Holland. 8° Calcutta, 1897. 

Geological Survey of India. 

,! Survey of India Department Notes for March and April 1897. Fisc. 
Calcutta, 1897. Survey of India Department. 

Cambridge.—Annual Report of the Museums and Lecture Rooms Syndicate. No. 31. 

4“ Cambridge, 1897. Woodwardian Museum. 

, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XXX, 
Nos. 4—6, 8° Cambridge, Mass., 1897. The Museum. 

„ Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. Vol, XXll. 4° 
Cambridge, Mass., 1896. The Museum. 

Cassel.—Abhandlungen u Bericht des Vercins fur Naturkunde zu Kassel. Vol. XLl, 
8® Kassel, 1896. The Society, 

Cincinnati.—Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History. Vol. XIX, No. i. 
8° Cincinnati, 1896. The Society. 

Copenhagen.—Memoires de i'Acad^mie Royale des Sciences et des Lettres dc Dane- 
mark. Vol. VIII, No. 3. 4° Kjobenhavn, 1896. The Academy. 

„ Oversigt over det Kongelige Danske Videns. Selskabs Forhandlingar, 
Nos. 6 (1896}, and 1 (1897). 8° Kobenhavn, 1896-1897. 

The Academy, 

Des Moines.—Iowa Geological Survey, Vol, V; 4® Des Moines, 1896. 
The Survey. 

Dresden.—Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen der Nat. Gesellschaft Isis. July to 
December 1896. 8° Dresden, 1897 The Society. 

Dublin.—Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, 3rd series, Vol. IV, No. i. 8° 
Dublin, 1896. The Academy. 

Edinburgh.—Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vol. XIII, Nos, 4—6, 8^ Edinburgh 
1897. The Society. 

„ Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Vol. XIV, part 2. 
8° Edinburgh, 1896. The Society. 

Helsingfors.—Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie de Finlande. Nos. 4—9 and 
It—13* 8° Helsingfors, 1891—1896. The Society. 

Konigsberg.—Schriften der Phys.—Oko. Gesellschaft. Vol. XXXVII. 4® KSnigs- 
berg, 1896. The Society. 

Lausanne.—Bulletin dc la Soc. Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. Vol. XXXIlf 
Nos. 121—122. 8® Lausanne, 1896, The Society. 

Leipzig.—Abhandlungen der Malhe-Phys. Glasse der Sach, Gesells. der Wissens- 

chaften. Vol. XXHI, No. 6. 4" Leipzig. 1897- The Society. 

„ Berichte uber die Verhandlugen der K. Sach. Gesells. der Wissens- 
chaften. Mathe-Phys. Classe. Nos. 5—6. 8® Leipzig, 1897, 

The SocieW. 

„ Mitteilungen des Vertins ffir Erdkunde, 1896. 8® Leipzig, 1897. 
The Society, 
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Leipzig.—Wissens. Veroffentlichungen des Vereins fur Erdkunde. Vol. Ill, heft a. 
8® Leipzig, 1897. The Society. 

Lille.—Annales de la Societe Geologique du Nord. Vols. XXIIl and XXV. 8" LillSf 
1895 and 1896. The Society. 

„ Mcmoires de la Societe Geologique du Nord. Vol. IV, No. i. 4° Lille, 1894. 
The Society. 

Liverpool,—Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool 
Vol, L. 8® Liverpool, 1896. The Society. 

n Proceedings of the Liverpool Geological Society. Vol. Vll, part 4. 
8® Liverpool, 1896, The Society. 

London.—Geographical Journal. Vol. IX, Nos. 4—6. 8° London, 1897. 
The Society. 

s. 

ft 

»* 

If 

ft 

ft 

General Index to the first fifty volumes of the Quarterly Journal of the Geo¬ 
logical Society. Part 2. S® London, 1897. The Society. 

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. LIII, part 2. 8® London, 
1897. The Society. 

Journal of the Chemical Society, Nos 411—414. 8° London, 1897, 

Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. Vol. L, No. 2,1896. 8° London, 1897. 
The Institute, 

Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XLV, Nos, 2313—2325. 8“ London, 
1897. The Society. 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Monograph III. 
8° London, 1897. The Survey. 

Palseontographical Society. Vol. L. 4® London, 1896. 
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Vol. XV, part I, No. 

90. 8® London, 1897. The Institution, 

Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. LX, Nos. 360—367. 8® London, 
1896-1897. The Society, 

proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Part 4. 8° London, 1897. 
The Society, 

„ Transactions of the Zoological Society of London. Vol. XIV, part 3. 4® 
London, 1897* The Society. 

« Report of the 66th Meeting of the British Association for the advancement of 
Science held at Liverpool in 1896, 8® London, 1896. 

„ The Larva; of British butterflies and moths. By W. Buckley, edited by 
G. T. Porritt. Vol. VII. 8® London, 1897. (Ray Society.) 

Manchester.—Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society, Vol, XLl, part 3. 8® Manchester, 1897. The Society. 

„ Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XXV, parts 
3—6. 8® Manchester, 1897. T he Society- 

Marseilles.—Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Marseille. Tome IV, fasc. 4» V, 
fasc. 2—4; VI, fasc. 1—3; and VIL 4" Marseille, 1894—1896. 

The Faculty. 

Melbourne.—Department of Mines, Victoria.—Special Reports, 1896-1897. Fisc., 
Melbourne, 1896-1897. Department of Mines, Victoria. 
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Mexico.—Boletin del Institute Geologico de Mexico. Nos. 4—6. Fisc. Mexico, 1897 
The Institute 

Miu^n.—Atti della Soc. Italiana di Scienu Naturali. Vol. XXXVI, Nos. 3-4. 6*^ 
Milano, 1897, The Society. 

Minneapolis.—Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, Vol. IV, 
No. I, part 1. S'* Minneapolis, 1896. The Academy. 

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes. Annee, 1896, No. 3. 8^ 
Moscou, 1897. The Society. 

Munich.—'Sitzungsberichte derMathe.-Phys, Ctasse der K. B. Akad. der^Wtssenschaften. 
Heft. 4,1896. 8° Munchen, 1897. The Academy, 

Naples.—Rendiconto dell* Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche. S^ie 111, 

Vol. Ill, fasc. 3—4. 8** Napoli, 1897. The Academy. 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—Annual Report of the North of England Institute of Mining 
and Mechanical Engineers for 1895-96. 8*^ Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
1896. The Institute. 

Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining 
and Mechanical Engineers. Vols. XLV, parts 4-5, and XLVI, parts 
1-3. 8° Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1896-1897. The Institute. 

Transactions of the Federated Institution of Mining Engi¬ 
neers. Vois. XII, part 3, and XIII, part 1. 8® Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
1897- 

Ottawa.—Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada. 2nd scries, 
Vol. I. 8® Ottawa, 1895. The Society. 

Paris.—Annales des Mines. Tome X, livr. 9—12, and XI, livr. 1-2. 8® Paris, 
1896—1897. Department of Mines, Paris. 

Bulletin de la Societe Franpaise de Mincfalogic. Tome XX, Nos. 1—4. 8° 
Paris, 1897. ' 

Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de France, 3™* serie, Tome XXIII, 
Nos. 9-X0, and XXIV, Nos. 7-9. 8® Paris, 1895—1896. 

The Society. 

Bulletin du Museum d’Histoire Naturelle. Nos. 2—6, 1896. 8“ Paris, 1896. 
The Museum. 

Comptes Rendus des Seances de la Societe de Geographie. Nos. 4—7 and 
9—10. 8® Paris, 1897. Society, 

Ministere des Travaux Publics.—Bulletin des services de la carte Geologique 
de la France et des Topographies Souterraines. Tome VIIl, 
Nos. 54—55, and IX, No. 56. 8® Paris, 1896. The Ministry. 

Perth._Department of Mines, Western Attstralia.—Gold Mining Statistics for 1896. 
Oblong, Perth, 1897. 

Department op Mines, Western Australia. 

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences. 2d series, Vol. X, part 4 
4® Philadelphia, 1896. The Academy. 

proceedings of the-Academy of Natural Sciences, part 2. 8* Phila¬ 
delphia, 1896. The Academy. 

Journal of the Franklin Institute. Vol. CXLIlli Nos. 855—857. 8^ 

Philadelphia, 1897- The Institute. 
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PaiLADBLPHiAi—Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. XXXV, 
Nos. 151—153. 8* Philadelphia, 189& Thb Soozett. 

^ Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XIX, part 
I. 4^ Philadelphia, 1896. Thb Society, 

Romb.—Atti della R. Accad. dei Lincei Rendiconti. Sdrie V, Semestre 1, Vol. VI, 
fasc. 5—*10, 8*^ Roma, 1897. Thb Academy, 

„ Bolletinodel R. Comltato Geologico d’ltalia. Vol. XXVII, Nos. 1—4. 8® 
Roma, 1897. The Commxssiok. 

Salem.-—Bulletin of the Essex Institute. Vol. XXVII, Nos. 7—12. 8" Salem, 1897. 
The Institute. 

St. Petersburg.—Bulletins dn Comitd Gdologique, Vol. XV, No. 5. 8° St. Peters- 
bourg, 1896. The Commission. 

Supplement au Tome XV des Bulletins du Comitd Gdologique. 
8° St Petersbourg, 1896. The Commission. 

Memoiresdu Comitd C^Iogique. Vol. XIV, Nos. a and 4. 4° St 
Petersbourg, 1896. The Commission. 

Bulletin de L'Academie Imperiale des Sciences. Sdrie V, Tome VI, 
Nos. 2—3. 8° St Petersbourg, 1897. The Academy. 

Memoires de L’Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St Petersbourg. Sdrie 
VII, Tome XLII, No. 13, and Sdrie VIII, Vol. II, No. 3. 4* St. 
Petersbourg, 1895. The Academy. 

Verhandlungen der K. K. Mineralogischen Gesellschaft. Vol. 
XXXII. 8° St Petersbourg, 1896. The Society. 

Toaio.—Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft furNatur und Vdlkerkunde Osta- 
siens in Tokio. Heft 58—59. 4® Tokio, 1897. The Society. 

Toronto.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. 2nd new series. Vol. I, part I, 
No. I, 8® Toronto, 1897. The Institute. 

„ Transactions of the Canadian Institute. Vol. V, part I, No. 9. 8® 
Toronto, 1897. The Institute. 

Turin.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino. Vol. XXXII, disp. 1—6. 
8® Torino, 1896—1897. The Academy. 

„ Osservazioni Meteorologiche fatte neir anno 1896 all* Osservatorib della R. 
Universitadi Torino. 8° Torino, 1897. The University. 

Vienna.—Annalen des K. K. Nat. Hist. Hofmuseums. Band X, Nos. 3—4, and XI, 
No. 2. 8“ Wien, 1895—1896. The Museum. 

Jahrbuch der K. K. Geol. Reichsanstalt. Band XLV, heft 4, and XLVI, 
heft I. 8° Wien, 1896. The Institute. 

Verhandlungen der K. K. Geol- Rrichsanstalt. Nos. 1^5- 8° Wien, 1897. 
The Institute. 

Vbnccb.—Atti del Reale Istituto Vcneto di Scienze, Lettere cd Arti. Serie VII, Tome 
LV, disp.3—6. 8" Venezia, 1897. The Institute. 

„ Memorie del Reate Istituto Vcneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Vol. XXV, 
Nos. 4—7. 8° Venezia, 1895—1896. The Institute^ 

Washington.—Annual Reports of the United States Geological Survey. Vol. XVI, 
part I, and XVil, part 3. 4° Washington, i^6. The Survey. 
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Washington.—Bulletin of the Philosophical Society. VoL XII, 1892—1894. 8* 

Washington, 1895. The Society* 

„ Smithsonian contributions to knowledge. No. 1033; and Vols* 
XXX-XXXn. 4® Washington, 1895-1896. 

Smithsonian Institution. 

,, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Nos. 1031 and 1037. 8^ 
Washington, 1896. Smithsonian Institution. 

Wellington.—Annual Report of the Colonial|Laboratory, Mines Department, No. 30. 
8® Wellington, 1897. Mines Department, New ZBALANi>t 

ZQricb.—Vlerteljahrsschrift Naturfors. Gesellschaft. Jahrgang XLI (Supplement), 
and XLII, heft i. 8° Zurich, 1896—1897. The Society, 

Maps, 

Calcutta.—Bartholomew, J, G.—Thacker’s Reduced Survey Map o£ India. Oblong* 
Calcutta, 1897. 

London.—Geological Survey of England and Wales. Index Map sheets. Nos. 6, 9, 12 

and 15. Folio, London, 1897. The Survey. 

New York,—Preliminary Geologic Map of New York prepared under the direction of 
James Hall, State Geologist, by W. D. McGee. Folio, 1894. 

Geol. Survey, New York* 

C« L C« 0»-«Ng. la D. G. Sttrfdy.«*^i9<'97,«i<ao« 



RECORDS 

ov 

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. 

Part 1897* November. 

On Nemalitefrom Afghinistin: F. R. Mallet, late Superintendent^ 
Geological Survey of India\. 

In 1887, when 1 was in charge of the Geological Survey laboratory, a speci¬ 
men of a mineral recently discovered in Afghanistan, was sent by the British Agent 
at Kibul, with a request for information as to its nature and value. A few quali¬ 

tative tests sufficed to show that it was nemalite. A quantitative analysis was 
subsequently made by Mr. T. Blyth, which is published in the fourth part of the 
Manual of the Geology of India, page 161. As it seemed possible that the 
mineral might be capable of some useful application if plentiful, and it was, in any 

case, of mineralogical interest, a request was made to the Agent for further informa¬ 

tion about it, including locality where it was found; and for additional specimens. 
The information asked for did not appear to be procurable, but a box full of the 
mineral, containing, as far as I remember, about 100 lbs. of the substance, was sent 
to the Geological Museum. When retiring from India in 1889, amongst a few 

specimens of Indian minerals which, with the permission of the then Director of the 
Survey, Dr. King, 1 brought to England in the hope of being able to examine them 

at some future time, was a picked sample of the nemalite in question. It is how¬ 
ever, only recently that circumstances have allowed my making a commencement 
of such work, by an examination of the mineral I have alluded to. 

The spe^^ mens sent were all very similar to each other in outward appearance, 
but differed more or less in the amount of alteration they had undergone, which 

could be roughly judged by eye through variations in colour and translucency. 

The sample, I selected, was one of those which appeared to have undergone the 
least change. 

It consists of a mass of straight, very fine, highly flexible and elastic, easily separ* 

able fibres eight inches long, which seem clearly to have formed part of a vein. 
Some particles of serpentine, adherent to one end of the specimen, indicate that the 
rock in which brucite has generally been found elsewhere is the probable matrix 
in Afghdnistin alsa The ends of the specimen show that tiie fibres werd not 

pefpendkular tothe walls of the vein, as is more usually the case witb fibrotm 
minerak, but made an angle with the walls of about so** (or tfio*). 
Whether this was due to a local twist in the direction of ths.wallaat the spot from 

> ItapripM f<Ma Uie Miaacatogicsl Msgarinei Vol> X, No. 5s, pp. 811*914^ 
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which the specimen was taken, or is common to the whole veini 1 do a<M know^ 
Both ends of the specimen show very obvious signs chemical alteration^ but the 

central part, for about five incbeSf is» to all outward appearance* both to the naked 
eye and under the microscope, perfectly fresh; and that it has not undergone 
any considerable change is shown by the absence Of both carbonic acid and 
ferric oxide. The sample used for examination was of course taken from this 

central portion. 
Transverse to the direction of the fibres the colour by reflected light is sea-green 

with a silky lustre: by transmitted light pale to dark sea-green according to the 
thickness of the specimen; the extreme red and the violet being the rays most 
strongly absorbed, together with the blue if the thickness be sufficiently great. 
Looked at by transmitted light parallel to the direction of the fibres, the colour 
IS very similar. In a specimen an inch long the colour is sufficiently intensified to 

approach a pale emerald green. The colour of the mineral is doubtless due, 
mainly at least, to the unusually large amount of ferrous oxide it contains. Neither 
transverse nor parallel to the direction of the fibres is there any perceptible 

dichroism. 
A section perpendicular to the direction of the fibres ^ shows no dark cross 

or rings in convergent polarised light; in parallel light with crossed nicolstbe field 
is rather brightly illuminated, and revolution of the aicols together does not alter 
the illumination. A cylinder of the fibres, again, lying parallel to the stage of 
the microscope, exhibits double refraction, and no alteration in the phenomenon is 
observable during a revolution of the cylinder on its own axis. The axis of 

greater optical elasticity is in the direction of the fibres. The above observations 
are in consonance with the statement of L^vy and Lacroix that in nemalite ** les 
fibres sont aUong6es suivant un des c6t6s de Thexagone et negatives/’* and with 

the optically positive character of brucite, nemalite included. But they apparently 
indicate that the vertical crystallographic axes, c, in the different fibres (which are 
so minute that in a cross section they are individually quite invisible under the 
microscope^), lie, not in parallelism with each other, but in varying directions in 
the plane perpendicular to the cross section of the fibres. 

The value obtained for the specific gravity, at 6o° F. is 2*454; a high result 
which must be ascribed to the large amount of iron present. 

The mineral gave on analysis (free from hygroscopic moisture) 
Oxygen ratio 

Magnesia • • 6a'oo 
Ferrous oxide 7-87 i«f*® **"'“’* 
Manganous oxide tr. 
Water . • 39*55 3d*34M| 
Silica '38 

99-80 

A faint trace of lime was detected spectroscopically. 

< Prof, flidden, wtto was |>resent when this paper was read, remaricsdl that ia the aMsatite of 
Hoboken, Now {orsey, there U a timtiar obliquity between the directwa M the Sbrai aad that the 
walle of the vein. 

* 1 am indebted to Professor J. W. Judd, C.B., for kindly having tba aection cot forawa and 
also lor several references bearing on the subject of brocita. 

* let Minirnux iUs Stfthei, 18S8, p. Oia. 
* With lirear magniScatkiB of 180. 
» Mg*S4'36> t’e**56*o* H—1*0076. 



'l»ART4j SIallOT; NematU4 fr$fH Afgkikiiidk^ m 
Th« only point in which the Above figures differ noticeably from'Mr* Blyth's 

i$in the amaller amount of iron. But the portion Uied in his analysis was from 
a different specimen, obtained at. a different time, and possibly from a different 
part ol the vein; and more or less variance in the relative proportions of the 
isomor|dtou8 oxides is what might be expected. 

The silica is left undissolved by hydrochloric acid in the form of .translucent 

tangled fibres, which dissolve in a hot solution of sodium carbonate. They are 
indistinguishable in appearance from the silicious fibres which remain when 
chrysotile is decomposed by the same reagent. As nemalite and chrysotiie are 
both usually found under similar conditions—in the form of veins traversing ser¬ 

pentine—it seems not unnatural that the two allied magnesian fibrous minerals' 
should coexist, intimately mixed, in the same vein, and it appears not improbable 
that such is the case in the substance under discussion. 

If, then, the silica be regarded’ as a constituent of chrysotile, and to the latter 
be assigned the theoretical compositi<^ of the mineral, with the magnesia and iron 
in the same proportions, relatively to each other, as in the nemalite, the above 
Analysis will stand as follows:— 

Chrysotile. Nemalite. Calculated to 100. Oxygen ratio. 
Magnesia « , -35 6i'65 6a* 32 

J-a6*47-»i*ooi 
I'Tei Ferrous oxide • *04 7-83 7*9* 

Manganous oxide. ... tr. tr. 
Water . .mi 
Silica . • <38 

*9*44 »9’7<5 36*43-» 

•88 98*9* 100*00 
*1 -1 -- 

99* So 

Granting the existence of the chrysotile, whether it should be regarded as formed 
synchronously with the nemalite, or as present owing to, one mineral having 
been altered into the other, 1 do not know. As previously remarked, the substance 
analysed showed no indication of change, unless the presence of silica be regarded 
as such. On the other hand, a portion of the substance near the end of the* 

specimen, where it was obviously changed, contained 2*26 percent, of silica fibres = 
5*a8 per cent, of chrysotile, or six times as much as the portion analysed. But this 
excess of silica was accompanied by the presence of carbonic acid and ferric oxidet 

which might therefore perhaps be expected to accompany the smaller amount of 
silica (‘38 per cent.) also, if the latter were due to alteration of the nemalite; and the 

large percentage of silica may be caused merely by original unequal distribution 
of chrysotile tluough the specimen. 

Near the ends of the specimen the original green colour is changed to a light 

hair-brown, the mineral still retaining its translucency, the alteration being due to 

a very partial peroxidation of the iron. Beyond that again the fibres are white, 
with a pale reddish tinge, and comparatively opaque. These (besides the silica 
menfioned above) contain a considerable quantity of carbonic acid, owing to the 

nemalite having been more or less fully converted into hydromagnesite ; and the 
ferrous is .largely, or entirely, changed to ferric oxide. There is also a certain 
amount 0! non-fibrous, and scaly, or in part stellate-lamellar hydromagnesite on 

the ends ol the specimen, formed, apparently, by deposition on the nemalite, not 
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hy alteration ^rW oitM* THd hfdeomOjgnoBito eodbgBe «oq»e naak^etitOi '«rM«ii «ia)r 
perha|>» be takes at repfesestins part ol die leittma oai^ df the oetoaHta (lirbm 
aoitie other pordon of the vein}* from vhicL die depodted hydroma^netite ««a 
probably for^d. 

Fibres of the nemalite held is the sone of fnsion of a Bonaen bttmer. shhie 
with the rather high lamlsescence Of ignited magnesia. As they possess consideT- 
^le tenacity, as well as mnch flexibility, there is little donbt that it would be 
possible to weave some kind of fabric from them, which might be used for incan¬ 
descent mantles. But in face of the superior luminosity of die materials already 
employed* and the easier process of mannfacture, there is little reason to anticipate 
that such an application of the nemalite would be commercially pfodtabie. And, 
further, even were the use alluded to more promising, nothing is known at present 
as to the quantity in which the mineral could be obtained. 

Oh a Quarta-barytes rock occurring in the Salem district* Madras Presi¬ 
dency. 3y T. H. Holland, A.R.C.S., F,G.S., Officiating Sufenn^ 
iendonit Goologieal Survey of India (with Plate XVI lij. 

« 

When barytes occurs as one of the spars ” of compound mineial lodes, such, 
for in&tance, as its common occurrence in galena lodes, the constituent minerals 
generally present the banded ” and comby " structure which is supposed to be 
the result of successive deposition of minerals ih a gradually widening flssiure. 
The same mineral also occurs infilling cavities in amygdaloidal traps, cavities 
in fosrils* fissures in limestones or sandstones, and often also as a cement binding 

vtogetherthe sand-grains in the latter rock—occurrences which suggest a secondary 
origin for the mineral, and also point to its deporition fuecipitaticm from 
aqueous solutions. The concretionary nodules found in some clays, and amongst 
the deep-sea deposits, are also formed by the chemical precipitation of barium 
sulphate from solurion in water. 

3. But the occurrence of this mineral with quarte, forming a network of veins, 
such as have recently been discovered In the Salem district, appears to be unique in 
character, and can hardly be explained by the theory applied to the oothmoner 
occurrence of barytes in mineral lodes. About midway between Mittiur and 
Alangayam (lat is^’sS'; long. yS^y') in the Tirupatur lalnkr Salem tliairict, two 
low hUla are found to be fmmed largely, and as far Us could be seen in the 
southern part of the western hill entirely, of a mck compo^d of qoaiic and 
barytes, whilst numerous veins of the same material are found pensb^ng tbe 
ay^line rocks In the neighbourhood.^ These veins are found stmtc^ing as far 

*TI» vaUey In wiitcii tfct tows of Als^igayam svyaraim Ao OBMPSibS 
^ oMfiany Of s porphyrhk faeito syanhs, frMift tlio javsdi HfilA of fiwIiSVM tetks with 
Ywwciilicmef inaeastklfmefsamlwwdnieriistfA 
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M Akngi^ciM^tk* ft d^9tkm tm mlM tiftnh of nudft aiii4 
Aod8fftWft»#nt ft diitft«ftft ftf ^ iftlloft watHwwds ;hm\%t\m lotWr iottaacft tho 
ootMip ift tmljrft dtituioe of half^-rollft in ft N.E--^rW. di«<Am 
<tti the •fti>tb*^t«tftro «id« of the vllli^e of Andiyeppunar; but a» the tnftiu nww 
of ffee took See to the north-east of Andiyappftnur, that ia^ the directkm Of the 
outcrop of thft vein, ft ia more than probable that this vein is merelj^ an oBsboot 
from dbe matn mesa soutb^weal ci Akagayam. its outcrop being covered by the 
cultivated alloviam which extends over the intermediate area. 

3. The pievfdling rock of the area, tiutragh which the quartz-barytes rock is 
injected as velnB.1k a pyroxenk gneiss, presenting a mottled appearance in hand^ 
spedmesa, and showing under the mkroacope a considerable admnee Upwards the 
change of the pyroxene into amphibole* But in addition to the gneiss, veins of the 
quartz-barytes rock are found crossing dykes of microgranitic rocks, which, though 
intruded before the injection of the quartz barytes rock, must have been erupted 
subsequently to the foliation of the'jgneiss. Although the actual contact has not 
been observed, the quartz-bwytes vein near* Andiyappanur shows a continuous 
outcrop across, and at right angles to, a very thick dyke of augUe-dionte, similar 
to the cemmon trap-dykes yhich in South India are generally regarded as tbe 
representatives of the Cuddapah lava-flows (/?er. S, Vol. XXX, p. t6). 
It ta probable, therefore# that the quartz-barytes rock is younger than this 
trap. 

4 The veins of quartz-barytes rock vary in thickness from mere strings to 
d}ke-like masses several feet acroes, and the fissures which they occupy instead of 
lying within a few degrees of the vertical, as is commonly the case with undis¬ 
turbed trap-d} kes, are found with their flat surfaces lying at all angles to the 
horizon. v 

5. But tbe size of the veins seems to have no recognisable connection with the 
sizes of the crystals composing them , even in the thin strings the barytes forms large 
cr)&tal8, and on tins account, as much as on account of the colour of the mmerftls# 
tbe rock presents a most remarkable resemblance to an acid pegmatite when first 
seen in the field. The barytes crystals are scattered through the quartz In a most 
irregular manner; there is no parallel disposition with regard to the sides of the 
vein, and no trace of the comby *' structure which so often characterizes mineral 
lodes. There is, in fact, no reason for supposing that thc^ conditions under which 
this material was injected mto the veins, were essentially different to those under 
which the material, when of a different chemical composition, crystallizes as a 
pegmatite, Tbe distances to which some of the veins are found to extend, and 
their uniformity of composition throughout, show that the substance oiightally 
injected must have been in a fluid state. The idiomorphic outlines presented 
by the barytes, and the complete absence of any other mineral after which it 
migHt possibly be pseudomorphous, point to its occurrence as a primary constituent. 
We conclude, therefore, that, whatever may have been the conditions of tem¬ 
perature under which it was injected, this peculiar rock has been formed by the 
consolidation of a mobile magma from which quartz and Imryteft sepftiatftd as the 
principal results of its primary crystalhmtiom ' 

6. The veins of this rock are made up prhadpally of quarts and b«fyte$» 
whh which there t^our very much ftmalter quantities of galeaea# pyrtte# dmeaiW 
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hematite and limonite, the last-named two minerals occurring with a dirty clay in 
the decomposed specimens, ^ 

To form an estimate of the relative proportions of quartz and barytes, the two 
main constituents, 6o specimens were determined by Mohr's specific gravity method 
by Mr. T. R. Blyth, under Mr. H. H. Hayden's superintendence. The results were 
as follows:— 

used. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

O 

P 
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R 

S 

T 

V 

V 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

»5 

6 

4 

3 
3 

5 

3 

2 

Total 

Weight in grammes. Water displaced in 
cubic centimetres. 

2799-05 986*30 

1851*10 446* *5 

i6o6*45 555*90 

1650*50 5*5*54 

* >392'95 465**5 

**56*43 34**30 

884-01 a6roo 

605-79 227*00 

815*05 399*00 

964*99 317-00 

S99'09 189*00 

633-28 235*00 

733*2* 234*00 

581-31 303*00 

47S‘'8 iSo'oo 

671-85 345*00 

826-73 387*00 

72**55 371*00 

739*80 267*00 

589*82 308*00 

475*58 164*00 

564*36 182*00 

21368*39 7078*34 

The average specific gravity of the rock is thus — 

2IZ68-29 

'-;;— = yoos 
7078‘34 

Knowing then the specific gravity of the rock to be 3*005, and that of its two 
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principal constitaents to be 2 65 and 4'3o respectively, the percentage composi¬ 
tion of the rock can be determined as follows :— 

Taking x to be the percentage proportion of quartz, (100—x) must be that of 
barytes, then— 

_100_ 

from which x is found to be 69'2. The percentage compositioh of the rock 
is thus— 

Quarts ..... 69*2 
Barytes • • . . . 30*3 

100*0 

This result confirms our decision in rejecting the theory of pseudomorphism 
after felspar which was considered in paragraph 5; for the proportion of quartz to 
felspar in pegmatite, at least in the graphic varieties, is quite different (cf. Teall, 
British Petrography, p. 402). ^ 

In view of the presence of the accessory minerals mentioned in paragraph i6, 
a special test for gold was made by Mr. Blyth, with the result that 19 lbs. of the 
rock yielded gold in the proportion of 13 grains to the ton. Although this is of 
course well below a profitable minimum, the area seems quite worth further 
testing on a larger scale. 

Quartz. 

7. The natural colour of the quartz varies from white to grey—the colours of 
the common vein quartz frequently found in the neighbourhood of intrusive rocks. 
The true colour of the quartz is, however, generally masked by ferruginous stains 

produced be rusty infiltration^ along the cracks, which are sufficiently numerous to 
render all specimens of the rock easily friable. 

8. Microscopic sections show the quartz to be composed of an aggregate of 
irregularly interlocking crystals, which are very variable in size, sometimes an 
inch or two across, and at other times quite microscopic. The white and grey 
colours, as well as the imperfect transparency of the quartz, are evidently due to 
the innumerable microscopic cavities seen in section. These cavities are often 
arranged in bands, and are sometimes filled with liquids containing bubbles. In 
one specimen of quartz, which was distinctly blue in colour, small zircons and 
long, hair-like inclusions were abundant. The resemblance of this quartz to that 
which is found so abundantly in the chamockite series of the same district, 
suggests the foreign origin of this particular piece, although no further in¬ 
stances of included older rocks have been found. 

Barytes. 

9. The barytes occurs as crystals often measuring 2 or 3 inches across, which 
generally form groups of several individuals. The junction surfaces between the 
barytes and the quartz often agree with crystal faces of the former mineral. Thus 
indicating that the period of crystallization of the barytes was on an average in 

advance of that of the quartz. 
10. When transparent the colour of the crystals varies from grey to pink, and 
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in thin cleavage plates they are colourless; but most of the crystals are disfigured 
by irregular, cream-coloured patches which are nearly opaque. These patches give 

the crystals a remarkable resemblance to kaolinized orthoclase when first seen in 
the field. One specimen showed a zonal disposition of black inclusions. 

II. The basal and the prismatic cleavages are perfectly displayed in every 
piece, whilst thin sections cut parallel to the basal plane show an additional, but 
noticeably less perfect, cleavage parallel to the brachypinacoid (oio^« Seven) 
determinations made on a basal section gave an average of 78” 30' and 101^30' 
as the angles between the prismatic cleavage cracks. 

13. The perfect display of cleavage cracks facilitates the preparation of sections 

parallel to the pinacoidal faces for the purpose of examining the optical characters. 
Sections cut parallel to the macropinacoid (100), that is, at right angles to the 
basal plane and bisecting the acute angles of the prismatic cleavage cracks, show 
the biaxial figure in convergent polarised light, from which the positive character 
of the double refraction is easily proved, whilst the optic axial angle is seen (o be 
small. The line joining the optic axes in these sections lies at right angles to the 
basal cleavage cracks, consequently the optic axial plane must be parallel to the 
brachypinacoid (010). The optical scheme is thus— 

which is confirmed by using the quartz wedge on the basal and brachypinacoidal 

sections. 
One of the most interesting features in connection with these sections is the 

remarkable difference between the colours displayed by the macropinacoidal and 
those shown by the other pinacoidal sections between crossed nicols. Thin 

sections cut parallel to the macropinacoid show extremely low colours, as low in 
fact as the grey, whilst sections of the same thickness cut parallel to the other 
pinacoids polarise with reds and blues of the first order. This interesting pheno¬ 

menon is evidently due to the fact that there is a much smaller difference between 
the maximum and the mean than between the mean and the minimum coefficients 
of elasticity, or, which is the same thing, the refractive indices o and /3 approach 
one another very closely—fact which finds expression in the narrowness 

of the optic axial angle. The values of the refractive indices for the D line given 

by Dana^ after Arzruni are :— 

a s I ‘6360Q 

R w 1*63712 

y = 1-64795 

We have therefore— 

/3—an*ooio3; V—J3«*oio83,and 7—a—*01186 

Whilst, therefore, the basal sections, containing 7 and /3, and the brachypinacoidal 

sections, containing 7 and a, show comparatively high double refraction, higher 

indeed than that of quartz, the macropinacoidal sections, containing $ and o, show 
a very low double refraction, lower even than that of apatite. As one result of 

this interesting circumstance the small granular crystals of barytes, frequently 

found filling in cleavage rifts in the larger individuals appear as a brightly polar* 

I System of Mineralogy, 6th Ed., page 902. 
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ising mosaic, whilst the macropinacoidal section, forming the principal part of the 
held, exhibits low grey colours. Owing to the strain phenomena the character of 
the dispersion could not be made out with certainty; in fact, as a result of this 
strain the colour dispersion appears to be as often ** crossed ** as of the rhombic 
type. 

13. The macropinacoidal section soften shows very imperfect lamellar twinning 
parallel to the brachydome (on). The traces of these twin-planes appear on the 
basal surfaces as very fine lines bisecting the obtuse angles of the rhombic cleavage 
cracks. As many of the crystals are noticeably bent, the twinning is probably 
secondary and due to pressure, as was shown by £. S. Dana^ to be the case with the 
80-calted michel-livyte described by Lacroix, and in other instances by Max Bauer. 

14. The cream-coloured patches already alluded to are less transparent under 
the microscope. Apparently the barytes has been altered along these areas and 
irregular cavities have been produced by removal of the material in solution. In 
the clear and unaltered parts of the crystals also there are bands of cavities with 
liquids containing bubbles; but these have a different origin. 

15. The average specific gravity of the crystals is 4*30. Examination before 
the blowpipe gave the usual reactions for barytes, indicating the presence of barium 
by the apple-green flame and of sulphur by the sulphide stain on silver. Many of 
the specimens are distinctly fetid when rubbed. A chemical analysis, made by 
Mr. T. R. Blyth under the superintendence of Mr. H. H. Hayden, in the Geological 
Survey Laboratory, gave the following results :— 

Moibture.. 

Losi on ignition ..0*26 

Silica 0*63 

Ferric oxide and alumina ........ 0*93 

Barium sulphate (Ha SO4).  94*15 

Calcium sulphate (Ca SO4) 4*01 

The chemical analysis thus confirms the physical evidence as to the great 
preponderance of barium sulphate in these crystals, and the replacement of a small 
proportion of the barium sulphate by the isomorphous sulphate of lime accounts 
for the slightly low value of the determined specific gravity (4‘3o). Taking the 

specific gravity of pure barium sulphate (barytea) to be and of pure sulphate 

of lime (anhydrite) to be 2-95, a mixture of the two compounds in ihe above pro¬ 
portions would have a specific gravity of— 

26*16 

=4*31 
94*i5+4’4***4*oi+2*9S 

which closely agrees with the observed specific gravity of the crystals. 

Accessory Minerals. 

16. Compared with the quartz and barytes, the minerals galena, pyrite, ilmenite, 
hematite and limonite occur in extremely small quantities, and show a tendency to 
local concentration, with the result that, whilst nearly all these accessories are repre¬ 

sented by small crystals in some specimens, in others they are entirely absent. Of 

Amtr, Journ, Sci*, 3rd ser., Vol. XIX (1890), p*6i« 
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these accessory minerals galena appdirs tolBethe most widely distnbalcd, pyrites 
occurring next in order of abandance. Both these minefils appear to be original 
constituents of the rock, but the llmonite and hematite are more probably second¬ 
ary, as they are found infilling cavities, which, from their shapes, were apparently 
formed by the removal of barytes in solution by secondary causes. 

Summary. 

The rock described in this note is composed almost wholly of quarts and barytes 
in the proportion of 7 of the former to 3 pits of the latter mineral. A pOTtion of the 
barium in the barytes bas been replaced by lime; analysis of the crystals, which 
have a speafic gravity of 4*30, showing 4*01 per cent- of lime sulphate With the 
quartz and barytes occur very small quantities of galena, pyrite, ilmemte, hematite 
and hmonite, the last two named being of secondary ongin. An assay of the rock 
yielded 13 grams of gold per t<m. 

This rock forms a large of veins cutting through the pyroxenic and other 
gneisses between Alangayara and Andiyappanur in the Tirupatur taluk, Salem 
distnct. These veins vary in tb^ness from mere strings to dyke-like masses several 
feet aaoss, and through them all the barytes is apparently uniformly distnbuted. 
The quarts and barytes are considt^d to be normal original constituents, which 
have separated from an injected mobile magtoa Uke many commoner pegmatites 
of a diSefent composUion; but no evidence is forthcoming concerning the tem¬ 
perature of the magma prior to consolidation There are none of the ” banded ' 
and comby structures 0! mineral veins, and no signs of possible derivation by 
pseudomorphism from ordinary pegmatite. 

Note on a worn femur of Hippopotamus trravadieus, Caut. and Falc., from 
the Lower Pliocene of Burma, by Fritz 1|0ETL1NG, Ph D., F.G.S. 
Palaeontologist, Geological Survey 0/ India (with Plates XIX and 

XX) 

While mapping the country around the petroleum field of Ycnangyonng I 
discovered on the eastern side of the Ycnangyouog anuclinc, about 50 feet above 
the ferruginous conglomerate (zone of S^ppotAermm anteloptnum and Aecrothenura 
pcrxmense^oxA about half a mile to the norto from the place where the flints^ were 
found, a remarkable bone sticking out from the face Of a low cliff. There was no 
doubt that this bone was m stta When found by me, and that it was m an undis¬ 
turbed position, there being no signs that it had been touched; in fact, it took some 
time to free it from its resting 

AtJ^this place a few layers of ferruginous conglomerate are formed above the 
zone of Htppotherium anteloptnum, interstnitified in the soft yellow sandstone, 
Theselayersof conglOmehMOaresoimcUmcsonly a few inches in thickness, and 
a few feet in leng^dylfrg out mpidly in any direction and forming therefore . 
patches of smaller o^lceator egtmisiOti in the sandstone. 

The composition of lotoe Of these patches is a peculiar one j they are made up 

I Rec, eSMi. Ssrv.lad., 1894, XXVIl, pp. 1 
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of smatl of drift wood fossilized into hydroxide of iron, small pebbles of 
white quart*, py of a ferruginous clayslone, and rolled fragments of bones all mixed 
up together in a heap exhibiting exactly the features of a heap of shingle on the 

sea-shore, and it was in one of these that I discovered the femur which is the 
subject of this paper. 

It was resting horizontally on its posterior side, lying flat, with the polished faces 
of the distal end directly on a layer of soft sandstone. The shingle watf heaped 
around it but did not fully cover it. I distinctly remember that the bone had not 
sunk into the underlying bed, but was resting flatly on it, and I also recollect that 
I was particularly attracted by its remarkable position. In taking it out from the 
rock, a peculiar loss of substance on the ventral side of the distal condyles, where 

two large flat facets had been formed, at once attracted my attention, particularly as 
the bone was resting with these two facets on the underlying bed. 

This struck me as something very peculiar, particularly as I never noticed 
anything similar in any of the hundreds of fragments of bones or better pre¬ 
served specimens I collected around Yefiangyoung. I may at once remark that 

I carefully looked through the Siw^k remains in the collection of the Geological 
Survey, but not a single specimen embited similar defects. It is therefore beyond 

doubt that whatever the verdict may be as to the origin of these curious facets, the 
specimen here described is at present unique. 

^ Tn my paper on the tertiary system of Burma,^ I mentioned this find for the first 
time, and this is what I said “ A femur of probably Rhinoceros sp. which I found in 
one of these layers affords an exceedingly good illustration regarding the conditions 
under which they were formed. It rested with one side on a bed of sandstone 
and around it, and partly over it were heaped ferruginous clay—pebbles, etc., etc., 
now that side on which the bone rested was considerably rubbed, thus indicating 
the result of friction on the underlying sand, produced by the gentle rocking of the 

bone by the waves while lying on the beach," 
It subsequently struck me that this was not quite a satisfactory explanation, but 

as 1 shall deal with this question presently, it may be left for a while. Though the 
peculiar feature of the femur struck me therefore at once, I refrained from making 
it the basis of some, perhaps, too far reaching conclusions until I noticed in 
the Neucs Jahrbuch^ that Professor Dames had described and figured a scapula of 

Equus the proximal end of which exhibited a similar loss of substance to the femur 
found by me. Professor Dames unhesitatingly attributes this loss of substance to 

human agency. 
In tjhe controversy which arose as to the origin of those curiously shaped flints, 

I discovered in the zone of Hippeihertutn antelopmupi and Acerothetiuin pertmense, 

1 had quite lately an opportunity^ of giving as extensive a description of the history 
of the find as possible, and at the end of my paper I mentioned the femur as being 
probably an additional witness for the origin of the chipped flint flakes, provided the 
theory held by Professor Dames as to the artificial origin of the loss of substance 

noticed in the shoulder blade of the diluvial horse was accepted. 

* Records, Geol. Surv. of Ind'a, Vol. XXVIII, pag^c 77. 
* Neoes Jahrbuch, 1896, Bd. i, page 324. 
* On the discovery of chipped flint flakes in the Pliocene of Burma, Natural Science, 1897* 

Vol, X, page 3334* 
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Having returned from furlough, I am now in the position to give an accurate 
description of the femur and its peculiar features, and I leave it to the reader to 
judge for himself. 

A careful examination of the femur has proved that it certainly did not belong 
to either of the genera Mastodon^ Elephas or the greatest probability 
was therefore that it belonged to the genus Hippopotamus. As far as I can judge 
from the figures of Blainville and Cautley and Falconer, the general features of the 
femur agree very well with those of the left femur of Hippopotamus^ but there are 
certainly differences, which render it almost certain that it could not have belonged 

to any species there described, and that with great probability it belonged to 

Hippopotamus irravadicus, the species so clearly described by Messrs. Cautley and 
halconer 

The bone measures from the middle of the distal condyles to the top of the 
prent trochanter 600 mm, in length ; the great trochanter is very large and rises 
above the level of the caput. The small trochanter is not very salient, rather a mere 
rough ridge. 

The posterior or ventral side of the cjjjpdyles exhibits a remarkable loss rf 
substance; on both condyles a flat irregular facet has been formed, measuring 

about 50 mm. in length in axial direction. It has to be noticed that boih facets do 
not lie in the same plane, but if the internal facet is considered as level, that on 
the external condyle forms an angle of about 10° with the former. On turning the 
femur round it will be noticed that there is also a great loss of substance on the inter¬ 
nal side of the internal condyle ;—in fact, both these worn surfaces if produced 
would meet at an obtuse angle on the posterior side of the internal cond}le. On the 
anterior or dorsal side the condyles exhibit also two elongate facets; that of the inter¬ 
nal one forming an angle of about 30°, that of the external one an angle of about 60° 

with the ventral facet of the internal condyle. 
On turning to the proximal extremity, traces of wearing are seen both on the 

great trochanter and on the caput; on the great trochanter they assume such a 
shape as if it had been attempted to attenuate it; on both sides on the anterior as 
well as on the posterior side, particularly on the latter, tliese traces are seen. 

The anterior side of the caput shows a slight trace of a facet, which is however 

not distinctly seen. 
To sum up, the facets are exhibited on the anterior and posterior side of 

both extremities in such a way that they run parallel to the axis of the shaft; no 

facets or any other traces cf wear and tear are either noticed on the shaft or on 

the proximal or distal face. 
From the above description it is evident that this femur exhibits at both exlreini- 

tics, particularly on the distal one, traces of a peculiar kind of grinding. As the 
planes of the facets thus produced are not altogether parallel or in the same level, 

it is beyond doubt that those on one side cannot have been produced simultaneous¬ 
ly, but that they must have been formed consecutively; it is quite irrelevant 

which was formed first; it is sufficient to know that the position of the facets proves 
that during their formation the bone must have been submitted to some sort of a 
revolving action ; to form those of the distal extremity, the bone must have been 

turned at least five limes, and whatever the medium may have been that produced 

the facets, it is quite evident that at one time the bone exhibited its anterior side to 
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the grinding process and then was turned over, exhibiting its posterior side to the 
same action. It may be remarked that, judging from the wearing, the process acted 
more vigorously on the posterior than on the anterior side. 

The question now arises, how are these facets to be accounted for; were they the 
result of the operations of art or of those of nature ? Should they be considered as 
intentionally wrought, are they only the result of a mere accidental process of nature 
resulting in loss of substance ? 

If we were able to answer the first question in the affirmative, then there 
ought to be no longer any doubt that in these facets we have the handiwork of 
some rational being which lived during the lower pliocene. 

It may at once be said that the purpose for which these fnceis were made, 
supposing for the moment they were artificial, has no bearing on the question 
of their origin. For all we know, they may be the result of an idle hour after a 
good meal. Professor Koken at Tubingen showed me a stag's horn from the diluvial 
travertine of Taubach near Weimar which had been marked all over in an ap¬ 
parently useless manner. No doubt can eifisl it was human agency which produced 
these marks, but it is difficult to see to what purpose, unless ac assume that 
the diluvial man who produced these marks perhaps tried to cut off some of 
the tines by means of his rude stone celt, and finding that it did not suit his 
purpose, idly hacked away at the useless bone. 

It must not be forgotten that the so-called savage tribes have plenty of spare time, 
and I personally can state that I often observed in Kachin villages full grown men 
playing with a piece of wood or a stone to no purpose whatsoever. By grinding 
such an object on a hard surface a few hours could be pleasantly spent. There is 
also no doubt that children use their play-things in all sorts of manners, and a 
good deal of amusement results from sharpening a piece of wood or metal or 
bone on a stone. Although we may dismiss the notion that the heavy femur here 
described has been a child’s plaything, we may take it as granted that the seemingly 
meaningless procedure resulting in the production of the facets bears no value on 
the decision of the question, whether they were made intentionally or were simply 
the result of an accidental process. 

It will therefore be well to discuss first the possibilities by which in a natural 
way loss of substance in the above described state could be produced. The first 
theory which would present itself would be to attribute the loss of substance to a 
chemical process ; to the dissolving action of some acid for instance. The question 
to be considered would therefore be, is it possible that by a chemical process such 
sharp facets on the extremities could be produced without damaging the rest of 
the bone. I should think that such a theory affords some serious difficulties; we 
have to imagine that the bone was imbedded in some substance impermeable to 
acids; only that small part which was to be worn off sticking out from the protect¬ 
ing substance. After this part had been removed, the bone was turned over, 
every part of it was again imbedded in the protecting substance except the one to 
be worn away, and so this process was repeated at least five times to produce the 
facets of the distal end. To imagine that while these frequent changes took place 
no other part of the bone should have been affected, seems highly improbable. It 
will certainly be admitted that if due to chemical action, the facets would probably 
not exhibit that fine smooth surface, but a more irregular corroded appearance. 
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I cannot imagine any chemical process which simply by itself without any outside 
assistance would produce such evenly polished surfaces at special parts of a bone. 
Were a bone submitted to any chemical actionj I should think that its traces ought 
to be visible all over the surface and not restricted to certain parts. We may there¬ 
fore dismiss the theory of chemical action. 

The facets must therefore be the result of a mechanical action* and it remains 
to be seen what natural causes might have the effect above described. 

The most plausible explanation is of course the action of ice as glaciers produce 
scratched boulders exhibiting sometimes even faces, the result of a considerable 
loss of substance. It is therefore by no means impossible that a strong bone such 
as a femur might be treated in a similar way, although I do not know of any ins-. 
tances which have been noticed. The possibility however must be admitted. 

Is there now any trace of glacial action to be noticed in the pliocene formation 
of Burma? This question may be safely answered in the negative. In fact, if any¬ 
thing, it tends to prove that the pliocene of Burma was deposited under tropical 
conditions. It may be argued that some of the higher hills existing while the Ira- 
wadi series was deposited were covered with glaciers, and that the femur may have 
been transported from there to the place where it was eventually found. But even 
granted that the glaciers did exist, such an assumption would require that the indi¬ 
vidual of Hippopotamus trravadtcus to which the femur belonged moved in a hilly 
country in a neighbourhood of glaciers, an assumption which is so contrary to all we 
know of the habiis of Hippopotamus that we may safely dismiss it. But even if such 
a theory would be admitted, the femur should have suffered much more by trans¬ 
port ; it could not possibly have retained its fine state of preservation, after it had 
been exposed firstly to glacial action and then to a journey in streams and rivers 
before it came to the place where it eventually found its resting place. 

The next theory wotold be to explain the forming of the facets by the mechanical 
action of running water. 

The action of the running water can certainly result in a considerable loss of sub¬ 
stance, as need hardly to be mentioned. If we examine however, all water worn 
objects, we notice that the action of the water lends to produce a more or less rolled 
shape, and generally an even polished surface. Whatever the original shape of the 
object may have been, and whatever the substance may consist of, the action of 
running water always produces the same rolled shape. 

It cannot well be imagined that a large bone, like the femur described, would 
have been mixed up with pebbles, all of a harder substance than itself, and still 
have retained its perfect shape while all the pebbles were rounded off. Of course, 
one could suppose that the femur was well jammed in between some larger pebbles 
or in the rocky bed of a stream; it is under such an assumption quite imaginable that 
the grinding action of the sand moved over it could eventually have produced the 
facets. But if, on the other hand, they were really produced in such a way, it is 
very difficult to explain why the bone should not have suffered later on when it 
was moved from its resting place. The perfect undamaged shape of the femur 
proves in my opinion that it never was associated with larger pebbles, nor that it 
could have undergone a longer transport in a river. If we are right in judging 
from the habits of the present Hippopotamus those of Hippopotamus irtavadims^ we 
may perhaps conclude, that the femur was originally deposited on the muddy or 
sandy beach of a river, perhaps partly imbedded in the soft material, only the 
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condyles sticking out. The question may then be raised whether the constant run 
of the water containing a lot of fine silt suspended, such as we notice in all tropical 
streams during the rainy season, ha^ a sufficient amount of mechanical energy, 
to grind down of facets as above described. I cannot trace any actual obser¬ 
vations for such a view, but I think some unquestionable proofs would be required 
before it could be accepted. So far, therefore, the loss of substance and the 

production of the facets cannot be explained by the mechanical action df running 
water. 

The way in which the femur was deposited when I discovered it suggested at 
first an idea which I afterwards discovere<l lo be an obvious impossibility. I 
originally believed that the specimen was lying amongst a heap of material such 
as is gathered frequently on a slightly inclined beach. I imagined that the 
action of the waves rolling ashore set the femur into a rocking motion which was 
sufficient to grind down the condyles producing the facets, 1 overlooked however 
a very serious objection: first, the tendency of the rocking action of the waves 
would be a rolling and not a grindin'g one, as may be noticed at any sea beach ; 
secondly, the way in which the bone was found proves that it was resting on a sandy 
ground whichjat that time must have been soft and loose. Facets as those described 
could however certainly not be produced when the bone was moved by the 
waves while its bed was soft and yielding. Only the friction against a hard un¬ 
yielding material could have produced facets, and the above view can therefore 
no longer hold good. 

If the view of the mechanical action of ice or water cannot be sustained, the only 
natural action remaining which would result in loss of substance would be the 
action of sand blown by the wind, deflation, in fact. The facetted boulders found at 
numerous places, the shape of which is generally attributed to the above cause, are 
well known. The femur resting on a sand-bank in the river, partly imbedded in the 

sand, might very well have been exposed to such an influence. If the facets existed 
on one side only, say, for instance, the posterior one, I would unhesitatingly accept 
this view. But they exist on the anterior side as well, and in such a way that they 
could not have well been produced simultaneously. Accepting the theory of the 
blown sand for a moment, we have then to suppose that the facets were first 
produced on one side, then the bone was completely turned round so as to 
exhibit the opposite side, which must have been shifted once. It was then again 
so well imbedded that nothing but a small portion was exposed. 

If this theory be accepted, of course the question is settled at once; I want 
however to point out a serious objection. I cannot well imagine how the move¬ 
ments required were carried out without exposing more than insignificant portions 
of the surface. In fact the facets on the anterior side are quite incompatible 
with this view; if they were the result of |he action of blown sand, much more of 
the condyles should have been removed. 1 find a very serious difficulty in the 
smallness and the distribution of Ihe facets, as I should think that, had the bone 

undergone this process, it would have suffered more. 
In conclusion, I may mention that the view of these facets being produced by 

the gnawing of some wild animals is absolutely untenable. No animal could 
produce even surfaces, such as those described, with its teeth; there would be 
irregular ragged furrows, but no smooth facets if the femur had been treated by one 

of the large carnivorous animals. 
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I think that it is clear from the above arguments that to whatever known 
natural causes we may look as likely to produce facets as described, we meet 
always with some serious objections. 

If, on the other hand, we suppose that the facets were intentionally made by 
some being, whether man, ape or Pithecanthropus, by holding the bone in his hands 
pressing it against a hard surface and grinding it down, the manufacture of the 
facets is easily explained. 

We arrive therefore at the result that the whole state of preservation of the 
femur turns rather in favour of the facets being intentionally produced than acci¬ 
dentally. I wish however at once to say that not for a moment do I contend that 
the facets must be man's handiwork, and that there is no other cause capable of 
producing them. All I contend is, that very serious objections are connected with 
the assumption of the production of the facets by natural or accidental causes 
but if any one can give me any ether plausible explanation, free from objections, 
I am quite willing to forego the conclusion that the facets are the result of the 

operation of an artificial agency. 
Should a satisfactory explanation come forward, I think that specimens exhibit¬ 

ing similar loss of substance should be carefully re-examined, as to the process which 

.caused such a loss. Professor Dames describes and figures a scapula of a horse* 
stated to come from the diluvial deposits of Northern Germany, exhibiting a similar, 
and apparently quite meaningless, loss of substance at the proximal extremity. 
Professor Dames unhesitatingly attributes it to human agency, but in this in¬ 

stance there are in fact more serious objections to such a theory than to the 
bone from Burma. It is quite true man has lived in diluvial times, while 

similar proofs are not so absolutely certain and unchallenged with regard to the 
pliocene period, and a bone exhibiiing such features as the one described by 

Professor Dames and coming from diluvial beds, might only be regarded as a 
further instance of the existence of man during that period. 

But on the other hand the history of the find is much less open to doubts in the 

case of the bone from Burma than in the case of tt.e diluvial bone. The author 
did not find the bone himself; it was brought to him : questions may therefore be 
raised—did it really come from diluvial beds, and if so, was the loss of substance not 
produced by the tools of the workmen while unearthening it ? Professor Dames 

holds that neither has been the case, but all the same these objections may be 

raised, and it will be difficult to disprove them. 
In the case of the femur here described, no such objections can be raised ' 

there were no working men which could have hurt the bone, and it was xiVv 
when found by me in such a place that all ideas of subsequent influences can 

safely be dismissed. In fact, if one thing is certain, it is that the loss of substance 
was produced previously to the interment of the bone. 

Not only may the above two objections be raised with regard to the diluvial 
bone; it may also be argued that, being found inftrata, the glacial origin of which is 
no longer doubted, the loss of substance may be attributed to glacial action—a view 
which certainly does not enter into the question at all with regard to the femur from 

Burma. It is true that scratched boulders have hitherto not been found in the dilu- 

^ vwl gravels in which the scapula is said to be found, but this is no proof against 
the .view that the loss of substance may be the result of glacial action. 
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In fact if, weighing M the evidence in favour and against the artificial origin of 
the loss of substance in the case of the diluvial scapula, the evidence against it is 
rather stronger than for it^—but nobody seems to have questioned the view held 
by Professor Dames with regard to this scapula,—may it therefore not be argued 
that what is accepted in this instance, also holds good for a bone exhibiting similar 
loss of substance, but coming from pliocene strata? 

Explanation of plates. 

Plate XIX.—Fig. 1. Hippopotamus irravadicus, Caut. and Falc. Left femur 
posterior (ventral) side, nat. size. 

Fig. la. Ditto ditto ditto. 
Distal extremity, i nat. size. 

Plate XX.—Fig. i. Hippopotamus irravadicus, Caut, and Falc. Left femur, 
anterior (dorsal) side, ^ nat. size. 

Fig. 2. Equusy sp. (co^y from Neues Jahrbuch, 1896, Bk. L 
p. 224) reduced to | size- 

/Atf Supposed coal Jaintia, Baxa Duars: By 11. H, Hayden, B.A., 
B,E„ Officiating Deputy Superintendenty Geological Survey of India, 

While at Kuch Bihar I was asked by Mr. D. R. Lyall to visit, if possible, the 
supposed coalmines near Jaintia, on the borders of Bhutan. I therefore took the 
opportunity, when at Baxa, of making an excursion to the spot. It is highly 
inaccessible and can only be reached on elephants, cither from a point a few miles 
south of Santrabari, or from Santrabaxi itself. From Santrabari there is a jungle- 
path to Jaintia, the distance being about 8 miles. The supposed coal, which is really 
lignite, is found in the valleys to the north and north-east of Jaintia : the locality 
visited by me being about 2 miles to the E. N. E. of the village of Jaintia. Here 
the lignite occurs in bluish-grey and yellowish sandstones of tertiary age, which dip 
mostly at high angles to the S. W., but the dip is variable both in direction and 

amount, though always steep. 
In some cases large areas—200 or 300 ft. long by 50 to 100 ft. wide—have been 

exposed on the plane of bedding, and the true character of the deposit is made 
evident. It consists of a sandstone (probably estuarine) containing isolated logs of 
lignite. The wood had evidently floated down the rivers and, becoming water¬ 
logged, had sunk in the estuaries, where it was embedded in the sand. 

This lignite, according to an analysis made by Dr. Saise, is of very good quality, 
having only a small percentage of ash: but the isolated manner in which it occurs 
renders it of little value, and for the purpose for which I was informed it was in¬ 
tended, »fs., as the fuel supply for a railway, it would be useless. The sandstone 
which flanks the hills for |many miles in this neighbourhood, appears to contain 
everywhere a certain amount of the lignite) but loo scattered and in too small 
quantities to be of any economic value, particularly in the face of such difilculties 

as are presented by the inaccessibility of the locality. 
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Percussion Figures on Micas, by T. L. WALKER, M.A, Ph.D,, Assistant 
Superintendent^ Geological Survey of India. 

A short time ago, I called attention* to some points in regard to the percussion 
figures formed on plates of mica by applying the point of a large needle to a 
cleavage fragment and striking a sharp blow with a small hammer. The figure 
resulting is illustrated below. All micas agree in having six-rayed percussion 
figures whose rays meet at angles varying from 51° 10.64° It was generally 
supposed that the rays are parallel to the edges formed by the basal plane (o P) 

with the prism (00 P) and clinopinacoid ooPoo. 

After measuring the percusssion figures on some twenty representative I'micas I 
found that this is not the case. The measurements then made were published* and 
shewed that the angles of the percussion figure opposite the clinopinacoidal edge, 
designated for convenience, varies from 52° 53'to 63° 28'. As the micas are 
regarded as monoclinic, the four angles of the percussion figure, remote from the 
clinopinacoidal edge and adjacent to the ray which is parallel to the above-mention¬ 

ed edge, are equal to one another and are different to the other two angles. It 
was also observed that the size of the angle is more or less characteristic for 

the species examined. 
Muscovite ..•.••• 53^ S3' to 55“ 57' 

Lithia Micas.59° 12' to 60° 16' 

Biotitc •••.•«•• about Co° 
Pfalogopite.Oo^ 53' to 63° 38' 

Desiring to further investigate the subject I made an examination of all the 
suitable micas contained in the Indian Museum. 1 give below the measurements 
of the angle p^ for those micas not previously reported upon. The results in 

general confirm the conclusions previously arrived at, viz.^ the rays of the percussion 
figures are not parallel to the prismatic and clinopinacoid edges, but meet at 

> American Journal o( Sciaoca, Vol. II, 1896, p. 5, Observations on Percussion Figures on 
cleavage plates ol mica. 
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angles varying from 51® to 64® which are more or less characteristic for the 
different mica species. 

Muscovite.—'Hazaribagh, Bengal • • • • • • 

0 

SI 

f 

49 
„ Alstead, N.H.,U.S, A. a • 9 • 52 3 
,, Hazaribagh, Bengal • • • • 0 # 52 42 
0 Miask, Urals • . • • • 0 • 53 50. 
,, Gaya, Bengal • • • • # 52 52 
,, Narstnghpur • , • • • • • 53 »7 
„ Vienna Exhibition (locality ?) • • • S3 35 
,, Nellore District, Madras • • • • • 53 30 
,, Goshen, Mass., U. S. A. • • • 0 0 54 30 
„ Pennsbury, Pa., U. S» A. • • • • 54 30 
„ Nawadi, Bengal • • • 0 • • 54 35 

EuphylHte.—S. Rewah, Central India • • 0 i 54 45 
Muscovite.—Alstcad, N. H., U. S. A. • • • 9 54 47 

„ Garhwal, N. W, P. • • • • • 0 54 53 
,, Hazaribagh, Bengal • m • • 54 55 
,, Sirmur State, Punjab X ■ » • • • 55 0 
„ Sutlej River, N.-W. Himalayas • • • • 55 16 
„ Darjeeling, Bengal . • f • • • 55 27 
,, Tonk, Rajputana • • • • • • 55 57 
„ MacDonald Range, S. Australia • • 0 t 56 25 

Lepidolite (?).—Paris, Me., U. S. A. • • 9 9 0 54 58 
Rubellan.—Eifel, Prussia • . . * • 0 0 0 59 28 
Lepidomelane.—Wermland, Sweden • • • 0 • 0 about 30o 
Biotite.—AUtead, N. H., U. S. A. • • • m • 9 ditto 

„ Greenland . • • . • 0 9 • 0 ditto 
,, Lake Baikal, Siberia « • 0 0 • 9 60 *5 
„ Hazaribagh, Bengal • • • • 9 • • 60 i3 

Phlogopite.—S. Mirzapur, N.-W, P., « « 9 • • 59 20 
,, Burma (in crystalline limestone) • • a • Qo 23 
„ Travancorc State . # • • • • 63 14 

Notes from the Geological Survey of India. 

ElaoUU at Sivamalai.^hvL interesting discovery of elaeolite-bearing rock has 

been made at Sivamalai in the Coimbatore district where the Sivamalai hills near 
Kangayam are composed of a fine grained elmolite-bearing rock, darkened by the 
presence of magnetite, graphite and ferro-magnesian silicates, amongst which 
biotite and hornblende prevail. This is cut through by veins of coarse grained 
rock in which the crystals of clseolite reach a diameter of 4 inches. This elaeolite- 
bearing rock is associated with a pink pegmatite, practically devoid of quartz and 
containing crystals of corundum, which occurs as veins in and near the boundary 
of the elaeolite-bearing rock. Mr. Holland has suggested that we may here look to 
the elaeolite as the source of the alumina, of which it contains over 33 per cent,, and 

especially points to the fact that the Sivamalai corundum has the crystal habit of 
Lagorios pyrogenic corundum (Zeits. f. Kryst, XXIV, 385). The field evidence is 

certainly consistent with the theory that the pegmatite, penetrating and absorbing 
the elaeolite-bearing rock, acquired an excess of alumina which subsequently 

crystallised out as corundum. 
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Earthquake of lath June,^K large number of reports have come in daring the 
last quarter, and as one result it has been found that the area over which the shock 
was felt must be extended to include the whole of the Irawadi valley and delta. 
To the east of the Pegu Yoma, the only place from which it is reported is 
Pyinmana. An important report has been received from the Superintendent of 
telegraphs, Assam, describing how, when communications from Shillong were being 
reopened, it was found that, so long as the earth was used as a return, the operalor 
was subject to electric shocks, some of considerable severity, which always accom¬ 
panied one of the earthquake shocks which were constantly occurring. This, as well 
as the frequent interruptions of communication which accompanied the shocks, 
ceased as soon as a second wire was used as a return instead of the earth. 

At the Magnetic Observatory at Bombay perturbations of the self-recording 
magnetic instruments wore noticed, which it is difficult to ascribe entirely la 
mechanical causes, but the time at which they occurred renders it impossible for 
them to have been directly connected with the electric disturbances at Shillong, 
and if magnetic or electric at all, they must have been such as a secondary 
result of the mechanical effect of the earthquake wave in the immediate vicinity of 
Colaba. 

3tst October K, D. Oldham, 

SelecUon from the Assays and Examinations made in the Laboratory of 

the Geological Survey of India between November and Novem* 

ber /Sgy, 

Date. Substance. I For whom. Result. 

13-XI-94. One specimen of im- The Under Secre* Quaniiij^ *ercivi’dz \\ oz. 
pure liinonitc, found tary to the Govern' Costaini, 46*46 per cent, of iron (Fe). 
in and about Maha- ment of India, 
bleshwar, m the Kevenue and 
Satara District. Acricultural De* 

partment. 

I5-XI-94 One spedmen of Edgar Thurston, Quantity received: 4^ ot. 
quartz, with copper Superintendent, Contains a trace of gold, 
pyrites, from the Government Cen- 
North Arcot District. tral Museum, 

Madras. 

36-XI-94 One specimen of Colonel E. E, Grigg, Quantity rectivedi 2\hn. G oz, 
galena, from a hill i Commissioner of Yielded on assay, 66‘3() per cent, of lead ^ 
mile north-west of Kumaon. and i o*. 12 dwts. 6 grs. of silver to the 
village Dhanpur, ton of lead. 
Kumaon. 

4*1^4 • One specimen of iron Colonel D. G. Quantity received: 1 lb, 
pyrites, with quartz Pitcher, Depart- Contains a trace of gold, 
apd slate, from mentof Lana Re- 
Gohna. Cords, Gwalior 

State. 

•o-Xri-q4 One spedmen of white C. W. Watsh, Mar- Lithomarge, allied to Fuller's earth, with 
6^10, from Afghan- tin & Co.» Cal- some pieces containing graphft'e. 
istan, cutta. 
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Date* I Subetance. I For whom. Result 

3-Xn^ Sp^imena coll^tad Surgeon>Ma]or G. W; The majorityare from the mountaiosToftan* 
in Eastern Persia* Brazier Creagh. Basmani Hamant and Fanach. 

w 

Tetflan is an active volcano" from which sufphur and sal ammoniac were obtained. 

BotNnan id volcanic, but not now active. Sulphur was also obtained here* Hamant 
and Fanec/i doubtful. 

No. I. Salt from Tank*i-Nimak, North of Amadi, 6 stages N. of Bandar Abbas. 

The nala is white with salt. 
Tombstones from an old cemetery in the Kosh.Valley under the lofty Tafian# 

an active volcano. Inscriptions supposed to be very old. (B.—C.) 

No. !I. A. Specimens from Fanach hill. Elevation 4,S0o feet. 

Amongst the rocks are specimens of a partially decomposed troctoUte 
(originally an olivine plagioclase rock). The other specimens are 

red clay with partlhgs of calcite, lumps of limestone, pale green epidote 

and silicified magnesite: probably not far removed from serpentine. 
B. Specimens from the rocky bed of Fanach pass. Mostly limMtones, 

partly crystalline and in some cases evidently derived from infilled 
cracks. Specimens ctf red clay rock are generally silicified, but cracks 

Bie also filled in with calcite. These and the green rocks resemble 

volcanic ash beds. One specimen is a mixture of quartz and light 

green epidote. 
No. III. Fragments of limestone and quartz from hills between camp Abgar and 

Itchan. Elevation 1,900 feet. 
No. IV. Limestone, partly silicified and dolomitized, from hills between Gordahan 

and Isfaka. 
No. V. Specimens from Hamant hill. Elevation 7,623 feet. Said to be a dormant 

volcano. 
Shales baked and silicified, dolomites and magnesites with veins of calcite. 

veins of quartz and epidote. Specimens of talcose schist. Specimens 

of serpentine said to occur in huge masses. 
Geh hills. Elevation 1,400 feet. 

Specimen of brown marl, with veins of quartz and dirty calcite containing 
carbonate of iron. Silicified red shale with veins of quartz. Specimen 

of dark green, compact and well jointed rock containing carbonate of lime, 
possibly compact ash bed. Specimens of fibrous calcite. 

Sand from Bampur Dasht near Geskok Camp. Elevation 1,800 feet. 
Dirty calcareous quartz sand with semi-rounded grains. 

No. VI, A. Specimens from Koh-i-Cheltan or Taftanor Koh-i-Naushadir (sal 
ammoniac). Volcanic peak 12,800 feel (approx.).** 

Pumice and fragmental rocks (tuffs and ash) of an andesitic volcanic 
outburst. Considerable quantities of infiltrated calcite in most specimens. 
Native sulphur with small quantities of soluble sulphates and chlorides. 

No.Vll. Mak or Lak^a yellowish marlfrom Cheltan Range, which, with leaves of 

the Kangak shrub, makes a black dye called Lak'i*Siab, and with leaves 
of the pomegranate makes purplish yellow dye. . 

As the specimen sent contains large quantities of sulphate of iron, doubtless 

it is thi' substance which combines with the tannic acids of the leaves to 

produce a black tannate of iron. The aqueous extract of the same sub« 

stance with pure tannic acid gives a deep blue<black ink* The iron com. 
pounds will also, of course, give different colours with other leaves in which 

the tannic acids are present in a different form. 

No. IX. Hill in sandy desert near camp Geskok. Lumps of carbonate of lime (like 

kunkur) and conglomerate cemented with carbonate of lime. 
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Date. Substance, For whom. Result. 

No. X. A. Specimens of rocks from Basman peak, a dormant volcano. Elevation 
I i,aoo feet. 

Andesitic ejectamenta. Andesites with rhombic pyroxenes, as in the 
case of Koh’i-Cheltan, and with flakes of brown mica. Some specimens 
fragmental and pumiceous, but of the same family. Lumps of carbonate 
of lime apparently from infiUings of cracks* 

B, Sulphur from same locality, 

C* Limestonefragmcntsfrom KokM-Almanrange, part of Basman. Elevation 
4,000 feet. 

No. XL A. Specimens from bills near Basman village* Specimens of hornblende* 
biotite granitite. Lumps of quartz rock and hardened lithomarga. 
Specimens of decomposed pumice. Masses of limestone, some pieces 
well crystallised. 

B. Dark calcareous earth with scales of biotite. same locality* 
C* and D, Volcanic agglomerate composed of various minerals, fragments 

of pumice, etc., all impregnated with carbonate.'of lime and salt. 
E. Slab of hornblende-andesite. 

Three specimens from | H.iA. Casson, C.S., | Nos. i and 2, basic volcanic agglomerate. 
” ^ j the summit of ISabar- Political Officer, No. 3, iron pyrites, 

garb, VVazuistan. Bannu Column, 
' Bannu. 

4>1]1>05 One specimen of clay Geo. R. Reynolds, Contains 83*63 per cent, of Silica (SiO ). 
^ from the Lamcta Manager, Warora 

group, Warora, Cen- Colliery, 
tral Provinces. 

ao-IV-Qfi Two specimens from J. Walter Leather, No. 1, earthy hematite. 
the Kaira District. P.C.S., etc., Agri- No. 2, limonite nodules (po<.sibly pebbles) 
Gujerat. cultural Chemist to in a matrix of carbonate of lime. 

the Government 
of India. 

i-IIl-OS Specimens from the C. S. Middlcmiss, No. dunlie, l No. ^g, dunitc: 
Salem District. B.A., Deputy 1 partly alteied into 

Superintendent, j serpentine. S.G* 
Geological Survey j S. G. 3‘i76. 
of India. Silica (SiOj,). ‘ Silica (SiOt) 

36-1:4% 1 39-1% 
Magnesia (MgO) Magnesia (MgO) 

46*12^ 48-26^ 

j No. 4^5, magnetite schist. S. G. 3*538. Con¬ 
tains 36*66% of iton(Fe). 

No. ijV’y* magnetite schist. S.G. 3*365, 
Contains 35*00% of iron (Fe). 

No. magnetite schist. S. G. 3*415. 
Contains 32*40% of iron (Fe). 

6-Vl'05 One specimen of coal, F. NoetUng, Ph. D., Moisture • . . . • 8*54 
containing iron Palaeontologist, Volatile matter .... 37*40 
pyrites, from Yen- Geologic! Survey Fixed carbon • • • • 42*80 
angyoung, Upper of India. Ash •»•••• 11*26 
Burma. “ “ 

100*00 

Doea not cake, 
Aih'—dark greyish red. 
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Stibstaoce. For whom. 

6>V1‘95 Onespecitnen of li- W» Anderson, Geo* Contains 36*68 per cent, of iron (Fe). 
monite from about logfical Survey of 
two miles south-east India, 
of Jate, Porabat 
District, ^ Lohar- 
dagga Division. 

8*VII-95 Two specimens of iron P, N. Dalta, B. Sc., A. Manganiferous hemalile, Ilmonitic. 
ore from Kewah. Deputy Superin- Foot of Kymore scarp, north-west of 

tendent. Geological Baghwar, near Bourgaona, Rewab. Con- 
Survey of India. tains 50*43 per cent, of iron (Ke). 

B. Limonito. 
Half mile north-east of Sulkma village, 

Raranagar Tahsil, Rewah. 
Contains 20*47 percent, of iron (Fe), 

I9-X1I-95 Galena from a hill jH. H. Hayden, Assist- Quantity rewvedi 7 \bs. ^ oz. 
about 14 miles east of I ant Superintendent, Yielded on assay, 53*42 per cent, of lead ; 
Madeya, Mandalay. Geological Survey and 4 oz. 14 dwts. tj grs. of silver to the 

of India. ton of lead. 

I2-XII-95 Quartz from old gold C. S« Middlemiss, Quantity received’. 8 lbs. 
Workings at Chin- Superintendent, Yielded on assay, a trace of 
natha-gaiiu, Udu, Geological Survey 
KoUeual Taluq, of India. 
Coimbatore District. 

gold. 

« 

10-1-96 Three specimens of C, L, Griesbach, i.‘‘Quartz reef (2)” lolbs. 
quartz, and one o( Director, Geologi- 2. *'Takraburn No. 4 cutting ” ,, 7 „ 
schist, from Porahat, cal Survey of India. 3. “ Ragolburn hill ** „ g ,, 
Chota Nagpore. 4. Schist 

Yielded on assay, no gold. 

6-II1-96 One specimen of C. L. Griesbach, Quantity received : 19 lbs. 
crushed quartz, from Director Geologi- Yielded on assay, 1 dwt. 9 grs. of gJd per 
23 miles S.S.E, of cal Survey of ton. 
Ralarampur, Bengal India. 
Nagpur Railway, for 
gold. 

lo-IV-qC Seven specimens of 
crushed quartz, from 
23 miles S.S.E. of 
Balarampnr, Bengal 
Nagpur Railway, Tor 
gold. 

30-IV-96 Two specimens from 
Port Hlair for deter¬ 
mination. 

W. Anderson, Spe¬ 
cialist, Geological i 234567 
Survey of India. 

Quantity 8 lb. 6 &. \ fi». 8 4 ft- 4 lb. 4 H). 
reed. 

Contain no gold. tr 

Major R, C, Temple, Specimen from Flat rock Invisible hank. 
Superintendent of about 60 miles South East of Port Blair, 
Port Blair. 

Marine sedimentary organic limestone, with 
panules of ^ plagioclase felspar and horn¬ 
blende, derived from some older volcanic 
rocks organisms foramntfera, radtolaria, 
etc. The rock belongs to Oldham’s 
Archipelago series of late Tertiary age. 

Specimen found off anchorage at Norths 
West end ofNarcondam, 

Magnetite sand, with grains of auartz, 
ilmenite and felspar, evidently derived 
from the basaltic roclu of Narcondam. 
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Date. Substance. For whom. Koiult* 

i3'V-96 Twospecimeosofcoab R« D. Oldham, 
from Rewah State* A.R.S.M., F»u.S>, 

Offir. Director, 
Geological Survey 
of India. 

.Garwani. 

Quantiiv re¬ 
ceived X I lb. 11 oc. 

Moisture • 9’o8 
Volatile matter 8*72 
Fixed carbon . 44*76 
Ash . , 44’44 

100*00 

Ash^reddish grey. 
Does Aot cake. 

SiNOHOA, KBAR 
Rarswa. 

Quantity re- 
fdved : 3 lbs. 3 ox. 

4*60 
26*00 
41*12 
28*28 

100*00 
Ash—grey. 

Does not caice. 

39-V-^ One specimen of auri¬ 
ferous quarts, from 
the old workings in 
KoHegal Taluq (Tip* 
poo's Mines), Madras. 

9-VI-96 One specimen of coal, 
from centre of broad* 
est bands, Mithwa 
coal-field, about if 
miles from Thatha* 
nah N, N,-W. Upper 
Burma. 1 

C. S. Middlemiss, Quantity received: 2 lbs. 6i oz. 
B.S., Superintend¬ 
ent, Geological Yielded on assay, 2 oZ. 5 dwts. 17 grs. 
Survey of India. oi gold per ton. 

H. H. Hayden, Quan 
B.A., B.B., Assist¬ 
ant Superintend- Moisture • 
ent, ueological Volatile matter 
Survey of India Fixed carbon 

Ash . • 

Quantity received 8 lbs. 

Ash—light grey. 

Does not cake. 

6* 16 
33*4^ 
24*64 
357» 

100*00 

io-Vl-96 Three specimens of P. N. Datta, B.Sc., Limonite, S. W. of Lukaora, 
iron ore, from Rewah F.G.S., Deputy Quantity received t i\h. 
State. Superintendent, Coutams 3576 per cent. Iron (Fe). 

Geological Survey 
of India. 

2. Litttonite, } mile N, by B. of Panjerie 
H. S, guaniity received X 14 or. 

ontains 48*75 per cent, iron (Fe). 

3. Hematite^ near Puri, S.-W* of Hnrma 
on the Son, 

Quantity received ; U oz. 
Contains 44*32 per cent. Iron (Fe}« 

nchVM AspemmenofUmooite H. H* Hayden, B.A., Quantity received x 4|08. 
concretion, from B.E., Assistant Contains 44*12 per cent. Iron (Fe)- 

_r%__ 
VVMVSV^fWiip - 

Nyauogsigyiili Pagan Superintendent 
district* Upper Geological Snr 
**- of India, Barma* 

Survey 

I4-V11I-06 One specimen of W. Anderson, Spe- Quantity received xTSlhM. 
quarts^ from Bala- cialist, Geolonical Yielded on assay* a trace of fold* 

; rampnr*. Manbhum Survey of Inoia, 
district. 
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Date. Substance. For whom* Result. 

aO<>96 : Anderson, Spe* 
taiiings, and blank*, cialist, Geological 
etings, the result Survey of India, 
of two trial crush* 
ings, of 15 and 9 
tons quarts. 

3-V1U-96 One specimen of A. E. Wild, Conser- fuartz. from the | vator of Forests, 
ingbhoom district. I Bengal. 

!. Mokalbana, Manbhum district. 
Amalgam, from bottles marked l, 4 and 7, 

fiom 9 tons crushed quartz. 
Yielded on assay, 1*24 grs. of gold, equal to 

•138 grs. per ton. 
2. Chandra Dhobni, Manbhum district. 
Amalgam, from bottles marked 2, 3, 5 and 

6, from 15 tons crushed quartz. 
Yielded on assay,‘095 grs. of gold, equal 

to '0063 grs. per ton. 
3. Tailings, from 9 tons crushed quartz. 

' Yielded on assay, a trace of gold. 
4. Tailings, from 15 tuns crushed quartz. 
Yielded on assay, a trace of gold. 
5. Blanketings, from 15 tons crushed 

quartz. 
Yielded on assay* a trace of gold. 

Contains a trace of gold. 

•4 1*97 One specimen of Lig* |Lieut.-CoI. H, A. 
nite, containing plant | Vincent, Political 

; remains and specks ; Agent, Bickaner. 
I of resin, found at the t 

bottom of a well, 201 
feet from surface, 

i Pallana. about 12 
; miles from Bickaner, 
I Rajputana. 

Quantity received : 7 lbs. 

Moisture • 
Volatile matter 
Fixed carbon 
Ash . • 

Does not cake. 
Ash—light grey. 

12*50 
41*40 

37*50 

8-6o 

lOO'OO 

5-1-07 Three specimens of Geo. Watt, Reporter ' /.—From Kabul, Travertine, 
minerals, tor detci* on Economic Pro* 

i mination. ducts to the Govt. Ao. 2.—Frzwn Sakrsar and Kalabagh, 
of India, I Punjab. Massive gypsum. 

] A^o. 3.—From Kabul. Borvenite (Pseudo 
1 Jade). 

17-XII*90 

8-!1I*97 

One specimen of 
Psilomeianc. from 
Gosalpur, Jabalpur 
di^t^ict, for phospho* 
rus. 

C. W. McMinn, ' Contains *589 per cent, phosphoric anhy- 
Jabalpur. j dride (P® O ). 

A white mineral, found Museum, Gcolopi-j S, G. 1*707. 
underneath the coal cal Surveyef India,; 
strata, Chitteedand, Calcutta. 
Salt Range, supposed 
to be Bauxite. 

cib®* 

Znb^’ 

23*63 
46*44 
30*08 
trace. 

8*UI>q7 Three specimens from 1 R, G. Thomwn, 
Bashanar, supposed C. S , Deputy Com- 
to be Stwphire. missioner, Simla 

District. 

•■Alumtnile. 
Amethyst* 

100*15 
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Date# Substancet 

iO’in-97 Six specimens of coal 
from the Warora 
Colliery. 

n-ni-97 One specimen of Ga¬ 
lena, from Arki, 
Baghal State^ Simla 
Hills. 

I . 

1 o-1 V>97 Four specimens of coal 
from Assam. 

For whom. Result. 

I C. 0. Leefe, Assis* 
1 tant Secretary to 

Chief Commis¬ 
sioner, Public 

I 
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Works Depart¬ 
ment, Central • 

Si 
u 

«r 
‘oLs 
to d 
dS 
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a?*. .& ■to 

Provinces^ Nagpur. 1 
• • 

«e to 

N
o
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di
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i tA 8 

I" 
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' Z ^ 
to to 

0 
*5 

* 

Qunntiiv 
nctitea. 

; Moisture 

Volatile 

lOlbs. iolhe. tolbs. lOlfos. tolbs. lolbs. 

8'4» g‘78 

1 

36*53 7*40 6*38 f0*40 

ntattcr, 
rueo 

39*00 , 3o*ej 
1 

i a7’jo 
1 

30*48 19*64 : 36*4* 
( carboo. 43*74 ! Wzj! 1 4 0*0R 36’44 31 *63 41-1* 

Ash • J9‘fl6 16*88 3 6*30 35*68 43 36 

1 . . 

lH*u6 

too 00 JOO'OO (oo'oo [iQo'OOi iOO'OO iOO'OO 
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H. G. Thomson, 2* lbs. 
C.S.. Deputy Com-«« asr-ay, 75-17 per cent. lead (Pb); 
misvloner, Simla 1 21 oz. 1 dwt. g grs. silver to the tod 

Diitrict. 

F. H, Smith, Geo¬ 
logical Survey of 
India. 

of leads 

Quantity 
received. 

Moisture • 

Volatile 
matter. 

Fixed car¬ 
bon. 

Ash , 

1 

I, 

5i 0*. 

11. 

7 o*. 
III. 

5* 01. 

!V. 

4* 0*. 

5'3G 3*88 3*M 7*10 

49'96 S7'S3 1 
j 

29^X> 37'4S 

25'3a 35*40 15*34 40*38 

ig*36 13*20 52*62 I5'04 

100*00 IOO'OO 100*00 j IOO'OO 

JStS 

.Sf£ 

IT 

1^413 

li 
« ba 
12**? 

il 82 
li? 

s4 

i’^4 

8-el 

||| 
its aJk 

jlg_ 

'ft 
4' ' 
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from Assam. 

A. B. 
H. Smith, 

A.R.C.S., Deputy 
Quantity received. to} oz. 4 0Z, 

Superintendent, Moisture . • • 10*74 9*40 
Geological Survey Volatile matter • • 31*12 34*42 
of India. Fixed carbon • , 25-90 26*33 

; Ash * • , 
1 

. 32*24 39*86 

100*00 100*00 

Does not cake. 

18-V-97 One specimen of \\g- j Tom. D. LaTouche, ! received: ^slbs. 
nite with specks of B.A., Superinten- , 
resin, from Pallana, dent. Geological majflr * 
.a a.il«, from Survey of India. ' ’ 13 miles from 
Btckaoer, Rajputana. 

Volatile matter 
Fixed carbon 
Ash • 

8*30 
4372 

39'48 
9'6o 

loo’00 

Sinters slightly, but does not cake. 

Ash—light brown. 

Calorific power in heat units (C), 7»*93» 

Evaporative power, 13*58. 

io-VI-97 A heavy metallic look- A. Gow-Smith, Hast' *3* 
ing specimen from ings House, Ali- 
the Koderma Govern* pore, 
ment Forest, Hazari. 
bagh District, sup¬ 
posed to be iron. 

9-VIIlJpebbI«of.ch.rt con- The ChW Secr^ry Quaniiiy received : 
1 Uinine ouart.. VVa to the Goverory.nt io*s grains of gi taming ^arts, wa 

States, Burma* for 
gold assay. 

to ine ijovcriiiiioiiv , . ij . au L_ 
of Burma, per J.G. Contains 10*5 grains of gtld to the ton. 

Scott, Superinten¬ 
dent of the North¬ 
ern Shan States, 
Burma. 
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Date. Substance. 

I8-1X-97 

Result. 

A specimen of the gra- 
mtite from UrnitiaUa 
quarry i mile S. W« 
of Karasamir, S. 
Arcot District, For 
bulk analysis. 

18-1X-97 

3I-1X-97 

T. H. Holland, Offi¬ 
ciating Superinten¬ 
dent, Geological 
Survey of India, 

A hand specimen of 
hypersthene, horn¬ 
blende granite from 
Perumbakam, 
Madras. For bulk 
analysis. 

Alkaline salt from 
Yenangyat, Upper 
Burma, where »t 
occurs as an incrusta¬ 
tion and is more or 
less impure. 

Ditto 

Ks O 
Ignition 

Si, O. 
AUOs 
Fe,0, 
Fe O 
CaO 
Mg O 
Na, O 
K»0 
Ignition 

|G. E. Grlnief, Assist 
ant Superintend¬ 
ent, Geological 
Survey of India. 

Total loi'di 

6r4o 
t9’38 

'58 
5‘27 
6*56 
3**4 
378 

*44 
•IS 

Total 99*8o 

The portion soluble in hot water was ana¬ 
lysed separatcly^the insoluble portion is 
given below under the heading of ** Inso¬ 
lubles.’' Reaction distinctly alkaline. 

Nag O 
Kg O 
CaO 
Mg O 
SOg 
Cl . 
Ignition 
Insolubles 

Less oxygen equivalent 

Total 

34*89 
*4 

1*25 
rSo 

4809 

‘3* 
4’05 

lu’oo 

101*24 
•08 

iori6 

This analysis shows that the subsUnoe con¬ 
tains about 78 per cent. Na* S 04, with 
smaller quantities of Ca S U4 and Mg 5 

O4._ 



PAifT 4.] ppkatitHs *9 Hi Muteum. 

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM. 
Fkom xst August to 31ST October 1897. 

Specimens of Muscovite, with tgurmaline and ferrug'inous inclusions, from the Koderma 
Government Forest, Hazaribagh Distnet. 

Presented by A. Gow-Smith. 

Kodgrma, Hazaribagh District. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

From isT July to 30TH Sbetbmber 1897* 

Books and Pamphlets, etc. 

Purchased, 

Baratta, Jbf.—^11 Vesuvio e le sue Eruzioni, ismo. Roma, 1897* 

Bauer, Max.—Edelsteinkunde. 4** Leipzig, 1896. 
Beck, L.—Die Geschichte dcs Eisens. Band 111, lief. 6. 8^ Braunschweig, 1897. 

Bronn, G*—Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Retchs. Band iV, lief 48—52. 8* 
Leipzig, 1897. 

Brush, G. y.—Manual of Determinative Mineralogy, with an introduction on Blow* 
pipe Analysis. I3lh edition. 8^ New York, 1895. 

Dana, y. £>.—The System of Mineralogy. 6th edition, by £. S. Dana. 8° New 

York, 1896. 

Doilter, C.—Edelsteinkunde. 8° Leipzig, 1893. 

The Earthquake in Bengal and Assam. Ke-printed from the Englishman. 8° 

Calcutta, 1897. 
Geikib, a,—The Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain. Vols. II. 8^ London, 1897. 

GOntbeR, 5*.—Handbuch der Geophysik. 2nd edition. Band 1, lief 1-4. 8° Stuttgart, 

1897. 
Hann, %, Bruckner, £. and KirchoE, ^1.—Allgemeine Erdkunde. 5th edition. Vol. 1. 

4“ Wien, 1896- 
Heim, Alifert.~~D{e Erdbeben und deren Beobachtung. 8° Basel, 1S80. 
Kbiluack, ^T.—Lchrbuch der praktischen geologic. S'* Stuttgart, 1896. (2 copies.) 

Lbche, IV.—Untersuchungen ueber das Zahnsystem lebender und fossUer halbafien, 

4® Leipzig, 1896. 
Merrill, G. P.—Slones for building and decoration. 2nd edition. 8® New York, 

1897. 
Murray, y. A, U.—A New English Dictionary on Historical Princ.ples. Vols. Ill 

(Distrustfully—Doom) and IV (Flexuosity—Foister). 4® Oxford, 1897. 

PoTONIB, Lehrbuch der Pfianzcnpalseontologie. Lief, 1—2* 8® Berlin, 1897. 

Raubbr, if.—Die Regeneration der Krystale. 8° Leipzig, 1895. 

Russell, /. C.—Glaciers of North America. 8° Boston, 1897. 

Schmidt, P* 3^,—Vulkanstudien. 8® Leipzig, 1874* 
'Studien uber Erdbeben. and edition. 8® Leipzig. 1879. 

SoawANTKB, A.—Die Drusenmineralien des striegauer Granits. 8® Leipzig, 18^. 

WuLTiNG, E- A.—Die Meteoriten in Sammlungen und ihre literatur. 8® Tubingen, 

1897- 
ZlXKBL, F.—Lchrbuch der Petrographie. 2nd edition. Bands I—III. 8" Leipzig, 

*893-^ 

. ► 

*7 
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Presented By the Authors^ Puhlishers^ etc. 
Aitdxrson, a, /T.—Notes of a journey to the Auriferous Quarts Redons of Southern 

India, with facts relating thereto* tamo*, Edinburgh and London, 
1880. 

Major, C. y, Oisement Ossifere de Mitylinl et Catalogue d’ossements fossilesv 
4° Lausanne, 1894. 

Nordenskiold, a. Sketch of the Geology of Spilzbergen. 8® Stockholm, 1867, 
Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, 1876—1878. Botany: Frotophyta: Diato- 

maceas: Silicoflagellata and Cilioflagellata. By H. H. Gran. 4^ 
Christiana, 1897. 

Peach, B. JV., and Horne, y*—The Glaciation of Caithness. 8® Edinburgh, i88i. 
Verbeek, D. M-t et Fennema, /P.—Description Gcologique de Java et Madoura. 

Tomes 1-2. With Atlas. 8® Amsterdam, 1896. 

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, btc. 

Purchased. 

American Geologist. Vol. XX, No& i-^a. 8® Minneapolis, 1897. 
„ Naturalist. Vol. XXXI, Nos-366—368, 8® Philadelphia, 1897. 

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band LX1> heft 2, to LXII, heft 1. 8* Leipiig, 
1897. 

Annales de Geographic.. Annee VI, No. 27. 8° Paris, 1896. 
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. XX, Nos. 115—7. 8® London, 1897. 
Athenajum. Nos. 3634—3646. 4 'London, 1897. 
Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band XXI, Stuck 6—S. 8® 

Leipzig, 1897. 
Chemical News. Vol. LXXV, Nos. i960—1972. 8® London, 1897. 
Colliery Guardian. Vol. LXXIII, Nos. 1903—1915. Folio, London, 1897. 
Geological Magazine. New series, Decade IV, Vol. IV, Nos. 6—9. 8® London, 1S97. 
industries and Iron. Vol. XXII, No. 1275, to XXIll, No. 1387, 4'London, 1897. 
Journal of Geology. Vol. V, Nos. 4—5. 4° Chicago, 1897. 
London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine. Vol. XLIV, Nos. 266—2(>3. 

8® London, 1897. 
Mineralogical Magazine, Vol. XI, No. 52. 8' London, 1897. 
Mining Journal. Vol. LXVIl, Nos. 3225—3237. Folio, London, 1897. 
Natural Science, Vol. XI, Nos. 65—67- 8® London, 1897. 
Nature. Vol. LVl, Nos. 1442—1454. 8® London, 1897. 
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologle und Palxontologie. Jahr. 1897- Band L 

heft 3, to II, heft I. 8® Stuttgart, 1897. 
Palaeontologische Abhandlungen, Band III, heft 3. 4* Jena, 1897. 
Palaeontographica. Band XLIV, lief. 1—2. 4® Stuttgart, 1897, 
Scientihe American. Vol. LXXVl, No. 23,10 LXXVII, No. 9. Folio, New York, 

1897. 
„ Supplement. Vol. XLIII, No. Iii8| to XLIV, No. 1130. Folio, 

New York, 1897. 
Tschemak’s Min, und Petro. Mittheilungen. Band XVII, hefts 2—3. 8* Wien, 1897. 

Zeitschrifl fOr Krystallographie und Mineralogie. Band XXVUI, hefts 4—5, 8® Lcap- 
z!g, 1897. 

Eeitschrift fur praktische Geologic. Hefu 6—9. 8® Berlin, 1897, 

38 



rART 4.] Additions lo iho Library, 

Presented by the respective Editors-, Publishers, etc, 

American Journal of Science, Series IV, Vol. IV, Nos. 19—21. 8® New Haven, 1897. 
Indian and Eastern Engineer. VoK XXVUI, Nos, 520—542, and New Series, Vol. I, 

No. I. Folio and 4° Calcutta, 1897, 

^termanns Geographischer Mitteilungen. Band XLill, hefts 6—8. 4® Gotha,'1897. 

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, etc. 

Presented hy the respective Governments, Administrations, etc. 

AasAM.—Report on the Earthquake of the 12th June 1897, so far as it affected the 
Province of Assam. Fisc., Shillong, 1897. 

Bombav.—Selections from the records of the Bombay Government. Nos. 358 and 360. 

FIsc„ 1897. 
India.—Report on the Administration of Alidaman and Nicobar Islands, 1895—96. 

Fisc., Calcutta, 1897. 
,, Agricultural Ledger. Nos. 17 (1896) and 1—9 (1897). 8° Calcutta, 1897. 
„ Foreign Department Selections from Records. No. 334. Fisc., Calcutta, 1897. 

w Geological Survey of India— 

List of Officers corrected to 1st July 1897. 8** Calcutta, 1897, 

Memoirs. Paixontologia Indica. Ser. XV, Vol. I, part 4, and II, part i. 
4® Calcutta, 1897. 

Records. Vol. XXX, part 3. 8° Calcutta, 1897. 
Quarterly Notes, No. 3 (1897). Fisc., Calcutta, 1897. 

„ History of services of cfficers holding gazetted appointments in the Home, 
Foreign, Revenue and Agricultural and Legislative Departments, 
corrected lo 1st July 1897. 8° Calcutta, 1897. 

j, Meteorological Department— 
Administration Report, 1896-1897. 4® Calcutta, 1897. 

India Weather Review—Annua! Summary, 1896. 4® Calcutta, 1897. 
Monthly Weather Review. January to May 1897. 4* Calcutta, 1897. 

Indian Meteorological Memoii-s. Vol. VII, part 7. 4“ Simla, 1897. 

Rainfall Data of India, 1896. Fisc., Calcutta, 1897. 
„ Survey of India Department.—Notes.. May to August 1897. Fisc., Calcutta, 

1897. 
Madras.—Annual Administration Report of the Forest Department, Madras 

Presidency, for the year ending 3olh June 1896. i*lsc., 1897. 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh.—Damage caused by a landslip at Gohna 

on the Birai-Ganga in the Garhwal District. Fisc., 1895-1896. 

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, ETC., OF SOCIETIES, 

SURVEYS, ETC. 

Purchased, 

Berlin*—GeseHschaft filr Erdkunde— 
Verhandtungen. Band XXIV, hefts 4—6. 8®, 1897. 

Zcitichrift. Band XXXII, hefts 2-3* 8®. 1897. 

29 
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FBANKiroRT.A-MAJN.-Senckenbergischen 
handlungen. Banda XX, h«ft 1. and nett 3. 4» W 

LoKDON.-Chemical Society—Journal. No^ 4j5-t8- ».» 
NawcaSTLE-upON-TTNE—Federated Institution of Mining Engineers.--!ransactions 

Vol. XIII, parts. 8®, 1897. 
Stuttgart.-Vereins fur Vaterlandische Naturkundein Wurtemberg.-Jahreal.efte. 

Jahr. 53- 8°> *897. 

S' 

Berkeley. 
Noe. 

Prtsenled hy the respective Societies, Surv^s, ifc. 

ADELAIDE-Royal Society of South Australia.-Transactions. Vol. XXI. part .. 

N„Y«k. 

Vol. VIIIf Brachiopoda II. 4 * *094. 

V,k. XVin, No. 6-.0, Nrf X.X. N». 

I—a. 8°. 1897. . 
Circulars. Vol. XVI, Nos. 130-13!- 4* !897-. 
Studies in Historical and Political Science. Series XIV, Noe. 6 

and XV, Noa. i-2. 8% ^^111 Nos. 3-4» and XIX. 
American Journal of MathemaUcs* V • • 

No. I. 4", 1896-1897- - p. - 8®, x897- 
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